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Washington, DC
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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(281) through NASA SP-
7011(292) of Aerospace Medicine and Bio/ogy: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7011, and by means of
supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and
biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronuatics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by
the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N86-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A86-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:
DOSE
U DOSAGE
AIRLINERS
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the indiviudal Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71 -C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover
of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 239 will be found in Supplement 287
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and Biology supplements
is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are
available to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York, New York
10019.
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the
British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British
Library Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European
requesters may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those
identified by both the symbols # and * from ESA -- Information Retrieval Service European Space Agency,
8-10 rue Mario-Nikis, 75738 CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 50
regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
services. Over 1,300 other depositories also exist. A list of the regional GPO libraries appears on the inside
back cover.
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I SUBJECT HEAr..)ING I
I
AGING (BIOLOGY)
p 15 N86-10771
The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of the document content,
the title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession
number and the page number are included in each
entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in
the abstract section. If applicable, a report number
is also included as an aid in identifying the
document. Under any one subject heading, the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with
the AIAA accession numbers appearing first.
A
A-10 AIRCRAFT
A rev_w of pilot workload measurement techniques used
on the A-10 single seat night attack test program
[SAE PAPER 841492] p 146 A86-26016
A4 AIRCRAFT
Cockpit information requirements analysis - A mission
orientation p 236 A86-29856
ABDOMEN
Enhancement of somniferous effects of thermal
pulsation by simultaneous application to two reffexogenic
zones p 120 N86-19849
ABILITIES
The effect of skill on performance under an
environmental stressor p 94 A86-20406
Retention of helicopter flight skills - Is there a 'ori'dcal
period' for proficiency loss? p 129 A86-23718
The flight surgeon and psychiatry - Interest and skills
p 131 A86-25654
Subjective workload and individual differences in
information processing abilities
[SAE PAPER 841491] p 132 A86-26011
Review and evaluation of empirical research in
troubleshooting
[AD-A168660] p 186 A86-28865
Formula for a better understanding of pilot
performance p 230 A86-29900
The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
[AD-A159118] p 43 N86-13897
Acquiring procedural skills from lesson sequences
[AD-A164580] p 291 N86-26829
Initial skill learning:, An analysis of how alaboraiJons
facilitate the three components
[AD.A165137] p 292 N86-27922
Evaluation of 2 cognitive abilities tests in a dual-task
environment p 438 N86-32988
ABIOGENEIM8
The oldest traces of life (according to papers presented
at the 27th session of the International Geological
Congress) p 47 A86-13974
Molsoufar theory of evolution: Outline of a
_ theory of the origin of life -- Book
p 76 A86-17623
Simulation of thermal polycondensabon processes of
a_ne ac_ _ them_ra_oo ofthe_ aqueoos act_
in the earth's lithosphere p 274 A86.34489
Astr_ soucce6 of circularly polarized light and
their role in determining molecular chirality on earth
p 297 A86-38144
Synthesis and analysis in chemical evolution
p 297 A86-38145
RNA oatalysis and the origin of llfe
p 372 A86-41043
The synthesis of prim_ve 'living' forms - Definitions,
goals, stratng_as and evolution syn_ere
p 372 A86-41045
Chiadly se_, intrarnoleoular interaction observed in
an aminoacyl adanylate anhydride p 372 A86-41046
Molecular and Elemental Dust Analyzer (MEDA) for the
comet rendezvous asteroid flyby mission
p 299 N86-26857
multiplex gas chromatography: A novel analytical
technique for future planetary studies
p 299 N86-26860
lon Mobility Drift Spectrometer (IMDS) as a flight
analytical instrument technique p 300 N86-26861
Adsorption and condensation of amino acids and
nuclectides with soluble mineral salts
p 301 N86-26869
The principle of cooperation and life's origin and
evolution p 303 N86-26880
ABLATION
Laser ablation of human atberceclerofic plaque without
adjacent tissue injury p 91 A86-22711
ABNORMALITIES
Detection of chromceomel abnormalities in human
sperm
[DE85-014178] p 7 N86-11834
Teratogenic effects of microwave radiation
[PB85-207462] p 7 N86-11837
The clinical prediction of dangerousness
[AD-A160820] p 135 N86-19899
ABRASION RESISTANCE
Abrasion.resistant aluminized-coated aremid fabrics for
manufacture of firefightsrs' protective clothing
[AD-A157056] p 75 N86-14901
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
The application of diffraction optics techniques to laser
eye protection p 284 N86-26821
ABSORPTION
PreductJon of gamma- and alpha-intarferon by human
blood Isokocytas under successive induction conditions
p 217 N86-23229
ABSORPTION m=tEC'TRA
Part_Jiata models of photosynthesis
[DE86-001625] p 160 N86-22090
ABSORPTION SPECIROSCOPY
Photometric and photo acoustic measurement of the
absorbance of mioro-organisms and its relation to the
micro-organism-grain hypothesis p 188 A86-26671
ABSTRACTS
USSR Space Ufe Sciences Digest, issue 4
[NASA-CR-3922(04)] p 209 N86-23218
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
The influence of prev_v period and global optical flow
rate on sensiti_ to loss in speed of self motion
p 230 A86-29901
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
self-metion perception
[AD-A161836] p 223 N86-24194
ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Positive pre_mm_ re_0kation, a means of protecting
against +Gz =coatsrai_ns - A _sorel_d approsoh
p 31 A86-13568
The effect of +Gz acceleration on cardiac volumes
determined by two-dimereional echocardiography
p 58 A86-18547
An engineering test and evaluation of several new anti-G
valves -- for high perfommnce fighter aircraft
p 430 A86-47734
Current research on advanced concept anti-G suits
p 431 A86-47747
Development of a mechanical armlog of a human spine
and viscera p 418 A86-47753
Single stage rapid response _ valve
p 432 A86-47702
Anti-G suit protaction and hudy _
p 432 A86-47764
The choice of seat hack angle to improve acceleration
tolerance
[CEV-70-209] p 386 N86-29512
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Assessment of
vestibular system p 11 A86-12429
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - 'Acceleration'
p 11 A86-f2430
The effect of +Gz acceleration on cardiac volumes
determined by two-dimensional echocardiograpby
p 58 A86-18547
Inflight loss of consciousness. II p 58 A86-18548
The effects of +Gz on the coronary circulation - A
review p 86 A86-20401
Increased gluconeogenesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Clinical problems posed by the medical surveillance of
pilots exposed to high levels of acceleration
p 112 A86-24503
Effect of seat cushions of human raspona to +Gz
impact p 145 A86-25652
Protainuda in fighter pilots after high +Gz exposure
p 113 A86-25653
Critical impact and acceleration loading to the head
p 214 A86-30381
Protein concentration elevations in lungs of mice
following sudden, transient cedhaled (+Gz) acceleration
p 199 A86-30437
Human factors problems in the tactical air command
p 396 A86-44778
Inflight loss of consciousness - A first look at the U.S,
Navy experience p 396 A86-44780
Hemodynamics during gravitational ovedoeds
(mathematical modeling) p 12 N86-10739
Study of hypokinesia and acceleration effects on human
chromosomes p 12 N86-10740
Dynamics of changes of statistical indicators of heart
rhythm of persons with different degree of motion
sickness p 12 N86-10743
Endocrine and fluid metabolism in males and females
of dltferent ages after bedrest, acceleration and lower body
nsgative pressure
[NASA-TM-58270] p 39 N86-13886
Characteristics of accek)rations in aerobatic flight as a
sport p 172 N86-21117
Dynamic behaviour of spherical and aapherk:ai contact
lenses exposed to +Gz-ecceleraiion forces
p 294 1186-26816
Distinctions in humoral control of metabolism with
simulation of spaceflight factors p 286 N86-27884
Continuous ECG monitoring of Mirage 2000 pilots
(comparison with Mirage 3 and F1 pilots)
p 399 N88-30315
The use of ECG changes caused by acceleration as
tolerance predicltion factors p 399 N86-30316
The vertebral column: Selection and aptitude of combat
aircraft pilots of the future p 400 N86-30322
Assisted positive pressure breathing and modified
anti-ecceleraiion suit filling tested up to 9 G in a human
centrifuge, Karolinska Institute
[FOA-C-50038-H1] p 408 N86-30341
The effects of acceleraiJon stress on human workload
and manual control p 437 N86-32984
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Per_mance and pby_otog¢_effects of
acceteraUon-k,,duced (+Gz) loss of consciousness
p 8 A86-10253
Psychomotor performance after ferward-fecing impact
p 32 A86-14310
A-1
ACCESS CONTROL
Effect of exposure to heat, hypo_ia, cold. acceleration,
and vibration stress on the total blood sulfhydryl groups
in human subjects p 33 A86-14319
Protainuha in fighter pilots after high +Gz exposure
p 113 A86-25653
The effects of circuit weight training and G experience
on +Gz tolerance p 161 A86-28098
Physical training and +Gz tolerance reevaluated
p996 A86-44096
Simulated aerial combat maneuvering tolerance and
physical concli0oning - Curreflt status
p 396 A86-44097
G-inducad loss of consciousness. Combat aircraft pilots
head for trouble p 396 A86-44814
Effects of -Gz cecthfug_ acoeleration upon cardiac
output of hamster p 415 A86-50290
Hemodynamice dudng gravitational ovedeads
(mathematical modeling) p 12 N86-10739
Oxygenation and regional circulation ingingival mucossl
tissues under effect of head.to-pelvia ( + Gz)
accelerations p 65 N86-15872
The beginnings of airborne weightlessness research
[AD-A160575] p 115 N86-18966
Distinctions in reactions to active orthostatic and
water-loading tests of subjects differing in tolerance to
i:x:_itJveGz accalerations p 173 N86-21118
The effect of acceleration stress on human workload
[AD-A156770] p 180 N86-21140
Ul_esonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergrevity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
Effect of dibasol and some of its imidazo analogues
on animal tolerance to gravitational accelerations and
dynamics of development of postischemic cerobrovaecuiar
phenomena p 279 N86-27996
The choice of seat back angle to improve acceleration
tolerance
[CEV-70-209] p 386 N86-29512
The use of ECG changes caused by acceleration as
tolerance predicition factors p 399 N86-30316
Physical training of Mirage 2000 pilots
p 401 N86-30324
The effect of breathing elevated CO2 gas mixtures on
tracking performance, blood pressure, and subjective
tolerance at 1Gz
[AD-A165974] p 401 N86-31210
ACCESS CONTROL
Examination of re_nai pattern threshold levels and their
possible effect on computer access control mechanisms
[AD-A161213] p 128 N86-19895
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Explaining the unexplained dysbadc sport diving
accidents p 123 N86-19864
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
The case for training for the potentially catastrophic
situation
[SAE PAPER 851917] p 264 A86-35447
Metaorotropic determinants of road collisions and
accidents p 165 N86-21022
ACCIDENTS
Light-Weight Radioisotope Heater Unit Safety Analysis
Report (LWRHU-SAR). Volume 1. A. Introduction and
executive summary, B. Reference Design Document
(RDD)
[DE86-001457] p 172 N86-21113
ACCLIMATIZATION
Alcohol effects on brain p 64 N86-14887
Predictors of periodic breathing at altitude
[AD-A167947] p424 N86-32957
ACCURACY
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
An investigation of judgments of category frequency
lAD-A159555] p 72 N86-14894
Spetlotemporai characteristics of visual localization
[AD-A166097] p 404 N86-30331
ACETAZOLAMIDE
Comparative study of acotazolamide and spironolactone
on regional blood distribution on exposure to acute
hypoberic hypoxia p 246 A86-35863
Role of carbonic anhydrase in bone. Partial inhibition
of disuse atrophy of bone by parenterai acetszolamide
p 374 A86-43448
ACETYL COMPOUNDS
Cortical plasticity: Theoretical analysis, experimental
results
lAD-A157965] p 38 N86-12961
ACHIEVEMENT
Plausibility functions of Iowa vocabulary test items
estimated by the simple sum procedure of the conditional
P.D.F, Approach
[AD-A160850] p 134 N86-18986
Proceedings of the Item Response Theory and
Computerized Adaptive Testing Conference -- 3
[AD-A163040] p 265 N86-25990
A-2
ACID RAIN
Environmental factors and infant mortality
p 168 N86-21041
Paleoscts and the chemical evolution of the
atmosphere p 301 N86-26870
AClDO61S
Skeletal muscle lactate release and glycolytlo
intermediates during hyperoapnia p 155 A86-28124
Plasma lactate and ventilation thresholds in trained and
untrained cyctists p 215 A86-30678
Effect of simulated weightlessness on exercise-inducad
anaerobic threshold p 250 A86-33756
The role of endorphins in the pathophysiology of
hemorrhagic and endotoxic shock in the subhuman
pdmate
lAD-A162483] p 177 N86-22100
ACIDS
Kinetics of biological ferrous iron oxidation
[DE85-014616] p 4 N86-10736
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
A new application of adaptive noise cancellation -- in
acoustic barriers p 99 A86-22626
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Biological effects of millimeter waves on the mouse
[FOA-C-50023-H1] p 83 N86-16879
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Correlation of constant flow rate with frequency
spectrum of respiratory sounds when measured at the
trachea p 217 A86-31223
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Informativeness of echo signal in pulsed
ultrasonography of the brain (with use of model)
p 66 N86-15887
ACQUISITION
The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
[AD-A159118] p 43 N86-13897
An examination of the life support equipment
development and acquisition process
[AD-A162241] p 242 N86-24221
Initial skill learning: An analysis of how elaborations
facilitate the three components
[AD-A165137] p 292 N86-27922
ACTIVATION
Force and timing components of the motor program
[AD-A157584] p 17 N86-11843
Lymphocyte activation - regulatory substances
lAD-A162683] p 160 N86-22087
ACTIVE CONTROL
Active controllers and the time duration to learn a task
p 439 N86-32994
ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
Correlated changes in calmodulin activity and grevitropic
sensitivity in roots of maize p 197 A86-30422
Impulse activity of the brain stem neurons related to
the cardiac and respiratory rhythms p 246 A86-35940
A study of the effect of ultrasound on the antigenic
activity of human erythrocytes p 254 A86-36495
Stimulating effect of space flight factors on Artemis cysts
Comparison with irradiation by gamma rays
p 373 A86-41787
On the interrelationship between different ranges of
bioelectric activity of the human brain
p 422 A86-49975
Raman activity in synchronously dividing bacteria
[DE85-015672] p 28 N86-12951
Comparative analysis of biomess pyrolysis
condansatas
[DE86-001773] p 159 N86-21102
Modification of cytogenetic and physiological effects of
space flight factors by biologically active compounds
[NASA-TM-87987] p 386 N86-28624
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
The retinal cycle in bactedorhodopsin -- Russian book
p 414 A86-49348
Problem of biological clocks: New data on circadian
changes in status of human organism
p 120 N86-19848
Crew factors in flight operations. Part 4: Sleep and
wakefulness in international aircrews
[NASA-TM-88231] p 379 N86-28613
ACTUATORS
Direct model reference adaptive control of a flexible
robotic manipulator
[NASA-CR-176659] p 188 N86-22113
ADAPTATION
Space motion sickness preflight adaptation training
Preliminary studies with prototype trainers
[IAF PAPER 85-311 ] p 35 A86-15822
Velocity coding - Evidence from perceived velocity
shif_ p 94 A86-20900
Methods of regulating the adaptation and resistance
processes in navy personnel p 110 A86-23495
SUBJECT INDEX
Complex opprcach to the study of adaptive systemic
reactions and functional states in man. I - The time factor
inthe formation of subcomplexes of systemic physiological
indexes of functional state dynamics, and the
instrumentation used in the study p 216 A86-30893
Dynamics of the salivary electrolyte composition and
renal excretory function during human adaptation to an
altered geserx_ environment p 216 A86-30899
Disturbances in the night sk_ep sbucture and
crganization and their significance in the
acleptive-recuperelion processes p 217 A86-32875
The theoretical principles of adaptation -- physiological
responses to environment p 208 A86-33072
Adapted head- and eye-movement responses to
added-head inertia p 250 A86-33758
The dynamics of systemic functional organization during
adaptation to work in extreme environments
p 254 A86-36530
Dynamics of changes of statistical indicators of heart
rhythm of persons with different degree of motion
sickness p 12 N86-I0743
Dynamics of general resistance of rats during
readoptation period after training in altered gas
environment p 6 N86-10767
Physiological effects of training
[AD-A157417] p 16 N86-11841
Pulmonary adaptation to high alt_
[AD-A157694] p 62 N86-14873
Alcohol effects on brain p 64 N86-14887
Investigation of catacholamine metabolism at high
altitudes p 66 N86-15880
Biological investigations of adaptive networks. Neuronal
control of conditioned responding
[AD-A160348] p 126 N86-19887
Condition of cardiovascular system in presence of acute
mountain sickness p 174 N86-21127
Some aspects of human amino acid metabolism at high
aititucle p 175 N86-21136
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
[AD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 211 N86-23257
Psychological selection of personnel for employment in
the AntarfJc
[DRIC-T-7449] p 235 N86-23278
Long-term adaptation of the otolith organs
p 389 N86-29526
An environmentally.controlled extended-use small
animal hypobanc chamber
lAD-A166729] p 398 N86-30307
Neurobhyaiologicai research supporting the
investigation of adaptive network architectures
lAD-A166074] p 405 N86-31216
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Expedmental estimate of the parameters of a stochastic
model of a human operator sensor system
p407 A86-45117
Proceedings of the Item Response Theory and
Computerized Adaptive Testing Conference -- 3
[AD-A163040] p 265 N86-25990
ADAPTIVE FILTERS
A new application of adaptive noise cancellation -- in
acoustic barriers p 99 A86-22626
Implementation of models for the transient division
system of spetio-temporel visual perception
[ETN-86-97533] p 425 N86-32965
ADDUCTS
Relationship between aikyletlon sites and induction of
dominant lethais and horitabte translocations in mice
[DE85-014309] p 7 N86-11835
ADENINES
Enzyme cofactor modified electrodes
[AD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
Localization of calcium stimulated adenosine
triphosphatase activity in blood vessels of the skeleton
p197 A86-30424
Ecto-protain kinase activity on the external surface of
neural cells p 207 A86-31650
Contractile properties of rat muscle fibers during
long-term exposure to + 2 Gx accelerations
p 54 N86-14858
Changes in physicochemical properties of contractile
and regulatory proteins in different types of muscles during
and after exposure to accelerations p 61 N86-14860
Models of glycolyais: Glyceraldehyde as a source of
energy and monomers for prebiotic condensation
reactions p 302 N86-26876
Is the ATPase from haiobectarium seccherovorum an
evolutionary relic? p 306 N86-26891
ADIPOSE TISSUES
Immersion cooling - Effect of clothing and skinfold
thickness
[AD-A163427] p 59 A86-18837
SUBJECT INDEX
Effect of physical Veining in humans on the response
of isolated fat cells to epinephrine p 418 A86-47868
The influence of individual factors in man on bubble
formation in air diving decompression
p 125 N86-19881
ADRENAL GLAND
Morphological changes in some internal organs of
guinea pigs due to the effect of a constant electromagnetic
field p 103 A86-23490
Thymic involution in the suspended rat - Adrenal
hypertrophy and glucocorticoid receptor conterrt
p 106 A86.25660
Bone loss during simulated weightlessness - Is it
glucocorfico_ mediated? p 197 A86-30423
ADRENAL METABOLISM
Serum levels of eleven steroid hormones following
motion sickness p 8 A86-10259
Aldosterona, cortisol, and electrolyte responses to
hy_ hypoxia in moderate-altifude natives
p 32 A86-14316
Effect of exposure to heat, hypoxia, cold, acceleration,
and vibration stress on the total blood sulfilydryl groups
in human subjects p 33 A86-14319
Individual and typological functional properties of the
sympathoadrenal system as a prognostic index of the
functional state of an organism in complex environmental
conditk_a p 88, A86-22532
Increased gluconanganesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Are there conditions in which edrenaiestomy impedes
the atrophying effects of denervation?
p194 A86-30397
Investigation of mechanisms of the radioprotectiva effect
of egonists of catesholamine receptors - Involvement of
both subtypes of aipha-edranoreceptors in the
radiopr0tective effect p 208 A86-32698
Effect of hydration on piaso_ vasopressin, renin, and
aldosterone responses to heed-up tilt
p 253 A86-36311
Morphological and biochemical investigation of rat
adrenocortical function during long-term hypokinasia
p 279 N86-27889
ADRENERGICS
Arousal and stability - The effects of five new
sympathomimetic drugs suggest a new principle for the
prevention of space motion sickness
p 113 A86-25656
ADSORPTION
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers, revision
A
[AD-A160181] p 147 N86-t8989
Adsorption and condensation of amino acids and
nucleotides with soluble mineral salts
p 301 N86-26869
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
Development of a computer-managed readiness
assessment system
]AD-A162931] p 236 N86-24215
AEROBES
The principle of cooperation and life's origin and
evolution p 303 N86-26880
Evolution of thiol protective systems in prokaryotas
p 307 N86-26896
AERONAUTICS
Human factors _ aviation. II| . Some comtemporanJ
issues p 44 A86-13263
Computational models of human vision with
applications
[NASA-CR-176413] p 67 N86-15898
AEROSOLS
Aerosol deposition along the respiratory tract at zero
gravity - A theoretical study p 213 ,6,86-30169
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
Phase 4. Subchronic inhalation of hydrexyiammonium
nitrate, January 1985
[AD-A157623] p 17 N86-11844
New physical methods for biological aerosol detection
[AD-At58218] p 29 N86-13881
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
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solutions
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Human fsctors in rule-based systems
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Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
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Space teleoperation research. American Nuclear
Society Executive conference: Remote operations and
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Use of artificial intelligence and psychology in the
analysis of command and contrel -- military
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Knowledge-based load leveling and task allocation in
human-machine systems p 437 N86-32985
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Human factors engineering design criteria for future
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Physiological problems of ascent to altitude
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Effect of inclusion of supplementary ascorbic acid in
daily diet on degree of vitamin saturation of body end
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Developing a Needs Assessment Programme
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Workload measurement in system design and
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guide
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Workload assessment - Progress during the last
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ASTHMA
Weather and asthma symptoms p 166 N86-21029
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effects on children and teenagen_ affected by bronchial
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Kinematics and reaction moment compensation for a
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ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
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Ensuring Space Station human productivity
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Human roles in future space systems
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Health maintenance and human productivity inthe Space
Station Era
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The roles of astronauts and machines for future space
operations
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Catching zzzs in zero-G p 217 A86-31150
Astronaut crew performance - Recent space
experience
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Designing the conditions of life and work of cosmonauts
(2rid revised and enlarged edition) -- Russian book
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Theoretical principles underlying the evaluation, control,
and correction of the impact of emotions on cosmonaut
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ASTRONAUT TRAINING
Training of cosmonauts and expenance during space
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Designing the conditions of life and work of cosmonauts
(2nd revised and enlarged edition) --- Russian book
p 290 A86-38984
Cosmonaut training -- Russian book
p 293 A86-38988
First German Spacelab missions, no. 6
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ASTRONAUTICS
The human role in space: Technology, economics and
optimization -. Book p 272 A86-37037
ASTRONAUTS
The skeleton in space p 10 A86-11833
A proposal for a longitudinal study to assess the hazards
of radiation in space flight
[AD-A160801] p 117 N86-18975
ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGS
Using the IRAS data to search in the asteroid belt for
any potential evidence of galactic colonization
p 309 N86-26908
ASYMMETRY
Determination of vestibular asymmetry with application
to aviation medicine p 31 A86-13299
Brain asymmetry in animals -- Russian book
p 50 A86-17467
ATELECTASIS
Influence of inspired oxygen concentration on
acceleration atolectesis
[AD-A168540] p 253 A86-36313
ATHLETES
Indicators of external respiration inyoung athletes during
adaptation to high environmental temperature
p 9 A86-10699
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Photochemistry of methane and the formation of
hydrocyanic acid (HCN) in the earth's early atmosphere
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Paleosols end the chemical evolution of the
atmosphere p 301 N86-26870
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Temperature wind speed humidity (TWH): A
biometeorological index testing p 166 N86-21028
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
The state of man's organism under conditions of
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Radlosensitivity of animals irradiated in modified gas
medium: Modification of cerebral syndrome in mice by
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The role of the oceans in the atmospheric cycle of
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Earth's early atmosphere as seen from carbon and
nitrogen isotopic analysis of Archean sediments
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Microbial contributions to the Precembrian Earth
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
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assessment of the effects of hazardous substances on
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A_HERIC ELECTRICITY
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The viability with respect to temperature, of
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Human hemodynamic change under high atmospheric
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Meteorological adaptation research st biology institute
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Experimental, structural and theoretical models of
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Responses of skeletal muscle to unloading - A review
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and opportunities p 255 A86-37077
Metabolism of amino acids by the atrophied soleus of
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Effects of muscle atrophy on motor control
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A possible role for endogenous glucocorticoids in
orchiectomy-loduced atrophy of the rat levator eni muscle:
Studies with RU38486, a potent and selective
antiglucocorticoid
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Flow cytometry analysis of hormone receptors on human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells to identify
stress-induced neuroendoctine effects
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ATROPINE
Comparison of the effects of atropine sulfate and ethanol
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An atropinized heat-stresead rat model: Anticholinergic
and anticholloestersse drug potency
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Neurophysiological bases of event-related potentials
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Environmental stress after atropine treatment
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Effects of atropine sulfate on aircrew pedormance
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Cardiac reserve during weightlessness simulation and
shuttle flight
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Advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-16 -
The pilot interface
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bibliography with indexes (supplement 288)
[ NASA-SP-7011 (288) ] p422 N86-32088
BIFURCATION (BIOLOGY)
Effects of cation ions in nerve excitation
p 37 N86-12377
BIG BANG COSMOLOGY
Cosmological and anthropio principles, cosmic and
pienetan/ events, and the existence of life in the
universe p 274 A86-36766
BINOCULAR VISION
A purely central movement aftereffect induced by
binooular viewing ol dyeamic visual noise
p 133 A86-26297
Visual lobe area for single targets on a competing
homogeneous background p 234 A86-31821
Mechanisms of human motion perception revealed by
a new cyciopeen illusion p 235 A86-33103
The importance of stereoscopic imagery in flight
simulation p 383 A86-40483
The human dual visual systems - Their importance in
simulation p 381 A86-40485
Displacement thresholds incentral and peripheral vision
during tracking p 378 A86-41782
Binocular image flows: Steps toward stereo - motion
fusion
lAD-A158089] p 67 N86-15901
BIOACOUSTICS
Effects of speech rate and pitch contour on the
percapfion of synthetic speech p 234 A86-31824
A study of the effect of ultrasound on the antigenic
activity of human erythcscytes p 254 A86-36495
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 158 N86-20890
BIOASSAY
Development of vaccines to the mycotoxin T-2
[AD-At58544] p 63 N86-14877
Bioassay of military relevant compounds for
carcinogenic activity by the strain A mouse lung tumor
bioassay
lAD-A156772] p 93 N86-17981
Chemical characterization and toxicologic evaluation of
airborne mixtures: Tumorigenicity studies of Diesel Fuel-2,
Red Smoke Dye and Violet Smoke Dyes in the SENCAR
Mouse Skin Tumorigenesis Bioessay System
[AD-A159728] p 114 N86-18962
Uitrasensitive detection of chemical substances
lAD-A159996] p 108 N86-19825
Development and use of anucleated bacterial calls to
assay the in vivo activity of pollutants
[AD-A162727] p 160 N86-22089
Biomedical and environmental sciences at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
[DE86-001639] p 161 N86-22091
Fiberoptics immunofluorsscence spectroscopy for
chemical and biological monitoring
[DE86-002239] p 225 N86-24209
U$SR report: Space Bioicgy and Aerospace Medicine,
no. 1, January - February 1986
[JPRS-USB-86-O03] p 278 N86-27878
Human central hemodynamics during lower limb
decompression p 286 N86-27887
Direct sdectrophotometric method of assaying ammonia
concentration in gas environment of seeding chambers
p 280 N86-27900
Amino acid spectrum of human blood in the presence
of emotional stress p 287 N86-27901
Advantages of the gas exchange approach to
microbiological studies
[ADoA166887] p 393 N86-31207
BIOASTRONALFFICS
Preliminary medical results of the 5-month flight onboard
Salyut-7-Soyuz-T
[IAF PAPER 84-184] p 10 ,6,86-12362
Physiologic adaptation to space - Space adaptation
syndrome
[IAF PAPER 85-313] p 35 A86-15824
The human cardiovascular system in the absence of
gravity
[IAF PAPER 85-315] p 35 A86-15825
Spacalab life sciences flight experiments - An integrated
aplxoach to the study of cardiovascular decondifioning
and orthostatic hypotension
[IAF PAPER 85-316] p 36 A86-15826
An overview o1 space physiology and related
experiments on Spaceiab 1 p 87 A86-21097
BIOCHEMISTRY
Human physiological adaptation to extended Spaca
Flight and its implicefions for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851311] 9 110 A86-23502
Metabolic aspects of the problem of stress in space
flight --- Russian book p 105 A86-24136
Immunological analyses of U.S. Space Shuttle
crewmembers p 162 A86-29091
Metabolic support for a lunar base
p 191 A86-30166
Tissue cult_e apparatus for flight experimentation
p 201 A86-30444
Space Station life science research facility - The
vivadum/laboretory p 201 A86-30449
Life science research on the Space Station
p 201 A86-30451
Hematologic parameters of estrorets flown on SL-3
p 202 A86-30458
Microgravity associated changes in pituitary growth
hormone (GH) cells prepared from rats flown on Space
Lab 3 p 202 A86-30459
Morphological and biochemical changes in aDieus and
extensor digflorum Iongus muscles of rats orbited in
Spacelab 3 p 203 A86-30464
Microgravity changes in heart structure and cyclic-AMP
metabolism p 203 A86-30465
Effect of flight in mission SL-3 on interferon-gamma
production by rats p 204 A86-30467
Otoconial morphology in space-flown rats
p 204 A86-30470
Osteocalcin as an indicator of bone metabolism during
spaceflight p 205 A86-30474
The usa of suspension models and comparison with
true weightlessness --- Animal Model Workshop on
Gravitational Physiology p 205 A86-30480
Catching zzzs in zero-G p 2"_7 A86-31150
Life science opportunities in the Space Station
p 275 A86-37855
The question of life on Mars p 410 A86-43927
Space Station - Life sciences
[AIAA PAPER 86-2346] p 393 A86-46960
Biochemical responses of Xenopus Lenvis muscles to
changes in environment, t. - Comparison to Rana
Catesbeiaca and exposure to grevic environment
p 415 A86-50288
Study of biosample preservation, handling, and
observation facilities
[ESA-CR(P)-2126] p213 N86-24191
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 7
[NABA-CR-3922(0B)] p 416 N86-32083
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND
Alteration of rat brain catecholamine levels under
hypoxia p 391 A86-43540
Drugs and surfactants used to prevent caisson disease
in rats p 54 N86-14868
Oxygenation and regional cimulation in gingival muccssl
tissues under effect of head-to-poivis (+Gz)
accelerations p 65 N86-15872
External respiration, gas exchange, and blood oxygen
parameters in acute methemogiobinemia
[DRIC-T-7663] p 415 N86-32082
BIOCHEMISTRY
Biochemical response to chronic shortening in unleaded
scieus muscias p 3 A86-123BO
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Biochemical
investigations p 11 A86-12433
The geroprotecfive activity of 2,6-dimethyt
3,5-diethoxycarbonyl 1,4-dihydropyridine
p 49 A86-16783
The uniqueness of srchaebactsda p 50 A86-17808
Peptidoglycan envelope in the cyanelles of Glaucocystis
nostochinoerum p 51 A86-18029
Autotrophic and mixotrophic growth and metabolism of
some moderately thermoacidophilic iron-oxidizing
bacteria p 51 A86-18033
The elusive mechanism of the circadian clock
p 82 A86-22650
Rationalization of some genetic anticodonic
assignments p 189 A86-28723
Effect of calmodulin and auxin transport inhibitors on
calcium net uptake along apical corn roots
p 196 A86-30412
Red light shifts the locus and rate of grevitropic curvature
in etiolate pea spicotyls p 196 A86-30413
An attempt to localize and identify the gravity sensing
mechanism of plants p 197 A86-30417
Immunocytochemical localization of calmodulin in pea
root caps and plumules and its relevance to hypothesis
on gravitroplsm p 197 A86-30419
Effects of norflurazon on the levels of abscisic acid and
xanthoxin in caps of gravistimuiated roots of maize
p197 A86-30420
Biochemical and morphological evaluation of the effects
of space flight on rat salivary glands
p 204 A86-30468
Carbon isotopic tractionation in heterotrophic miorobial
metabolism p 371 A86-40669
A-13
BIOCOMPATIBILITY
Role of carbonic anhydrass in bone resorption inckJcad
by prosteglandin E2 in vitro p 375 A86-43453
Role of carbonic enhydrase in bone - Plasma
ecetazolamide concentrations associated with inhibition
of bone loss p 375 A86-43454
Proton injection into bactariorhodopsin --- Russian
book p 414 A86-49347
The retinal cycle in bactedorbedopsin -- Russian book
p 414 A86-49348
Halobectedum denithficans sp. nov. - An extremely
heiophilic denitdfying bacterium p 414 A86-49524
The rhodopsin-like pigments of heiobacteda -
Light-energy and signal transducers in an
amhaebactedum p 415 A86-50271
Biochemical responses of Xenopus Laevis muscles to
changes in environment. I. - Comparison to Rana
Catesbeiane and exposure to gravic environment
p 415 A86-50288
Biochemical responses of Xsnopus laevis muscles to
changes in environment, tl - Responses to gravity and
pressure p 415 A86-50289
Structure and function of isozymes: Evolutionary
aspects and role of oxygen in eucaryotic organisms
[ NASA-CR-176286] p6 N86-11831
Relationship between alkylation sites and induction of
dominant lethals and heritable translocations in mice
[DE85-014309] p 7 N86-11835
Des_n, construction end testing of adc bioeffects
enclosure for small animals
[DE05-015798] p 29 N86.13883
Physiology/biochemistry of photoactivation of 02
evolution: Probes for the S-state protein
[DE85-016834] p 53 N86.14843
USSR report: Life sciences, Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBS-85-004] p 54 N86.14845
Changes in physical condition, vestibular function and
bone system of rata submitted to long-term rotation
p 54 N86-14557
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-024] p 64 N86-14885
Alcohol effects on brain p 64 N86-14887
Electron reactions in model and biological systems
[DE85-016062] p55 N86.15861
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 4, July - August 1985
[JPRS-USB-85-006] p 56 N86-15865
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-025] p 83 N86-16881
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-001] p 109 N86-19828
Muscle fatigue: Physiological and biochemical studies
p 120 N86-19851
The 1Oth Meeting of the International Society for
Neurochemistry held at Rive del Garda, italy on 19-24
May 1985
[AD-A160668] p 171 N86-21110
Condition of thyroid gland and C celts during long.term
rotation (morphological and biochemical investigation)
p 174 N86-21126
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 4
[NASA-CR-3922(04)] p 209 N86-23218
Use of membrane vesicles as a simplified system for
studying transport of auxin
[DE86-002264] p 209 N86-23219
Annual report and summers of FY 1985 activities
supported by the Division of Biological Energy Research
[DE85-009132] p 209 N86-23220
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-002] p 209 N86.23222
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-004] p 212 N86-23258
Chemically induced damage to the hippocampal
formation
[NDRE/PUBL-86/1002] p255 N86.25112
Evolutionary significance of osmoregulatory
mechanisms in cyanobacteda p 307 N86-26898
Microbial contributions to the Precambrian Earth
p 307 N86-26899
Study of brain biochemistry duringhypothermia
p 285 N86-27875
Morphological and biochemical investigation of rat
adranocortical function during long-term hypokinesia
p 279 N86-27889
Weightlessness simulation: Physiological changes infast
and slow muscle
[NASA.CR-176945] p 380 N86.29498
A learning model as a basis for investigations of the
effects of gravity on the learning processes and memory
formulation p 389 N86-29525
A-14
Guard cell biochemistry: Response to env_renmentat
stimuli causing changes in gas exchange
[DE86-010287] p 416 N86-32086
In vivo dermal absorption method and system for
laboratory animals
[AD-0012325] p 417 N86-32951
BIOCOMPATIBILITY
Production of gamma- and alpba-interferon by human
blood leukocytes under successive induction conditions
p 217 N86-23229
BIOCONTROL SYSTEMS
Hierarchy of control models for temperature regulation
p 22 A86-10158
The ssocad_c eye movement centrc4 system
p 267 A86-33797
Controlling of pilot work capacity by psychosomatic
self-regulation techniques p 265 A86-36500
Phases of muScular thermogenesis under expadmeotal
hyperthyroeis p 373 A86-43425
Possibility of optimizing respiratory activity by means of
biocontrol p 420 A86-49266
Individual typological self-regulation of cardio-vascular
system p 13 N86-10752
BIOCONVERSION
Romanian plant produces protein concentrate from
paraffin-nourished yeasts p 4 N86-10741
The development of an unconventional food
regeneration process: Quantifying the nutritional
components of a model methylotrophic yeast
p 151 N86-19928
Annual report and scmmades of FY 1985 activities
supported by the DNtsion of Biologk:a_ Energy Research
[DE85-009132] p 209 N86-23220
BIODEGRADATION
Biocidal synthetic coatings based on high-molecular
metaloorganic compounds p 55 N86-14870
Reproductive capacity of microfiora on polymers used
in sealed environments p 280 N86-27897
BIODYNAMICS
Comparative biodynamic response of two primate
species to the same vibrational environment
[AD-A160679] p 1 A86-10252
The alleviating effect of arbitrary movements on the
vestibulomotor p 216 A86-30898
An automated methodology for conducting human
factors evaluations of protective garments
p 268 A86-33817
The use of eilipsoidal solids to display human body
dynamic response p 272 A86-36852
Nonlinear mechanisms in physiology and
pathophysiology Toward a dynamical theory of health and
disease p 422 A86-49636
Human body biomechanics and movements after
120-day antiorthostatic hypokinasia p 60 N86-14851
Statistical research on problems of biodynamics
lAD-A157993] p 67 N86-15899
Head.spine structure modeling: Enhancements to
secondary loading path model and validation of
head-cervical spine model
[AD-A161425] p 172 N86-21112
The effects of ketamine on Rhesus monkey skeletal
dynamics
[AD-A162848] p 213 N86-24189
BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Neuronal reactions and evoked potentials in the
subcortical brain structures in the process of visual
recognition. I - Formulation of the problem and basic
methods for its solution p 9 A86-10696
Prestimulus EEG and evoked potentials in man during
the recognition of a meaningful light stimulus
p 9 A86-10697
Neuronal responses and the evoked potentials in
subcortical structures of the human brain during visual
recognition, II - The effect of stimuli relevance on the
evoked neuronal responses p 216 A86-30894
A bidornein model for the extrecellular potential and
magnetic field of cardiac tissue p 206 A86-31224
The use of brain evoked response in a critical event
detection task p 261 A86-33819
Event-ralatsd brain potentials and resource allocation
- From dual-task decrements to dual-task integrality
p 261 A86-33820
Processing inferences derived from event-related
potential measures in a monitoring task
p 262 A86-33822
Spinal cord decompression sickness - A comparison of
recomprassion therapies in an animal model
p 372 A86-41784
The inverse problem in electrocardiography - A model
study of the effects of geometry and conductivity
parameters on the reconstruction of epicardiei potentials
p 394 A86-43750
SUBJECT INDEX
Spactrei-con'eieticn characteristics of EEG in the course
of short-term memory tests, I - A study of
speetral-correlation parameters of the potentials in the
human neocortex during correct short-term memorizing
p 419 A86-49263
Spatial organization of components of the visual evoked
potentials and the ssnsodmotor reaction efficiency
p 419 A86-49264
On the interreiatk_nship between different ranges ot
bioeiectric activity of the human brain
p 422 A86-49975
Neuronal response and evoked potentials in subcortical
formations in visual perception. Part 1: Problem
formulation and principles of solution
p 119 N86-19844
An investigation of the usa of staady-state evoked
potentials for human psrtormance and workload
assessment and control
[AD-A166205] p 404 N86-30332
BIOEUECTRICITY
Visual perception and memory: Information processes
and neuron mechanisms --- Russian book
p 52 A86-18744
Changes in the blood electric conductivity caused by
body immersion p 90 A86-22543
A model for the formation of the structure of the external
electric field of humans p 183 A86-27500
Electrical enhancement of heating
p 156 A86-28449
Electrical activity of cerebellum in the wakefulness.sleep
cycle p 157 A86-29255
Gravistimulation.inducod changes in current patterns
around root caps p 196 A86-30411
Changes in the contractile and electrical activities of
the rat myocardium under the effect of verapamil under
insufficient oxygenation p 246 A86-35939
Impulse activity of the brain stem neurons related to
the cardiac and respiratory rhythms p 246 A86-35940
Bioimpodanca measurement with respect to pulsstile
pulmonary blood flow p 271 A86-36316
Dynamics of the ultraslow bioelectric brain activity during
the performance of certain parts of operational activity
p 255 A86-36534
Human body impedance and threshold currents for
perception and pain for contact hazard analysis in the
VLF-MF band p 281 A86-39598
Intreventhcular conduction disturbances in flying
personnel Right bundle branch block
p 378 A86-41788
Proton ejection from bacteriorhodopsin --- Russian
book p 413 A86-49346
Proton injection into bacteriorhodopsin --- Russian
book p 414 A86-49347
The retinal cycle in bactedorhodopsin --- Russian book
p 414 A86-49348
A nonlinear regression procedure for evoked potential
data analysis
lAD-A157680] p 53 N86-1483g
Biological Sciences and bioeloctromegnetics in Europe
[AD-A159221] p 53 N86-14841
Neurophysiologicat bases of event-related potentials
[AD-A158997] p 71 N86-14890
Peptides and memory p 95 N86-16884
Mitechondrial manifestations of stress and response to
hormonal stimulation and hydroasroions
p 84 N86-16885
The interface between atmosphere and organism
p 164 N86-21014
Rat brainimpedance in statientul/magnetic field
p 174 N86-21128
Biochemical models for study of nerve cell processes
p 209 N86-23223
Mechanism of electromagnetic energy effects on the
nervous system: Voltage-clamp study
[AD-A164653] p 282 N86-26798
Studies on visual information processing in retinal
neurons
[EL-859] p 288 N86-27906
BIOENGINEERING
LSRO/ONR ad hec review process
[AD-A156590] p 4 N86-10735
Biometerials research in West Germany: An
assessment
[AD-A158951] p 53 N86-14840
BIOFEEDBACK
Self-control of psychophysiologic response to motion
stress Using biofeedback to treat sickness
lAD-A163428] p 70 A86-18833
Possibility of optimizing respiratory activity by means of
biocontrol p 420 A86-49266
General automatic components of motion sickness
[NASA-CR-176516] p 126 N86-19886
Shuttle flight experiment 30-day summary report
[NASA-CR-176539] p 171 N86-21109
Electric sleep method of preventing fatigue build-up in
so,ik_s on extended cruises p 235 N86-23248
SUBJECT INDEX
BIOGENY
ExObiology experiments for space station
p 243 A86-30453
BIOGEOCHEMISTRY
Padty-viotstieg energy differences of chiral minerals and
the origin of biomoleculer homechirality
p 77 A86-17807
Planetary ecology; Proceedings of the Sixth International
Symposium on Environmental Biogeochemistry, Santa Fe,
NM, October 10-14, 1983 p 50 A86-18025
Aspects of the biogeochemistry of Big Soda Lake,
Nevada p 51 A86-18031
Isoleecine stereoisomers on the earth
p 154 A86-26198
Stromatolites frOm the 3,300-3,500-Myr Swaziland
Supergroup, Barberton Mountain Land, South Africa
p155 A86-26490
Simuletion of thermal polycondeneation processes of
amino acids during the migration of their aqueous solutions
in the earth's lithosphere p 274 A86-34489
The Prenamlorts,n evolution of terrestrial lite
p 275 A86-35146
Template-directed oligonucleotide ligation on
hydrowtapetite p 393 A86-45960
Isotopic, patmlegic and biegeouhemical investigations
of banded iron-formations p 305 N86-26885
Organic $13C values vary slightly with salinity in
microbial mats at Guerram Negro, Baja California Sur,
Mexico: Implications for stromatolite $13C values
p 308 N86-26900
BIOINSTRUMENTATION
Device for rapid quantification of human carotid
beroreceptor-cerdiec reflex responses
p 162 A86-28125
Method of high-precision microeampied blood and
plasma mess dansitometry p 419 A56-49250
New physical methods for biological aerosol detection
lAD-A158218] p 29 N86-13881
Portable diagnostic radiometer
lAD-A157685] p 62 N86-14872
Study of biotechnology applied to research and
development
lAD-A161877] p 212 N86-24!85
Biosensom from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymedzed lipid bilayem
[AD-DO12160] p 248 N86-25974
Enzyme cofector modified electrodes
lAD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
The effect of a weak variable ultralow.froquency
magnetic field on the development of hypercoagulation
syndrome in rats caused by restricted mobility
p 79 A86-19300
Absorption of millimeter waves by human beings and
its biological implications p 111 A86-24442
Effect of cosmoheliogeophysical factors on bacterial
agglutionation in vitro p 155 A56-27473
Effect of low-power millimeter-range monochromatic
electromagnetic radiation on biological processes
p 155 A86-27475
Gravistimulation-inducod changes in current patterns
around root caps p 196 A86-30411
Effects of mechanical stresses, abscisic acid, and
outdoor exposure on growth and water relations of
eggplant p 196 A56-30416
Effects of clinostat rotation on Aurelia ststolith
synthesis p 199 A86-30436
The new ANSI RF radiation exposure standard - Its
background and impact p 371 A56-40519
Stimulating effect of space flight factors on Artemis cysts
Comparison with irradiation by gamma rays
p 373 A86-41757
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 275)
[NASA.SP-7011(275)] p 15 N86-10768
Assessments and viewpoints on the biological and
human health effects of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF)
electromagnetic fields: Compilation of commissioned
papers for the ELF literature review project
lAD-A156942] p 16 N86-11539
Acute pulmonary effects of formaldehyde exposure in
humans
[DE85-014728] p 17 N86-11848
Monitoring of circadian waveforms in rodents exposed
to high-intensity static magnetic fields
[DE55-015225] p 28 N86-12952
Biomedical and Environmental Sciences Program
publications 1984
[DE85-015070] p 28 N86-12953
Aerospace Medicine and Biology Continuing Bibliegraph:
A continuing bibliography with indexes
[NASA-SP-7011(276)] p 37 N86-12954
Proceedings of a workshop on Radiofreguency
Radiation bioeffects held at Wachtberg.Werthheven, West
Germany on 11-13 September 1984
[AD-A157090] p 38 N86-12959
Design, construction and testing of a d¢ bioeffects
enclosure for small animals
[DE05-016798] p 29 N86-13883
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-011992] p30 N86-13885
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-004] p 54 N86-14845
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 5, September. October 1985
[JPRS*USB-85-007] p 54 N86-14848
Variation in baseline sister chmmatid exchange
frequencies in humans
[DE85-016084] p 64 N86-14883
Freezing of living calls
[DE85-016297] p 55 N86-15862
On the effects of X irradiation on the Bacillus subtilis
spores in a day and wet system
[DFVLR-FB-85-44] p 56 N86-15864
Basic results of experiments with long-term rotation of
rats as applied to the problem of artificial gravity
p 56 N86-15578
Investigation of mineral nutrition of a new form of
micmalgee to be used in biological life-support systems
p 57 N86-15892
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
Bibliography with Indexes
[NASA-SP-7011(277) ] p92 N86-16888
Effects of 9-heur time zone changes on fatigue end
circadian rhythms of sleep/wake and core temperature
[NASA-TM-88197] p 92 N86-16890
Health and Environmentsl Effects of Complex Chemic,a[
Mixtures
[DE85-016336] p 92 N86-16892
Bioiogical effects of electric fields
[PB85-243467] p 93 N86-16895
Magnetic-field hazards bibliography, 2nd edition
lAD-A160154] p 107 N86-16955
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 279)
[NASA-SP-7011(27g)] p114 N56-18960
Glucocorticoid antagonism by endotoxin: Biological
effects during stress and basis for inhibition of
phospheenolpyruvate carboxykinase
lAD-A160740] p 116 N86-18969
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 281)
[NASA-SP-7011(281)] p 120 N86-19850
Meteorological adaptation reseamh at biology institute
p158 N86-20590
Weather sensitivity as discomfort p 165 N86-21025
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 252)
[NASA-SP-7011(282)] p 176 N86-22093
Use of membrane vesicles as a simplified system for
studying transport of auxin
[DE86-002264] p 209 N86-23219
Annual report and summaries of FY 1985 activities
supported by the Division of Biological Energy Research
[DE85-009132] p 209 N86-23220
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Cumulative Index
to the 1985 Issues
[NASA-SP.7011(280)] p 221 N86-23265
Behavioral effects of microwave radiation absorption
[PB86-113735] p 222 N86-23275
System for measurement of small vibrations at matedal
interfaces induced by eiectrostrictive forces
[PB86-116530] p222 N86-23276
Biological effects and physical safety aspects of NMR
imaging and in vivo spectroscopy
[DE86-002966] p 213 N86-24190
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 283)
[NASA-SP-7011(283)] p 223 N86-24192
The effect of high frequency electmmegnetic fields on
human beings (frequency range between 1 kHz and 1000
GHz) p 223 N86-24193
Effects of wearing NBC (Nuclear, Biological and
Chemical) protective clothing in the heat on detection of
visual signals
lAD-A162321] p224 N86-24202
ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) biological effects
literature data bass management system
lAD-A162900] p 225 N86-24205
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuieg
bibliography with indexes (supplement 284)
[NASA-SP-7011(284) ] p255 N56-25111
DNA ana_sis of epithetisi cell suspensions
[DE86-002403] p 249 N86-25977
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes
[NASA-SP-7011(285)] p 282 N86-26797
Late biological effects from internal and external
exposure
[DE86-001181 ] p 278 N86-27868
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
Prospects for using ultraviolet radiation in Iong-torm
spsceflights p 285 N86-27879
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing
Bibliography with Indexes
[NASA-SP*7011(278)] p257 N86-27905
Biological effects of ionizing radiation
p 288 N86-2790g
US monkey and rat experiments flown on the Soviet
Satellite Cosmos 1514
[NASA-TM-88223] p 375 N86-28606
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 286)
[ NASA-Spo7011(286)] p379 N86-28612
Crew factors in flight operations. Part 4: Sleep and
wakefulness in international aimrews
[NASA-TM-88231 ] p 379 N86-28613
Skeletal response to short-term weightlessness
[NASA-TM-88778] p 379 N56-29496
Effects of consuming various foods and nutrients on
objective and subjective aspects of human performance
and behavior
[NASA-CR-177003] p 385 N86-29509
Biological studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz electdc
fields. Volume 5: Hematology and serum chemistry
[DE86-005362] p 411 N86-30344
Biological studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz electric
tieids. Vctume 6: immunology
[DE86-005363] p 411 N86-30345
Physical interaction of humans and animals with
power-frequency electric and magnetic fields
[DE86-007734] p 402 N86-31215
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 288)
[NASA-SP-7011(288)] p422 N86-32088
Evaluation of the need for a large pdmats research
facility in space
[NASA-CR-179661] p 444 N86-32111
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
New perspectives on bacterial ferredoxin evolution
p 2 A86-12001
Phylogenetic origins of the plant mitochondrion based
on a comparative analysis of 5S ribosomal RNA
sequences p 2 A86-12002
Could life have arisen in the pdmitive atmosphere?
p 24 A86-12004
The oldest traces of life (according to papers presented
at the 27th session of the International Geological
Congress) p 47 A86-13974
Fact and assumption in studies on the odgins of life
p48 A86-14115
Carbon isotope discrepancy between Precambdan
stromatolitss and their modem analogs - Inferences from
hyporsaline microbial mats of the Sinai Coast
p25 A86-14119
Submarine hydrothermsi vents and associated gradient
environments as sites for the origin and evolution of life
p 48 A86-14123
The evolution of complex life
[IAF PAPER 85-465] p 48 A86-1591g
Molecular theory of evolution: Outline of a
physico-chemical theory of the odgin of life -- Book
p 76 A86-17623
Padty-violeting energy differences of chiral minerals and
the origin of biomolecular homochirality
p 77 A86-17807
The uniqueness of archaebacteria p 50 A86-17808
Archaobacterial lipide in hot-spring microbial mats
p80 A86-21587
An intron in the 23S ribosomal RNA gene of the
archaebactedum Desulturococcus mob,is
p 80 A86-21588
Molecular archaeology of the mitochondrial genome
p 104 A86-23996
Sequence of the 16S rRNA gene from the
thermoacidophilic archaabacterium Sulfolobus solfataricus
and its evolutionary implications p 104 A86-23998
Sequence divergence of an archaebacteda| gane cioned
from a mesophilic and a thermophilic methanogen
p104 A86-23999
A change in the genetic code in Mycoplasma
capdcoiom p 105 A86-24000
The tryptophenyl-tRNA synthetases from euroceryotes,
prncaryotes, and archebecteria have a common ant_enic
determinant p 105 A86-24323
Trace elements in chemical evolution. L II - Synthesis
of amino acids under simulated primitive earth conditions
in the presence of trace elements p 189 A86-28722
Biological extinction in earth history
p 207 A66-32057
Eukaryotic ribosomes that lack a 5.8S RNA
p 207 A86-32237
The theoretical principles of adaptation --- physiological
responses to environment p 208 A86-33072
Investigation on the chirality of electrons from Sr-90-Y-90
beta-decay and their asymmetrical interactions with D- and
L-alanines p 243 A86-33390
A-15
BIOLOGICAL MODELS (MATHEMATICS)
Simulation of thermal polycondensetion processes of
amino acids dudng the migration of their aqueous solutions
in the earth's lithosphere p 274 A86-34489
Iron-silica crystallite nucleation by bacteria in a
geothermal sediment p 247 A86-36368
Cosmological and anthropic principles, cosmic and
pianetaw events, and the existence of life in the
universe p 274 A86-36766
Universal protein ancestors from hydrogen cyanide and
water --- extraterrestrial origins p 296 A86-38141
The Pracambdan evolution of terrestrial life
p 275 A86-38146
Some implications of mass extinction far the evolution
of complex life p 275 A86-38147
Universal aspects of biological evolution
p 275 A86-38149
On the occurrence and appearance of galactic life forms
- A thermodynamic approach p 297 A86-38150
In the beginning,., there was clay?
p 297 A86-38624
RNA catalysis and the odgin of life
p 372 A86-41043
The synthesis of primitive 'living' forms - Definitions,
goals, strategies and evolution synthesizers
p 372 A86-41045
Chirally selective, intramolsoular interaction observed in
an amincacyl adenylate anhydride p 372 A86-41046
Conservation of the secondary structure of protein during
evolution and the role of the genetic code
p 372 A86-41047
Development of otoconia inthe embryonic chick (Gallus
domesticus) p 414 A86-49871
Relationship between eikylation sites and induction of
dominant lethals and heritable translocations in mice
[DE85-014309] p 7 N86-11835
Life sciences accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88177] p 29 N86-13879
Second Symposium on Chemical Evolution and the
Odgin of Life
[NASA-CP-2425] p 297 N86-26844
Characterization of biogenic elements in interplanetary
dust particles p 297 N86-26846
Boundary conditions for the peiecenvironment:
Chemical and Physical Processes in dense interstellar
clouds p 297 N86-26847
Interstellar isomers p 298 N86-26848
Observational exobiology p 298 N86.26850
investigation of porous polymer gas chromatographic
packings for atmospheric analysis of extraterrestrial
bodies p 299 N86-26858
Energy yields in the prebiotic synthesis of hydrogen
cyanide and formaldehyde p 300 N86-26863
Synthesis and analysis in studies of chemical
evolution p 300 N86.26864
Isotopic charactedsation of prebiotic synthesis of organic
material p 300 N86-26865
Odgin of life and iron-dch clays p 300 N86-26866
Clay energetics in chemical evolution
p 301 N86-26867
Cooperation of catalysts and templates
p 301 N86-26871
Molecular microenvironments: Solvent interactions with
nucleic acid bases and ions p 302 N86-26872
Intramoiecuier interactions in aminoacyl nucleotides:
Implications regarding the origin of genetic coding and
protein synthesis ) 302 N86-26873
Molecular replication ) 302 N86-26874
Models of glycolysis: Glycsrsideh fde as a source of
energy and monomers for prebiotic condensation
reactions ) 302 N86-26876
A comparative study of prebiotic and present day
translational models ) 303 N86-26877
Protobiologicei informatoin, bidirectional recognition and
reverse translation ) 303 N86-26878
Photochemical reactions of various model protoceii
systems ) 303 N86-26879
The principle of cooperation and life's origin and
evolution ) 303 N86.26880
Base paidng and base mis-paidng in nucleic acids
p 304 N86-26881
Recent progress in Precambrian palecbiology
p 305 N86-26887
Higher-order structure of rRNA p 305 N86-26888
The rRNA evolution and procaryotic phylogeny
p 305 N86-26889
Investigations with methenobacteria and with evolution
of the genetic code p 306 N86-26890
Is the ATPaea from heiobaciedum saccharovorum an
evolutionary relic? p 306 N86-26891
Functional and evolutionary relationships between
bactadorhodopsin and hsiorhodopsin in the
archaebacterium, heiobacterium heiobium
p 306 N86-26892
Thioradoxins in evolutionarily primitive organisms
p 306 N86-26893
A-16
Oxygen and the evolution of metabolic pathways
p 307 N86-26895
Evolution of thiol protective systems in prokaryotes
p 307 N86-26896
NASA Workshop on Animal Gravity-Sensing Systems
[NASA-TM-88249] p 417 N85-32950
BIOLOGICAL MODELS (MATHEMATICS)
Lactate, pyrovate, and Isotate-to-pyruvata ratio dudng
exercise and recovery p 8 A86-10110
Hierarchy of control models for temperature regulation
p 22 A86-10158
Could life have arisen in the primitive atmosphere?
p 24 A86-12004
Effects of suspension hypokinesia/hypodynamia on rat
skeletal muscle p 26 A86-14313
Muscle vibrations and man-machine system dynamics
-- Russian book p 74 A86-18731
Immersion cooling - Effect of clothing and skinfold
thickness
[AD-A163427] p 59 A86-18837
Molecular archaeology of the mitochonddal genome
p104 A86-23996
Mathematical models of the effect of gravitation on lung
functions --- Russian book p 111 A86-24135
On the use of a bubble formation model to calculate
diving tables p 114 A86-25658
Interaction between the otolithic organ and the
semicircular canals of the vestibular apparatus in the
system of spatial angular stabilization in humans
p 161 A86-27474
A model for the formation of the structure of the external
electric field of humans p 183 A86-27500
Wickens' resource allocation model - Implications for
the design of human-machine systems
p 185 A86-28453
Time-sharing revised . Test of a componential model
for the assessment of individual differences
p 239 A86-29881
A bidomein model for the extraceiluler potential and
magnetic field of cardiac tissue p 206 A86-31224
The metric of visual space p 234 A85-32072
A model of the system controlling involuntary eye
movements p 247 A86-36496
The rhythms of paramagnetic-center concentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical modal of synchronized
autcoscillations p 247 A86-36497
The effect of external factors on the reactions modeling
biological processes (Piccardi test) ---
cosmoheiiogeophysical effects p 247 A86-36498
The use of eilipsoidal solids to display human body
dynamic response p 272 A86-36852
Spinal cord decompression sickness - A comparison of
rsoomprsssion therapies in an animal model
p 372 A86-41784
The inverse problem in electrocardiography - A model
study of the effects of geometry and conductivity
parameters on the reconstruction of epicardial potentials
p 394 A86-43750
Models of disuse ° A comparison of hindlimb suspension
and immobilization p 391 A86-44196
Dynamics of the cupula in the semicircular canal of the
vestibular analyzer --- Russian book p 421 A86-49339
Proton ejection from bactoriorhodopsin --- Russian
book p 413 A86-49346
The retinal cycle in bacteriorhodopsin --° Russian book
p 414 A86-49348
Hemodynamics dudng gravitational overloads
(mathematical modeling) p 12 N86-10739
Quantitative models describing the kinetics of tumor cell
proliferation: A comparison to experimental data
[CWI-AM-R8418] p 53 N86-14844
Computational models of human vision with
applications
[NASA-CR-176413] p 67 N86-15898
The biomorphic model of the human pilot
[VTH-LR-310] p 100 N86-17991
On interacting populations that disperse to avoid
crowding: The effect of a sedentary colony
[REPT.4] p 181 N86-21145
Biochemical models for study of nerve cell processes
p 209 N86-23223
The BAe D target acquisition model ORACLE: An
overview, 1984
[BAE-JS-10009] p 221 N86-23268
Using Ashford's general model to aid in the
understanding of a pesticide's neurotoxic effect through
pesticide-drug mixture experiments
[PB86-130028 ] p 226 N86-24211
Stochastic models of man-machine system
effectiveness p 242 N86-24216
Development, growth and time -- biological model
[CWI-CS-R8516] p 277 N86-26795
A theoretical concept for state changes and shape
changes in weightlessness p 387 N86-29516
SUBJECT INDEX
Implementation of models for the transient division
system of spatio-temporal visual perception
[ETN-86-97533] p 425 N86-32965
A model of the transient part of the spatio-tamporal
perception, containing a two-dimensional long tiber
[ETN-86-97540] p 426 N86-32966
BIOLOGY
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 5, September - October 1985
[JPRS-USB-85-007] p 54 N86-14848
Applied biology and biotechnology, the program of the
Federal government, 1985-1988
[ETN-86-96938] p 386 N86-28626
BIOMAGNETISM
Nesromagnetism Theory, techniques, and
measurements--Thesis p217 A86-33459
The rhythms of paramegnetic-center concentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical model of synchronized
autooscillations p 247 A86-36497
Biological sciences and bioelsotromegnetios in Europe
[AD-A159221] p 53 N86-14841
BIOMASS
Potential for utilization of algal biomass for components
of the diet in CELSS
[SAE PAPER 851388] p 140 A86-23567
Utilization of non-conventional systems for conversion
of biornass to food components: Potential for utilization
of algae in engineered foods
[NASA-CR-176257] p6 N86-11830
Determination of increment of Bacillus subtilis biomass
in weightlessness p 57 N86-15881
Investigation of mineral nutrition of a new form of
microeigae to be used in biological life-support systems
p 57 N86-15892
Potential for utilization of algal biomass for components
of the diet in CELSS p 148 N86-19907
Design concepts for bioreactors in space
p 151 N86-19926
Comparative analysis of biomass pyrolysis
condensetes
[DE86-001773] p 159 N86-21102
BIOMEDICAL DATA
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-023] p 4 N86-10738
Biomedical and Environmental Sciences Program
publications 1984
[DE85-015070] p 28 N86-12953
Life sciences accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88177] p 29 N85-13879
Biomatedeis research in West Germany: An
assessment
lAD-A158951] p 53 N86-14840
Biological sciences and bioelectromagnetics in Europe
lAD-A159221] p 53 N85-14841
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-004] p 54 N86-14845
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-024] p 64 N86-14885
Models for biomedical research: A new perspective
[PB85-240067] p 83 N86-16880
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-025] p 83 N86-16881
The human factor: Biomedicine in the manned space
program to 1980
[NASA-SP-4213] p 158 N86-21097
Biomedical and environmental sciences at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
[DE86-001639] p 161 N86-22091
Biomedical research with cyclotron produced
radionuclides
[DE86-000327] p 221 N86-23269
Using Ashford's general model to aid in the
understanding of a pesticide's neurotoxic effect through
pesticide-drug mixture expedments
[PB86-130028] p 226 N86-24211
Biological effects of ionizing radiation
p 288 N85-27909
BIOMETEOROLOGY
Seasonal and circadian rhythms in androgen excretion
in the extremely continental climate of Trans-Baikei and
the BAM region among groups of lOcal nonnative
population p 420 A86-49269
The influence of heliometeorologic factors on circulation
and some vegetative functions p 165 N86-21021
Environmental factors and infant mortality
p 188 N86.21041
What in human biometeorology can contribute to
assessment of the effects of hazardous substances on
health? p 168 N86-21043
Problems in city climate evaluation in human
biometeorologicel terms p 169 N86-21050
SUBJECT INDEX
Human bioclimatic classification methods illustrated with
examples of selected countries p 188 N86-21058
Comparison between meteorological complex values
and a model of man's energy budget
p 188 N86-21089
Application of meteorological and solar data in health
resort climetherepy p 170 N86-21067
BIOMETRICS
Noninvaaive Doppler determination of cardiac output
dudng submaximal and peak exercise
p 21 A86-10102
Investigation of Eustachianal function in JASDF pilots
by new _u'atus. I - On the pressurel regulation of the
Euetachkm tube in nermal human p32 A86.13941
Non-invasive physiologic brain monitoring in uSAF
opecational environments p 85 A86-19332
Volume and density changes of biological fluids with
temperature p 79 A86.20001
Effects of gravity on the fluid balance and distribution
in man p 214 A86-30383
Thermoencepheloscopy p 206 A86-30892
Complex approach to the study of adaptive systemic
reactions and functional states in man. I - The time factor
in the formaben of subcomplexes of systemic pt',ysiologioat
indexes of functional state dyr_mics, and the
instrumentation used in the study p 216 A86-30893
Correle, tion of constant flow rate with frequency
spectrum of respiretocy sounds when measured at the
trachea p 217 A86-31223
Neuromaguetism Theory, techniques, and
measurements -- Thesis p 217 A86-33459
Processing inferences derived from event-related
potant_l measures in a monitoring task
p 262 A86-33822
Assessment of simulation fidelity using measurements
of piloting technique in flight. II p 264 A86-35667
Human body impedance and threshold currents for
perception and pain for contact hazard analysis in the
VLF.MF band p 281 A86-39598
• An analysis of estimation of puin_ blood flow by
the single-breath method p 413 A86-47872
Dynamics of changes of statistical indicators of head
rhythm of parsons with different degree of motion
sickness p 12 N86-10743
BIONICS
Bio_tic analysis of a hybrid workload model
[AD-A159033] p 63 N86-14880
Model of experimental pixuna virus infection in wt'dte
mice p 211 N86-23253
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies. Experimental dosimet_ at radiof_
[AD-A163156] p 249 N86-25976
The role of impulse parameters in force vatlabtllb/
p 439 N86-32997
BIOPHYSICS
Biophysical basis ol the tw_c_ant analysis of
biosignals of the pulsed filling of the blood vessels
p 34 A86-15517
The effect of high spatial frequencies on visual
recognition processes p 41 A86-15524
Microtubule configurations dudng fertilization, mitosis,
and early development in the mouse and the requirement
for egg microtuloule.mediated motility during mammalian
fertilization p 371 A86-40674
Coupling between the bactedodlodopain photocycle and
the protonmotlve force in Halobacterium halobium cell
envelope vesicles. III - Time-resolved ino'esse in the
transmembrane electric potential and modeling of the
associated ion fluxes p 373 A86-43433
Transient proton inflows dunng illumination of anaerobic
Haiobacterium halobium cells p 374 A86-43436
How we_l mixed is inert gas in tissues?
p 391 A86--44197
Dynamics of the cupula in the sem_rcoler canal of the
vestibular analyzer -- Russian book p 421 A86-49339
Proton transfer in bectedorhodopsin -- Russian book
p 413 A86-49345
Proton ejection from bacterioYnedopain -- Russian
book p 413 A86-49346
Proton injection into bacteriorhodopsin --- Russian
book p 414 A86-49347
The retinal cycle in bacteriorhodopsin -- Russian book
p 414 A86-49348
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-001] p 109 N86-19828
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-004] p 212 N86-23258
An analysis of potenbal predictive parameters of motion
sickness using a computerized biophysical data acquisition
system
[AD-A164099] p 257 N86-25981
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-009] p 376 N86-28610
AFRRI (Armed Forces Rediobioiogy Research
Institute)
(AD-A165810] p 379 N86-28614
BIOPROCE_SING
Physiological insights gained through zero-G medical
research p 144 A86-24121
Design concepts for bioreactors in space
p 151 N86-19926
Salyut-7 electrophoresis experiments aid medical
research p 158 N86-20445
BIGREACTORS
Kinetics of biological ferr0us iron oxidation
[DE85-014616] p 4 N86-10736
Design concepts for bioreactOrs in space
p 151 N86-19926
Carbon dioxide evolution rate as a method to monitor
and control an aerobic biological waste treatment
system p 151 N86-19930
BIOSPHERE
Life sciences accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88177] p 29 N86-13879
BIOSYNTHESIS
Indirect observation by C-13 NMR spectroscopy of a
nove_ CO2 fixation pathway in methanogens
p 103 A86-23225
Control of arechidOnic acid release in chick muscle
cultures p 198 A86-30429
Hepatic enzymes of sphingolipid and glycerolipid
biosynthesis in rats from Spacaiab 3
p 205 A86-30475
Theoretical i_'erequisites for the possible use of bacteria
which split organophosphates in order to increase the yield
of nutrient yeast and its nitrogen and phosphorous
content
[AD.A161811] p 159 N86-22083
Lymphocyte activation - regulatory substances
[AD.A162683] p 160 N86-22087
Artificial antigens, vaccines reviewed
p 219 N86-23239
Obtaining hybfidomas that synthesize monoclonal
antibodies to I:x_ysecohedde of group a streptococcus
p 219 N86-23248
Clay enargetics in chemical evolution
p 301 N86-26867
Oxygen and the evolution of metabolic pathways
p 307 N86-26895
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Biotechnology regulation
[GPO-43-778] p 3 N86-10733
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sdaneas
[JPRS-UBB-85-O23] p 4 N86-10738
Solanco and practioe
p 4 N86-10742
Bioiogieat sciences and bioelectromagnetics in Europe
[AD*A159221] p 53 N86-14841
Bio_tic analysis of s hybrid workload model
lAD-A159033] p 63 N86-14880
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-O01] p 109 N86-19828
Biomedical and environmental sciences at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
[0E86-001639] p 161 N86-22091
Japanese Technology Evaluation Program (JTECH):
Biotechnology Panel
[PB86-109386] p 161 N86-22092
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behevkxai
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-002] p 209 N86-23222
Study of biotsch_ applied to research and
development
[AD-A161877] p 212 N86-24185
Biotechnica '85 International Congress for
Biotechneiogy
[ADoA165415] p 276 N86-26794
USSR report: Life sciences, Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-009] p 376 N86-28610
Applied biology and biotechnelogy, the program of the
Federal government, 1985-1988
[ETN-86-96938] p 386 N86-28626
Biotechnology: The US Department of Agriculture's
biotechnology research efforts
[GAO/RCED-86-39BR] p 376 N86-29494
Air Force technical objective document, Aerospace
Medical Division, FY 1987
[AD-A167422] p 423 N86-32090
BIOTELEMETRY
Homeostasis and biological rhythms in the rat during
spaceflight p 202 A86-30460
Circadian variation in host defense
[AD-A161702] p 158 N86-21098
BLOOD CIRCULATION
BIRDS
The effect of a microwave radiation (2.45 GHz CW) on
the molt of house finches (Carpodaous Mexicanus)
p 52 A86-18513
BIRTH
Pedpherai nerve injury in developing rats reorganizes
motor cortex
lAD-A168019] p 417 N86-32952
BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
Parformance and physiological effects of
eccelerefien-indeced (+Gz) loss ol conscic_sness
p 8 A86-10253
Inflight loss of consciousness * A first look at the U.S.
Navy e_ p 396 A86-44780
BLACKOUT PREVENTION
G-induced loss of consciousness - Combat aircraft pilots
heed for trouble p 396 A86-44814
BLOCKING
Complete right branch blocking and the flight fitness
of pilots p 31 A86-13567
BLOOD
Infrared optical measurement of blood gas
concentrafiens and tiber optic catheter
[AD-D011836] p 37 N86-12955
Forward field autotransfusion device
lAD-D011763] p 37 N86-12957
Informativeness of echo signal in pulsed
ultrasonogrephy of the brain (with use of model)
p 66 N86-15887
Transport of arterial blood gates through human skin
p 91 N86-16887
A study of the flight environment component of aircrew
fatigue in student navigators
[AD-A160796] p 117 N86-18973
A model of inhaled gas and vapor transport in the human
lung
[AD-A16082g] p 117 N86-18976
Clinico-epidemiclogical characteristics of Q fever in
Carpathian foothills p 118 N86-19834
Investigation of the method to determine
carboxyhaemogiobin in blood
[AD-A161061] p 127 N86-19892
Research opportunities on immunocompatanea in
space
[NASA-CR-176482] p 180 N86-21138
The effects of ketamine on Rhesus monkey skeletal
dynamics
[AD-A162848] p 213 N86-24189
Magnetic separation device
[AD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
UY_,asenic quantification ol blood volume redist#oution
under hypargravity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
Udn_ and bematologk'._| indk_s of hypohydrafien
[AD-A165015] p 289 N86-27917
Factors influencingcarboxyhemogiobin stability
lAD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
Induced ery_ and ma_dmal aorobic power:
An examination of modifying factors
[AD-A166522] p 402 N86-31212
BLOOD CIRCULATION
Blood circulefien changes in the carotid arteries poof
caused by antiodheataais and anlkxthostatic
hypokinesia p 27 A86-15513
Investigation of the funcfienal condition of pilots in the
case of oxygen breathing under excess pressure
p 88 A86-22525
Microcircuiatory changes in rats with bum shock
following adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia
p 81 A86-22547
Resistance, exchange and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in the presence of acute hypoxic
hypoxia p 81 A86-22593
Circadian variation of volume and concentration of
orthostatically shifted fluid p 215 A86-30445
Day course of blood and plasma density in relation to
other hematological parameters p 215 A86-30446
The regulatory mechanisms of blood supply in skeletal
muscles --- Russian book p 207 A86-32524
Blood transport of oxygen (The role of eqtthrocytes)
p 208 A86-33073
Comparative study of acetazolamide and spironetactone
on regk_al blood distribution on exposure to acute
hypoberic hypoxia p 246 A86-35863
Vestibular resistance and blood circulafien changes in
orthostatic position during hyperthermia
p 14 N86-10758
Reaction of rabbit respiration system to hypoxic stimulus
in nitrogen-oxygen medium at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10760
Indices of blood oxygen transporting properties and
erythropoiesis in rats after prolonged stay in
nitrogen-oxygen mixture at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10761
A-17
BLOOD COAGULATION
The effect of spironolactone on the cardiocirculatory
responses to upright tilt at sea level and at simulated high
altitude
[AD-A157734] p 39 N86-13887
Metabolic distinctions of human red blood during
Iong-tarm spaceflights p 60 N86-14850
Microcirculation and cellular hemostasis in men with
bordedice arterial hypertension submitted to
neutral-temperature dry im_ in water
p 61 N86-14854
Effect of positive pressure breathing on hemodynarnics
in patients with borderline hypertension submitted to water
immers_n p 61 N86-14855
Circulatory and thermoregulalory actions of hydration
during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A158440] p 63 N86-14875
Oxygenation and regional circulation in gingival mucosel
tissues under effect of head-to-pelvis (+Gz)
accelerations p 65 N86-15872
Transport of artedal blood gates through human skin
p 91 N86-t6887
The influence of heliornetecrologic factors on circulation
and soma vegetative functions p 165 N86-21021
Cerebral cimulation and oxygenation in healthy man
during graded exercise in antiorthostatic position
p 173 N86-21120
Ultrasonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergrevity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
Experimental and general theoretical research: Nature
of circulatory regulation in pilots p 285 N86-27880
Blood serum enzymes during 7-day water immersion
p 287 N86-27902
Resistance, exchange, and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in acute hypoxic hypoxia
p 379 N86-286t 1
Thermoregulation after atropine and pralidoxime
administralJon
[AD-A165868] p 397 N86-30304
BLOOD COAGULATION
Hypoxia-induced vasopressin release and coagulopathy
in a normal subject p 60 A86-18844
The effect of a weak variable ultrsiow-frequency
magnetic field on the development of hypercoagulafien
syndrome in rats caused by restricted mobility
p 79 A86-19300
The dependence of thromboclastogrsphic indices in
healthy subjects on gecmagnetic.field conditions
p 90 A86-22545
Mechanism of circulatory disorders in animals subjected
to high-dose irradiation p 106 A86-24423
Physiological changes in hemostasis associated with
acute exercise p 215 A86-30680
Changes in the blood coagulation system of rabbits
under conditions of acute hypoxia and some methods of
its correction p 414 A86-49368
Drugs and surfactants used to prevent caisson disease
in rats p 54 N86-14868
BLOOD FLOW
Headache at high altitude is not related to internal carotid
arterial blood velocity p 8 A86-10108
Calcified hematoma of the greater omentum in an F-15
fighter pilot p 9 A86-10262
Unsteady blood flow in humans under artificial conditions
-- Russian book p 33 A86-15443
Biophysical basis of the two-component analysis of
biosignals of the pulsed filling of the blood vessels
p 34 A86-15517
Changes in the function of sketetal muscle vessels due
to the cardiogenic depressor reflex p 81 A86-22594
Plasma viscosity elevations with simulated
weightlessness p 253 A86-36312
Bioimpedance measurement with respect to pulsaltle
pulmonary blood flow p 271 A86-36316
Measurement and prediction of flow through a replica
segment of s mildly athorosclerotic coronary artery of
man p 374 A86-43440
Solute conductance of blood-gas barrier in hamsters
exposed to hyperoxla p 391 A86-44195
Fluid dynamic study in a femoral artery branch casting
of man with upstream main lumen curvature for steady
flow p 397 A86-45254
An analysis of estimation of pulmonary blood flow by
the single-breath method p 413 A86-47872
Effect of nerve block on response of forearm blood flow
to local temperature p 418 A86-47873
BLOOD PLASMA
Correlation between plasma fibronectin level and
experimental rat heat stress mortality
[AD-A160943] p 1 A86-10101
Serum levels of eleven steroid hormones following
motion sickness p 8 A86-10259
Age-related augmentation of plasma catecholamines
during dynamic exercise in healthy males
p 10 A86-12376
A-18
Effect of head-down tilt on basel plasma norspinephrine
and renin activity in humans p 11 A86-12377
Blood pressure and plasma renin activity as predictors
of orthostatic intolerance p 32 A86-14312
Theflnoregulatory and blood responses during exercise
at graded hypohydrafien levels p 36 A86-16052
Plasma norepinephrine, blood pressure and heart rate
response to graded change in body position
p 59 A86-18835
Plasma volume and estimated liver plasma flow during
hyperbaric and hyperoxic exposures in awake dogs
p 52 A86-18841
Plasma hormonal responses at graded hypohydrafien
levels during exerciea-heat stress
[AD-A164941] p 86 A86-20004
The effect of different regimens of running training on
the physical work capacity and blood plasma lipids and
lipoproteins in untrained male and female students
p 89 A86-22537
Changes in the blood electric conductivity caused by
body immersion p 90 A86-22543
The effect of short term hypoxia on body temporalure
and lactic acid in blood p 81 A86-22595
Day course of blood and plasma density in relation to
other hematological parameters p 215 A86-30446
Atriopetin (AP-3) in atria and plasma of rats orbited
aboard NASA Spacelab (SL3) for seven days
p 205 A86-30477
Plasma renin concentration (PRC) of rats orbited for 7
days aboard NASA Spacelab 3 p 205 A86-30478
Plasma lactate and ventilation thresholds in trained and
untrained cyclists p 215 A86-30678
Effect of elevated FFA on carbohydrate and lipid
oxidation during prolonged exercise in humans
p 215 A86-30679
Effect of hydration on plasma vasoprassin, renin, and
aldosterone responses to heed-up tilt
p 253 A86-36311
Plasma viscosity elevations with simulated
weightlessness p 253 A86-36312
Manganese metabolism in healthy humans during
different times of the year p 255 A86-36533
Cyclic adenosine-3',5'-monophosphate and cyclic
guanosine-3',5'-monophosphate in the blood plasma of
mice injected with chemicals of different radioprotective
efficiency p 276 A86-39718
Continuous blood dansitometry - Fluid shifts after graded
hemorrhage in animals p 392 A86-45251
Method of high-precision microsampled blood and
plasma mass densitomatry p 419 A86-49250
Effect of emotional stress on hernostasis system of
healthy parsons p 19 N86-10745
Plasma volume methodology: Evans blue,
hemogiobin-hematocrlt, and mass density
transformations
[NASA-TM-86834] p 37 N86-12956
A multi-isotope procedure for simultaneously estimating
the volume of body fluid compartments of swine
[AD*A159631] p 64 N86-14881
Investigation of some aspects of human amino acid
metabolism during 120-day antiorthostatic hypokinesla
p 65 N86-15873
Simultaneous determination of fluid shifts dudng thermal
stress in a small animal model
lAD-A159363] p 83 N86-16877
Elevations of plasma endotoxin levels and lysosomal
enzyme activities in divers during a simulated chamber
dive to 300 msw p 123 N86-19866
Effect of restricted motor activity on alanine level in
human plasma p 173 N86-21122
Morphological and biochemical investigation of rat
adrenocortical function during long-term hypokinesia
p 279 N86-27889
Amino acid spectrum of human blood in the presence
of emotional stress p 287 N86-27901
Influence of erythrocythemla on blood volume and
thermoregulation during exercise-heat stress
lAD-A165014] p 289 N86-27916
BLOOD PRESSURE
Plasma levels of renin, angiotensin II, and
6-ketoprostaglandin Fl-alpha in endurance athletes
p8 A86-10111
Blood pressure and plasma renin activity as predictors
of orthostatic intolarance p32 A86-14312
Blood pressure levels of active pilots compared with
those of air traffic controllers p 33 A86-14318
Plasma norepinephdne, blood pressure and heart rate
response to graded change in body position
p 59 A86-18835
Hypoxla-inducod vasopressin release and coagulopathy
in a normal subject p 60 A86-18844
Correlation between the arterial blood pressure, the
pulmonary artery pressure, and central venous pressure
p 90 A86-22542
Microvascular flow adjustments with postural changes
in humans p 215 A86-30448
SUBJECTINDEX
The possible involvement of PGI2 in the PEEP-induced
changes in cardiac output and blood pressure
p 395 A86-44091
Effect of hydration on soma orthostatic and
haematological responses to head-up tilt
p 419 A86-49225
Vestibular resistance and blood circulation changes in
orthostatic position dudng hyperthormla
p 14 N86-10758
Human hemodynamic change under high atmospheric
pressure p 37 N86-12458
Effect of positive pressure breathing on hemodynamics
in patients with borderline hypertensk)n submitted to water
immersion p 61 N86-14855
Oxygenation and regional circulation in gingival mucosal
tissues under effect of head-to-pelvis (+Gz)
accelerations p 65 N86-15872
Meteorotropic changes of cardiac patients' blood
pressure and pulse frequency during a complex bath
cure p 166 N86-21031
Analysis techniques for continuous twenty four hour
ambulatory blood pressure patterns p 170 N86-21103
Aerobic capacity and coronary risk factors in a
middle-aged army population AD-A163998 HC A02/MF
A01
[AD-A163998] p 257 N86-25979
Experimental and general theoretical research: Nature
of circulatory regulation in pilots p 285 N86-27880
Human central hemodynamics during lower limb
decompression p 286 N86-27887
Effect of dibaecl and soma of its imidazo analogues
on animal tolerance to gravitational accelerations and
dynamics of development of postiechemic corebrovascular
phenomena p 279 N86-27896
The effect of breathing elevated CO2 gas mixtures on
tracking performance, blood pressure, and subjective
tolerance at 1Gz
[AD-A165974] p 401 N86-31210
Complex monitoring performance and the
coronary-prone type A behavior pattern
[AD-A168240] p 428 N86-32971
BLOOD VESSELS
Ionizing radiation and blood vessels -- Ruea4an book
p 105 A86-24144
Localization of calcium stimulated adenosine
thphosphatase activity in blood vessels of the skeleton
p197 A86-30424
Platelat-endothelisi function in relation to environmental
temperature
[AD-A160744] p 116 N86-18970
Element analysis of sclerotic formations of major blood
vessels by laser mass spectrometry p 118 N86-19833
Examination of retinal pattern threshold levels and their
poseibla effect on computer access control mechanisms
[AD-A161213] p 128 N86-19895
BLOOD VOLUME
Effects of hemodilution on 02 transport in high-altitude
polycythemla p 37 A86-16053
The effect of +Gz acceleration on cardiac volumes
determined by two-dimensional echocardiogrsphy
p 58 A86-18547
Plasma volume and estimated liver plasma flow during
hyperbaric and hyperoxic exposures in awake dogs
p 52 A86-18841
The use of thoracic impedance for determining thoracic
blood volume changes in man p 87 A86-20406
The effect of enkephalins on metabolic parameters of
rats in the presence of acute experimental blood loss
p 81 A86-22546
Effects of detraining on cardiOvascular responses to
exercise - Role of blood volume p 91 A86-22665
Volume regulating hormones p 214 A86-30384
Circadian variation of volume and concentration of
orthostatically shifted fluid p 215 A86-30445
Time course of muscular blood metabolltes during
forearm rhythmic exercise in hypoxla
p 252 A86-36222
Effect of head-out water immersion on response to
exercise training p 396 A86-44194
Continuous blood densitometry - Fluid shifts after gradod
hemorrhage in animals p 392 A86-45251
Effect of hydration on some orthostatic and
haematological responses to head-up tilt
p 419 A86-49225
Fluid and protein shifts after postural changes in
humans p 421 A86-49523
Plasma volume methodology: Evans blue,
hemoglobin-hematocrit, and mass density
transformations
[NASA-TM-86834] p 37 N86-12956
A multi-isotope procedure for simultaneously estimating
the volume of body fluid compartments of swine
lAD-A159631] p 64 N86-14881
Ultrasonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergravity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
SUBJECT INDEX BRAIN
Influence of erythrocythemia on blood volume and
_ogulati_'_ during exemisa-hest stress
[AD-A165014] p 289 N86-27916
BLUE GREEN ALGAE
Cheractedzatio. and o_izatk>n oi hydrogen
productionby a saltwater blue-greenalga C_llatoda sp.
Miami BG 7. II - Use of immobilizalJon for enhancement
of hydrogen production p 156 A86-28860
Hydrogen production from salt water by Marine blue
green algae and solar radiation p 245 A86-34985
Utilization of non-conventional systems for conversion
of biomess to food components: Potential for utilization
of algae in engine(_ed foods
[NASA-CR-176257] p6 N86-11830
BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)
Physical, anthropometrical, and body compoaltk3n
characteristics of workers at Kennedy Space Canter
[NASA-TM-83102] p 272 N86-25122
BODY FLUIOS
Volume and density changes of biological fluids with
temperature p 79 A86.20001
Cardiovascular receptors and fluid volume control (1985
Armstrong Lecture) p 157 A86-29099
Effects of gravity on the fluid balance end distribufion
in man p 214 A86-30383
Volume regulating hormones p 214 A86-30384
Fluid and electrolyte control in simulated and actual
spaceflight p 214 A86-30385
Changes in functional metabolism in the rat central
newous system fotlowiog spaceflight
p199 A86-30433
Circadian variation of volume end concentration of
orthostaticalty shifted fluid p 215 A86-30445
Water and electrolytes -- in human bodies
p 376 A86-40660
Dermal substance collecl_on device
[AD-D011848] p 38 N86-12962
Endocnne and fluid metabolism in males and females
of different ages after bedrest, acceleration and lower body
negative pressure
[NASA-TM-58270] p 39 Na&13886
Body position during hypokinesia, end fluid-electrolyte
metabolism p 60 N86-14853
Cimulatory and thermoregulatory actions of hydration
during exercise-hnat stress
[AD-A158440] p 63 N86-14875
A muitHsotope procedure for simultaneously estimating
the volume of body fluid compartments of swine
[AD-A159631] p 64 N86-14881
|nvestigation of possibility of using two-frequency
impedometry for estimation of proportion of total and
extrecelluler body fluids p 66 N86-15888
Simultaneous determination ot fluid shifts duriog thermal
streSs in a small animal model
[AD-A159363] p 83 N86-16877
Fluid-Electrolyte-Mineral interrelations as aftectiog work
performance
[AD-A165325] p 282 N86-26799
Human vasc_ar fluid responses to cold stress are not
altered by cold acclimation
[AD-A165869] p 398 N86-30305
Special features of surgical intervention under conditions
of weightlessness
[AD-A167916] p 423 N86-32092
BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
Ultrasonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergrevity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
BODY SIZE (BIOLOGY)
A collation of United States Air Force anthrepometry
[AD-Af68485] p 443 N86-33019
BODY SWAY TEST
Effect of rhythmic photic interference on working
electroencephalogram and efficiency of human
movements p 292 N86-27883
Restraint system for waking Macaca muiatta monkeys
during postural tests p 280 N86-27898
BODY TEMPERATURE
Hierarchy of control models for temperature regulation
p 22 A86-10158
Thermovisual indicators of brain reactions to visual
stimuli p 9 A86-10695
Thermal stress imposed on pilots by NBC protective
clothing -- Nuclear-Biological-Chemical
p 44 A86-13571
Effects of raised body temperature on reasoning,
memory, and mood p 86 A86-20002
The effect of short term hypoxia on body temperature
and lactic acid in blood p 81 A86-22595
Aflerdrop of body temperature during rewarming - An
alternative explanation p 162 A86-28122
Influence of exposure to a prolonged hyperdynarnic field
on body temperature in the squirrel monkey
p 200 A86-3043g
Reduction of circadian d_,upfion fallowing surga_ by
ingestion ot caffeine in the kd0omtory rat
p 201 A86-30447
Homeostasis and biological rhythms in the rat dudng
spaceflight p 202 A86.-30460
Short term heat effect on adrseo- and cholino-sancitivity
of rat's small intasfine p 4 N86-10754
Efficiency of muscular work in white rata dunng
edaptafion to cold p 5 N86-10763
Effect of increased body clothing insulation on hand
temperature in a cold etwironment
[AD-A156597] p 22 N86-10786
An atropinized heat-stressed mt model: AntJcholinergic
and anticholinestorass drug potency
[AD-A157620] p 6 N86-11832
Portable diagnostic radiometer
lAD-A157685] p 62 N86-14872
Circulatory and thermorogulatory actions of hydration
during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A158440] p 63 N86-14875
A comparison of the protection against immersion
hypotherrnia provided by Coast Guard anti-exposure
clothing in calm versus rough seas
[AD-A158413] p 75 N86-14898
Human thermoregulatoPf responses to cold air ere
altered by repeated cold water immersion
[AD-A158871 ] p 68 N86-15904
Effects of 9-heur time zone changes on fatigue and
circadian rhythms of sleep/wake and core temperature
[NASA-TM-88197] p 92 N86-16890
Prediction modeling of physiological responses and
human performance in the heat
[AD-A160513] p 115 N86-18965
Thermovisual indicators of brain response to visual
stimuli p 119 N86-19843
Circadian variafion in host defense
[AD-A161702] p 158 N86-21098
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
[AD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
Perceptual and physiological responses duhng exercise
in cool and cold water
[AD-A165491] p 283 N86-26800
BODY VOLUME (BIOLOGY)
Biochemical response to chronic shortening in unloaded
soleus muscles p 3 A86-12380
A fundamental problem in determining functional
residual capacity or residual volume --- of lungs
p 281 A86-39099
The inverse problem in alectrocardiogrephy- A model
study of the effects of geometry end conductivity
parameters on the reconstruction of epicardial potentials
p 394 A86-43750
BODY WEIGHT
Effect of immobilization stress on body weight in rats
p 8t A86-22324
Effects of body mass and morphology on thermal
responses in water p 162 A86-28123
Skeletal mass change as a function of gravitational
loading p 192 A86-30380
Health hazard evaluation o_ liquidmonopropeitants.
Phase 5: Comparative inhalation toxioitias of LGP 1776,
LGP 1645, and HAN (hydroxylsmmonium nitrate)
lAD-A159090] p 40 N86-13891
The influence of individual factors in man on bubble
formation in air diving decompression
p t25 N86-19881
Body weight changes before and after submarine
patrols
lAD-A161144] p 127 N86-19893
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgdp exercise at high altitude
lAD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
Fitness and activity assessments among US Army
populations: Implications for NCHS general population
surveys
[AD-A164060] p 257 N86-25980
Growth and development of rhesus monkeys exposed
to ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) electric and magnetic
fields during the first 54 months of life
[AD-A168733] p 417 N86-32953
BONE DEMINERALIZATION
The skeleton in space p 10 A86-11833
Regulation of bone mineral loss dudng lactation
p 82 A86-22713
Effect of rotopositioning on the growth and maturation
of mandibular bone in immobilized Rhesus monkeys
p106 A86-25659
Anabolic steroids as a countermeasure against bone
demineralization dunng space flight p 114 A86-25662
Correlated light and electron microscopy of the
vasculature of cortical bone in rat femora and tibiae
p 193 A86-30395
Fertilization, development and spicule formation in sea
urchins under conditions of constant reorientation relative
to the gravitation axis p 195 A86-30406
Bone loss during simulated weightlessness - Is it
glucocortk_oid mediated? p 197 A86-30423
Effect of simulated weightlessness end chronic
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D administreUon on bone
metabolism p 198 A86-30425
Role of carbonic anhydrase in bone - Plasma
acatazoiamide concentrations associated with inhibition
of bone loss p 375 A86-43454
Effect of diphosphenaten on bones of hypekinatic rats
p 279 N86-27890
Method of demonstrating calcium in human foot by
neutron activation of (alpha, N)-sources
p 287 N86-27899
Skeletal response to short-term wdtghtlessness
[NASA-TM-88778] p 37g N86-29496
The temporal response of bone to unloading
[NASA-TM-89228] p 397 N86-30303
Selection of an appropriate animal model for study of
bona loss in weightlessness p 412 N86-31436
BONE MARROW
The effect of auricular electric stimulation on
myalopeptide production and early reactions of blood
systems cell populations in the presence of immobilization
stress p 49 A86-16752
Effect of 24,25-dihydrowvitsmin D3 on ostsogenafic
precursor cells in immobilized rats p 56 N86-15877
Magnetic separation device
[AD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
Influence of arythrocythemia on blood volume and
thermoroguiation during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A165014] p 289 N86-27916
BONE MINERAL CONTENT
Skeletal mass change as a function of gravitational
loading p 192 A86-30380
Effects of gravitational and muscular loading on bona
formation in growing rats p 194 A86-30396
Microprobe analysis of epiphyseal plates from Spaceiab
3 rats p 204 A86-30469
Bone maturation in rats flown on the Spacelab-3
mission p 205 A86-30479
Effects of N,N,N',N'-Ethylenediaminetetramethyiana
phosphonic acid and
t-Hydroxyethylidena-l,l-bisphosphonic acid on calcium
absorption, plasma calcium, longitudinal bone growth, and
bone histology in the growing rat p 374 A86-43444
Role of carbonic anhydrase in bone resorptioninduced
by 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 in vitro p 375 A86-43449
Role of ced0onic enhydrass in bone resorption induced
by prostagiandin E2 in vitro p 375 A86-43453
Changes in physical condition, vestibular function and
bone system of rats submitted to long-term rotation
p 54 N86-14857
Method of demonstrating calcium in human foot by
neutron acfivation of (alpha, N)-sources
p 287 N86-2789g
BONES
Effects of non weight bearing on callus formation
p 193 A86-30394
MorphoIogic and histochemical studies of bone calls
from SL-3 rats p 205 A86-30473
Osteocalcm as an indicator of bone metabolism during
spaceflight p 205 A86-30474
The effects of prostaglandin E2 in growing rats -
increased metephysaal hard tissue and cortico-endosteal
bone formation p 375 A86-43450
A survey of aseptic bone negrosis in Turkish sponge
divers, interim report p 124 N86-1987 _,
Early detection and treatment of avascular bone necrosis
in divers p 124 N86-19872
Effect of we_ghtlessnens and some ol its models on
mechanical properties of animal bones submitted to
torsion p 173 N86-21123
Comparison of bone reactions of rats submitted to
clincstatio and antiorthostafic hypokinasia
p 174 N86-21126
BOTANY
Descdpfion of concept and first feasibility test results
of a life support subsystem of the Botany Facility based
on water reclamation
[SAE PAPER 851397] p 104 A86-23574
Concepts for the life support subsystem in the EURECA
Botany Facility
[DGLR PAPER 85-126] p 245 A86-34573
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 4
[NASA-CR-3922(04)] p 209 N86-23218
BOUNDARIES
Neural dynamics of perceptual grouping - Textures,
boundaries, and emergent segmentations
[AD-A165648] p 70 A86-17352
BRADYCARDIA
Comparison of bradycerdia breath-hold on divers and
nondivere: Its importance for the capacity visit of divers
p 122 N86-19863
BRAIN
Thermovisual indicators of brain reactions to visual
stimuli p 9 A86-10695
A-19
BRAIN CIRCULATION SUBJECTINDEX
Changes in antidromic latenciss of medullary respiratory
neurons in hypernapnia and hypoxia p 3 A86-12382
Catashoiamine content of single brain nuclei in August
rats following immobilization stress p 3 A86-12521
Proteins end RNA in the neuron-neuroglia system of
n. rapha doraalis neurons of theground squirrel brain dudng
hibamalion p 26 A86-14593
Brain asymmetry in animals -- Russian book
p 50 A86-17467
Responses of nat red-nucleus neurons to auditory
signals p 52 A86-18181
The risk of arterial hypedension and the features of
functional brain asymmetry in workers employed in
regularly repeated expedition-type work
p 88 A86-22534
Neurons as detectors of errors in the subcortinal
structures of the human brain p 111 A86-24307
Effects of weightlessness on neurotransmitter receptors
in selected brain areas p 203 A86-30462
Ventiiatory acclimatization to hypoxia is not dependent
on cerebral hyponapnic aikaiosis p 206 A86-30683
The use of brain evoked response in a critical event
detection task p 261 A86-33819
Event-related brain potantisis and resource allocation
- From dual-task decrements to dual-task integrality
p 261 A86-33820
Gamma-eminobutyric acid and bulber mechanisms of
hamodynamic regulation p 246 A86-35941
Effects of pressure on uptake end release of calcium
by brain synaptosomes p 247 A86-36225
Changes in the carbohydrate energy metabolism in the
rat brain under laser radiation p 276 A86-39719
An anaerobic shift in energy metabolism in the moues
brain dudng recovery from acute radiation sickness
p 276 A86-39720
The effect of radiation on the concentration and
metabolism of dopamine in the rat brain
p 276 A86-39722
Alteration of rat brain natecholamine levels under
hypoxia p 391 A86-43540
On the interrelationship between different ranges of
bioelectric activity of the human brain
p 422 A86-49975
TV monitoring control system in electrophysidlogicat
studies p 14 N86-10765
Is the cerebellum involved in motor and perceptual
timing: A nasa study
[AD-A157452] p 16 N86-11842
The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
[AD-A159118] p 43 N86-13897
Biocybernetic analysis of a hybrid workload model
[AD-A159033] p 63 N86-14880
Informativeness of echo signal in pulsed
ultrasonography of the brain (with use of model)
p 66 N86-15887
Determination of the lumped constant and the kinetic
constants for deoxyglucose and fluorodeoxyglucose in
men
[DE86-000317] p 118 N86-18978
Thermovisual indicators of brain response to visual
stimuli p 119 N86-19843
Biological investigations ofadaptive networks. Neuronal
control of conditioned responding
[AD-A160345] p 126 N86-19887
Mesolimbic and nigrosthetal dopaminergic systems:
Behavioral neuropharmacology
[AD-A160821] p 136 N86-19900
Cerebral circulation and oxygenation in healthy man
during graded exercise in antiorthostatic position
p 173 N86-21120
Rat brain impedance in stationary magnetic field
p 174 N86-21128
Effect of active antiorthostatic conditioning on tolerance
to cranial redistribution of blood p 175 N86-21135
Biochemical models for study of nerve cell processes
p 209 N86-23223
L-tryptophan administered to chronic sleep-onset
insomiacs: Late-appearing reduction of sleep latency
[AD-A163115] p 225 N86-24207
Multidisciplinary studies on excitatory amino acids as
transmitters in the brain
[AD-A164258] p 256 N86-25115
Microwave effects on CNS: A histopethologic,
ultrastructural and autoradiographic study
[AD-A165040] p 277 N86-27867
Study of brain biochemistry during hypothermia
p 285 N86-27875
BRAIN CIRCULATION
Headache at high altitude isnot related to internal carotid
arterial blood velocity p 8 A86-10108
Non-invasive physiologic brain monitoring in USAF
operational environments p 85 A86-19332
Cerebral thrombosis st altitude - Its pethogenesis and
the problems of prevention and treatment
p 87 A86-20410
Changes in the heart rate and in the narebrai vascular
tonus affected by alternating physical and mental loads
p 89 A86-22535
Thermoencaphaioscopy p 206 A86-30892
The effect of intense mental work under stress on cardiac
activity, hemodynamics, and brain circulation
p 216 A86-30895
Postrediation regional cerebral blood flew in primates
p 373 A86-41786
Circulation and oxygen tension in the brain of wakeful
rabbits in conditions leading to motion sickness
p 373 A86-43422
Correlations between the levels of cerebral blood flow
and cerebrovascutar reactivity and the functional state of
brain tissue p 392 A86-45320
Effect of hypocapnia on ventral medullary blood flew
and pH during hypoxia in cats p 413 A86-47869
BRAIN DAMAGE
increased resistance of the brain to hypoxia due to a
combination of lithium hydroxybutyrate and
indomethacine p 81 A86-22548
Correlations between the levels of cerebral blood flew
and na_ebrovascuiar reactivity and the functional state of
brain tissue p 392 A86-45320
BRAIN STEM
Effect of workload on the auditory evoked brainstem
response p 128 A86-23705
Corticoreticular interactions in the mechanisms of
refiaxotherapy p 208 A86-33071
impulse activity of the brain stern neurons related to
the cardiac and respiratory rhythms p 246 A86-35940
BREADBOARD MODELS
Catalytic distillation water recovery subsystem
[NASA-CR-177382] p 99 N86-16902
BREATHING
Effects of breathing pattern on inspiratory muscle
endurance in humans p 86 A86-20003
Ventgatory responses of hamsters and rats to hypoxia
and hypernapnia p 79 A86-20005
Synchronization of heart contractions and respiration
during thermorngulatory pelypnea in dogs
p 245 A86-34490
BREATHING APPARATUS
'The ACDAR' - Advanced chemical defense aircrew
respqrator p 430 A86-47735
Molecular sieve oxygen generation system (MSOGS)
onboard the B-1B bomber p 430 A86-47737
Psychoioginal problems associated with the wearing of
respiratory protective devices: A review
[FOA-C-40216-C2] p 101 N86-17995
Evaluation of a passenger mask modified with a
rebraather bag for protection from smoke and fumes
[AD-A162473] p 188 N86-22116
Oxygen-liberating mixtures for breathing apparatus
p 241 N86-23264
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen-oxygen as a breathing
gas in deep-sea diving
[AD-A165797] p 380 N86-29499
Assisted positive pressure breathing and modified
anti-acceleration suit filling tested up to 9 G in a human
centrifuge, Karolinska Institute
[FOA-C-50038-H1 ] p 408 N86-30341
BRIGHTNESS
Mild hypoxia and visual performance with night vision
goggles
lAD-A156969] p 23 N86.10787
Eye movements and spatial pattern vision
[AD-A160408] p 115 N86-18963
BROMINE COMPOUNDS
Bimane derivatives as fluorescent probes for biological
macromolecules
lAD-A162725] p 160 N86-22088
BRONCHI
A model of inhaled gas and vapor transport inthe human
lung
[AD-A160829] p 117 N86-18976
BUBBLES
Tissue gas bubble dynamics during hypobanc
exposures
[SAE PAPER 851337] p 111 A86-23525
On the use of a bubble formation model to calculate
diving tables p114 A86-25658
The relationship of intravascuiar bubbles to bonds at
altitude p 418 A86-47765
Ultrasonic detection of circulating bubbles in ewes
exposed to simulated dives deeper than 800 msw under
isobaric conditions and with unchanged gas mixtures
p 125 N86-19882
Less bubble formation in women divers
p 126 N86-19883
BUOYANCY
Hew much inherent buoyancy is acceptable in a
helicopter passenger immersion suit p 96 A86-19310
The effect of water ingress on buoyancy and thermal
quality of survival suits p 97 A86-19333
Low temperature inflator apparatus
[AD-D011810] p 45 N86-12974
BURNS (INJURIES)
Microcircuiatory changes in rats with bum shock
following adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia
p 81 A86-22547
BUTYRIC ACID
Gamma-aminobotyric acid and bulber mechanisms of
hemodyrmmic regulation p 246 A86-35941
C
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Dynamics of the salivary electrolyte composition and
renal excretory function during human adaptation to an
altered gaseous environment p 216 A86-30899
New developmants in on board oxygen generators
p 430 A86-47740
Development of a portable oxygen system analyzer
p 430 A86-47742
CAFFEINE
Enhanced metabolic response to caffeine in
exercisa-trained human subjects p 7 A86-10106
Performance overnight in shiftworkers operating a
day-night schedule p 179 A86-29095
Reduction of circadian disruption following surgery by
ingestion of caffeine in the laboratory rat
p 201 A86-30447
CALClFEROL
A maternal defect is responsible for growth failure in
vitamin D-deficient rat pups p 52 A86-18398
Vitamin D-deficient rats produce reduced quantities of
• nutritionally adequate milk p 52 A86-18399
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 normalizes maternal food
consumption and pup growth in rats p 52 A86-18400
Regulation of bone mineral loss during lactation
p 82 A86-22713
Effect of simulated weightlessness and chronic
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D administration on bone
metabolism p 198 A86-30425
1,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 receptors in space-flown vs.
grounded control rat kidneys p 204 A86-30472
Role of carbonic anhydrass in bone resorption induced
by 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 in vitro p 375 A86-43449
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 on osteogenetic
precursor cells in immobilized rats p 56 N86-15877
Calcium and vitamin D metabolism in submariners:
Carbon dioxide, sunlight and absorption considerations
[AD-A166292] p 398 N86-30306
CALCIFICATION
Morphogenesis and calcification of the statoconia inthe
chick (Gailus domesticus) embryo - Imp,nations for future
studies p 195 A86-30405
Diffuse pulmonary ossification and spontaneous
pneumothorax in a pilot - A nasa report
p 395 A86-44093
In vitro comparison of zinc phosphate and glass
ioocmers ability to inhibit decalcification under end
adjacent to orthodontic bands
[AD-A160881] p 127 N86-19889
CALCIUM
Cytochemical localization of calcium in cap cells of
primary roots of Zea mays L p 197 A86-30418
Controlled environment life support system:
Calcium-related leaf injudas on plants
[ NASA-CR-176288] p6 N86-11829
Role of Ca(2+)/calmodulin in phosphorylation of
proteins in plants
[DE86-001804] p 158 N86-21099
Role of vitamin D3 active metabolitas in regulation of
calcium metabolism in hypokinetic rats
p 174 N86-21124
The effects of ketamine on Rhesus monkey skeletal
dynamics
[AD-A162848] p 213 N86-24189
Chemically induced damage to the hippocampai
formation
[NDREIPUBL-8611002] p 255 N86-25112
Method of demonstrating calcium in human foot by
neutron activation of (alpha, N)-sources
p 287 N86-27899
CALCIUM METABOLISM
A maternal defect is responsible for growth failure in
vitamin D-deficient rat pups p 52 A86-18398
Vitamin D-deticiect rats produce reduced quantities of
a nutritionally adequate milk p 52 A86.18399
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 normalizes maternal food
consumption and pup growth in rats p 52 A86-18400
Calcium antagonists in the prevention of motion
sickness p 87 A86-20405
Regulation of bone mineral loss during lactation
p 82 A86-22713
A-20
SUBJECT INDEX CARBON12
Mechanisms of calcium permeability changes in the
sarcolamma of vascular smooth-muscle cells during
hypoxla p 157 A86-29257
Spaceflight and czd_Jm
p192 A86-30378
Effect of _in and au_dn transport inhibitors on
calcium net uptake along apical corn roots
p 196 A86-30412
Immunecytoobemical localization of calmodulin in pea
root caps end plumules and its relevance to hypothesis
on gravitropiam p 197 A86-30419
The calcium dependence of auxin action in roots
p 197 A86-30421
Correlated changes in calmodulin acBvity and gravitroplc
sensitivity in roots of maize p 197 A86-30422
Localization of calcium stimulated adenosine
triphosphataso aotJvity in blood vessels of the skeleton
p197 A86-30424
Effect of simulated weightlessness and chronic
1,25-dibydroxyvitamin D administration on bone
metabolism p 198 A86-30425
Changes inskeletal muscle pro_ following hindlimb
suspension p 19_ A86-30428
Electron microprobe analyses of Ca, S, Mg and P
distnbution in incisocs of Spacatab-3 rata
p 202 A86-30455
1,25-Oihydroxy_tamin D3 receptors in space-flown vs.
grounded contrci rat kidneys p 204 A86-30472
Osteocalcin as an indicator of bone metabolism dudng
spaceflight p 205 A86-30474
Bone maturation in rats flown on the Spacelab-3
mission p 205 A86-30479
Effects of pressure on uptake end release of calcium
by brain syneptosomes p 247 A86-36225
The effect of electromagnetic radiation in the decimeter
wevetength renge on the neuronal calcium current in
mcilusks p 247 A86-36494
Exercise conditioning increases rat myocardial calcium
uptake p 276 A86-39097
Effects of N,N,N',N'.Ethylenedlaminetetramethylene
phosphonlc acid and
1-Hydroxyethyildene-l,l-bisphospbonic acid on calcium
absorption, plasma calcium, longitudinal bone growth, and
bone histology in the growing rat p 374 A86-43444
Role of carbonio anhydrese in bone resorption induced
by 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 in vitro p 375 A86-43449
Role of carbonic anhydrese in bone - Plasma,
acetszolamlde concentrations associated with inhibition
of bone loss p 375 A86-43454
Status of calcium metabolism in coal miners with
vibration sickness p 220 N86-23251
Microwave effects on CNS: A histopathologic,
ulfrastructural and autoradiographic study
lAD-A165040] p 277 N86-27867
Calcium and vitamin D metabolism in submariners:
Carbon dioxide, sunlight and absoq_tk)n considerations
lAD-A166292] p 398 N86-30306
CALCIUM PHOSPHATES
Template-dirested oligonucleotlde ligation on
hydroxylapatita p 398 A86-45960
CALIBRATING
Inexpert calibration of comprehension
[AD-A165701] p382 N86-28617
Effects of 60 Hz electric field on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-016121] p 411 N86-30346
The develc_mt and evaluation of _ systems for
airborne applications: Fundamental visual, perceptual and
display systems considerations
[AD-A168563] p 443 N86-33020
CAMERAS
Telsoperetor human factors study
[NASA-CR-176310] p23 N88-11654
CANADA
Canadian forces approach to alrcrew medical
selection p 399 N86-30311
CANADIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Canadian medical experiments on Shuttle Flight 41-G
p 110 A86-22996
CANCER
Thyroid absorbed dose for people at Rongeisp, Utirik
and Silo on March 1, 1954
[DE85=014695] p 17 N86-11846
Quantitative models describing the kinetics of tumor cell
proliferation: A comparison to experimental data
[CWI-AM-R8418] p 53 N86-14844
A proposal for a longitudinal study to assess the hazards
of radiation in space flight
lAD-A160801] p 117 N86-18975
Radiation induction of cancer of the skin
[DE86-002201] p 221 N86-23270
EFFECTS: Documentation and venfication for a BEIR
3 cancer risk model based on age, sex and population
dynamics for BIOTRAN
[DE86-003285] p 226 N86-24210
Late biological effects from internal and external
exposure
[DE86-001181] p 278 N86-27868
CANOPIES
Method of calculating angular dimensions of flight
veh¢le cockpit canopy casings p 76 N86-15886
CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
Solute conductance of bioed-ges barrier in hamsters
exposed to hyperoxla p 391 A86-44195
CAPILLARY FLOW
Microvascular flow adjustments with postural changes
in humans p 215 A86-30448
Changes in pericardtal micrncirculetion in dogs during
adaptation to static muscle loads p 392 A86-45321
CARBOHYDRATE METABOUSM
Exercise hyperthermia as a factor limiting physical
performance Temperature effect on muscle
metabolism p 1 A86-10f04
Enhanced metabolic response to caffeine in
exercise-trained human subjects p 7 A86-10106
Lactate, pyruvete, and lactste-to-pyruvste ratio during
exercise and recovery p 8 A86-10110
Muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat in
unacclimatized and scciima_ed humane
p 36 A86-16051
Increased gluconeogenesis in rats e)q_osed to hyper-G
stress p 52 A86-18397
Increased gluconeogenesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Thymic involution in the suspended rat - Adrenal
hypertrophy and glucocodlcoid receptor content
p 106 A86-25660
Changes in glycolytic intermediates in rat erythrocytes
dudng exposure to simulated high altitude
p156 A86-29097
Are there conditions in which adrenalectomy impedes
the atrophying effects of denervation?
p 194 A86-30397
Possible mechanism for changes in glycogen
metabolism in unloaded soleus muscle
p198 A86-30427
Altered carbohydrate metabolism in the whole body
suspended rat p 199 A86-30431
Muscle protein and glycogen responses lo recovery from
hypogravity and unloading by tail-cast suspension
p 202 A86-30457
Effect of elevated FFA on carbohydrate and lipid
oxidation during prolonged exercise in humans
p 215 A86-30679
Remarkable metabolic availability of oral glucose during
iong-duretion exercise in humans p 216 A86-30684
Epinephrine-induced changes in muscle carbohydrate
metabolism during exercise in male subjects
p 280 A86-39092
Changes in the carbohydrate energy metabolism in the
rat brain under laser radiation p 276 A86--39719
The contractile function and the energy metabolism of
the myocardium under emotional stress and during
adaptation of animals to short stress effects
p 392 A86-45322
CARBOHYDRATES
Determining a carbohydrate profile for Hansenuia
polymorpha p 82 A86-22710
Obtaining hybridomas that synthesize monoclonal
antibodies to polyseccharlde of group a streptococcus
p 219 N86-23240
CARBON
Initial development and performance evaluetJon of •
process for formation of dense carbon by pyrolysis of
methane
[SAE PAPER 851342] p 138 A86-23529
Improvement in wear performance of surgical Ti-6AI-4V
alloy by ion implantation of nitrogen or carbon
[DE85-013986] p 18 N86-11849
Development of a carbon formation reactor for carbon
dioxide reduction
[NASA-CR-171907] p 46 N86-138gB
Carbon exchange between the mantle and the crust
and its effect upon the atmosphere: Today compared to
Archeen time p 304 N86-26882
Earth's early atmosphere as seen from carbon and
nitrogen isotopic analysis of Archean sediments
p 304 N86-26883
Enzyme cofector modified eisctrodes
lAD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
CARBON COMPOUNDS
Amino acids of the Murchison meteorite. II - Five carbon
acyclio primary beta-, gamma., and delta.amine alkanoic
acids p 77 A86-19126
CARBON CYCLE
Energy yields in the prabiotic synthesis of hydrogen
cyanide end formaldehyde p 300 N86-26863
CARBON DIOXIDE
Indirect observation by C-13 NMR spectroscopy of a
novel CO2 fixation pathway in mathenogens
p 103 A86o23225
Developrmmt status of regenerable solid amine CO2
control systems
[SAE PAPER 851340] p 138 A86-23527
Comparison of CO2 redoclJon process - Bosch and
Sadatior
[SAE PAPER 851343] p 139 A86-23530
The suppressive effect of carbon dioxk:le on the
activation of cold receptors in the nasal cavity of cats
p 392 A86-4531g
Development of a carbon formation reactor for carbon
dioxide reduction
[NASA-CR-171907] p 46 N86-13898
Man's tolerance to fulminent form of hypoxic hypoxia
p 66 N86.1587g
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers, revision
A
lAD-A160181] p 147 N86-18989
The C23A system, an exmaple of quantitative control
of plant growth associated with a data base
p 148 N86-19911
Carbon dioxide evolution rate as s method to mon'rio¢
and control an aerobic biological waste treatment
system p 151 N86-19930
Wheat response to CO2 enrichment: CO2 exchanges
transpirationand mineraluptakes p 152 N86-19932
Paleosols and the chemical evolution of the
atmosphere p 301 N86-26870
Climatic consequences of vary high CO2 levels in Earth's
early atmosphere p 308 N86-26904
An environmentally-controlled extended-use small
animal hypobaric chamber
lAD-A166729] p 398 N86-30307
The effect of breathing elevated CO2 gas mixtures on
tracking performance, blood pressure, and sub_¢_,Ne
tolerance at 1Gz
[AO-A165874] p 401 N86-31210
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
Electrochemical CO2 concentration for the Space
Station Program
[SAE PAPER 851341] p 138 A86-23528
The state of man's organism under condittons of
elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide
p 163 A86-29306
Correlations between the levels of cerebral blood flow
and carebrovesc_ar reaot_ and the functional state ot
brain tissue p 392 A86-45320
Infrared Optical measurement of blood gas
concentrations and fiber optic catheter
[AD-D011836] p 37 N86-12955
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
Performance and endurance testing of a prototype
carbon dioxide and humidity control system for Space
Shuttle extended mission capability
[SAE PAPER 851374] p 140 A86-23557
Elementary design guidelines for CO2 scrubbing with
LiOH, technical _nual
lAD-A168850] p 444 N86-33022
CARBON ISOTOPES
isotope discrepancy between Precambden
stromatolites and their modem analogs - Inferences from
hypersaline microbial mats of the Sinai Coast
p25 A86-t4119
Carbon isotopic fractionetion in heterotrophic microbial
metabolism p 371 A86-40669
Siomedlcat research with cyclotron produced
radionuclides
[DE86-OGO327] p 221 N86-23269
CARBON MONOXIDE
Photochemical reactions in interstellar grains pbetolyais
of CO, NH3, and H20 p 18g A86-28721
Foliage plants for indoor removal of the primary
combustion gases carbon monoxide and nitrogen
dioxide p 156 A86-29089
Infrared optical measurement of blood gas
concentrations and fiber optic catheter
lAD-D011636] p 37 N86-12955
Hemodynamic parameters as related to different
tolerance to head-gelvis accelerations
p 61 N86-14859
Effects of carbon monoxide on personnel
[AD-P004882] p 163 N86-20628
Effects of air pollution on man p 167 N86-21038
Photolyais products of CO, NH3 aND H20 and their
significance to reactions on interstellar grains
p 298 N86-26849
inhalation toxicology. 5: Evaluation of reiabve toxicity
to rats of thermal decomposition products from two aircraft
seat fire-blocking materials
lAD-A165034] p 277 N86-27866
Factors influencing carboxyhemoglobin stability
lAD-At85032] p 289 N86-27918
CARBON 12
Cytogenetic changes in cells of lettuce seedlings with
exposure to accelerated carbon ion beam
p 84 N86-16886
A-21
CARBON13 SUBJECT INDEX
CARBON 13
Isotopic, petrologic and biegeschemical invesfigations
of banded iron-formations p 305 N86-26885
CARBON 14
Use of membrane vesicles as a simplified system for
studying transport of auxin
[DE86-002264 ] p209 N86-23219
CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES
Standardization of carbon-phenolic composite test
methodology p 243 N86-24527
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES
Boundary structures are formed by organic components
of the Murchison carbonaceous chondrite
p 76 A86-16417
Characterization of biogenic elements in interplanetary
dust particles p 297 N86-26846
Origin of life and iron-rich clays p 300 N86-26866
CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
Interstellar isomers p 298 N86-26848
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
Role of carbonic anhydrass in hone - Partial inhibition
of disuse atrophy of bone by parenteral acotazoiemide
p 374 A86-43448
Role of carbonic anhydrase in hone resorption induced
by 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 in vitro p 375 A86-43449
Role of carbonic anhydrass in bone resorption induced
by prostagiandin E2 in vitro p 375 A86-43453
CARBONYL COMPOUNDS
Topical hazard evaluation program of Candidate Insect
repellent AI3-35770 Hexahydro-l-((2.Methyicyciohexyl)
Carbonyi)-I -H-Azepine
[AD.A158386] p 68 N86-15903
The role of the oceans in the atmospheric cycle of
carbonyi sulfide p 277 N86-26796
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN
Factors influencing cerboxyhemoglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
CARCINOGENS
Electron reactions in model and biological systems
[DE85-016062] p 55 N86-15861
Bioessay of military relevant compounds for
carcinogenic activity by the strain A mouse lung tumor
binassay
[AD-A156772] p 93 N86-17981
The experimental determination of safe atmospheric
exposure concentrations of JP-10 jet fuel
[AD-A163179] p 258 N86-25985
CARDIAC VENTRICLES
Complete right branch blocking and the flight fitness
of pilots p 31 A86-13567
Heat acclimation - Cardiac performance of isolated rat
heart p 82 A86-22663
A practical attitude toward ventriculer repoierization
abnormalities in flight crews p 282 A86-39773
Intraventricular conduction disturbances in flying
personnel Right bundle branch block
p 378 A86-41788
CARDIOGRAPHY
Automatic determination of cardiac output from
rheogram of the trunk p 66 N86-15889
CARDIOLOGY
Noninvaslve Doppler determination of cardiac output
during submaximal and peak exercise
p 21 A86-10102
Cardiac response of submaximal exercise in dogs
susceptible to sudden cardiac death p 1 A86-10107
Electrocardiographic changes in serious decompression
sickness
[AD-A160944] p 2 A86-10254
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Cardiovascular
assessment p 11 A86-12428
The environment and the heart --- Russian book
p 25 A86-13460
Cardiorespiratory fitness and cognitive performance
before and after confinement in a nuclear submarine
p 32 A86-14317
Unsteady blood flow in humans under artificial conditions
-- Russian book p 33 A86-15443
The effects of +Gz on the coronary circulation - A
review p 86 A86-20401
Laser ablation of human atheroscierotic plaque without
adjacent tissue injury p 91 A86-22711
Mitral valve prolapse in a young person - An estimation
of the risk of arrhythmie - The impact on the flight fitness
of a pilot p 113 A86-24510
Cardiorespiratory responses to lower body negative
pressure and tilt tests after exposure to simulated
weightlessness p 215 A86-30387
Antioxidants as antierrhythmic remedies
p 246 A86-35938
Exercise conditioning increases rat myocardial calcium
uptake p 276 A86-39097
An automated system for ST segment and arrhythmia
analysis in exercise radionuclide ventriculography
p 377 A86-41400
Circadian variahons of systolic time intervals
p 394 A86-44087
The possible involvement of PGI2 in the PEEP-induced
changes in cardiac output and blood pressure
p 395 A86-44091
Effects of -Gz centrifugal acceleration upon cardiac
output of hamster p 415 A86-50290
Exploratory studies of physiological components of
motion sickness: Cardiopulmonary differences between
high and low susceptibles
[NASA-CR-176541] p 171 N86-21108
Cardiokymography
[PB86-133790] p 258 N86-25987
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
Effects of 100 percent oxygen on the cardiovascular
responses to vasoactive compounds in the dog
p 2 A86-10255
Cardiovascular decondifloning during space flight and
the use of saline as a countermeasure to orthostatic
intolerance p 8 A86-10257
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Cardiovascular
assessment p 11 A86-12428
The human cardiovascular system in the absence of
gravity
[IAF PAPER 85-315] p 35 A86-15825
Spacolab life sciences flight experiments - An integrated
approach to the study of cardiovascular deconditioning
and orthostatic hypotension
[IAF PAPER 85-316] p 36 A86-15826
The effect of +Gz acceleration on cardiac volumes
determined by two-dimensional schenardiogrsphy
p 58 A86-18547
Effects of detraining on cardiovascular responses to
exercise - Role of blood volume p 91 A86-22665
Cardiovascular receptors and fluid volume control (1985
Armstrong Lecture) p 157 A86-29099
Analysis of the potential association between
noise-induced hearing loss and cardiovascular disease in
USAF aircrew members p 250 A86-33760
Cardiovascular dynamics associated with tolerance to
lower body negative pressure p 253 A86-36310
Longitudinal study of cardiovascular disease in U.S. Navy
pilots p 253 A86-36314
Cardiovascular epidemiology, exercise, and health -
40-year followup of the U.S. Navy's '1000 aviators'
p 378 A86-41789
Ergometric examination of the cardiovascular system
in flight personnel p 421 A86-49370
Capacity for work and hemodynamics in males residing
at middle and high latitudes p 13 N86-10747
Individual typological self-reguietion of cardio-vasculer
system p 13 N86-10752
Classit'mafion of changes in electrocardiogram during
muscular exertion of healthy individuals
p 14 N86-10755
The effect of spironolactone on the cardiocircuietory
responses to upright tilt at sea level and at simulated high
altitude
[AD-A157734] p 39 N86-13887
Roentgenological and pathomorpholegical changes in
heart of dogs submitted to hypokinesie for six months
p 54 N86-14856
Effect of level of physical activity on lipid metabolism
of flight personnel p 65 N86-15871
Cerebral circulation and oxygenation in healthy man
during graded exercise in antiorthostatic position
p 173 N86-21120
Condition of cardiovascular system in presence of acute
mountain sickness p 174 N86-21127
Experimental arrhythmia and its prevention
p 174 N86-21129
Effect of active antiorthostatic conditioning on tolerance
to cranial redistribution of blood p 175 N86-21135
Electrocardiogram in NEHB type leads of Macaca
muietta monkeys p 175 N86-21137
The role of endorphins in the pathophysiology of
hemorrhagic and endotoxic shock in the subhuman
primate
[AD-A162483] p 177 N86-22100
Characteristics of medically disqualified airman
applicants in calendar years 1982 and 1983
[AD-A162209] p 224 N86-2420t
Ultrasonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergravity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
Urinary and hematological indices of hypohydration
[AD-A165015] p 289 N86-27917
Factors influencing carboxyhemoglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
Effects of simulated weightlessness on regional blood
flow specifically during cardiovascular stress
[NASA-CR-177117] p 379 N86-29495
Medical Selection and Physiological Training of Future
Fighter Aircrew
[AGARD-CP-396] p 398 N86-30309
Cardiovascular standards for selection and retention of
high performance pilots in the USAF: Perspectives for the
next decade p 399 N86-30313
Treadmill spirnergometry in the selection and screening
of high-performance combat aircraft pilots in the Beligan
Air Force p 401 N86-30325
Relationship of cardiopulmonary fitness to flight
performance in tactical aviation p 401 N86-30326
CAROTID SINUS BODY
Headache at high altitude is not related to interr,al carotid
arterial blood velocity p 8 A86-10108
Blood circulation changes in the carotid arteries pool
caused by antiorthostasis and antJorthostatic
hypokinesia p 27 A86-15513
Carotid bodies are required for ventiiatory acclimatization
to chronic hypoxie p 206 A86-30682
Effect of dibasol and some of its imidazo analogues
on animal tolerance to gravitational accelerations and
dynamics of development of postischemic cerebrovascular
phenomena p 279 N86-27896
CAROTID SINUS REFLEX
Device for rapid quantification of human carotid
baroreceptor-cerdiac reflex responses
p 162 A86-28125
CARTRIDGES
Low temperature inflator apparatus
[AD-D011810] p 45 N86-12974
CASE HISTORIES
Mourning and traumatic neuroses - Clinical aspects and
aeronautical incidents for one helicopter pilot
p 40 A86-13569
Recurrent serious ofitis in a reconnaissance pilot - The
consequences for his career p 112 A86-24506
Hysterical deafness - An unusual presentation of stress
in an air traffic control officer p 180 A86-29098
CASING
Method of calculating angular dimensions of flight
vehicle cockpit canopy casings p 76 N86-15886
CASUALTIES
Drugs of abuse in aviation fatalities. 1: Marijuana
lAD-A161911] p 223 N86-24196
A lightweight impermeable suit for chemical protection
in warm conditions: A preliminary look at the concept
[AD-A164687] p 295 N86-26839
CATABOLISM
Long duration confinement of aquatic organisms in
weightlessness (aquaspace) p 389 N86-29531
CATALYSIS
RNA catalysis and the origin of life
p 372 A86-41043
Catalytic distillation water recovery subsystem
[NASA-CR-177382] p 99 N86-16902
Protobiological informatoin, bidirectional recognition and
reverse translation p 303 N86-26878
CATALYSTS
Wet oxidation of a spacecraft model waste
[SAE PAPER 551372] p 140 A86-23555
Biotechnica '85 Intamational Congress for
Biotechnology
lAD-A165415] p 276 N86-26794
Cooperation of catalysts and templates
p 301 N86-26871
Stereoselectlve aminoscylation of RNA
p 302 N86-26875
Biosynthetic porphyrins and the origin of
photosynthesis p 306 N86-26894
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Polyribenucieic acids as enzymes p 155 A86-27051
Micellar enzymolegy p 109 N86-19831
CATARACTS
Fluorescent-polarization properties of chromophores of
watar-soluble proteins of normal and catarectal human
lens p 118 N86-19832
CATECHOLAMINE
Age-related augmentation of plasma catecholamines
dudng dynamic exercise in healthy males
p 10 A86-12376
Catechoiamine content of single brain nuclei in August
rats following immobilization stress p 3 A86-1252t
Comparative analysis of corticosteroid and
catecholamine levels excreted in urine of persons with
different occupations p 34 A86-15520
Changes in catecholamine excretion during physical and
mental workload p 161 A86-28099
Investigation of mechanisms of the radioprotective effect
of agonists of catechoiemine receptors - Involvement of
both subtypes of alpha-adrenoreceptors in the
redioprotective effect p 208 A86-32698
Alteration of rat brain catecholamine levels under
hypoxie p 391 A86*43540
Investigation of catechoiamine metabolism at high
altitudes p 66 N86-15880
Human thermoregulatory responses to cold air are
altered by repeated cold water immersion
[AD-A158871 ] p 68 N86-15904
A-22
SUBJECT INDEX
Use of tyroaine or foods to amplify catechoiamine
release
lAD-A160274] p 108 N86-18958
Effects of 24 h eleep deprivation on biogenic amine
metabolism p 120 N86-19846
The role of endorphins in the pathophysiology of
hemorrhagic end endotoxic shock in the subhuman
primate
lAD-A162483] p 177 N86-22100
CATHOOE RAY TUBES
Effect of vibration on the readability of color CRT
displays
[SAE PAPER 841466] p 146 A86-26009
Effects of adaptation and display luminance on CRT
symbol recognition time p 240 A86-32315
Minimum colour differences required to recognise small
objects on a colour CRT p 240 A86-32316
The detection of various color combinations under
different chromatic ambient illuminations
p 378 A86-41783
Team performance with large and smell screen
displays
lAD-A158761] p 75 N86-14899
Absolute judgment versus absolute magnitude
estimation to convey inferma_on through symbol
magnitude changes in CRT displays
lAD.At67059] p 434 N86-32103
CATIONS
Effects of cation ions in nerve excitation
p 37 N86-12377
CATS
Studies on inlormation processing mechanisms in the
central visual system of the cat
[EL-861] p 277 N86-27865
Resistance, exchange, end capac;tlmce fuoctions of
skeletal muscle vessels in acute hypoxic hypoxia
p 379 N86-28611
CAVITIES
Forward field autotransfuaion device
lAD-D011763] p37 N86-12957
Biosensors from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymedzed lipid biiayem
[AO-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
A chinchilla restraint system
[AD-A16740_] p 416 N86-32084
CELL DIVISION
Structural correlates of aging in Drosephile - Relevance
to the celt differentiation, rate-of-living and free radioal
theories of aging p 415 A86-49999
Raman activity in synchronously dividing bacteria
[DE85-015672] p 28 N86-12951
Quantitative models describing the kinetics of tumor cell
proliferation: A comparison to experimental data
[CWI-AM-R8418] p 53 N86-14844
Effects of simulated weightlessness on meiosis.
Fertilizabon, and early development in mice
[NASA-.CR-177106] p 410 N86-30342
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Molecular mechanisms of cell death induced by radiation
Russian book p 27 A86-15474
Peptidoglycan envelope in the cyanelies ofG_aucocystis
nostochinearum p 51 A86-18029
The electrokinetic properties of cell nuclei in the human
buccal epithelium in conditions of motien sickness and
hypoxia p 90 A86-22549
Intreceltular pH shift leads to miorofubuie assembly and
microtubule-mediated motility dunng sea urchin fartilization
- Co.elations between elevated intrecellular pH and
microtut_ie activity and depressed infracalluier pH and
microtubuie disassembly p 82 A86-22709
Early mammalian development under conditions of
reodentaticn relative to the gravity vector
p194 A86-30399
Simulated hypogrevity and synaptogenseis in culture
p 194 A86-30401
Evidences for changes in sensitivity to auxin and in
cell-wall properties during gravitropio bending of dioot
stems p196 A86-30409
Cytochemical localization of calcium in cap cells of
primary roots of Zee meys L p 197 A86-30418
Tissue culture apparatus for flight experimentation
p 201 A86-30444
Morphology of human embryonic kidney cells in culture
after space flight p 201 A86-30452
Microgravity associated changes in pituitary growth
hormone (GH) cells prepared from rats flown on Space
Lab 3 p 202 A86-30459
Morphelogic and histochemical studies of bone cells
from SL-3 rats p 205 A86-30473
Enhancing effects Of gamma intederon on phagocytic
cell association with and killing of Trypanosome cruzi
p 371 A86-40666
Somatic colt and molecular genetics approach to DNA
repair and mutagenesis
[DE85-014181] p 4 N86-10737
Dose disbibutien and the relativebiological effectiveness
of internal alpha emitters
[DE85-013041] p 17 N86-11845
New physical methods for tY_ogioalasrosoldetection
lAD-A158218] p 29 N86-13881
Cellular effects of electromagnetic rsdiatJon
lAD-A158547] p 63 N86-14878
Freezing of living cells
[DE85-016297] p 55 N86-15862
Investigation of distinctions referable to growth,
development and metabolism of Clostedopais acioulads
algae when cells are limited in nitrogen as related to
biological life-suppod systems for men
p 57 N86-15883
Phyaico-chemical studies of radiation effects in cells
[DE85-O14681] p 83 N86-16878
Models for biomedical resss_ch: A new perspective
[PB85-240067] p 83 N86-16880
Advances in nerve cell research p 91 N86-16882
Dynamics of peroxide oxidation of lipids during stress
p 83 N86-16883
improved monoolonal antibodies to hsiodeoxyuridine
[DE85-017764] p 92 N86-16891
Clonal analysis of HLA-DR and .-dQ associated
determinants: Their con_bution to dw s_
[AD-Af60059] p 84 N86-17977
Metabolism of T-2 myOotoxin by cultured cells
lAD-A159678] p 107 N86-18951
Rapid identification of micro-(xganisms
lAD.A159945] p 107 N86-18952
Sequence polymorphism of HLA-DR beta 1 alleles
relating to T cell-recognized determinants
lAD-A160237] p 107 N86-18956
A survey of aseptic bone negmsis in Turkish sponge
divers, intedm report p 124 N86-19871
Early detection and treatment of evascuiar bone necrosis
in divers p 124 N86-19872
Condition oi thyroid gland and C cells during Iong.tswn
rotation (morphological and biochemical investigation)
p 174 N86-21126
Research opportunities on immunocombetsnce in
space
[NASA-CR-176482] p 180 N86-21138
Proceedings: Protons and Membrane Reactions held
at Santa Barbara, California on 28 January - I February
1985
lAD-At61331] p 159 N86-22082
Suplxeselon of antibody forming cells by muramyl
Oi-peptides
lAD-A162400] p 159 N86-22084
Molecular and biological properties of an
immunopotentieting complex polysecchadde adjuvant
produced by a gliding bacterium
lAD-A162664] p 160 N86-22086
Development and use of anucleated bacterial cells to
assay the in vivo activity of pollutants
lAD-At62727] p 160 N86-22089
Use of membrane vesicles as a simplified system for
studying transport of auxin
[DE86-002264] p 209 N86-23219
Interaction of asieloglycoprotain receptor of hapatocytss
with chemicallygalactositatedacidalpha-gkmoeldase
p 210 N86-23224
Discovery regardingelectronredistributionamong cell
membranes p 217 N86-23227
Obtaining hybridomas that synthesize monoclonal
antibodies to polysaocheride of group a sfreptocoocus
p 219 N86-23240
Study of cell-well antigen determinants in ribosomal
preparations of group a streptococcus
p 220 N86-23243
Standardization of conditions for measuring intensity of
specific fluorescence in continuous cell cultures infected
with variants of Japanese encephalitis virus
p 211 N86-23255
Biosensors from membrane p'oteins recons_uted in
polymedzed lipid bilayers
[AD-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
Magnetic separation device
lAD.D012163] p 249 N86-25975
DNA analysis of epithelial cell suspensions
[DE86-002403] p 249 N86-25977
Macmphege structure and function
lAD-A163314] p 276 N86-26793
Biotechnioa '85 International Congress for
Biotechnology
[AD-A16S415] p 276 N86-26794
Fluid-Electrolyte-Minarai interrelations as affecting work
performance
lAD-A165325] p 282 N86-26799
Clay energetics in chemical evolution
p 301 N86-26867
Intremotacuiar interactions in aminoacyl nucleotides:
Implicalions regarding the origin of genetic coding and
protein synthesis p 302 N86-26873
CEREBRALCORTEX
Photochemical reactions of various model protocell
systems p 303 N86-26879
Microbial contributions to the Precambdan Earth
p 307 N86-26899
Biological effects of ionizing radiation
p 288 N86-27909
Biotechnoiogy: The US Department of Agdculfure's
biotechnoiogy research efforts
[GAO/RCED-86-39BR] p 376 N86-29494
Investigetiens of Paramecium cells analyzed under
microgrevity conditions p 387 N86-29518
Effects of simulated weightlessness on meiosis.
Fertilization, and early development in mice
[NASA-CR-177106] p 410 N86-30342
Guard cell biochemisVy: Response to environmental
stimuli nauaing changes in gas exchange
[DE86-010287] p 416 N86-32086
CELLULOSE NITRATE
Acute oral toxicity (LD50) of guanidina hydrcchlonde in
rats
lAD-A165747] p 376 N86-28608
CEMENTS
China report: Science and technology
[ JPRS-CST-85-019] p39 N86-1L:"366
In vitro comparison of zinc phosphate and glass
ionomers ability to inhibit decalcification under and
adjacent to orthodontic hands
lAD-A160881] p 127 N86-19889
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Changes in functienal metabolism in the rat central
nervous system following spaceflight
p 199 A86-30433
The mechanisms of the effect of nonionizing radiation
on an organism's sensory systems p 276 A86-39721
Homocarnoain in rat brain dudng adaptation to cold
p 5 N86-I0762
Cognitive science program: Dissociation of the central
timekeeper and the peripheral implementation processes
in repetitive movements
[AD-A157542] p 21 N86-11852
Peptides and memory p 95 N86.16884
Chemically induced damage to the hippocempal
fermatien
[NDREIPUBL-8611002] p255 N86-25112
Mult_ieciplinary studies on excitatory amino acids as
transmitters in the braio
lAD-A164258] p 256 N86-25115
Microwave effects on CNS: A histopathologic,
ultrastructural and autoradiographic study
[AD-A165040] p 277 N86-27867
Acute oral toxicity (LD50) of guanidine hydrochiedde in
rats
lAD-A165747] p 376 N86-28608
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS
The effect of centeddn on the work capacity of
operators p 426 A86..49371
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
Dynamic behaviour of spherical and sspherical contact
lenses exposed to + Gz-accelerabon forces
p 294 N86-26816
CENTRIFUGING STRESS
Increased gluconeegenesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 52 A86-18397
Skeletal mass change as a function of gravitational
loading p 192 A86-30380
Animal models of motion sickness - Are nonemetic
species an appropr_te choice? p 193 A86-30393
Growth and development of mice and rats conceived
end reared at different G-intensities during chronic
centrifugation p 195 A86-30403
Influence of exposure to a prolonged hyperdynamic field
on body temperature in the squirrel monkey
p 200 A86-30439
Effects of -Gz centrifugal acceleration upon cardiac
output of hamster p 415 A86-50290
CEREBELLUM
Electrical activity of cerebellum in the wakefulness-sleep
cycle p 157 A86-29255
Is the cerebellum involved in motor and perceptual
timing: A case study
lAD-At57452] p 16 N86-11842
Biological investigations of adaptive networks. Neuronal
control of _ responding
lAD=A160345] p 126 N86-19887
CEREBRAL CORTEX
Encoding of spatial location by posterior parietal
neurons p 27 A86-14714
Electroencephalograms and the read-out of information
in the visual cortex dudng image recognition
p 33 A86-15512
Comparison of transient and steady state cortical evoked
potentials p 183 A86-28431
Thermoencepheloscopy p 206 A86-30892
A-23
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID SUBJECT INDEX
Neuronal responses and the evoked potentials in
subcoclioal structures of the human brain during visual
recognition. II - The effect of stimuli relevance on the
evoked neuronal responses p 216 A86-30894
Role of dopaminergic systems of neostriatum during the
activity of the central nervous system in man and
animals p 208 A86-33070
Corticoreticular interactions in the mechanisms of
reflexotherapy p 208 A86-33071
The effects of cerebral hypoxia and hyperveotilatory
hypocapnia on the epileptiform activity in the cerebral
cortex of cats p 392 A86-45318
Spactral-correlation cheractenstice of EEG in the course
of short-tarm memory tests. I - A study of
spectral-correlation parameters of the potentials in the
human neocortex dudng correct short-term memorizing
p 419 A86-49263
Cortical plasticity: Theoretical analysis, experimental
results
[AD-A157965] p 38 N86-12961
The first cortical implant of a semiconductor
muifialoctrude array. VER (Visual Evoked Responses) and
propagation analysis
[AD-A164015] p248 N86-25972
Information processing in mammalian visual cortex
[AD-A165832] p 376 N86-28609
Novel architectures for image processing based on
computer simulation and psychophyaical studies of human
visual cortex
[AD-A166222] p 404 N86-30333
Neurophysiological research supporting the
investigation of adaptive network architectures
[AD-A166074] p 405 N86-31216
Peripheral nerve injury in developing rats reorganizes
motor cortex
[AD-A168019] p 417 N86-32952
Analytical comparison of transient and steady state
visual evoked cortical potentials p 436 N86-32978
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
Informativeness of echo signal in pulsed
ultrasonography of the brain (with use of model)
p 66 N86-15887
CEREBRUM
Visual hemispheric speaalization: A computational
theory
[AD-A161296] p 235 N86-23279
Peripheral nerve injury in developing rats reorganizes
motor cortex
[AD-At 68019] p417 N86-32952
Effects of high altitude on neurological and pulmonary
function: The effect of high sititude on visual evoked
potentials in humans on Mt. Everest
[AD-At68335] p 424 N86-32959
CERTIFICATION
The training and certification of the general aviation
pilot
[SAE PAPER 841468] p 132 A86-26013
CHANGE DETECTION
The detection and identification of pictorial changes
between successive presentations p 129 A86-23721
CHARGED PARTICLES
Cytogenetic changes in cells of lettuce seedlings with
exposure to accelerated carbon ion beam
p 84 N86-16886
CHARTS
Vision test chart and method using Gsussians
lAD-D011756] p 20 N86-10778
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Determining a carbohydrate profile for Hansenula
polymorpha p 82 A86-22710
Water quality monitor for recovered spacecraft water
[SAE PAPER 851347] p 139 A86-23533
Infrared optical measurement of blood gas
concentrations and fiber optic catheter
[AD-D011836] p 37 N86-12955
Design, construction and testing of a dc bioeffects
enclosure for small animals
[DE05-016798] p 29 N86-13883
Protein mapping and the problem of complexity in
molecular biology
[DE85-018349] p 85 N86-17979
A study of the flight environment component of alrorew
fatigue in student navigators
[AD-A160796] p 117 N86-18973
Element analysis of sclerotic formations of major blood
vessels by laser mass spectTometry p 118 N86.19833
Investigation of the method to determine
cerboxyhaemoglobin in blood
[AD-A161061] p 127 N86-19892
Characterization of biogenic elements in inteqolanetary
dust particles p 297 N86-26846
The organic aerosols of "i-dan p 298 N86-26852
The D to H ratio on Titan and the planets: Implications
for odgin and evolution of planetary atmospheres
p 298 N86-26853
Molocuiar and Elemental Dust Analyzer (MEDA) for the
comet rendezvous asteroid flyby mission
p 299 N86-26857
Miniature matastabie ionization detectors for exobiology
flight expodments p 299 N86-26859
multiplex gas chromatography: A novel analytical
technique for future planetaw studies
p 299 N86-26860
Ion Mobility Drift Spectrometer (IMDS) as a flight
analytical instrument technique p 300 N86-26861
Synthesis and analysis in studies of chemical
evolution p 300 N86.26864
Factors influencing cerboxyhemogiobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Dermal substance collection device
[AD-D011848] p 38 N86-12962
Molecular mechanisms of mutagenesis determined by
the recombinant DNA tochnoiogy
[DE85-016353] p 30 N86-13884
Investigation of microflora of chufa, a potential higher
plant component of biological life-support systems for
man p 57 N86-15882
Comparative analysis of biomass pyrolysis
condensates
[DE86-001773] p 159 N86-21102
Standardization of carbon-phecolic composite test
methodology p 243 N86-24527
Aerobic capacity and coronary dsk factors in a
middle-aged army population AD-A163998 HC A02/MF
A0t
[AD-A163998] p 257 N86-25979
A small oxygen concentrator
[AD-A163145] p 273 N86-25993
Factors influencing carboxyhemoglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
Advantages of the gas exchange approach to
microbiological studies
[AD-A166887] p 393 N86-31207
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
Cyclic edenosine-3',5'-monophosphate and cyclic
guanosme-3',5'-monophosphate in the blood plasma of
mice injected with chemicals of different radioprotoctive
efficiency p 276 A86-39718
CHEMICAL DEFENSE
Effect of wearing chemical protective clothing in the heat
on signal detection over the visual field
[AD-A164945] p 145 A86-25657
'The ACDAR' - Advanced chemical defense aircrew
respirator p 430 A86-47735
CHEMICAL EFFECTS
Effects of mechanical stresses, abscisic acid, and
outdoor exposure on growth and water relations of
eggplant p 196 A86-30416
Topical hazard evaluation program of Candidate Insect
repellent AI3-35770 Hexahydro-l-((2-Methylcyciohexyl)
Cerbonyl)-l-H-Azepine
[AD-A158386] p 68 N86-15903
CHEMICAL ENERGY
Models of glycolysis: Glyceraldehyde as a source of
energy and monomers for prebiotic condensation
reactions p 302 N86-26876
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
China report: Science and technology
[JPRS-CSTo85-019] p 39 N86-12966
CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
New perspectives on bacterial ferredoxin evolution
p 2 A86-12001
Phylogenetic ongins of the plant mitochondrion based
on a comparative analysis of 5S ribosomal RNA
sequences p 2 A86-12002
Radiation chemistry of an aqueous solution of glycine
Compounds of interest to chemical evolution studies
p 23 A86-12003
A possible energetic role of mineral surfaces in chemical
evolution p 48 A86-14114
Fact and assumption in studies on the origins of life
p48 A86-14115
Habitability of the early earth - Clues from the physiology
of nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis
p 25 A86-14117
A note on self-replicating information yielding the
chemical origin of life p 48 A86-14774
Molecular theory of evolution: Outline of a
physico-chemical theory of the origin of life --- Book
p 76 A86-17623
Radiation chemistry of a multicomponent aqueous
system relevant to chemistry of cometary nuclei
p 77 A86-17740
Parify-violating energy differences of chiral minerals and
the origin of biomoloculer homochiraiity
p 77 A86-17807
Trace elements in chemical evolution. I. II - Synthesis
of amino acids under simulated primitive earth conditions
in the presence of trace elements p 189 A86-28722
Infrared spectral identification of coml_ex organic
molecules in interstellar grains p 296 A86-38140
Synthesis and analysis in chemical evolution
p 297 A86-38145
In the beginning.., there was clay?
p 297 A86-38624
Second Symposium on Chemical Evolution and the
Origin of Life
[NASA-CP-2425] p 297 N86-26844
The D to H ratio on Titan and the planets: Implications
for Origin and evolution of planetary atmospheres
p 298 N86-26853
A gas chromatograph experiment for a Titan entry
probe p 299 N86-26856
Molocuiar and Elemental Dust Analyzer (MEDA) for the
comet rendezvous asteroid flyby mission
p 299 N86-26857
Investigation of porous polymer gas chromatographic
packings for atmospheric analysis of extraterrestrial
bodies p 299 N86-26858
multiplex gas chromatography: A novel anelytioal
technique for future planetary studies
p 299 N86-26860
Molecular microenvironments: Solvent interactions with
nucleic acid bases and ions p 302 N86-26872
Molecular replication p 302 N86-26874
Stereoseloctive aminoac3dation of RNA
p 302 N86-26875
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
A multivariate study of the relationship between the
genetic code and the physical-chemical properties of
amino acids p 104 A86-23997
Fiberoptics immunofluorescence spectroscopy for
chemical and biological monitoring
[DE86-002239] p 225 N86-24209
Proposal for a new tomographic device providing
information on the chemical properties of a body section
[DE86-010547] p 425 N86-32964
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Development and use of anucleated bacterial cells to
assay the in vivo activity of pollutants
[AD-A162727] p 160 N86-22089
Test of orythrocyte antigen diagnostic agent for detecting
antibodies to coxiella burnetti p 218 N86-23231
CHEMICAL REACTORS
initial development and performance evaluation of a
process for formation of dense carbon by pyrolysis of
methane
[SAE PAPER 8513421 p 138 A86-23529
CHEMICAL TESTS
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Biochemical
investigations p 11 A86-12433
CHEMICAL WARFARE
Canadian developments in alrcrew chemical defence
protection p 97 A86-19342
A lightweight impermeable suit for chemical protection
in warm conditions: A preliminary look at the concept
[AD-A164687] p 295 N86-26839
Development of U.S. Army reverse osmosis water
purification equipment
[AD-A165667] p 385 N86-28621
Air Force technical objective document, Aerospace
Medical Division, FY 1987
[AD-A167422] p 423 N86-32090
CHEMORECEPTORS
Changes in antidromic latencies of medullary respiratory
neurons in hypercapnia and hypoxia p 3 A86-12382
Stimulation of brain muscarinic acetylcholine rocaptors
acutely reverses radiogenic hypodipsia
[AD-A167057] p 156 A86-29096
Effects of welghtiossness on neurotransmifter receptors
in selected brain areas p 203 A86-30462
Investigation of mechanisms of the radioprotective effect
of agenists of catecholamine receptors - Involvement of
both subtypes of alpha-edronorecaptors in the
radioprotective effect p 208 A86-32698
Demonstration and role of chemoreception in the marine
zooplankton
[DRIC-T-7456] p 209 N86-23217
Interaction of esialoglycoprotain receptor of hepatocytes
with chemically galactosilated acid alpha-glucoeldase
p 210 N86-23224
CHEMOTHERAPY
Anti-trypanosomal activity of platinum coordination
compounds
[AD-D011860] p 67 N86-15897
Exhibits concerning spanng medicine at
Zdrevookhrenenlye-85 at Moscow p 119 N86-19840
Interaction of asieloglycoprotein receptor of hepatocytes
with chemically galactoailated acid alpha-glucosidase
p 210 N86-23224
AFRRI (Armed Forces Radiobiology Research
Institute)
[AD-A165810] p 379 N86-28614
A-24
SUBJECT INDEX
CHICKENS
Merphogenasis and calcification of the statoconia in the
chick (Gailus domesticus) embryo - Implications for future
studios p 195 A86-30405
CHILDREN
Develo_oment of intuitive theodas of motion - Curvilinear
motion in the absence of external forces
p 426 A86-49521
The Middle Latency Response (MLR) and Steady State
Evoked Potential (SSEP) in neor_tas
[AD-A158007] p 67 N86-15900
Weather and asthma symptoms p 166 N86-21029
Height-dependent reduction of airborne pollen and
effects on children and teenagers affected by bronshial
asthma p 167 N86-21036
Group diagnosis as dsk assessment in environment
hygiene p 167 N86-21039
Immlssion and weather effects on children's airway
illnesses in Bedlo (1979-1982): Methodology and result
summaw p 168 N86-2t040
Environmental factors end infant mortality
p 168 N86-21041
Immission and weather effects on children's airway
troubles in Berlin (1979-1982). Time series investigations:
Croup syndrome and asthmatic airway troubles
p 168 N86-21044
Emmiasion and weather effects on children's airway
troubles inBerlin (1979-1982). Comparison of two different
immissions: Loaded residential areas in West Berlin
polluted areas p 168 N86-21045
CHIPS (ELECTRONICS)
The first cortical implant of a semiconductor
mutiioiootrode array. VER (Visual Evoked Responses) and
propagation analysis
[AD-A164015] p 248 N86-25972
CHIRAL DYNAMICS
Parity-violating energy differences of chiral minerals and
the odgin of biomoiocuiar homochiraiity
p 77 A86-17807
Limits on asymmetrlo orthopoaitronium formation in high
Z optically active molecules p 189 A86.28724
Investigation on the chirality of electrons from Sr.90.Y-90
bets-decay and their asymmetrical interactions with D- and
L-aia_ p 243 A86-33390
Astronomical sources of circularly polarized light and
their role in determining molecular chiraiity on earth
p 297 A86-38144
Chirally selective, intramolecular interaction obse_ed in
an aminoacyt adenylate anhydride p 372 A86-41046
Search for chiral molecules and optical activity in
extraterrestrial systems. The Cassini mission opportunity
p 387 N86-28871
CHLORELLA
Advantages of the gas exchange approach to
microbiological studios
lAD-A166887] p 393 N86-31207
CHLOROPHYLLS
Experimental, structural and theoretical models of
bactedochlorophylls a, d and g
[DE86-001727] p 158 N86-21101
Particulate models of photosynthesis
[DE86-001625] p 160 N86-22090
CHLORPROMAZlNE
An atropinized heat-stressed rat model: Anticho_inergic
and anticholineeterase drug potency
lAD-A157620] p 6 N86-11832
CHOLERA
Immunomedulation by proteins of berdeteila pertussis
[AD-A160078] p 107 N86-18953
CHOLESTEROL
Activation of chotasterogenesis under the effect ot
ionizing radiation on a living body p 207 A86-32697
Aerobic capacity and coronary dsk factors in a
middle-aged army population AD-A163998 HC A02/MF
A01
lAD-At63998] p 257 N86-25979
CHOLINE
Short term heat effect on adreno- and cholino-eensitivity
of rat's small intestine p 4 N86-10754
Cortical plasticity: Theoretical analysis, experimental
results
[AD-A157965] p 38 N86.12961
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxychoiocaictierol on amino acid
metabolism of hypokinetic rats p 55 N86-14869
Biosensors from membrane proteins reconstituted in
potymmizod tip_d biioyers
[AD-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
CHOUNESTERASE
The activity of cholinesterase and norepinephrine after
laser kTadiatlon of acupuncture points
p 414 A86-49921
An atropinized heat-stressed rat model: Anticholinergic
and anticholinesterase drug potency
lAD-A157620] p 6 N86-11832
Biosensors from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymerized lipid bilayers
[AD-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
Effects of atropine sulfate on sircrew performance
lAD-A165063] p 290 N86-279t9
CHOROID MEMBRANES
Implementation of models for the transient division
system of spatio-temporef visual perception
[ETN-86-97533] p 425 N86-32965
A model of the transient part of the spatio-temporal
perception, containing a two-dimensional long fiber
[ETN-86-97540] p 426 N86-32966
CHROMOSOMES
The frequency of sister chmmatid exchanges in blood
cells under prolonged hypokinesis p 421 A86-49272
Study of hypokinasia and seceteration effects on human
chromosomes p 12 N86-10740
Relationship between alkylation sites and induction of
dominant iothals and heritable translocations in mice
[DE65-014309] p 7 N86-11835
HI.A-D: The T cell perspective
[ADoA160019] p 84 N86-17976
Cloning and expression of ioptospira pomona hemolysin
gene in escherichia ¢oli p 211 N86-23249
Cloning and analysis of genes for anthrax toxin
components
lAD-A161901] p 212 N86-24186
Changes in the morphological and molecular bioicgical
processes during early embryo development inamphibians
under micro g conditions p 388 N86-29522
CHRONIC CONDITIONS
The desensitisation of chronically motion sick aircrew
in the Royal Air Force p 59 A86-18832
Recurrent serious otitis in s reconnaissance pilot - The
consequences for his career p 112 A86-24506
Skeletal mass change as a function of gravitational
loading p192 A86-30380
Chronic acceleration and egg production in domestic
fowl p 193 A86-30392
Growth and development of mice and rats conceived
and reared at different G-intensities during chronic
centritugeticn p 195 A86°30403
Carotid bodies are required forventliatory acclimatization
to chronic hypoxia p 206 A86-30682
Impaired pulmonary conversion of angiotensin I to
angiotansin tt in rats exposed to chronic hypoxia
p 246 A86-36218
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Sensitivity to visual motion in statistically defined
displays
[AD-A167291] p405 N86-31217
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
Types of work capacity and the frequency of the
development Of iechamic heart disease and hypertonic
disease p 34 A86-15516
Disturbance of the multipedodic synchronization of the
heart-beat and respiratory rhythms alter transmeridian
flights through three time zones p 88 A86-22533
The elusive mechanism of the circadian clock
p 82 A86-22650
Cerdiorenal-endocrine responses to head-out immersion
at night p 91 A86-22666
Modification of the resting oxygen consumption level
of biological body and its tissues, during prolonged
hypodynamics exposure p 194 A86-30398
Circadian vadatioLf of volume and concentration of
orthostefically shifted fluid p 215 A86-30445
Day course of blood and plasma density in relation to
other hametok_l parameters p 215 A86-30446
Reduction of circadian disruption following surgery by
ingestion of caffeine in the laboratory rat
p 201 A86-30447
The rhythms ot paramagnetic-center concentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical model of synchronized
autoosclllefions p 247 A86-36497
The mechanisms of muscle activity regulation in humans
depending on biorhythm type p 254 A86-36528
Seasonal dynamics of ciPcadisn rhythms of oxygen
consumption and heat production in youths in Siberian
conditions p 254 A86-36529
Phase shifting two coupled circadian pacemakers -
Implications for jet lag p 377 A86-40684
A benzodiazepine used in the treatment of insomnia
phase-shifts - The mammalian c'wcedienclock
p 372 A86-40875
Digestive system rhythms and the body's biological
clock p 391 A86-43676
Circadian variations of systolic time intervals
p 394 A86-44087
Seasonal and circadian rhythms in androgen excretion
in the extremely continental climate of Trans-Baikai and
the BAM region among groups of local nonnetive
population p 420 A86-49269
Intradiomial organization of wakefulness-sleep
sequence and energy metabolism in rats exposed to low
ambient temperature p 5 N86-10764
CLINICAL MEDICINE
Monitoring of circadian waveforrns in rodents exposed
to high-intensity static magnetic fields
[DE85-015225] p 28 N86-12952
Effects of 9-hour time zone changes on fatigue and
circadian rhythms of sleep/wake and core temperature
[NASA-TM-88197] p 92 N86-16890
An experimental trial to test the efficacy of temazepem
to induce sleep and improve subsequent performance
during partial sleep depdvation and circadian rhythm
desynchronosis
[AD-At60795] p 116 N86-18972
Problem of biological clocks: New data on circadian
changes in status of human organism
p 120 N86-19848
Circadian variation in best defense
[AD-A161702] p 158 N86-21098
Crew factors in flight operations. Part 4: Sleep and
wakefulness in intematicnal airorews
[NASA-TM-88231 ] p 379 N86-28613
Multiparameter data acquisition systems for studies of
Circadian rhythms
[DE86-004041] p 396 N86-30308
A 24-hour structure of vigilanceunder prolonged sleep
deprivation: Relationship with performance
[AD-A167399] p 422 N86-3208g
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Suit penetration study: Preliminary analysis of flow about
a circular cylinder
[DE86-005760] p 385 N86-28623
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
Astronomical sources of cirouiafly poionzed tight and
their role in determining molecular chirality on earth
p 297 A86-38144
Inverse Faraday effect in hemoglobin detected by
Raman spectroscopy: An example of magnetic resonance
Raman activity
[AD-A159806] p 84 N86-17975
CIRCULATION
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric hendgrip exercise at high altitude
lAD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
lotkJence of erythrocythemia on b_ood volume and
thermoregulation during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A165014] p 289 N86-27916
CreES
Airway infections related to city climate and local
immission load p 168 N86-21042
The biological efficiency of dust emmission:
Determination based on the withering degree of exposed
lichens p 169 N86-21047
CIVIL AVIATION
Airline pilot disability - The continued experience of a
major U.S. aidine p 8 A66.10251
Airsickness among Indian Airlines passengers
p 12 A86-12435
Professional flightcrew human resource development
Devefop_ a Needs Assessment Programme
p 232 A86-29915
Voice analyzer for evaluating pilot's condition
p 64 N86-14886
The history of aeronautical medicine in Venezuela
[NASA-TM-77709] p 176 N86-22094
CLADDING
Effect of heat and chemical protective clothing on
cognitive performance
[AD-A162(_l] p 242 N86-24218
CLAYS
In the beginning.., there was clay?
p 297 A86-38624
Origin of life and iron-rich clays p 300 N86-26866
Clay energetics in chemical evolution
p 301 N86-26867
CLEANERS
A study to define a set of requirements for cleansing
agents for use in the Space Station whole body shower
[NASA-CR-171910] p 99 N86-16903
CLIMATE
The lunar nodal tide and the distance to tne Moon dudng
the Precambrian era p 305 N86-26886
Climatic consequences of very high CO2 levels in Earth's
early atmosphere p 308 N86-26904
CLIMBING FLIGHT
Physiological problems of ascent to a_tude
p 376 A86-40566
CLINICAL MEDICINE
Calcified hematoma of the greater omentum in an F-15
fighter pilot p 9 A86-10262
Unsteady blood flow in humans under artificial conditions
--- Russian book p 33 A86-15443
Typological analysis of central and peripheral
hamodynamlos duflng orthostasis in nermsi subjects and
in patients with arterial hypertonia p 33 A86-15515
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Mixtures
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COCKPIT SIMULATORS
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Cockpit automation technology p 142 A86-23724
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Flight deck automation decisions
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A collation of United States Air Force ant_try
[AD-A168485] p 443 N86-33019
DENITROGENATION
Halobecterium denitrifioans sp. nov,, 8n extremely
halephilic denitrffyiog bacterium p 374 A86-43438
Haiobacterfum denibifiuans ap. nov. - An extremely
helophillc denibifying bacterium p 414 A86-49524
DENSlTOMETIERS
Method of high-precision microsempled blood and
plasma mass denaitometry p 419 A86-49250
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME)
Plasma volume methodology: Evans blue,
hernoglobln-hernatocrit, and mass density
transformations
[NASA-TM-86834] p 37 N86-12956
DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Continuous blood densitometry - Fluid shifts after graded
hemorrhage in animals p 392 A86-45251
DENTISTRY
Dental evaluation of cosmonauts p 11 A86-12432
Electron microprobe analyses of Ca, S, Mg and P
distribution in incisors of Spsceleb-3 rats
p 202 A86-30455
A study of patient's self-image during orthodontic
treatment
lAD-A160751] p 126 N86-19888
In vitro comparison of zinc phosphate and glass
ionomers ability to inhibit decalcification under and
adjacent to orthodontic bands
[AD-A160881] p 127 N86-t9889
DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
Effect of seven days of spaceflight on hindlimb muscle
protein, RNA and DNA in adult rats p 204 A86-30471
Positively superooiled DNA in a virus.like psrt_le of an
archaebacterkalt p 372 A86-40879
Somatic cell and molecular genetics approach to DNA
repair and mutageneais
[DE85-014181] p 4 N86-10737
A-33
DEPLETION
Relationship between eikylation sites and induction of
dominant lethals and heritable traneiocations in mice
[DE85-014309] p 7 N86-11835
Dose distribution and the relative biological effectiveness
of internal alpha emitters
[DE85-013041] p 17 N86-11845
Prospects for DNA methods to measure human heritable
mutation rates
[DE86-014555] p 17 N86-11847
Molecular mechanisms of mutagene_s determined by
the recombinant DNA technology
[DE85-016353] p 30 N86-13884
Quantitative models describing the kinetics of tumor cell
proliferation: A comparison to experimental data
[CWI-AM-R8418] p 59 N86-14844
Advances in radiobiologicsi research: Hypoxic
irradiation effects p 57 N86-15894
DNA and protein studies of HLA class 2 molecules: Their
relationship to T cell recognition
[AD-A160704] p 116 N86-18968
Covalent crosslinks between filaments in DNA induced
by laser p 109 N86.19839
New roles for computation inthe life sciences
[DE85-017542] p 158 N86-21100
Lymphocyte activation - regulatory substances
[AD-A162683] p 160 N86-22087
Production of gena bank from cotton plant chloroplast
DNA foi HC/MF p 210 N86-23228
Search for DNA host specificity systems in salmonella
typhi p 210 N86-23247
Cloning and expression of ioptospirs pomona hemolysin
gene in escherichia coil p 211 N86-23249
Cloning and analysis of genes for anthrax toxin
components
[AD-A161901] p 212 N86-24186
DNA analysis of epithelial cell suspensions
[DE86-002403] p 249 N86-25977
Intramolecular interactions in aminoacyt nucleotides:
Implications regarding the origin of genetic coding and
protein synthesis p 302 N86-26873
Base pairing and base mis-pairing in nucleic acids
p 304 N86-26881
Investigations with methanobactsria and with evolution
of the genetic code p 306 N86-26890
Thioredoxins in evolutionarily primitive organisms
p 306 N86-26893
DEPLETION
Magnetic separation device
[AD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
DEPOSITION
Aerosol deposition along the respiratory tract at zero
gravity - A theoretical study p 213 A86-30169
DEPRIVATION
Mild hypoxia and visual performance with night vision
goggles
lAD-A156969] p 23 N86-10787
DESALINIZATION
Development of US Army reverse osmosis water
purification equipment
[AD-A165667] p 385 N86-28621
DESCENT
The effects of preview period on descent detection
p 230 A86-29902
Increasing sensitivity to optical information specifying
loss in altitude p 230 A86-29904
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
self-motion perception
[AD-At61836] p 223 N86-24194
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgrip exercise at high altitude
[AD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
DESENSITIZING
The desensitisation of chronically motion sick aircrew
in the Royal Air Force p 59 A86-18832
DESERTS
Alcohol effects on brain p 64 N86-14887
Microfossils in the Antarctic cold desert: Possible
implications for Mars p 307 N86-26897
DESIGN ANALYSIS
Evolution of the Shuttle Extravehicular Mobility Unit's
life support system
[SAE PAPER 851333] p 137 A86-23522
The WPI space glove design project
p 383 A86-40522
An updated model for s Space Station Health
Maintenance Facility
[AIAA PAPER 86-2303] p 397 A86-46938
Design for a goal-oriented tslsrobotic system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2090] p 429 A86-47440
Improved flexibility of an EVA glove
p 433 A86-48713
Human factors engineering design criteria for future
systems. Design criteria evolving from the Fire Support
Team Vehicle (FIST-V) operational test 2
[AD-At58312] p 74 N86-14897
A-34
Human factors engineering design criteria for future
systems. Report number 3: Design cfiteda evoMng from
the Multiple Multiple Rocket System (MLRS) operational
test 3
[AD-A158316] p 76 N86-15916
Advanced servomanipulator development
[DE85-017720] p 100 N86-17989
Fiberoptics immunofluorescence spectroscopy for
chemical and biological monitoring
[DE86-002239] p 225 N86-24209
DESYNCHRONIZATION (BIOLOGY)
Disturbance of the multiperiodic synchronization of the
heart-beat and respiratory rhythms after transmeridian
flights through three time zones p 88 A86-22533
The risk of arterial hypertension and the features of
functional brain asymmetry in workers employed in
regularly repeated expedition-lype work
p 88 A86-22534
An experimental trial to test the efficacy of temazepam
to induce sleep and improve subsequent performance
during partial sleep deprivation and circadian rhythm
desynchronosis
[AD-A160795] p 116 N86-18972
DETECTION
The use of brain evoked response in a critical event
detection task p 261 A86-33819
Detection of system failure by human operator. I - The
case of monitor p 403 A86-43535
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
Development of vaccines to the mycotoxin T-2
[AD-A158544] p 63 N86-14877
Theoretical and expenmental analysis of pilot failure
detection behavior during various automatic approach
conditions
[NLR-MP-83025-U] p 72 N86-14895
Device for combined study of visual tracking and verbal
activity p 175 N86-21133
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
self-motion perception
lAD-A161836] p 223 N86-24194
DETONATION WAVES
The effect of impulse intensity and the number of
impulses on hearing and cochlear pathology in the
chinchilla
lAD-A161230] p 109 N86-19827
DEW POINT
Effectiveness of an air-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
[AD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
DIAGNOSIS
Retrospective analysis of Naval Special Boards of Flight
Surgeons, 1974-83 p 251 A86-33763
Prospects for using millimetar-bend electromagnetic
radiation as an efficient way of obtaining information on
specific processes in living organisms
p 246 A86-35088
Significance of vestibular recruitment and directional
dominance of nystsgmus in diagnostic tests
p 62 N86-14864
Portable diagnostic radiometer
lAD-A157685] p 62 N86-14872
Exhibits concerning sparing medicine at
Zdravookhrenenlye-85 at Moscow p 119 N86-19840
Eady detection and treatment of avascular bone necrosis
in divers p 124 N86-19872
Group diagnosis as risk assessment in environment
hygiene p 167 N86-21039
Farm animals as source of yersiniosis
p 217 N86-23230
Test of erythrocyte antigen diagnostic agent for detecting
antibodies to coxiella burnetti p 218 N86-23231
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis B p 218 N86-23232
Evaluation of radiation exposure from diagnostic
radiology examinations: General recommendations
[PB86-125903] p 222 N86-23273
Remote sensing of body signs and signatures
[AD-A162106] p 224 N86-24199
The healthy motivation to fly: No psychiatric diagnosis
[AD-A164944] p 291 N86-26832
DIALYSIS
Protein crystal growth results from shuttle flight 51-F
[NASA-CR-178540] p 82 N86-16875
DIASTOLIC PRESSURE
Hsmodynamic parameters as related to different
tolerance to hsad-pelvis accelerations
p 61 N86-t4859
Analysis techniques for continuous twenty four hour
ambulatory blood pressure patterns p 170 N86-21103
DIATOMIC MOLECULES
Diatoms on earth, comets, Europa and in interstellar
space p 410 A86-44354
SUBJECT INDEX
DIESEL FUELS
Chemical characterization and toxicologic evaluation of
airborne mixtures: Tumorigenicity studies of Diesel Fuel-2,
Red Smoke Dye and Violet Smoke Dyes in the SENCAR
Mouse Skin Tumorigenesis Bioessay System
[AD-A159728] p 114 N86-18962
DIETS
Hygenic aspects of regular diet of flight personnel
p 60 N86-14849
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol on amino acid
metabolism of hypokinetJc rats p 55 N86-14869
Mechanisms of bioenargetic homeostasis during
exercise: A general model
[AD-A161678] p 176 N86-22098
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
A computer model of driver response
[UTIAS-293] p 72 N86-1591t
Incorporation of active elements into the articulated total
body model
[AD-A162518] p 177 N86-22101
DIFFERENTIATION (BIOLOGY)
Changes in the morphological and molecular biological
processes during early embryo development in amphibians
under micro g conditions p 388 N86-29522
Xipbophorus: A system to recognize radiation-induced
mutations and to study the effects of zero-gravity
environment on embryo development
p 388 N86-29523
Questions on the evolution of the developmental
program of the vertebrate inner ear under long term zero
g conditions p 389 N86-29530
DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
Small X-ray diffraction of immunoglobulin-membrane
complexes
[AD-A158252] p 29 N86-13882
DIFFUSION ELECTRODES
Enzyme cofactor modifiedelectrodes
[AD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Hypokinszia and space flight reflected on rats
stomach p 200 A86-30442
Digestive system rhythms and the body's biological
clock p 391 A86-43676
The role of gravity in producing digestive system
changes p 391 A86-43677
Investigations of the effects of gravity on Paramecium
caudetum structure and behavior
[DFVLR-FB-85-40] p 56 N86-15863
Influence of gravity on structure and behavior of
Paramecium caudetum
[ESA-'I-r-963] p 416 N86-32087
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Simulator instructor task loading - The tide is turning
p 233 A86-30362
The first cortical implant of a semiconductor
multieiectrode array. VER (Visual Evoked Responses) and
propagation analysis
[AD-A164015] p 248 N86-25972
DIGITAL DATA
Comparison of novice and experienced pilots using
analog and digital flight displays p 227 A86-29865
DIGITAL NAVIGATION
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[SAE PAPER 841489] p 132 A86-26019
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[NASA-TM-86424] p 42 N86-13892
DIGITAL SIMULATION
Incorporating human operator considerations into
existing weapon system analysis and quantification
capabilities p 184 A86-28438
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
A digital image processing facility for human factors
research p 143 A86-23737
Stanford Hardware Development Program
p 309 N86-26910
DIGITALIS
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[SAE PAPER 841489] p 132 A86-26019
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[NASA-TM-86424] p 42 N86-13892
DIHYDRIDES
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxycholeceiciferol on amino acid
metabolism of hypokinetic rats p 55 N86-14869
DIMENSIONS
Method of calculating angular dimensions of flight
vehicle cockpit canopy casings p 76 N86-15886
DIMERS
Sequence polymorphism of HLA-DR beta 1 alleles
relating to T cell-recognized determinants
[AD-A160237] p 107 N86-18956
DIPHOSPHATES
Effect of diphosphonates on bones of hypokinetic rats
p 279 N86-27890
DIRECT CURRENT
Electrical enhancement of healing
p 156 A86-28449
SUBJECTINDEX
Design, construction and testing of a dc bioeffects
enclosure for smell animals
[DE05-016798] p 29 N86-13883
DIRECTION
Improvement in direction discrimination - No role for eye
movements p 234 A86-32073
DISCIPLINING
When should pilot discipline end end pilot savvy
begin? p 228 A86-29891
DISEASES
Analysis of the potential association between
noise-induced beedng loss and cardiovascular disease in
USAF aircrew members p 250 A86-33760
Foodborne and waterborne disease outbreaks. A
compilation and subjective profile
[AD-A158536] p 63 N86-14876
Glucocorticoid antagonism by endotoxin: Biological
effects during stress and basis for inhibition of
phosphoeoolpyruvate carboxykinase
[AD-A160740] p 116 N86-18969
Review of duodenal and gastric ulcer
[AD-A160919] p 117 N86-18977
A survey of aseptic bone nngrosis in Turkish sponge
divers, interim report p 124 N86-19871
Early detection end treatment of avascular bone necrosis
in divers p 124 N86-19872
The role of plant disease in the development of
controlled ecological life support systems
p 153 N86-19942
Health and performance of antarctic wioter-over
personnel: A follow-up study
lAD-A161773) p 182 N86-22109
Diseases in CEMA countries p 211 N86-23252
DISORIENTATION
Vision in spatial disorientation (SOD) end loss of
situational awareness p 226 A86-29853
DISPLACEMENT
Displacement thresholds in central and peripheral vision
during tracking p 378 A86-41782
Fiber optic pressure sensors in skin-friotion
measurements
[NASA-CR-176294] p 16 N86-11838
Dynamic behaviour of spherical and aspherioai contact
lenses exposed to + Gz-acceleretion forces
p 294 N86-26816
DISPLAY DEVICES
Cognitive attributes to guide display design inautomated
command-and-control systems p 142 A86-23723
The effects of aerial perspective on altitude estimation
p 130 A86-23730
Message-based screen interfaces - The effects of
presentation rates and task complexity on operator
performance p 143 A86-23734
Effect of vibration on the readability of color CRT
displays
[$AE PAPER 841466] p 146 A86-26009
Utilizing computer graphics display technology --- for
aerospace systems p 185 A86-28441
Comparison of novice and experienced pilots using
analog and digital flight displays p 227 A86-29865
Selecting color codes for a computer-generated
topographic map based on perception experiments and
functional requirements p 237 A86-29866
Luminaries contrast requirements for legit:dilly of symbols
on computer-generated map displays in aircraft cockpits
p 237 A86-29869
An ievest_ation regarding the use of a dynamic seat-pan
display for training and as a device for communicating
roll-axis motion information p 239 A86-29918
Effects of adaptation and display luminance on CRT
symbol recognition time p 240 A86-32315
Minimum colour differences required to recognise small
objects on a colour CRT p 240 A86-32316
The rastered eye - Vision in television
p 240 A86-32317
Window of visibility - A psychophysical theory of fidelity
in time-sampled visual motion displays
p 240 A86-32451
Etsctroff_c displays --- Russian book
p 241 A86-33322
Information display complexes --- Russian book
p 241 A86-33324
There's a voice in the sky - But can a picture tell you
more? -- comparison between synthesized speech and
visual displays in presenting information in cockpits
p 266 A86-33781
Feature positive coding effects on object localization
p 267 A86-33789
Decluttaring methods for high density
computer-genereted graphic displays
p 267 A86-33790
A peripheral integrated status display - Is it really giving
the 'big picture' or is it a miniseries?
p 267 A86-33791
Shadow mask display visibility - Human thresholds for
perception of missonvergence effects
p 268 A86-33798
Teleoperation of legged vehicles - Unique problems
associated with walking and foot placement
p 268 A86.33811
An integrated display for verticai and transtatiot_,l flight
Eight factors affecting pilot performance
p 264 A86-36175
Visual cue dominance t_erarchies - Implications for
simulator design
[SAE PAPER 851946] p 265 A86-36947
Importance of color displays in visual fight aimulat_,
p 381 A8640484
Visual display requirements for boom operator training
in eer_l rekseting p 383 A86-40486
A discrete control model of operator function - A
methodology for information display design
p 384 A86-41381
Visual accommodation and virtual image displays -
Target detection and recogni_on p 406 A86-45015
The Scientific Workstation Evaluation Project:
Multidisciplinary experience with a scientific workstation
[ANL-84-100] p 74 N86-14896
Team pedormanca with large and small screen
displays
[AD-A158761] p 75 N86-14899
Color on displays, Part 1: The psychophysicat and
physiological aspects
[IZF-1985-11] p 100 N86-17994
Human engineering guidelines for the evaluation and
assessment of video display units
[TI85-016435] p 187 N86-21149
The effects of color-ceding in geosit displays. 1: Color
as a redundant code
[AD-At61107] p 181 N86-22108
A multiple-regression model of pilot performance in
vertical and translational flight
[AD-A161364] p 188 N86-22115
A preliminary study of flat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
An evaluation of color sets for CRT displays
lAD-A163894) p 273 N86-25125
The effects of color-coding in GEOSIT (geographical
situational) displays. 2: Redundant versus non-redundant
color-ceding
[AD-A166263] p 405 N86-30334
Absolute judgment versus absolute magnitude
estimation to convey information through symbol
magnitude changes in CRT displays
[AD-A167059] p 434 N86-32103
Variable contrast direct read-out vision tester
[AD-D012273] p 423 N86-32955
Force/torque display for space teleoperation control
experiments and evaluation p 440 N86.33002
Mode! analysis of remotely controlled rendezvous and
docking with display prediction p 441 N86-33003
Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays p 441 N86-33006
The development and evaluation of color systems for
airborne applications: Fundamental visual, perceptual and
display systems considerations
[AD-A168563] p 443 N86-33020
DISSOCIATION
The dissociation of subjective measures of mental
workload and pedormsnce
[NASA-CR-t76609] p 180 N86-21139
DISTANCE
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
[AD-A162728] p 177 N86-22f02
DISTILLATION
Catalytic distillation water recovery subsystem
[NASA-CR-177382] p 99 N86-16902
Water recycling system using thermopervaporation
method p 150 N86-19921
DISTORTION
Visual distortion - The correlation modal
[SAE PAPER 841595] p 114 A86-26026
Permanent distortion of positional system of Xenopus
embryo by bdef early perturbation in gravity
p 106 A86-26180
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Human cognition and performance
lAD-A157665) p 42 N86-12970
The Scientific Workstation Evaluation Project:
Multidisciplinary experience with a scientific workstation
[ANL-84-100] p 74 N86-14896
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies. Experimental dosimetry st radiofrequencies
[AD-A163156] p 249 N86.25976
DIURESlS
Water excretion and natduretic function in the kidneys
of rats adapted to cold p 3 A86-12520
DIVING (UNDERWATER)
Cardiorer_l-endocrir_e responses to head-out immersion
at night p 91 A86-22666
DIURETICS
The effect of spirono_actone on the cardioorculatory
responses to upright tilt at sea level and st simulated high
altitude
lAD-At 57734] p39 N86-13887
Effect of dry immersion model on parameters of
fluid-electrolyte metabolism, blood plasma aidosterone
and cortisol levels in individuals differing in body fluid
content p 65 N86-15875
DIURNAL VARIATIONS
Nocturnal periodic breathing at altitudes of 6,300 and
8,050 m p 419 A86-47875
Intrediurniai organization of wakefulness-sleep
sequence and energy metabolism in rats exposed to low
ambient temperature p 5 N86-10764
Analysis tectmiques for continuous twenty four hour
ambulatory blood pressure patterns p 170 N86-21103
DIVING (UNDERWATER)
On the use of a bubbie formation mode4 to calculate
diving tables p 114 A86-25658
Some aspects of determining human physical work
capacity under hyparbadc conditions p 76 N86-15867
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers, revision
A
[AD-A160181] p 147 N86-18989
The Eleventh Annual Meeting of the European Undersea
Biomedical Society (EUBS) on Diving and Hyperbaric
Medicine
[FOA-C-50021-Hf] p 121 N86.19854
Diver response to hot water loss at depths greater than
300 meters: Experimental observations and theoretical
interpretation p 121 N86-19855
The effects of the insulation properties of different dry
suit systems on the diver's heat balance and comfort during
diving to 50 m p 121 N86-19856
A study of human lymphocyte morphology from the
peripheral circulation after hyperbaric exposure -- divers
p 121 N86-19857
Enhancement of Pseudomonss eeruginose virulence by
hyperbaric atmosphere conditions p 122 N86-19858
Some dominant frequencies of posturai tremor are lower
at 31 bar p 122 N86-19859
Lung volumes and dynamic compliance during
immersion and oxygen breathing p 122 N86-19860
Effects of dry and humidified breathing gas (air) at 37
C on pulmonary function in hyperbaric conditions
p 122 N86-19861
Comparison of bradycardia breath-hold on divers and
nondivers: Its impor_nce for the capacity visit of divers
p 122 N88-19863
Explaining the unexplained dysberic sport diving
accidents p 123 N86-19864
An attempt to counteract nitrogen narcosis by naloxone
administration p 123 N86-19865
Elevations of plasma andotoxin levels and lysesomai
enzyme activities in divers dudng a simulated chamber
dive to 300 msw p 123 N86-19866
Effects of intermittent exposure to hyperoxia in
operational diving p 123 N86-19868
A survey of aseptic bone negrosis in Turkish sponge
divers, interim report p 124 N86-1987t
Early detection and treatment of avascular bone necrosis
in divers p 124 N86-19872
Hygienic aspects of water supply for chamber sanitary
facilities, changes of divers' bacterial mouth flora and
effectiveness ol ear prophylaxis in saturation dives
p 124 N86-19874
Psychological and physiological stress reactions among
sports diver-students p 124 N86-19875
Repetitive decompression tables for no-stop excursions
from saturation .-- underwater habitats
p 125 N86-19876
Excursion limits in shallow water haliox saturation
diving p 125 N86-19877
Wet chamber dives to test algorithms for electronic
decomprossiemetars p 125 N86-19878
An appraisal of dive profiles in shellfish divers with
reference to the risk of decompression sickness
p 125 N86-19879
Alternatives to standard air tables --- diver
decompression p 125 N86-t 9880
The influence of individual factors in man on bubble
formation in air diving decompression
p 125 N86-19881
Ultrasonic detection of circulating bubbles in ewes
exposed to simulated dives deeper than 800 msw under
isobaric conditions and with unchanged gas mixtures
p 125 N86-19882
Less bubble formation in women divers
p 126 N86-19883
Effect of low and high environmental temperatures on
decompression sickness in the aging rat
p 126 N86-19884
A-35
DOGS SUBJECTINDEX
Concerning barotreuma of the lungs-translation
[AD-A165006] p 289 N86-27914
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen-oxygen as a breathing
gas in deep-sea diving
[AD-A165797] p 380 N86-29499
Elementary design guidelines for CO2 scrubbing with
LiOH, technical manual
[AD-A168850] p 444 N86-33022
DOGS
Roentgenological and pathomorphological changes in
heart of dogs submitted to hypokinesia for six months
p 54 N86-14856
The first cortical implant of a semiconductor
multielectrode array. VER (Visual Evoked Responses) and
propagation analysis
lAD-A164015] p 248 N86-25972
The experimental determination of safe atmospheric
exposure concentrations of JP-10 jet fuel
[AD-A163179] p 258 N86-25985
DOPA
Role of dopaminargic systems of neostriatum during the
activity of the central nervous system in man and
animals p 208 A86-33070
The effect of radiation on the concentration and
metabolism of dopamine in the rat brain
p 276 A86-39722
High pressure oxygen (OHP) induced increase of serum
prolactin is not due to a dopamine (DA)-receptor
blockade p 123 N86-19867
DOPPLER EFFECT
Noninvasive Doppler determination of cardiac output
during submaximal and peak exercise
p 21 A86-10102
DOPPLER NAVIGATION
U.S. Army helicopter voice technology applications
[SAE PAPER 841609] p 147 A86-26028
DOSAGE
Effect of various doses of some vitamins on non-specific
mechanisms of adaptation of man p 13 N86-10750
Thyroid absorbed dose for people at Rongelap, Utirik
and Sifo on March 1, 1954
[DE85-014695] p 17 N86-11846
Acute pulmonary effects of formaldehyde exposure in
humans
[DE85-014728] p 17 N86-11848
Psychological aspects of personnel contamination
[DE85-012955] p 21 N86-11853
Benzediazepine activity: Daytime effects and the sleep
EEG
[AD-At58702] p 63 N86-14879
Mesolimbic and nigrostriatal dopaminergic systems:
Behavioral neuropharmacolegy
[AD-A160821] p 136 N86-19900
Antiemetic drugs and pilot performance
lAD-A162109] p 224 N86-24200
Effects of atropine sulfate on aircrew performance
lAD-A165063] p 290 N86-27919
Acute oral toxicity (LDh0) of guanidine hydrochloride in
rats
lAD-A165747] p 376 N86-28608
DOSIMETERS
A handbook of radiation dosimetry and hygiene ---
Russian book p 25 A86-13457
Application of meteorological and solar data in health
resort climatherapy p 170 N86-21067
Measurement techniques for use with
technique/exposure guides
[PB86-123718] p 222 N86-23272
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies, Experimental dosimetry at radiofrequencies
[AD-A163156] p 249 N86-25976
DRAFT (GAS FLOW)
Physical causes of air draft phenomena, new facts
p 164 N86-21018
DRAINAGE
Kinetics of biological ferrous iron oxidation
[DE85-014616] p 4 N86-10736
DRUGS
Comparison between the antihypoxic effectiveness of
drugs and pressure-chamber training p 34 A86-15518
The effect of enkephalins on metabolic parameters of
rats in the presence of acute experimental blood loss
p 81 A86-22546
Increased resistance of the brain to hypoxia due to a
combination of lithium hydroxybutyrate and
indomethacine p 81 A86-22548
Method for the quantitative determination of the
parasympathetic regulation of cardiac activity in operators
working in sealed chambers p 271 A86-36536
A benzodiazepine used in the treatment of insomnia
phase-shifts - The mammalian circadian clock
p 372 A86-40875
Changes in the blood coagulation system of rabbits
under conditions of acute hypexia and some methods of
its correction p 414 A86-49368
Mechanism of edaptogenic action of pdckly
eleuterecocous on man during heat stress
p 14 N86-10757
An atropinized haat-stressed rat model: Anticholinergic
and anticholinestarase drug potency
[AD-A157620] p 6 N86-11832
Anti-trypanosomal activity of platinum coordination
compounds
[AD-D011860] p 67 N86-15897
Mesolimbic and nigrostriatal dopaminergic systems:
Behavioral neuropharmacology
[AD-A160821] p 136 N86-19900
Experimental arrhythmia and its prevention
p 174 N86-21129
The role of endorphins in the pathophysiology of
hemorrhagic and endotoxic shock in the subhuman
primate
[AD-A162483] p 177 N86-22100
Electric sleep method of preventing fatigue build-up in
sailors on extended cruises p 235 N86-23248
Model of experimental pixuna virus infection in white
mice p 211 N86-23253
Drugs of abuse in aviation fatalities. 1: Marijuana
lAD-A161911] p223 N86-24196
Effects of high altitude on neurological and pulmonary
function: The effect of high altitude on visual evoked
potentials in humans on Mt. Everest
[AD-A168335] p 424 N86-32959
Effect of dexamethasone on symptoms of acute
mountain sickness at Pikes Peak, Colorado (4300m)
lAD-A168662] p 425 N86-32963
DRYING
Effect of dry immersion model on parameters of
fluid-electrolyte metabolism, blood plasma aldosterone
and cortisol levels in individuals differing in body fluid
content p 65 N86-15875
DUMMIES
Limb Restraint Evaluator (LRE) p 96 A86-19329
Could anthropometric dummy data be used to predict
injury to humans? p 97 A86-19338
The state of the art of anthropomorphic manikins and
requirements for the evaluation of advanced aircraft
ejection systems p 98 A86-19345
Development of a mechanical analog of a human spine
and viscera p 418 A86-47753
A comparison of the specific absorption rate in a
homogeneous man model and a man model containing
realistic model bones
[AD-A168547] p 424 N86-32960
DUST
The biological efficiency of dust emmission:
Determination based on the withering degree of exposed
lichens p 169 N86-21047
DWELL
Analytical techniques of pilot scanning behavior and their
application
[NASA-TP-2525] p 292 N86-27920
DYES
Bioassay of military relevant compounds for
carcinogenic activity by the strain A mouse lung tumor
bioassay
[AD-A156772] p 93 N86-17981
Chemical characterization and toxicologic evaluation of
airborne mixtures: Tumorigenicity studies of Diesel Fuel-2,
Red Smoke Dye and Violet Smoke Dyes in the SENCAR
Mouse Skin Tumorigenesis Bioassay System
[AD-A159728] p 114 N86-18962
Magnetic separation device
[AD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Velecity coding - Evidence from perceived velocity
shifts p 94 A86-20900
Model evalution of spinal injury likelihood for various
ejection system parameter variations p 91 N86-16641
DYNAMIC LOADS
Human head/neck/upper-torso model response to
dynamic loading p 221 N86-23266
DYNAMIC MODELS
The effects of ketamino on Rhesus monkey skeletal
dynamics
[AD-A162848] p 213 N86-24189
Model-based approaches for partitioning subjective
workload assessments
[NASA-CR-177030] p 382 N86-29504
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
The use of ellipsoidal solids to display human body
dynamic response p 272 A86-36852
Determination of symmetry and phase in human visual
response functions: Theory and experiments
p 15 N86-10769
A computer model of driver response
[UTIAS-293] p 72 N86-15911
Head-spine structure modeling: Enhancements to
secondary loading path model and validation of
head-cervical spine model
[AD-A161425] p 172 N86-21112
The effects of color-coding in geosit displays. 1: Color
as a redundant code
[AD-A161107] p 181 N86-22108
Human head/neck/upper-torso model response to
dynamic loading p 221 N86-23266
Investigation of limb-sidestick dynamic interaction with
roll control p 438 N86-32991
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Muscle vibrations end man-machine system dynamics
--- Russian book p 74 A86-18731
Vertebrate gravity sensors as dynamic systems
p 193 A86-30391
E
EAR
The effect of auricular electric stimulation on
myelopeptide production and eady reactions of blood
systems cell populations in the presence of immobilization
stress p 49 A86-16752
Practical application of basic research on impulse noise
hazard
[AD-A160432] p 115 N86-18964
Hygienic aspects of water supply for chamber sanitary
facilities, changes of divers' bacterial mouth flora and
effectiveness of ear prophylaxis in saturation dives
p 124 N86-19874
Questions on the evolution of the developmental
program of the vertebrate inner ear under long term zero
g conditions p 389 N86-29530
EAR PROTECTORS
Noise levels in cockpits of aircraft during normal cruise
and considerations of auditory risk p 145 A86-25651
Methods of measuring the attenuation of hearing
protection devices p 406 A86-45073
EARPHONES
Improving inteUigibility in audio distribution systems
p 186 A86-28513
EARTH (PLANET)
Habitability of the early earth - Clues from the physiology
of nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis
p25 A86-14117
Biological extinction in earth history
p 207 A86-32057
Structure and function of isozymes: Evolutionary
aspects and role of oxygen in eucaryotic organisms
[NASA-CR-176286] p6 N86-11831
The fossil record of evolution: Analysis of extinction
p 308 N86-26901
EARTH ATMOSPHERE
The viability with respect to temperature, of
micro-organisms incident on the earth's atmosphere
p 410 A86-44358
Climatic consequences of very high CO2 levels inEarth's
early atmosphere p 308 N86-26904
EARTH CRUST
Carbon exchange between the mantle and the crust
and its effect upon the atmosphere: Today compared to
Archean time p 304 N86-26882
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
Planetary ecology; Proceedings of the Sixth International
Symposium on Environmental Biogeochemistry, Santa Fe,
NM, October 10-14, 1983 p 50 A86-18026
EARTH MANTLE
Carbon exchange between the mantle and the crust
and its effect upon the atmosphere: Today compared to
Archaan time p 304 N86-26882
EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Utilization of space stations in the field of life sciences
[IAF PAPER 85-51] p 35 A86.15637
Space Station Environmental Control/Life Support
System engineering
[SAE PAPER 851375] p 140 A86-23558
On the biological hazard of galactic antinuciei
p 378 A86-43437
EARTH-MOON SYSTEM
The lunar nodal tide and the distance to tne Moon during
the Precambrian era p 305 N86-26886
EATING
Hygenic aspects of regular diet of flight personnel
p 60 N86-14849
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
The effect of +Gz acceleration on cardiac volumes
determined by two-dimensional echocardiography
p 58 A86-18547
Selection and medical testing of Mirage 2000 pilots:
Report of echocardiograbhy p 399 N86-30314
ECHOES
Informativeness of echo signal in pulsed
ultrasonegraphy of the brain (with use of model)
p 66 N86-15887
ECOLOGY
Planetary ecology; Proceedings of the Sixth International
Symposium on Environmental Biogeochemistry, Santa Fe,
NM, October 10-14, 1983 p 50 A86-18026
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SUBJECT INDEX
Adaptation of man to extreme corclitions of Antarotica
p 13 N86-10751
CELSS science needs p 151 N86-19925
Biomedical and environrmmtal sciences at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
[DE86-001639] p 161 N86-22_91
USSR repod: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS.UBS-86-009] p 376 N86-28610
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Medical technology in space - Foreseeable economic
issues p 155 A86-27878
ECONOMIC FACTORS
The human role in space: Technology, economics and
optimization -- Book p 272 A86-37037
ECOSYSTEMS
Miorobi_ mats end modem stromatotitas in Shark Bay,
Western Australia p 51 A86-18027
Environmental impact research program. Status and
source of habitat models and literature reviews, December
1984
lAD-A156899] p 28 N86-12950
Interaction between Escherichie colt and lunar fines
p 30 N86-14088
EDEMA
Cloning and analysis of genes for anthrax toxin
components
[AD-A161901] p 212 N86-24186
Effects of high altitude on neumlogicel and pulmonary
function: The effect of high altitude on visual evoked
potentials in humans on Mt. Everest
lAD-A168335] p 424 N86-32959
EDUCATION
Methods of regulating the adaptation and resistance
processes in navy personnel p 110 A86-23495
Conserving instructional training resources through use
of the personalized system of instruction
p 129 A86-23719
Training aircraft accident investigators using
simulations p 233 A86-29928
The WPI space glove design project
p 383 A86-40522
The helicopter to fixed wing corwarsion program: A
critical review
[AD-A156820] p 42 N86-12968
Assessment of visuospatial abilities using complex
cognitive tasks
lAD-A158919] p 70 N86-14889
East Europe report: Science and Ischnoiogy
[JPRS-ESA-85-031] p57 N86-15893
A comparison of the effects of circuit weight training
on men arld women
[AD-A159419] p 69 N86-15910
Proceedings ol the Air Force Conference on Technology
in Training and Education ('rITE)
[AD=A157829] p95 N86-16897
Local and global factors in learning
[AD-A161128] p 136 N86-19804
Climatic cure on a practical level p 164 N86-21019
Principles of instruction for successful assembly and
rape,"
lAD-A161280] p 180 N86-21142
Personality type analysis of Air Force Institute of
Technelogy School of Systems and Looistice greduata
degree 85S class using Myers-Briggs Type-lndicater
[AD.A161053] p 181 N86-22107
An evaluation of tests of anaerobic power
lAD-A162826] p 224 N86-24203
Changes in fitness and sbiptx_rd task performance
following circuit weight training programs featuring
continuous or interval running
[AD-A169110] p 225 N86-24206
The role of elaborations in instructional texts: Lseming
to use the appropriate procedure at the appro_te time
[AD-A165211 ] p 291 N86-26833
The startle reflex as a teaming task: Apparatus and test
parameters
[AD-A167958] p 428 N86-32970
EFFECTIVENESS
Dose distribution and the relative biological effectiveness
of internal alpha emitters
[DE85-013041] p 17 N86-11845
Effectiveness of an air-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
[AD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
Phosphorobacterin and its effectiveness
[AD-A164508] p 248 N86-25973
EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Responses of cat red-nucleus neurons to auditory
signals p 52 A86-18181
Interaction of the thermoreceptor and vestibular sigr_ls
in the regulation of the activity of flexor and extensor motor
nuclei during cold tremors p 103 A86-23493
Early postnatal development of rats gestated during flight
of Cosmos 1514 p 195 A86-30402
Combined effects of stressora on the level of spinal
reflex arc structures p 62 N86-14871
Use oi tyroeine or foods to amplify catechotamine
release
[AD-A160274] p 108 N86-18958
Neurop_icai research supporting the
investigation of adaptive network architectures
lAD-A166074] p 405 N86-31216
Peripheral nerve injury in developing rats reorganizes
motor cortex
[AD-A168019] p 417 N86-32952
EFFICIENCY
Expedient methods of rsspiretow prot_. 3:
Submicron particle tests and summary of quality factors
[TI85-018278] p 94 N86-17983
EGGS
Chronic acceleration and egg production in domestic
fowl p 183 A86-30392
Response of amphibian egg non-yo_k cytoplasm to
grsvity oriantation p195 A86-30407
Amphibian tartilizalk:_ and development in
microgravity p 195 A86-30408
EJECTION
Model evalution of spinal injury likelihood for various
ejection system parameter variations p 91 N86-16641
EJECTION INJURIES
Could anthropometric dummy data be used to predict
injury to humans? p 97 A86-19338
Model eveiution of spinal injury likelihOod for various
ejection system paramater v_stions p 91 N86-16641
EJECTION SEATS
Limb Restraint Evaiuator (LRE) p 96 A86-19329
Could anthropometric dummy data he used to predict
injury to humans? p 97 A86-19338
Development of a mechanical analog of a human spine
and viscera p 418 A86.-47753
ELASTIC BODIES
Incorporation of active elements into the articulated total
body model
[AD-A162518] p 177 N86-22101
ELASTOMERS
Development of an ultralast-cudng wound dressing
lAD-A162471] p 177 N86-22099
ELBOW (ANATOMY)
Elbow and knee _nt for hard space suits
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11610-1 ] p384 N86-28619
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Human reactions to transient electric currents
[PB86-117280] p 222 N86-23277
ELECTRIC fiELDS
A model for the formation of the structure of the external
electric field of humans p 183 A86-27500
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behsviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-0119g2] p 30 N86-13885
Biological effects of electric fields
[PB85-243467] p 93 N66-16895
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies. Experimental dosime_ st radiofraquencies
lAD-A163156] p 249 N86-25976
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE86-003748] p 310 N86-27923
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behavior of nonhuman _mates
[DE86-005067] p 390 N86-29533
BIOIo_ studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz electric
fields. Volume 5: Hematology and serum chemistry
[ DE86-005362] p 411 N86-30344
Biological studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz electric
fields. Volume 6: Immunology
[DE86-005363] p 411 N86-30345
Effects of 60 Hz electric field on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-016121] p411 N86-30346
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behavk>rs of nonhun_n primates
[DE86-005807] p 411 N86-30347
Physical interaction of humans and animals with
power-frequency electric and magnetic fie_ds
[DE86-007734] p 402 N86-31215
Growth and deveiepment of rhesus monkeys exposed
to ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) electric and magnetic
fields during the first 54 months ol life
lAD-A168733] p 417 N86-32953
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Coupling between the bacteri0rhodopsin photoo/cie and
the protonmotive force in Halobacterium halobium cell
envelope vesicles, tit - Time-resolved increase in the
transmembrane electric potential and modeling of the
associated ion flu_(es p 373 A86-43433
Stochastic differential equations for neuronal behavior
[AD-A159099] p 69 N86-15908
Effects of 60 Hz electric field on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-O16121] p 411 N86-30346
ELECTROCHROMISM
ELECTRIC SPARKS
Synthesis and analysis in studies of chemical
evofut_n p 3O0 N86-26864
ELECTRIC STIMUU
The use of reflex therapy in the prophylaxis and
treatment of motion sickness p 31 A86-13300
Neck and ocuiomotor reflexes induced by electrical
stimulation of the semicircular canal ampullae in the
pigeon p 26 A86.145g5
The effect of auricular electric stimulation on
myelopeptide production and early reactions of blood
systems cell populations in the presence of immobilization
stress p 49 A86-16752
The alleviating effect of arbitrary movements on the
vestibulomotor p 216 A86-30898
Vsction-induced gastric dysrhythmias and motion
sickness
[NASA-CR-176620] p 176 N86-22095
ELECTRIC WELDING
Oral changes in divers working with electrical equipment
under water p 124 N86-19873
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
Bioimpedance measurement with respect to pulsetile
pulmonary blood flow p 271 A86-36316
Human body impedance and threshold currents for
perception and pain for contact hazard analysis in the
VLF-MF bend p 281 A86-39598
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
L-tryplophan administered to chronic sleep-onset
insomiace: Late-appearing reduction of sleep latency
[AD-A163115] p 225 N86-24207
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVIIW
Changes in the blood electric conductivity caused by
body immersion p 90 A86-22543
Electron res_tions in model end biolegical systems
[DE85-016062] p 55 N86-15861
ELECTRO-OPTICS
East Europe report: Science and technology
[JPRS-ESA.85-031] p 57 N86.15893
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Electrocardiographic changes in serious decompmsston
sickness
lAD-A160944] p 2 A86-10254
A bidomein model for the extracellular potential and
magnetic field of cardiac tissue p 206 A86-31224
Evaluation of precordiel mapping before and after
submaximal exercise amongst normal and asymptomatic
_ won specific ST-T abnorn'u_litlas
p 251 A86-35290
An informational assessment of changes in the
physiological characteristics of an operator under different
work regimens p 271 A86-36527
A practical attitude toward ventricular repotarization
abnormalities in flight crews p 282 A86-39773
An automated system for ST segment and armythmie
ena_s in exercise radionucllde vantriculogmphy
p 377 A86..41400
The inverse problem in eieclrocardiography - A model
study of the effects of geometry and conductivity
parameters on the reconstruction of epicardiel potentials
p 394 A86-43750
Assessment of state of chronotropic and inotropic head
function at different degrees of physical fitness
p 12 N86-10746
Individual typological sefloregulation of cardiovascular
system p 13 N86-10752
Electrocardiogram in NEHB type leads of Macaca
muietta monkeys p 175 N86-21137
Modeling elaotrocardiegrams using interacting Markev
chains
[AD-A162758] p 178 N86-22105
Ca_dk:doJmography
[PB86-133790] p 258 N86-25987
Continuous ECG monitoring of Mirage 2000 pilots
(comparison with Mirage 3 and F1 pilots)
p 399 N86-30315
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Electrochemical CO2 concentration for the Space
Station Program
[SAE PAPER 851341] p 138 A86-23528
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
technology options for Space Station application
[SAE PAPER 851376] p 140 A86-23559
Electrochemical control of pH in a hydroponic nutrient
solution p 150 N86=19918
Photoenergy transduction in halobacterium halobium
[NASA-CR-176673] p 248 N86-25970
Enzyme cotactor modified electrodes
[AD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
ELECTROCHROMISM
A preliminary study of fiat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
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ELECTRODES
The first cortical implant of a semiconductor
multielectrode array. VER (Visual Evoked Responses) and
propagation analysis
[AD-A164015] p 248 N86-25972
Biosensors from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymerized lipid bilayers
lAD-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Prestimulus EEG and evoked potentials in man dunng
the recognition of a meaningful light stimulus
p 9 A86-10697
EEG studies in episodic unconsciousness, seizure
disorder and syncope p 12 A86-12434
Electroencephalograms and the read-out of information
in the visual cortex during image recognition
p 33 A86-15512
Effect of workload on the auditory evoked brainstem
response p 128 A86-23705
Anticipatory adjustments dudng a warning interval -
Corticalnegativity and perceptual sensitivity
p 261 A86-33818
Event-related brain potentials and intermodal divided
attention p 262 A86-33821
Dynamics of the ultrasiow bioelectdc brain activity during
the performance of certain parts of operational activity
p 255 A86-36534
The mechanisms of the effect of nonionizing radiation
on an organism's sensory systems p 276 A86-39721
Spectral-correlation characteristics of EEG in the course
of short-tsrm memory tests, I - A study of
spectral-correlation parameters of the potentials in the
huma.I neocortex during correct short-term memorizing
p 419 A86-49263
Spatial organization of components of the visual evoked
potentials and the sensorimctor reaction efficiency
p 419 A86-49264
EEG correlates in the process of forming driving skills
p 421 A86-49273
On the interrelationship between different ranges of
bioelectdc activity of the human brain
p 422 A86-49975
TV monitoring control system in electrophysiological
studies p 14 N86-10765
Variability analysis of visually induced responses in the
midst of noise
[B8564052] p 16 N86-10774
The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
lAD-A159118] p 43 N86-13897
Age-related changes in electroencephalograms of
pilots p 62 N86-14867
Biological investigationsof adaptive networks. Neuronal
control of conditioned responding
lAD-A160345] p 126 N86-19887
The first cortical implant of a semiconductor
multielectrode array. VER (Visual Evoked Responses) and
propagation analysis
[AD-A164015] p 248 N86-25972
Effect of rhythmic photic interference on working
electroencephalogram and efficiency of human
movements p 292 N86-27883
Effects of high altitude on neurological and pulmonary
function: The effect of high altitude on visual evoked
potentials in humans on Mt. Everest
lAD-A168335] p 424 N86-32959
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE
A preliminary study of flat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
Variable contrast direct read-out vision tester
lAD-D012273] p 423 N86-32955
ELECTROLYSIS
Static feed water electrolysis system for Space Station
02 and H2 generation
[SAE PAPER 851339] p 138 A86-23526
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
Aldosterone, cortisoI, and electrolyte responses to
hypobadc hypoxia in moderate-altitude natives
p 32 A86-14316
Fluid and electrolyte control in simulated and actual
spaceflight p 214 A86-30385
Dynamics of the salivary electrolyte composition and
renal excretory function dudng human adaptation to an
altered gaseous environment p 216 A86-30899
Water and electrolytes -- in human bodies
p 376 A86-40660
Body position during hypokinesia, and fluid-electrolyte
metabolism p 60 N86-14853
Effect of dry immersion model on parameters of
fluid-electrolyte metabolism, blood plasma aldosterone
and cortisol levels in individuals differing in body fluid
content p 65 N86-15875
ELECTROLYTES
Endocrine and fluid metabolism in males and females
of different ages after bedrest, acceleration and lower body
negative pressure
[NASA-TM-58270] p 39 N86-13886
Investigation of possibility of using two-frequency
impadometry Ior estimation of proportion of total and
extracellular body fluids p 66 N86-15888
Protein-protein interactions in systems with synthetic
polyelectrolytes p 210 N86-23225
ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
Absorption of millimeter waves by human beings and
its biological implications p 111 A86-24442
Biological effects of electric fields
[PB85-243467] p 93 N86-16895
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Likelihood of high rates of energy deposition in the
human logs at the ANSI recommended 3-30-MHz RF selety
levels p 58 A86-17918
Morphological changes in some internal organs of
guinea pigs due to the effect of a constant electromagnetic
field p 103 A86-23490
Effect of single actions of weak electromagnetic fields
of ultralow frequency on indices of endocrine system
p 12 N86-10744
Assessments and viewpoints on the biological and
human health effects of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF)
electromagnetic fields: Compilation of commissioned
papers for the ELF literature review project
lAD-A156942] p 16 N86-11839
Cellular effects of electromagnetic radiation
lAD-A158547] p 63 N86-14878
Biological effects of electric fields
[PB85-243467] p 93 N86-16895
The effect of high frequency electromagnetic fields on
human beings (frequency range between 1 kHz and 1000
GHz) p 223 N86-24193
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) communications
system biD-effects library development
lAD-A162839] p 225 N86-24204
Microwave effects on CNS: A histopathologic,
uffrastructural and autorediographic study
lAD-A165040] p 277 N86-27867
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE86-003748] p 310 N86-27923
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) communications
system biD-effects library development
lAD-A162839] p 225 N86-24204
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Effect of low-power millimeter-range monochromatic
electromagnetic radiation on biological processes
p 155 A86-27475
The effect of electromagnetic radiation in the decimeter
wavelength range on the neuronal calcium current in
mollusks p 247 A86-36494
Hygienic assessment of the electromagnetic radiation
levels generated by radar installations
p 271 A86-36499
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-023] p 4 N86-10738
Cellular effects of electromagnetic radiation
lAD-A158547] p 63 N86-14878
Assessment of selected physiological indicators in
antenna operators at short-wave transmitting and receiving
centers p 220 N86-23250
Human reactions to transient electric currents
[PB56-117280] p 222 N86-23277
Mechanism of electromagnetic energy effects on the
nervous system: Voltage-clamp study
lAD-A164653] p 282 N86-26798
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA
Prospects for using millimeter-band electromagnetic
radiation as an efficient way of obtaining information on
specific processes in living organisms
p 245 A86-35088
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
Weightlessness simulation: Physiological changes in fast
and slow muscle
[NASA-CR-176945] p 380 N86-29498
Operator alertness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoelectdc signals
lAD-A168567] p 428 N86-32973
Operator alartness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoelectric signals
lAD-A168568] p 429 N86-32974
ELECTRON BEAMS
Abrasion-resistant aluminized-coated aramid fabrics for
manufacture of firefighters' protective clothing
lAD-A157056] p 75 N86-14901
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
Discovery regarding electron redistribution among cell
membranes p 217 N86-23227
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
The scanning electron microscope as a tool in space
biology p 30 N86-14080
Magnetic separation device
lAD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
Experimental, structural and theoretical models of
bacteriochlorophyUs a. d and g
[DE86-001727] p 158 N86-21101
ELECTRON RECOMBINATION
Discovery regarding electron redistribution among cell
membranes p 217 N86-23227
ELECTRON SCATTERING
Spin-dependent electron scattedng from optically active
molecules p 76 A86-16425
Investigation on the chiratity of electrons from Sr-90-Y-90
beta-decay and their asymmetrical interactions with D- and
L-alanines p 243 A86-33390
ELECTRON SPIN
Spin-dependent electron scattering from optically active
molecules p 76 A86-16425
ELECTRON TRANSFER
Application of electron-transfer theory to several
systems of biological interest
[DE85-015835] p 55 N86-15860
Electron reactions in model and biological systems
[DE85-016062] p 55 N86-15861
Discovery regarding electron redistribution among cell
membranes p 217 N86-23227
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Electronic displays -- Russian book
p 241 A86-33322
ELECTRONIC WARFARE
Human factors engineering and operability in the design
of electronic warfare spaces aboard United States Naval
combatants
lAD-A162251 ] p 243 N86-24222
ELECTRONS
Laser kinetic spectroscopy of unimolecular and
bimolecular processes in the gas phase
[AD-A166998] p 394 N86-31209
ELECTROPHORESIS
The electrokinetic properties of cell nuclei in the human
buccal epithelium in conditions of motion sickness and
hypoxia p 90 A86-22549
Changes in muscle protein composition induced by
disuse atrophy - Analysis by two-dimensional
electropboresis p 200 A86-30440
Molecular mechanisms of mutagenesis determined by
the recombinant DNA technology
[DE85-016353] p 30 N86-13884
Protein mapping and the problem of complexity in
molecular biology
[DE85-018349] p 85 N86-17979
Salyut-7 electrophoresis experiments aid medical
research p 158 N86-20445
Development and use of anucieated bacterial cells to
assay the in vivo activity of pollutants
lAD-A162727] p 160 N86-22089
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis B p 218 N86-23232
A preliminary study of fiat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
ELECTROPHYSlOLOGY
Electrical enhancement of healing
p 156 A86-28449
TV monitoring control system in electrophysiological
studies p 14 N86-10765
Peripheral nerve injury in developing rats reorganizes
motor cortex
[AD-A168019] p 417 N86-32952
ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
Bioimpodance measurement with respect to pulsatile
pulmonary blood flow p 271 A86-36316
ELECTROSTRICTION
System for measurement of small vibrations at material
interfaces induced by electrostdctive forces
[PB86-1165301 p 222 N86-23276
ELEVATION
A graphic anthropometric aid for seating and workplace
design
lAD-A156988] p 23 N86-10755
ELLIPSOIDS
The use of etiipsoidal solids to display human body
dynamic response p 272 A86-36852
EMBOLISMS
Platelet-endothelial function in relation to environmental
temperature
lAD-A160744] p 116 N86-18970
EMBRYOLOGY
Comparative analysis of hypo - and hyper-gravity effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A86-30377
Morphology of human embryonic kidney cells in culture
after space flight p 201 A86-30452
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Nuclear lamina and peripheral nuclear antigens during
fertilization and embryogenesis in mice and sea urchins
p 371 A86-40675
Development of otoconia in the embryonic chick (Callus
domesticus) p 414 A86-49871
EMBRYOS
Permanent distortion of positional system of Xenopus
embryo by brief early perturbation in gravity
p 106 A86-26180
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergrevity in vivo and in vitro
p194 A86-30400
Growth and devetopmant of mice and rats conceived
and reared at different G-intensities during chronic
c_ntrifugation p 195 A86-30403
Morphogenesis and calcification of the statoconia in the
chick (Callus domesticus) embryo, implications for future
studies p195 A86-30405
Amphibian fertilization and development in
microgravity p 195 A86-30408
Development of otoconia in the embryonic chick (Callus
domesticus) p 414 A86-49871
Changes in the morphological and molecular biological
processes during early embryo development in amphibians
under micro g conditions p 388 N86-29522
Xiphophorus: A system to recognize radiation-induced
mutations and to study the effects of zero-gravity
environment on embryo development
p 388 N86-29523
EMERGENCIES
Levels of helicopter control force inputs during in-flight
emergency conditions as a function of aviator
experience p 236 A86-29852
The case for training for the potentially catastrophic
situation
[SAE PAPER 851917] p 264 A86-35447
One aspect of crew training p 72 N86-15885
Light-Weight Radioisotope Heater Unit Safety Analysis
Report (LWRHU-SAR). Velume 1. A. introduction and
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Antibiotic properties of bifidobactaria
p 219 N86-23236
FOOD PRODUCTION (IN SPACE)
Determining a carbohydrate profile for Hansenula
polymorpha p 82 A86-22710
Potential for utilization of algal biomass for components
of the diet in CELSS
[SAE PAPER 851388] p 140 A86-23567
Mass-balance model for a controlled ecological life
support system on Mars
[AAS 84-184] p 186 A86-28810
SUBJECT INDEX GENETIC CODE
Wheat farming in a lunar base p 191 A86-30165
Plant growth responses to atmosphere and other
environmental variables in the Space Shuttle Rant Growth
Unit p 196 A86-30415
FOREARM
Time course of muscular blood metabolites during
forearm rhythmic exercise in hypoxia
p 252 A86-36222
Forearm skin and muscle vasoconstriction dunng lower
body negative pressure p 280 A86-39093
FORMALOEHYOE
Acute pulmonary effects of formaldehyde exposure in
humans
[DE85-014728] p 17 N86-11848
Energy yields in the prebiotic synthesis of hydrogen
cyanide and formaldehyde p 300 N86-26863
FORMS (PAPER)
Weather and migraine p 166 N86-21027
FORTRAN
Performance measurement guidelines for research
lAD-A159055] p 71 N86-14891
FOSSILS
Carbon isotope discrepancy between Precambrien
stromatolites and tbek modem analogs - Inferences from
hypersaiina microbial mats of the Sinai Coast
p 25 ,6,86-14119
Use of laboratory simulated pyrolysis in tracing the
history of sedimentm_ organic matter
p 304 N86-26884
Recent progress in Precambdan paleobiology
p 395 N86-26887
Microtossils in the Antarctic cold desert: Possible
implications for Mars p 307 N86-26897
The fossil record of evolution: Analysis of extinction
p 308 N86-26901
The fossil record of evolution: Data on diversification
and extinction p 308 N86-26902
Geochemical anomalies, bolide impacts and biological
extinctions on the Earth p 308 N86-26903
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
Analytical comparison of transient and steady state
visual evoked c0rtical potentials p 436 N86-32978
Comparison of the STI NIPIP tracking dynamics
identification with the on-line Fourier analyzer DFA results
including a time varying case p 442 N86-33010
FOVEA
Fovsel flashes and human performance
p 284 N86-26822
Permanent visual change associated with punctate
foveal lesions p 284 N86-26823
FRACTIONATION
Carbon isotopic frectionatJon in heterotrophic microbial
metabolism p 371 A86-40669
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
self-motion perception
[AD-A1f11836] p 223 N86-24194
FRACTURING
Effects of non weight hearing on callus formation
p 193 A86-30394
FRAGMENTATION
An examination of injury criteria for potential application
to explosive safety studies
lAD-P004883] p 163 N86.20629
FREE RADICALS
Postrediation disorders of peripheral-nerve regeneration
and the role of free-radical oxidation products in the
appearance of these disorders p 105 A86-24422
Structural correlates of aging in Drosophila - Relevance
to the cell differentiation, rata-of-living and free radical
theories of aging p 415 A86-49999
FREEZING
Freezing of living calls
[DE85-016297] p 55 N86-15862
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
The Berkeley Serendip Project p 309 N86-26906
FRONTS (METEOROLOGY)
Meteorotropic determinants of road collisions and
accidents p 165 N86-21022
FROSTBITE
Platsiot-endothaliai function in relation to environmental
temperature
lAD-A160744] p 116 N86-18970
FUEL CONTAMINATION
The evaluation of copper compounds as potential fuel
biocides
_AMTE(M)-84520] p 84 N86-17974
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Space StalJon crew interface specifications and
standards
[SAE PAPER 851801] p270 A86-35433
FUNGI
Description of concept and first feasibility test resets
of a life support subsystem of the Botany Facility based
on water reclamation p 149 N86-t9912
FUNGICIDES
The evaluation of copper compounds as potential fuel
bkx:ktes
[AMTE(M)-84520] p 84 N86-17974
FURNACES
Inhalation toxicology. 5: Evaluation of relative toxicity
to rats of thermal deoomposi_on products from two aircraft
seat fire-blocking materials
lAD-A165034] p 277 N86-27866
G
GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
On the _icai hazard of galacticantintclai
p 378 A86-43437
GALACTIC NUCLEI
Diatoms on each, cornets, Europa and in interstellar
space p 410 A86-44354
GALILEO SPACECRAFT
Light-Weight Radioisotope I-teeter Unit Safety Anab/sis
Report (LWRHU-SAR). Volume 1. A. Introduction and
executive summary. S. Reference Design Document
(RDD)
[DE86-001457] p 172 N86-21113
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
Estimate of emotional stress during working activity
based on systems analysis of skinogaivanic reaction
p 220 N86-23259
An analysis of potential predictive parameters of motion
sickness using a computenzed biophysical data acquisition
system
[AD-A164099] p 257 N86-25981
GAMMA RAYS
Interactive scenario computer model for dose rates to
aircrews in flight through nuclear debns clouds
lAD-A158741] p 40 N86-13888
Bacterial inactivation by means of ionizing radiation
[DE86-901038] p 412 N86-30348
GANGLIA
Is the cerebellum involved in motor and perceptual
timing: A case study
lAD-A157452] p 16 N86-11842
Mechanism of siectrornagnetic energy effects on the
nervous system: Voltage-clamp study
lAD-A164653] p 282 N86-26798
GAS ANALYSIS
Infrared O_ measurement of blood gas
concentrations and fiber optic catheter
lAD-DOll836] p 37 N86-12955
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Gas chromatographic analysis of free fattyacids of skin
surface lipids p 67 N86-15891
Inveef_tJon of the method to determine
carboxyhsemoglobln in blood
[AD-A161061] p 127 N86-19892
A gas chromatograph experiment for a Titan entry
probe p 299 N86-26856
investigation of porous polymer gas chromatographic
packings for atmospheric analysis of extraterrestrial
bodies p 299 N86-26858
multiplex gas chromatography: A novel analytical
technique for future planetary studies
p 299 N86-26860
GAS COMPOSITION
Pulmonary function in microgravity - Spacelab 4 and
beyond
[IAF PAPER 85-322_ p 36 A86-15828
GAS EXCHANGE
Pulmonary gas exchange in humans during exercise at
sea level p 281 A86-39095
A fundamental problem in determining functional
residual capacity or residual volume -- of lungs
p 281 A86-39099
How well mixed is inert gas in tissues?
p 391 A86-44197
Pulmonary gas exchange in humans exercising at sea
level and simulated altitude p 419 A86-47874
Respiratory function in inhabitants of P_'theestern
USSR p 119 N86-19845
Observations on gas exchange and element recycle
withina gas-closed algal-mouse system
p 150 N86-19924
Advantages of the gas exchange approach to
microbiological studies
lAD-A166887] p 393 N86-31207
Gas exchange characteristics of leaves as indicators
of the basic limitations to the rate of photosynthesis
[DE86-009632] p 416 N86-32085
Guard cell biochemistry: Response to environmental
stimuli causing changes in gas exchange
[DE86-010287] p 416 N86-32086
GAS GENERATORS
Low temperature inflator apparatus
lAD-DOll810] p 45 N86-12974
MIXTURES
Decompression outcome following ssfurefion dives with
muttipts inel gases in mrs
[AD-A163720] p 28 A86-16054
Effect of hyperoxic gas mixtures on oxygen mass transfer
through the hematoparenchymatous barrier
p 103 A86-23492
Estimating the small airways resistance from
moasuremonts of the upstream resistance of several gas
mixtures p 162 A86-28448
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen-oxygen as a breathing
gas in deep-sea diving
lAD-A165797] p 380 N86-29499
GAS PRESSURE
A small oxygen concentrator
[AD-Af63145] p 273 N86-25993
GAS RECOVERY
CELSS expedmont model and design concept of gas
recycle system
[SAE PAPER 851393] p 141 A86-23570
GAS SPECTROSCOPY
New physk_d methods for biological aerosol detection
lAD-A158218] p 29 N86-13881
GAS TRANSPORT
Role of hemoglobin PS0 in 02 transport dunog normoxio
and hypoxic exercise in the dog p 1 A86-10103
Effects of hemodiiution on 02 transport in high-altitude
polycythemia p 37 A86-16053
Mechanical resistance of erythrocytes and oxygen mass
transport in hypoxic states due to different conditions
p 88 A86-21452
The effect of prolonged physical work at the levels of
submaximai and extreme intensity upon the mass transfer
end utilization of oxygen p 89 A86-22536
Calculation method for determining energy exPenditures
for operators p 90 A86-22567
Resistance, exchange and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in the presence of acute hypoxic
hypoxia p 81 A86-22593
Effect ol hypero:_¢ gas mixtures on oxygen mass tranefar
through the hematoparenchymatous barrier
p103 A86-23492
Btoed transport of oxygen (The role ol erythrocytes)
p 208 A86-33073
A model of inhaled gas and vapor transport in the human
lung
lAD.A160829] p 117 N86-18976
Resistance, exchange, and capacitance functions of
skeletal moscle vessels in acute hypoxic hypox'_
p 379 N86-286t 1
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
User interface description of a gas turbine control
system
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-296] p 433 A86-48309
GASES
Drugs and surtectants used to prevent caisson disease
in rats p 54 N86-14868
Transport of arterial blood gates through human skin
p 91 N86.16887
CELSS expenmont model and design concept of gas
recycle system p t48 N86.19909
Gas and water recycling system for IOC vivarium
expenments p 150 N86-19920
A preliminary study of fiat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
Direct spectrophotometric method of assaying ammonia
concentration in gas environment of seeding chambers
p 280 N86-27900
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
Techygestna and motion sickness p 32 A86.14315
Hypokinezia and space flight reflected on rats
stomach p 200 A86-30442
Review of duodenal and gastric ulcer
lAD-A160919] p 117 N86-18977
Vestion-induced gastric dysrhythmias and motion
sickness
[NASA-CR-176620] p 176 N86-22095
Acute oral toxicity (LD50) of guanioine hydrochloride in
rats
lAD-A165747] p 376 N86-28608
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
The training and c_'lification of the general aviation
pilot
[SAE PAPER 841468] p 132 A86-26013
GENETIC CODE
A multivariate study of the relationship between the
genetic code and the physical-chemical proPerties of
amino acids p 104 A86-23997
A change in the genetic cede in Mycopiesma
capricolum p 105 A86-24000
Rationalization of some genetic anticodonic
assignments p 189 A86-28723
Conservation of the secondary structure of protein during
evolution and the role of the genetic code
p 372 A86-41047
A-47
GENETIC ENGINEERING
Intramolecular interactions in aminoac!d nucleotides:
Implications regarding the origin of genetic coding and
protein synthesis p 302 N86-26873
A comparative study of prebiotic and present day
translational models p 303 N86-26877
GENETIC ENGINEERING
Biotechnology regulation
[GPO-43-778] p 3 N86-10733
Somatic cell end molecular genetics approach to DNA
repair and mutagenesis
[DE85-014181] p 4 N86-10737
HI.A-D: The T cell parapecthte
[AD-A160019] p 84 N86-17976
Clonei analysis of HLA-DR and .dQ associated
determinants: Their contribution to dw apecifici_es
[AD-A160059] p 84 N86-17977
Sequence polymorphism of HLA-DR beta 1 alleles
relating to T ceil-recognized determinants
lAD-A160237] p 107 N86-18956
Production of gene bank from cotton plant chloroplast
DNA foi HC/MF p 210 N86-23228
Effect of plasmids on virulence of pseudomonas
eeruginose strains in mouse experiments
p 210 N86-23237
Cloning and expression of leptospire pomona hemolysin
gane in escherichia coil p 211 N86-23249
Cloning and analysis of genes for anthrax toxin
components
[AD-A161901] p 212 N86-24186
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-009] p 376 N86-286t0
Biotechnology: The US Department of Agriculture's
biotechnology research efforts
[GAO/RCED-86-39BR] p 376 N86-29494
GENETICS
Biological parameters in Japanese quail genetically
selected for resistance or sensilJvity to an acute hypoxic
survival p 2 A86-10256
An intron in the 23S ribosomal RNA gene of the
archaebactarium Desulfurococcus mobilis
p 80 A86-21588
Molecular archeeology of the mriochondrial genome
p104 A86-23996
Sequence of the 16S rRNA gone from the
thermoacidophilic archeebactsdum Sulfolobus selfstaricus
and its evolutionary implications p 104 A86.23998
Sequence divergence of an archsebecterial gene cloned
from a mesephilic and a therm0philic mothanogen
p104 A86-23999
Somatic cell and molecular genetics approach to DNA
repair and mutagenesis
[DE85-014181] p 4 N86-10737
Positive genetic hazard predictions from short-tarm tests
have proved false for results in mammalian spermatogonia
with all environmental chemicals so far tested
[DE85-013640] p 6 N86-11833
HI_A-D: The T cell perspective
[AD-A160019] p 84 N86-17976
Clonal analysis of HLA-DR and -dO associated
determinants: Their contributionto dw spacificitias
[AD-A160059] p 84 N86-17977
Molecular approaches to sslsctive immunization
[AD-A160141] p 107 N86-18954
DNA and protein studies of HLA class 2 molecules: Their
relationship to T cell recognition
[AD-A160704] p 116 N86-18968
Review of duodenal and gastric ulcer
[AD-A160919] p 117 N86-18977
CELSS science needs p 151 N86-19925
Annual report and summaries of FY 1985 activities
supported by the Division of Biological Energy Research
[DE85-009132] p 209 N86-23220
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-002] p 209 N86-23222
Investigations with methanobacteria and with evolution
of the genetic code p 306 N86-26890
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-008] p 278 N86-27869
A theoretical concept for state changes and shape
changes in weightlessness p 387 N86-29516
GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES
Investigation of factors determining pilot's geocentric
orientation p 72 N86-15868
GEOCHEMISTRY
Carbon exchange between the mantle and the crust
and its effect upon the atmosphere: Today compared to
Amhean time p 304 N86-26882
Earth's early atmosphere as seen from carbon and
nitrogen isotopic analysis of Archean sediments
p 304 N86-26883
The fossil record of evolution: Analysis of extinction
p 308 N86-26901
A-48
Geochemical anomalies, bolide impacts and biological
exlJnctions on the Earth p 308 N86-26903
GEOORJg=HY
The effects of color-coding in geosit displays. 1: Color
as a redundant code
lAD-A161107] p 181 N86-22108
The effects of color-coding in GEOSIT (geographical
situational) displays. 2: Redundant versus non-redundant
color-coding
[AD-A166263] p 405 N86-30334
GEOLOGY
The fossil record of evolution: Analysis of extinction
p 308 N86-26901
GEOMAGNETISM
The dependence of thromboelestographic indices in
healthy subjects on geomagnetic-field conditions
p 90 A86-22545
The rhythms of paramagnetic-center concentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical model of synchronized
autoosciliations p 247 A86-36497
GEOMETRIC ACCURACY
The metric of visual apace p 234 A86-32072
Virtual apace and 2-dimensional effects in perspective
displays p 441 N86-33005
GEOMETRY
A comparative study of prebiotic and present day
translational models p 303 N86-26877
GEOTEMPERATURE
Carbon exchange between the mantle and the crust
and its effect upon the atmosphere: Today compared to
Archean time p 304 N86-26882
GEOTROPISM
Investigations of the effects of gravity on Paramecium
caudatum structure and behavior
[DFVLR-FB-85-40] p 56 N86-15863
Influence of gravity on structure and behavior of
Paramecium caudatum
[ESA-'I-r-963] p 416 N86-32087
GERMINATION
Modification of cytogenetic and physiological effects of
space flight factors by biologically active compounds
[NASA-TM-87987] p 386 N86-28624
GERONTOLOGY
The garoprotective activity of 2,6-dimethyl
3,5-diathoxycarbonyl 1,4-dihydropyridine
p 49 A86-16783
The effect of high energy (HZE) particle radiation (Ar-40)
on aging parameters of mouse hippocampus and retina
p 50 A86-17679
Structural con'elatss of aging in Drosophila - Relevance
to the cell differentiation, rate-of-living and free radical
theories of aging p 415 A86-49999
GLASS
In vitro comparison of zinc phosphate and glass
ionomers ability to inhibit decalcification under and
adjacent to orthodontic bands
[AD-A16088t] p 127 N86-19889
GMDING
Molecular and biological properties of an
immunopotentiating complex polysaccharide adjuvant
produced by a gliding bacterium
[AD-A162664] p 160 N86-22086
GLOBULINS
Small X-ray diffraction of immunoglobulin-membrane
complexes
[AD-A158252] p 29 N86-13882
Fab-fragment of heterologic immuneglobulin for flu
prophylaxis and treatment p 219 N86-23241
GLOVES
Enhancement of space suit glove performance
[SAE PAPER 851335] p 138 A86-23524
Advanced spacesuit glove design
[AAS 84-175] p 186 A86-28801
EVA suit glove design p 383 A86-40521
The WPI space glove design project
p 383 A86-40522
Effect of increased body clothing insulation on hand
tempareture in a cold environment
[AD-A156597] p 22 N86-10786
The effect of cold training and the wearing of gloves
on manual performance in the cold: A comparison of pure
ability and operational tasks
[AD-At63893] p 273 N86-25124
GLUCOSE
Increased gluconeogenesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Remarkable metabolic evaiiability of oral glucose during
long-duration exercise in humans p 216 A86-30684
Determination of the lumped constant and the kinetic
constants for deexyglucose and fluorodeexyglucose in
man
[DE86-000317] p 118 N86-18978
Enzyme cofactor modified electrodes
[AD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
SUBJECT INDEX
Altitude acclimatization attentuatss plasma ammonia
during submaximal exercise
[AD-A168630] p 425 N86-32962
GLUTAMATES
Response of rat hindlimb muscles to 12 hours recovery
from tail-cast suspension p 198 A86-30426
Chemically induced damage to the hippocampal
focrnation
[NDRE/PUBL-86/1002] p 255 N86-25112
Mul_:lisciplinary studies on excitatory amino acids as
transmitters in the brain
[AD-A164258] p 256 N86-25115
GLUTAMINE
Response of rat hindlimb muscles to 12 hours recovery
from tsil-cast suspension p 198 A86-30426
Vaccine Proteins R and D on Salyut-7
p 220 N86-23256
GLUTATHIONE
Effect of intensive visible light on activity of glutathione
perox_lase in pigmented epithelium of eye
p 210 N86-23226
Comparative biochemistry and metabolism. Part 2:
Naphthalene lung toxicity
lAD-A163144] p 257 N86-25983
Evolution of thiol protective systems in prokaryotes
p 307 N86-26896
GLYCINE
Radiation chemistry of an aqueous solution of glycine
Compounds of interest to chemical evolution studies
p 23 A86-12003
A search for interstellar glycine p 274 A86-33668
GLYCOGENS
Increased gluconeogenesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 52 A86-18397
Determining a carbohydrate profile for Hansenula
polymorpha p 82 A86-22710
Increased gluconeogenesis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Possible mechanism for changes in glycogen
metabolism in unloaded selecs muscle
p 198 A86-30427
Muscle protein and glycogen responses to recovery from
hypogravity and unloading by tail-oast suspension
p 202 A86-30457
Application of photosynthetic N2-fixing cyanobacteria to
the CELSS program p 151 N86-19929
Collagen, lipid and glycogen content of rat skeletal
muscles in recovery period after 15- and 30-day
hypokinesia p 279 N86-27886
GLYCOLS
Metabolic distinctions of human red blood dudng
long-term spaceflights p 60 N86-14850
GLYCOLYSIS
The distinctive features of the energetic metabolism,
glycolysis, and tissue respiration of the myocardium in rats
having high and low resistance to hypoxia
p 80 A86-21455
Skeletal muscle lactate release and glycolytic
intermediates during hyperoapnia p 155 A86-28124
Changes in glycolytic intermediates in rat erythrocytes
dudng exposure to simulated high altitude
p156 A86-29097
Models of glycolysis: Glycoreldehyde as a source of
energy and monomers for prebiotic condensation
reactions p 302 N86-26876
GOGGLES
Mild hypoxia and visual performance with night vision
goggles p 249 A86-33755
Compendium of protective eyswear
[PB86-135779] p 273 N86-25126
Operational experiences with night vision goggles in
helicopter low-level flight at night p 293 N86-26805
Visual and spectroradiometric performance criteria for
Night Vision Goggles (NVG) compatible aircraft interior
lighting p 294 N86-26807
GOLD COATINGS
Abrasion-resistant aluminized-coated aramid fabrics for
manufacture of firefighters' protec6ve clothing
[AD-A157056] p 75 N86-14901
GRAPH THEORY
The prediction of biological activity using molecular
connectivity indices
[AD-A166986] p 394 N86-31208
GRAPHIC ARTS
A graphic anthropometric aid for seating and workplace
design
[AD-A156988] p 23 N86-10788
GRATINGS
The effects of the contrast, spatial frequency, and
temporal frequency of a surrounding field upon the
detection thresholds of gratings p 132 A86-26293
GRAVIRECEPTORS
Gravity sensing in animal cells p 192 A86-3038g
Vertebrate gravity sensors as dynamic systems
p 193 A86-30391
SUBJECT INDEX
The structure and development of the starch sheath in
pea eploofyls p 196 A86-30414
Morphological evidence of mschanoreceptive gravity
perception in • water flea - Daphnia magea
p199 A86-30435
Morphology and development of the inner ear of
Anurans p 389 N86-29529
NASA Workshop on Animal Gravity-Sensing Systems
[NASA-TM-88249] p 417 N86-32950
GRAVITATION
Soft contact lens wear during +G(Z) acceleration
[AD-A165013] p 289 N86-27915
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Permanent dister_on of positional system of Xenopus
embryo by brief early perturbation in gravity
p 106 A86-26180
The effective intensity of Coriolis, cross-coupling
stimulation is 9ravfleinert_i force dependent - Implice_ons
for space motion sickness p 163 A86-29093
Comp_etive tu_ty_s of hyl;X) - end hyper-gmvity effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A86-30377
Effects of gravitational and muscular loading on bone
formation in gro_ng rats p 194 A86_0396
Response of amphibian egg non-yolk cytoplasm to
gravity orientation p 195 A86-30407
Gravistlmulatlon-induced changes in current patterns
around root caps p 196 A86-30411
Respiratory diseases - Aaromedicel aspects including
disposal p 252 A86-35291
Investigations of the effects of gravity on Paramecium
ceudatum structure and behavior
[DFVLRoFB-85-40] p 56 N86.15863
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 4, July - August 1985
[JPRS-USB-85-006] p 56 N86-15865
Exobiology expedrnent concepts for space station
p 310 N86-27152
Soft contact lens wear during +G(Z) acceleration
[AD-A165013] p 289 N86-27915
US monkey and rat experiments flown on the Soviet
Satellite Cosmos 1514
[NASA-TM-88223] p 375 N86-28606
Weightlessness simulation: Physiological changes in fast
and slow muscle
[NASA-CR-176945] p 380 N86-29498
Procsedk_gs and program draft in Gravitational Biology
in the Federal Republic of Germany
[OFVLR-MI'(-('-85-16] p 387 N86-29514
A theoretical concept for state changes and shape
changes in weightlessness p 387 N86-29516
Some remarks on gravitational biology
p 387 N86-29517
The origin of the spicule skeleton of flesh water sponges
(Spongillides) p 388 N86-29519
Limb regeneration in amphibians, a suitable model for
investigations of the effects of weightlessness as regards
evolution and modifications p 388 N85-29520
Investigations of the reproductive physiology of the
rainbow trout (Salmo gaJrdneri Richardson)
p 388 N86-29521
Changes in the morphological and molecular biological
processes during early embryo development inamphibians
under micro g conditions p 388 N86-29522
A learning model as a basis for investigations of the
effects of gravity on the learning processes and memory
formulation p 389 N86-29525
Morphology and development of the inner ear ot
Anurans p 389 N86-29529
The temporal response ol bone to unloading
[NASA-TM-89228] p 397 N86-30303
Medicst Selection and Physkdogic_ Trt_ing 0t Future
Fighter Aircraw
[AGARD..CP-3g6] p 398 N86-30309
Medical selection and physiological training of fighter
pilots: A 1985 perspective and oversaw
p 399 N86-30312
Effects of simulated weightlessness on meiosis.
Fertilization, and early development in mice
[NASA-CR-177106] p 410 N86-30342
Influence of gravity on structure and behavior of
Paramecium caudatum
[ESA-TT-963] p 416 N86-32087
NASA Workshop on Animal Gravity-Sensing Systems
[NASA-TM-88249] p 417 N86-32950
GRAVITATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY
Cardiovascular deconditioning during space flight and
the use of saline as a countermeasure to orthostatic
intolerance p 8 A86-10257
Hemodynamic effects of anti-G suit inflation in a 1-G
environment p 22 A86-12379
Positive pressure respiration, a means of protecting
against +Gz accelerations - A theoretical approach
p 31 A86-13568
Psychomotor pedormance after forvtard-fecing impact
p 32 A86-14310
Effects of suspension hypokinesia/hypodynemia on rat
skeletal muscle p 26 A86-14313
Space motion sickness preflight adaptation training
Preliminary studies with prototype trsinem
[IAF PAPER 85-311] p 35 A86-15822
The human cardiovascular system in the absence of
gravity
[IAF PAPER 85-315] p 35 A86-t5825
Spacelab life sciences flight experiments - An integrated
approach to the study ot cardiovascular fleconditioning
and orthosta_ hypotension
[IAF PAPER 65-316] p 36 A86-15826
Quan_fletlve evaluation of human arterial baroreceptor
reflexes
[IAF PAPER 85-317] p 36 A86-15827
Red blood cell decreases of microgravity
[IAF PAPER 85-324] p 36 A86-15829
Inc_reased glucon_ in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 52 A86-18397
The effects of +Gz on the coronary circulation . A
review p 86 A86-20401
Increased gluconeo_s in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Mathematical models of the effect of gravitation on lung
functions -- Russian book p 111 A86-24135
Proteinuba in fighter pilots after high +Gz exposure
p 113 A86-256,53
The effects of circuit weight training and G experience
on +Gz tolerance p 161 A86-28098
The effective intensity of Coriolis, cross-coupling
stimulation is gravtloinedJai force dependent - Implications
for space motion sickness p 163 A86-29093
Effect of weightlessness on the development of
neurosecretory structures of the
hypothalamo-hypophyseai system of the rat brain
(Electron-microscope study) p 157 A86-29174
Aerosol deposition along the respiratory tract at zero
gravity - A theoretical study p 213 A86-30169
International Union of Physk_ogicai Scionces,
Commission on Gravitational, Physiology, Annual Meeting,
7th, Nis,gara Fails, NY, October 13-18, 1985,
Proceedings p t 91 A85-30376
Comparative analysis of hypo - and hyper-gravity effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A85-30377
Spaceflight and calcium metabolism
p 192 A85-30378
Skeletal mass change as a function of gravitational
loading p 192 A86-30380
Effects of gravity on the fluid balance and distribution
in man p 214 A86-30383
Volume regulating hormones p 214 A86-30384
Fluid and electrolyte conVol in simulated and actual
spaceflight p 214 A86-30385
Mechanisms for negative water balance during
weightlessness Immersion or bed rest?
p 214 A86-30386
Cardioreapirstory responses to lower body negative
pressure and tilt tests after exposure to simulated
weightlessness p 215 A86-30387
Investigations of higher phmts under weightlessness
p 192 A86-30388
Gravity sensing in animal cells p 192 A86-30389
The effects of real and simulated microgravity on
vestlbuto-oculometor interaddon p 193 A86-30390
Vertebrate gravity sensom as dyr_mic systems
p 193 A86-30391
Chronic s_tlon and egg productk_n in domestic
fowl p 193 A86-30392
Correlated light and electron microscopy of the
vasculeture of cor_cal bone in rat femora and tibiae
p 193 A86-30395
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Levels of helicopter control force inputs during in-flight
emergency conditions as a function of aviator
experience p 236 A86-29852
Helicopter-control-referenced strength capabilities of
small individuals p 213 A86-29855
Helicopter flight control with one hand
p 269 A86-34923
Operational experiences with night vision goggles in
helicopter low.level flight at night p 293 N86-26805
Anthropometric considerations for a 4-axis side-arm
flight controller p 439 N86-32993
HELICOPTER DESIGN
Advanced technology - New fixes or new problems?
--- for helicopter voice warning systems
p 147 A86-26031
The role of flight simulation in helicopter crew station
design
[SAE PAPER 851900] p 272 A86-36940
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE
Pilot speech performance while talking to a speech
recognizer and flying a competitive helicopter pursuit
task
[SAE PAPER 8517791 p 264 A86-35441
Assessment of simulation fidelity using measurements
of piloting technique in flight. II p 264 A86-35667
HELICOPTERS
How much inherent buoyancy is acceptable in a
helicopter passenger immersion suit p 96 A86-19310
A comparison of voice and keyboard data entry for a
helicopter navigation system p 237 A86-29859
Helicopter crew evaluations on the effects of vibration
on performance p 260 A86-33800
A model of the human's use of visual field cues in
nap-of-the-earth flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2252] p 426 A86-47498
Improvements and modifications to naval helicopter
helmets p 431 A86-47761
The helicopter to fixed wing conversion program: A
critical review
[AD-A156820] p 42 N86-12968
An analysis of visual tasks in helicopter shipboard
landing
[AD-A161101] p 136 N86-19903
The role of vibration and rattle in human response to
helicopter noise
[AD-A162486] p 182 N86-22110
A multiple-rngression model of pilot performance in
ver_,al and translational flight
[AD-A161364] p 188 N86-22115
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
Labrador helicopter
[AD-A164011] p256 N86-25113
Human factors research in alrcrew performance and
training
[AD-A167740] p 427 NB6-32967
HEUUM
Estimating the small airways resistance from
measurements of the upstream resistance of several gas
mixtures p162 A86-28448
HEMUM IONS
Rediobiological validation of quality factor of protons and
helium ions p 287 N86-27895
HEUUM-NEON LASERS
Changes in the carbohydrate energy metabolism in the
rat brain under laser radiation p 276 A86-39719
HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAYS
Evaluation of helmet display formats
p184 A86-28440
HELMETS
Laboratory and flight testing of ballistic protective
headgear for rotary wing alrorew p 97 A86-19344
The development of two prototype facial protection
systems for high performance alrcrew helmets
p 430 A86-47739
A new standard for protective headgear - BS 6658
p 431 A86-47752
Improvements and modifications to naval helicopter
helmets p 431 A86-47761
Dynamics of head protection (impact protective
comparison of the SPH-4 flight helmet to a commercial
motorcycle helmet)
[AD-A161164] p 154 N86-19945
The vertebral column: Selection and aptitude of combat
aircraft pilots of the future p 400 N86-30322
HEMATOCRIT RATIO
Plasma volume methodology: Evans blue,
hemoglobin-hematocrit, and mass density
transformations
[NASA-TM-86834] p 37 N86-12956
HEMATOLOGY
Role of hemoglobin P50 in 02 transport during normoxic
and hypoxic exercise in the dog p 1 A86-10103
Leukocytic reactions caused by emotional stress
p 34 A86-15519
Red blood cell decreases of microgravity
[IAF PAPER 85-324] p 36 A86-15829
The effect of auricular electric stimulation on
myelopeptide production and early reactions of blood
systems cell populations in the presence of immobilization
stress p 49 A86-16752
Changes in the morphofunctional and cytochemical
indices of blood leukocytes after exposure to low-intensity
microwave radiation p 52 A86-18150
Changes in the hemostatis system of the animal
organism due to granulocytopoiesis inhibition under
reduced barometric pressure p 80 A86-21454
Cytochemical studies of blood lymphocytes in the
diagnosis and forecasting of changes in the functional
status of athletes p 89 A86-22540
Hematological criteria of the heat adaptation of
seamen p 90 A86-22569
ionizing radiation and blood vessels -- Russian book
p 105 A86-24144
Evaluation of radiation-induced damage in the
erythrocyta membranes of rats and dogs according to
changes in the erythrocyte sedimentation behavior
p 106 A86-24424
Hematologic parameters of astrorats flown on SL-3
p 202 A86-30458
Studies of radioprotective properties of adeturon and
polyanion, applied separately and in combination
p 208 A86-32699
Partial recovery of neutrophil functions during prolonged
hypothermia in pigs p 246 A86-36220
Plasma viscosity elevations with simulated
weightlessness p 253 A86-36312
The frequency of sister chromatid exchanges in blood
cells under prolonged hypokinesia p 421 A86-49272
Plasma volume methodology: Evans blue,
hemoglobin-hematocrit, and mass density
transformations
[ NASA-TM-86834 ] p 37 N86-12956
Design, construction and testing of a dc bioeffects
enclosure for small animals
[DE05-016798] p 29 N86-13883
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
Phase 5: Comparative inhalation toxicities of LGP 1776,
LGP 1845, and HAN (hydroxylammonium nitrate)
[AD-A159090] p 40 N86-13891
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis B p 218 N86-23232
Review of modified hemoglobin solutions for use as
temporary blood substitutes
lAD-A164210] p 256 N86-25114
Influence of erythrocythemia on blood volume and
thermoregulation during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A165014] p 269 N86-27916
AFRRI (Armed Forces Rediobiology Research
Institute)
[AD-A165810] p 379 N86-28614
Biological studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz electric
fields. Volume 5: Hematology and serum chemist_
[DE86-005362] p 411 N86-30344
Induced erythrocythemia and maximal aerobic power:
An examination of modifying factors
[AD-At66522] p 402 N86-31212
HEMATOPOIESlS
Regulation of hematopoiesis in rats exposed to
antiorthostatic hypokinetic/hypodynamia. II - Mechanisms
of the 'anemia' p 80 A86-20404
Hematologic parameters of astrorats flown on SL-3
p 202 A86-30458
The content of lactic acid in the blood and erythropoiesis
dudng hypoxta p 393 A86-45324
Indices of blood oxygen transporting properties and
erythropoieais in rats after prolonged stay in
nitrogen-oxygan mixture at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10761
Hemetopoiesis in conventional mice after wound
trauma
[AD-A160436] p 108 N86-18959
Hypoxic hypoxia as a stimulus of Erythropoiosis in vivo
and in vitro p 388 N86-29524
HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
Glucocorticoid antagonism by endotoxin: Biological
effects during stress and basis for inhibit_n of
phosphoenolpyruvats carboxykinase
lAD-A160740] p 116 N86-18969
Review of modified hemoglobin solutions for use as
temporary blood subs6tutes
lAD-A164210] p 256 N86-25114
Macrophage structure and function
[AD-A163314] p 276 N86-26793
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES
Cardiac response of submaximal exercise in dogs
susceptible to sudden cardiac death p 1 A86-10107
Effects of 100 percent oxygen on the cardiovascular
responses to vssoactive compounds in the dog
p 2 A86-10255
Opposing hemodynamic effects of substance P on
pulmonary vasculature in rabbits p 3 A86-12378
Hernodynamic effects of anti-G suit inflation in a 1-G
environment p 22 A86-12379
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts. Cardiovascular
assessment p 11 A86-12428
Changes in the vascular functions of skeiotal muscles
due to acute hypothermia p 3 A86-12522
Blood circulation changes in the carotid arteries pool
caused by antiorthostasis end antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 27 A86-15513
Hemodynamics during short-term application of lower
body negative pressure p 33 A86-15514
Typological analysis of central and peripheral
hemodynamics during orthostasis in normal subjects and
in patients with arterial hypertonia p 33 A86-15515
Hemodynamic responses to upright tilt at sea level and
high altitude
[AD-A163555] p 59 A86-18836
Plasma volume and estimated liver plasma flew during
hyperbaric and hyperoxic exposures in awake dogs
p 52 A86-18841
Correlation between the arterial blood pressure, the
pulmonary artery pressure, and central venous pressure
p 90 A86-22542
Effects of detraining on cardiovascular responses to
exercise - Role of blood volume p 91 A86-22665
Mechanism of circulatory disorders in animals subjected
to high-dose irradiation p 106 A86-24423
Orthostatic tolerance of normal Indians and those with
suspected abnormal cardiovascular reflex status
p 114 A86-25661
The effect of intense mental work under stress on cardiac
activity, hemodynarnics, and brain circulation
p 216 A86-30895
Gamme-aminobutyric acid and bulbar mechanisms of
hemodynemic regulation p 246 A86-35941
Cutaneous vascular responses to heat simulated at a
high altitude of 5,600 m p 252 A86-36219
Hemodynamic response to LBNP following 2 hours HDT
(-6 de{]) --- lower body negative pressure with head-down
tilt p 252 A86-36309
Cardiovascular dynamics associated with tolerance to
lower body negative pressure p 253 A86-36310
Forearm skin and muscle vasoconstriction during lower
body negative pressure p 280 A86-39093
Hemodynamics of miniature swine during +Gz stress
with and without anti-G support p 275 A86-39096
A-52
SUBJECT INDEX HOMEOSTASIS
Cardiovascular responses of women to lower body
negative pressure p 377 A8641779
Hemodynamic correlates of immobilization stress in
rats p 373 A86-43423
Measurement and predictiort of flow through a replica.
segment of • mildly atheroeclerotic coronary artery of
man p 374 A8643440
Changes in pedcsrdial microcirculation in dogs during
adaptation to static muscle loads p 392 A86-45321
The effect of hypoxia on the dynamics of the pedpherel
lymph flow p 393 A8645323
Effect of nerve block on response of forearm blood flow
to local tamperature p 418 A86-47873
Fluid and protein shifts after postural changes in
humans p 421 A86-49523
Hemodynamics during gravitational overloads
(methernaticel modeling) p 12 N86-10739
Capacity for work and hemodynamics in males residing
at middle and high latitudes p 13 N86-10747
Human hemodynamic change under high atmospheric
pressure p 37 N86-12458
Effect of positive pressure breathing on hemodynamics
in patients with borderline hypertension submitted to water
immersion p 61 N86-14855
Hemedynamic parameters as related to different
tolerance to haad-peivis accelerations
p 61 N86-14859
On the importance of cooling in climetic therapy
p 165 N86-21020
Review of modified hemoglobin solutions for use as
temporary blood substitutes
lAD-A164210] p 256 N86-25114
Experimental and general theoretical research: Nature
of circulatory regulation in pilots p 285 N86-27880
HEMODYNAMICS
The effect of +Gz acceleration on cardiac volumes
determined by two-dimensional echecardiegrephy
p 58 A86-18547
Fluid dynamic study in a femoral artery branch casting
of man with upstream main lumen curvature for steady
flow p 397 A86-45254
Cumulative effect of coriolis accelerations on coronary
hemodynamics p 61 N86-t4861
Some human reactions during 7-day antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 286 N86-27885
Human central hemodynamics dudng lower limb
decompression p 286 N86-27887
Phasic processes in kinetics of formed blood elements
p 286 N86-27888
HEMOGLOBIN
Plasma volume methodology: Evans blue,
hemoglodin-hematoorit, and mass density
transformations
[_NASA-TM-86834] p 37 N86=12956
Inverse Faraday effect in hemoglobin detected by
Reman spectroscopy: An example of magnetic resonance
Raman activity
lAD-A159806] p 84 N86-17975
Investigation of the method to determine
cafooxyhaemoglobin in blood
lAD-A161061] p 127 N86-19892
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis S p 218 N86-23232
HBeAg and its antibodies in carders of HSsAg in various
regions of USSR p 218 N86-23233
HEMOLYSIS
Phasic processes in kinetics of formed blood elements
p 286 N86-27888
HEMORRHAGES
Continuous blood densitometry - Fluid shifts after graded
hemorrhage in animals p 392 A86-45251
Some characteristics of el_mZOOtio process in
hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome
p 218 N86-23234
HEMOSTATICS
Changes in the hemostatis system of the animal
organism due to grenulocytopoiesis inhibition under
reduced barometric pressure p 80 A86-21454
Physiological changes in hemsstasis associated with
acute exercise p 215 A86-30680
Microcirculation and cellular hemostasis in men with
borderline arterial hypertension submitted to
nautrai-temperature dry immersion in water
p 61 N86-14854
HEPATITIS
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis B p 218 N86-23232
HBeAg and its antibodies in carders of HSsAg in various
regions of USSR p 218 N86-23233
HERBICIDES
US Department of Agriculture/Corps of Engineers
cooperative aquatic plant control research. Annual report
for FY 1983; chemical control technology
lAD-A161867] p 212 N86-24184
HEREDITY
Prospects for DNA methods to measure human heritable
mutation rates
[DE85-014555] p 17 N86-11847
Annual report and summaries of FY 1985 activities
supported by the Division of Bioiogioal Energy Research
[DE85-009132] p 209 N86-23220
HERMES MANNED SPACEPLANE
Hermes ECLSS - Review of general requirements and
eppticalton to the spacepiane definition
[IAF PAPER 85-304] p 45 A86-15817
HETERODYHING
An infrared search for extraterrestrial laser signals
p 309 N86-26907
HETEROTROPNS
Carbon isotopic fractionation in heterotrophic microbial
metabolism p 371 A86-40669
HEURISTIC METHODS
Generating and generalizing models of visual objects
lAD-A158197] p 43 N86-13894
HIBERNATION
Proteins and RNA in the neuron-neuroglia system of
n. rsphe dorselia neurons of the ground squirrel brain during
hibernation p 26 A86-14593
Study of brain biochemistry during hypothermia
p 285 N86-27875
HIERARCHIES
Development of a hierarchical multiprocessor control for
a polyarticulatod mechanical structure used to study human
operators subjected to vibrations --- French thesis
p 433 A86-48553
Stimulus structures and mental representations in expert
comprehension of computer programs
lAD-A157520] p 42 N86-t2969
Skill acquisition: Compilation of weak-method problem
solutions
lAD-A158725] p70 N86-14888
HIGH ACCELERATION
The choice of seat back angle to improve acceleration
tolerance
[CEV-70-209] p 386 N86-29512
HIGH ALTITUDE
The bends at high altitude p 32 A86-13573
Hemodynsmic responses to upright tilt at sea level and
high altitude
lAD-A163555] p 59 A86-18836
Changes in glycolytic intermediates in rat arythrecytss
during exposure to simulated high altitude
p156 A86-29097
Pulmonary adaptation to high altitude
lAD-A157694] p 62 N86-14873
investigation of catechotamice metabolism at high
altitudes p 66 N86-15880
Condition of ce,rdiovasouiar system in presence of acute
mountain sickness p 174 N86-21127
Some aspects of human amino acid metabolism at high
altitude p 175 N86-21136
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric hendgrip exerciss at high altitude
lAD.At62003] p 223 N86-24198
HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
Comparison between the antihypoxic effectiveness of
drugs and pressure-chamber training p 34 A86-15518
Pulmonary adaptation to high altitude
lAD-A157694] p 62 N86-14873
Hypoxia prophylaxis against radiation injury
p 220 N86-23244
Altitude acclimatization (ventilation and
chemoresponsiveness) during wakefulness and sleep
lAD-A167738] p 423 N86-32091
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
The environment and the heart --- Russian book
p 25 A86-13460
Physiological profile of world-class high-altitude
climbers p 281 A86°39098
HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE
Comparative study of ecetazolamide and spironoiactone
on rngional blood distribution on exposure to acute
hypobaric hypoxia p 246 A86-35863
HIGH FREQUENCIES
The effect of high frequency electromagnetic fields on
human beings (frequency rengs between 1 kHz and 1000
GHz) p 223 N86-24193
HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergravity in vivo and in vitro
p194 A86-30400
Influence of exposure to a prolonged hyperdynamic field
on body temperature in the squirrel monkey
p 200 A86-30439
The effect of a hyperdynamic environment on the
development of the rat retina p 203 A86-30463
HIGH PRESSURE
Effects of pressure on uptake and release of calcium
by brain synsptosomes p 247 A86-36225
A study of human lymphocyte morphology from the
peripheral circulation after hyperbaric exposure -- divers
p 121 N86-f9857
Some dominant frequencies of posturai tremor are lower
at 31 bar p 122 N86-19859
High pressure oxygen (OHP) induced increase of serum
prolactin is not due to a dopamina (DA)-receptor
blockade p 123 N86-19867
NIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
Investigation of the functional condition of pilots in the
case of oxygen breathing under excess pressure
p 88 A86-22525
HIGH TEMPERATURE
Supercritical waste oxidation of aqueous wastes
p 150 N86-19922
HIGH 'TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Life at high temperatures p 2 A86-11802
Extremely thermophilio bacteria living at temperatures
above 100 C p 25 A86-13648
Heat sensitivity of the medial preoptic region of the
hypothaiamus during seasonal adaptation and
ecclimatization to high ambient temperature
p 26 A86-14594
Prediction of human physical work capacity in
high-temperature environments p 34 A86-15522
An atropinized heat-stressed rat model: Anticholinergic
and anticholinesterase drug potency
lAD-A157620] p 6 N86-11832
HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT
The technology impact of the Advanced Technology
Crew Protection (ATCP) system on high performance
aircraft p 406 A86-44779
HIPPOCAMPUS
The effect of high energy (HZE) particle radiation (Ar-40)
on aging parameters of mouse hippocampus and retina
p 50 A86-17679
Chemically induced damage to the hippeeampai
formation
_NDRE/PUBL-86/1002] p 255 N86-25112
HISTAMINES
Functional activity of human ssroto_nergic and
histaminargic systems during Iong-tarm antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 60 N86-14852
Effects of 24 h sleep deprivation on biogenic amine
metabolism p 120 N86-19846
HISTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Cytochemical studies of blood lymphocytes in the
diagnosis and forecasting of changes in the functional
status of athletes p 89 A86-22540
Morphologio and histochemicai studies of bone cells
from SL-3 rats p 205 A86-30473
Freezing of living celia
[DE85-016297] p55 N86-15862
Chemically induced damage to the hippeeampai
formation
[NDRE/PUBL-86/1002] p 255 N86-25112
HISTOGRAMS
Analytical techniques of pilot scanning behavior and their
application
[NASA-TP-2525] p 292 N86-27920
HISTOLOGY
Mechanisms of calcium permeability changes in the
sercolemma of vascular smooth-muscle ceds during
hypoxia p 157 A86-29257
Effect of celmoduiin and auxin transport inhibitors on
calcium net uptake along apical corn roots
p 196 A86-30412
The structure and development of the starch sheath in
pea epicotyls p 196 A86-30414
Corticoreticular interactions in the mechanisms of
reflexotherapy p 208 A86-33071
Topical effects of mohen salt on rat integument - A
histological and photometric assessment
p 245 A86-33761
Rapid identification of micro-organisms
lAD-A159945] p 107 N86-18952
Skeletal response to short-term weightlessness
[NASA-TM-85778] p 379 N86-29496
Weightlessness simulation: Physiological changes in fast
and slow muscle
[NASA-CR-176945] p 380 N86-29498
HOLDERS
Suture needle holder
[AD-D011764] p 37 N86-12958
HOLOGRAPHY
The application of diffraction optics techniques to laser
eye protection p 284 N86-26821
HOMEOSTASIS
The effect of kailikrein on the development of a general
adaptation syndrome p 49 A86-16751
Homeostasis and biological rhythms in the rat during
spaceflight p 202 A86-30460
Effect of emotional stress on hemostasis system of
healthy persons p 19 N86.10745
A-53
HOMOGENEITY SUBJECT INDEX
Functional activity of human serotoninergic and
histeminergic systems during long-term antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 60 N86-14852
Hemetopoiosis in conventional mice after wound
trauma
[AD-A160436] p 108 N86-18959
Man's thermal budget under various climates
p 164 N86-21018
Mechanisms of bioenergetic homeostasis dudng
exercise: A general model
lAD-A161678] p 176 N86-22098
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 211 N86-23257
HOMOGENEITY
A general model for the homogeneous case of the
continuous response
[AD-A159345] p 73 N86-15914
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies. Experimental dosimstry at radiotrequencies
[AD.A163156] p 249 N86-25976
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
A multiple-regression model of pilot performance in
vertical and translational flight
[AD-A161364] p 188 N86-22115
HORMONE METABOLISMS
Serum levels of eleven steroid hormones following
motion sickness p 8 A86-10259
Testosterone and muscle hypertrophy in female rats
p 2 A86-12026
Hypoxia-induced vasoprsssin release and coagulopathy
in a normal subject p 60 A86-18544
Plasma hormonal responses at graded hypohydration
levels during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A164941] p86 A86-20004
Volume regulating hormones p 214 A86-30384
Somatostatin inhibits the ventilatory response to hypoxia
in humans p 216 A86-30681
The role of hormonal changes in the development of
motion sickness in men p 216 A86-30596
Seasonal and circadian rhythms in androgen excretion
in the extremely continental climate of Trans-Balkal and
the BAM region among groups of local nonnative
population p 420 A86-49269
Functional activity of human serotoninargic and
histaminergic systems during long-term antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 60 N86-14552
Individual differences in maximum oxygen uptake
regulation and level p 62 N86-14863
Mitochonddal manifestations of stress and response to
hormonal stimulation and hydroaemions
p 84 N86-16885
Distinctions in humoral control of metabolism with
simulation of spaceflight factors p 286 N86-27884
HORMONES
Cardiovascular receptors and fluid volume control (1985
Armstrong Lecture) p 157 A86-29099
Effect of single actions of weak electromagnetic fields
of ultralow frequency on indices of endocrine system
p 12 N86-10744
Use of membrane vesicles as a simplified system for
studying transport of auxin
[DE86-002264] p 209 N86-23219
A possible role for endogenous glucocorticoids in
orchiectomy-induced atrophy of the rat levator ani muscle:
Studies with RU35486, a potent and selective
antiglucocorticoid
[NASA-CR-177029] p 411 N86-30343
HOSPITALS
Medical technology in space - Foreseeable economic
issues p 155 A86-27878
HOVERING
An analysis of visual tasks in helicopter shipboard
landing
[AD-A161101] p 136 N86-19903
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
The design, fabrication and delivery of a manipulator
foot restraint mockup for space telescope development
testing
[NASA-CR-t78837] p 272 N86-25121
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
A rule-based model of human problem-solving behavior
in dynamic environments p 70 A86-17772
Visual scanning behavior p 178 A86-28452
A review of the psychological aspects of space flight
p 179 A86-29090
The relation between the Type A behavior pattern,
pacing, and subjective workload under single- and
dual-task conditions p 234 A86-31822
Role of dopaminergic systems of neostriatum dudng the
activity of the central nervous system in man and
animals p 208 A86-33070
An experimental approach to validating a theory of
human error in complex systems p 260 A86-33792
Issues in rule identification end logical induction
p 434 A86-49634
Individual typological features of autonomic reactions
dudng autogenic training in polar expedition membors in
period of wintering in Antarctica p 13 N86-10748
Adaptive motivation theory
lAD-A157440] p 21 N86-11851
Human factors in space station architecture 1: Space
station program implications for human factors research
[NASA-TM-86702] p 46 N86-13900
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-024] p 64 N86-14885
Syllogistic reasoning tasks, a methodological review
[AD-A159190] p 71 N86-14892
Multimodal versus unimodal information processing of
words
[AD-A160517] p 134 N86-18984
A study of patient's self-image during orthodontic
treatment
[AD-A160751 ] p 126 N56-19888
On the analysis and design of human information
processing organizations
[AD-A161015] p 136 N56-19902
Attention allocation, distraction, and the type A/Type
B behavior pattern
[AD.A160671] p 180 N86-21141
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 211 N86-23257
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-004] p 212 N86-23258
Estimate of emotional stress during working activity
based on systems analysis of skin-galvanic reaction
p 220 N86-23259
Report from a behavioral science study gdp to Australia,
23 Aug. - 10 Sap. 1985
[FOA-C-50027.H3] p 235 N86-23280
A methodology for the analysis and design of human
information processing organizations
[AD-A162083] p 235 N86-24214
Components of verbal intelligence
[AD-A163359] p 290 N86-26828
The effects of expressivity and flight task on cockpit
communication and resource management
[NASA-CR-177036] p 383 N86-29505
Effects of consuming various foods and nutrients on
objective and subjective aspects of human performance
and behavior
[NASA-CR.177003] p 385 N86-29509
The startle reflex as a learning task: Apparatus and test
parameters
[AD-A167958] p 428 N86-32970
The effects of stress on attentional resources
p 437 N86-32986
HUMAN BEINGS
Detection of chromosomal abnormalities in human
sperm
[DE85-014178] p 7 N86-11834
Thyroid absorbed dose for people at Rongelap, Utirik
and Sifo on March 1, 1954
[DE85-014695] p 17 N86-11846
Prospects for DNA methods to measure human heritable
mutation rates
[DE85-014555] p 17 N86-11847
Variation in baseline sister chromatid exchange
frequencies in humans
[DE85-016084] p 64 N86-14883
Man's tolerance to fulminant form of hypoxic hypoxia
p 66 N86-15879
A comparison of the effects of circuit weight training
on men and women
[AD-A159419] p 69 N86-15910
On looking into the black box: Prospects and limits in
the search for mental models
[AD-A159080] p 73 N86-15913
In vivo detection, localization and measurement of
radionuclides in man: a detection system for the localization
and measurement of small amounts of photon emitters
[DE85-017601] p 93 N86-16893
Assessment of individual human exposures to ozone
in a health study
[PB85-245975] p 94 N86-17984
A model of inhaled gas and vapor transport in the human
lung
[AD-A160829] p 117 N86-18976
Beyond associations: Strategic components in memory
retdeval
[AD-A160783] p 134 N86-18985
Interactive activation models of perception end
comprehension
lAD-A161362] p 181 N86-21143
A procedure-based approach to human information
processing modals
lAD-A162454] p 181 N86-21144
Suppression of antibody forming ceils by muramyl
Di-peptides
[AD-A162400] p 159 N86-22084
Incorporation of active elements into the articulated total
body model
[AD-A162518] p 177 N86-22101
The effect of high frequency electromagnetic fields on
human beings (frequency range petweon 1 kHz end 1000
GHz) p 223 N86-24193
Evaluating compliance with FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) specified guidelines for
human exposure to radiofrequency radiation
[PB86-127081] p 256 N86-25117
Behavioral considerations for space station design
[AD-A163478] p 265 N86.25118
Men-machine systems of the 1990 decade: Cognitive
factors and human interface issues
[AD-A163865] p 273 N86-25123
Emergent techniques for assessment of visual
performance
[PB86-144755] p 258 N86-25988
Macrophage structure and function
[AD-A163314] p 276 N86-26793
Fluid-Electrolyte-Minaral interrelations as affecting work
performance
[AD-A165325] p 282 N86-26799
Effects of cold exposure on thermal status of men and
women p 285 N86-27874
Studies on accurate measurements and analyses of
human olfactory evoked potentials
[EL-863] p 288 N86-27907
Information processing in mammalian visual codex
[AD-A165832] p 376 N86-28609
Monkeys as a source of viral diseases in man
[NASA-TM-78017] p 386 N86-28625
Spetiotamporal characteristics of visual localization
[AD-A166097] p 404 N86-30331
Physical interaction of humans and animals with
power-frequency electric and magnetic fields
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HYPOTHALAMUS
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Neurophysiological research supporting the
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HYPOTHERMIA
Changes in the vascular functions of skeletal muscles
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Cold water immersion test of prototype anti-exposure
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LINEARITY
Determination of symmetry and phase in human visual
response functions: Theory and experiments
p 15 N86o10769
LINGUISTICS
Use of a linguistic test in the course of large-scale
physiOlOgiCal selection of men for work in an e,dverse
environment p 35 A86-15523
Syllogisac reasoning tasks, a methodological review
[AD-A159190] p 71 N86-14892
Components of verbal intelligence
lAD-A163359] p 290 N86-26828
LIPID METABOUSM
Enhanced metabolic response to caffeine in
exercise-treined human subjects p 7 A86-10106
The effect of different regimens of running training on
the physical work capacity and blood plssma lipids and
lipoproteins in untrained male and female students
p 89 A86-22537
Possible effect of hyperlipemia on the development and
course of atherosclerosis in flight personnel
p 9O A86-22568
Hepatic enzymes of sphingolipid and g!ycerolipid
biosynthesis in rats from Spaceiab 3
p 205 A88-30475
Effect of elevated FFA on carbohydrate and lipid
oxidation during prolonged exercise in humans
p 215 A86-30679
Activation of chofesterogonesis under the effect of
ionizing radiation on a living body p 207 A86-32697
Micrecirculation and cellular hemostaais in men with
bordedine arterial hypertension submitted to
neutral-temperature dry immersion in water
p 61 N86-14854
Effect of level of physical activity on lipid metabolism
of flight personnel p 65 N86-15871
LIPIDS
Archsebactedal lipids in hot-spring microbial mats
p 8O A86-21587
Intensity of lipid peroxidation in hypokinetic rat tissues
p 56 N86-15876
Gas chromatographic analysis of free laity acids of skin
surface lipids p 67 N86-15891
Dynamics of peroxide oxidation of tipids dudng stress
p 83 N86-16883
Micaller enzymology p 109 N86-19831
Proceedings: Protons and Membrane Reactions held
at Santa Barbara, California on 28 January - 1 February
1 g85
[AD-A161331] p 159 N86-22082
Studies on the mechanism of suppression of the immune
response by synthetic, non-toxic adjuvants
[AD-A162444] p 160 N86-22085
Test of erythrocyte antigen diagnostic agent for detecting
antibodies to coxieila bumetti p 218 N86-23231
Biosensors from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymedzed lipid bilayers
[AD-D012160] p 248 N86-25874
Effect of intensive operator work on lipid peroxidation
processes in man p 286 N86-27882
Collagen, lipid and glycogen content of rat skeletal
muscles in recovery period after 15- and 30-day
hypokinesia p 279 N86-27886
UPOIC ACiD
Study of cell-wall antigen determinants in dbosomal
preparations of group a strsptececcus
p 220 N86-23243
LIPOPROTEINS
New roles for computation in the ltie sciences
[DE85-017542] p 158 N86.21100
UQUIO COOLING
Development of an improved liquid cooling system --
in protective clothing p 97 A86-19341
LIQUID CRYSTALS
Fiber optic pressure sensors in skin-fricl_n
measurements
[NASA-CR-178294] p 18 N86-11838
A preliminary study of flat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
LIQUID FUELS
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
Phase 5: Comparative inhalation toxicitiec of LGP 1776,
LGP 1845, and HAN (hydroxylammonium nitrate)
[AD-A159090] p 40 N86-13891
UTHIUM COMPOUNDS
Elementary design guidelines for CO2 scrubbing with
LiOH, technical manual
[AD-A168850] p444 N86-33022
LITHOSPHERE
Simulation of thermal polycondensation procosses of
amino acids during the migration of their aqueous solutions
in the earth's lithosphere p 274 A86-34489
LIVER
Plasma voiome and estimated liverplasma flow during
hyperbaric and hyperoxic exposures in awake dogs
p 52 A86-18841
Hepatic enzymes of sphingotipid and glycerolipid
biosynthesis in rats from Spaceiab 3
p 205 A86-30475
Hepatic enzyme adaptation in rats after space flight
p 205 A86-30476
The rhythms of paramagnetic-canter concentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical model of synchronized
autooscillations p 247 A86-36497
Interaction of asialoglycoprotein receptor of hopatecytas
with chemically galactosilated acid alpha-glucosidase
p 210 N86-23224
LIVESTOCK
Farm animals as source of yersiniosis
p 217 N86-23230
LOADING OPERATIONS
Design and production of damage-resistant tray pack
containers
[AD-A164595] p 294 N86-26837
LOADS (FORCES)
Your space suit and you - Significance of manloading
in pressure suit design
[SAE PAPER 851334] p 137 A86-23523
Effects of gravitational and muscular loading on bone
formation in growing rats p 194 A86-30396
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
Labrador helicopter
[AD-A164011] p 256 N86-25113
LOCI
An investigation into effects of environmental changes
on locus of control
[AD-A160861] p 135 N86-18987
LOCKING
Elbow and knee joint for hard space suits
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11610-1] p384 N86-28619
LOCOMOTION
Intrecallular pH shift leads to microtubule assembly and
microtubule-mediated motility during sea urchin fertilization
- Correlations between elevated intracellular pH and
microtubule activity and depressed intracallular pH and
microtubule disassembly p 82 A86-22709
Perceptual-motor coordination and adaptation during
iocometior_ - Determinants of prism adaptation in hall
exposure p 131 A86-24324
Vestibular and visual control on posture and locomotor
equilibrium --- Book p 183 A86-27671
Some remarks on gravitational biology
p 387 N86-29517
Investigations of Paramecium calls analyzed under
microgravity conditions p 387 N86-29518
Questions on the evolution of the developmental
program of the vertebrate inner ear under long term zero
g conditions p 389 N86-29530
LOGICAL ELEMENTS
Issues in rule identification and logical induction
p 434 A86-49634
LOGISTICS
A general model for the homogeneous case of the
continuous response
[AD-Af59345] p 73 N86-15914
LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT
Preliminary medical results of the 5-month flight onboard
Salyut-7-Soyuz-T
[IAF PAPER 84.184] p 10 A86-12362
PeriodisatiOn and classification of adaptive reactions of
men in prolonged space flights
[IAF PAPER 84-185] p 10 A86-12363
Human physiological adaptation to extended Space
Flight and its implications for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851311] p 110 A86-23502
Initial development and performance evaluation of a
process for formation of dense carbon by pyrolysis of
methane
[SAE PAPER 851342] p 138 A86-23529
Water quality monitor 1or recovered spacecraft water
[SAE PAPER 851347] p 139 A86-23533
Performance and endurance testing of a prototype
carbon dioxide and humidity control system for Space
Shuttle extended mission capability
[SAE PAPER 851374] p 140 A86-23557
CELSS experiment model and design concept of gas
recycle system
[SAE PAPER 851393] p 141 A86-23570
Metabolic aspects of the problem of stress in space
flight --- Russian book p 105 A86-24136
Countermeasures for the effects of prolonged
weightlessness
[AAS 84-187] p 162 A86-28813
Psychological considerations in long-duration space
missions An overview
[AAS 84-188] p 179 A86-28814
Concerns are being raised about living in the space
environment p 163 A86-29499
Space Station design criteria for long-term human
habitation
[DGLR PAPER 85-147] p 269 A86-35185
Biological life-support systems for tong-duration space
flights p 47 N86-14160
Architect discusses space habitat designs
p 47 N86-14161
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
no. 1, January - February 1986
[JPRS-USB.86-003] p 278 N86-27878
Prospects for using ultraviolet radiation in long-term
speceflights p 285 N86-27879
The temporal response of bone to unloading
[NASA-TM-89228] p 397 N86-30303
Analysis of nystagmue response to a pseudorandom
velocity input p 402 N86-31426
Selection of an appropriate animal model for study of
bone loss in weightlessness p 412 N86-31436
Evaluation of the need for a large pdmate research
facility in space
[NASA-CR.179661] p 444 N86-32111
LONG TERM EFFECTS
Proceedings of a workshop on Rediofrequency
Radiation bioeffects held at Wechtborg-Werthhoven, West
Germany on 11-13 September 1984
lAD-A157090] p38 N86-12959
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 5, September - October 1985
[JPRS-USB-85-007] p 54 N86-14848
Metabolic distinctions of human red blood during
Ioog-tarm spacaflights p 60 N86-14850
Rcantgenological and pethomorphological changes in
heart of dogs submitted to hypokinesia for six months
p 54 N86-14856
Contractile properties of rat muscle fibers during
long-term exposure to +2 Gx accelerations
p 54 N86-14858
Combined effects of stresaors on the level of spinal
reflex arc structures p 62 N86-14871
Basic results of experiments with long-term rotation of
rats as applied to the problem of artificial gravity
p 56 N86-15878
The temporal response of bone to unloading
[NASA-TM-89228] p 397 N86-30303
MultJparameter data acquisition systems for studies of
Circadian rhythms
[DE86-004041] p398 N86-30308
LOSSES
Effects of atropine sulfate on alrcrew performance
[AD-A165063] p 290 N86-2791g
LOW PRESSURE
Can plants grow in quasi-vecuum?
p 152 N86-19931
LOW TEMPERATURE
The effect of cold training and the weadng of gloves
on manual performance in the cold: A comparison of pure
ability and operational tasks
lAD-A163893] p 273 N86-25124
Intdnsic alteration of the reactive properties of arteries
during hypothermia
[AD-A166523] p 402 N86-31213
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Effect of increased body clothing insulation on hand
temperature in a cold environment
[AD-A156597] p 22 N86-10786
A-65
LOW VISIBILITY
Plstelet.endothelial function in relation to environmental
temperature
[AD-A160744] p 116 N86-18970
LOW VISIBILITY
Visibility threshold range obeervations of LED
emergency ogress lighting strips and signs through dense
smoke and turbid water p 417 A86-47729
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
Effect of head-down tilt on basal plasma norepinephrine
and renin activity in humans p 11 A86-12377
Hemodynamics dudng short.term application of lower
body negative pressure p 33 A86-15514
Cardiorespiratory responses to lower body negative
pressure and tilt tests after exposure to simulated
weightlessness p 215 A86-30387
Hemodynamic response to LBNP following 2 hours HDT
(-6 dog) --- lower body negative pressure with heed-down
tilt p 252 A86-36309
Cardiovascular dynamics associated with tolerance to
lower body nogative pressure p 253 A86-36310
Forearm skin and muscle vasoconstriction dunng lower
body nogative pressure p 280 A86-39093
Cardiovascular responses of women to lower body
negative pressure p 377 A86-41779
Endocdne and fluid metabolism in males and females
of different ages after bedfast, acceleration and lower body
negative pressure
[NASA-TM-58270] p 39 N86-13886
LUMINANCE
Precision and accuracy of cculocentric direction for
targets of different luminances p 58 A86-17351
Effects of adaptation and display luminance on CRT
symbol recognition time p 240 A86-32315
Vision test chart and method using Gaussians
[AD-D011756] p 20 N86-10778
Luminance and chromaticity signal processing in the
human visual system p 121 N86-19852
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Perceived contrast in the fovea and periphery --- in
human retina
[AD-A162557] p 19 A86-11148
Red light shifts the locus and rate of gravitropic curvature
in etiolata pea epicotyls p 196 A86-30413
Mild hypoxia and visual podormanca with night vision
goggles
lAD-A156969] p 23 N86-10787
Effect of intensive visible light on activity of glutathiona
peroxidass in pigmented epithelium of eye
p 210 N86-23226
Standardization of conditions for measuring intensity of
specific fluorescence in continuous ceil cultures infected
with variants of Japanese encephalitis virus
p 211 N86-23255
Eye protection against intense light sources
p 284 N86-26515
LUNAR ATMOSPHERE
Interaction between Escherichia coil and lunar fines
p 30 N86-14088
LUNAR RASES
Environmental considerations and waste planning on the
lunar surface p 239 A86-30149
The evolution of CELSS for lunar bases -- Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems p 239 A86-30164
Wheat farming in a lunar base p 191 A56-30165
Metabolic support for a lunar base
p 191 A86-30166
implementing supercdtical water oxidation technology
in a lunar base environmental control/Ilia support
system p 240 A86-30167
Comparative effect of lunar fines and terrestrtriai ash
on the growth of a blue-green alga and germinating radish
seeds p 30 N86-14097
LUNAR COMPOSITION
Radiation transport of cosmic ray nuclei in lunar matebal
and radiation doses p 191 A86-30168
LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
Comparative effect of lunar fines and terrestrtriai ash
on the growth of a blue-green alga and germinating radish
seeds p 30 N86-14097
LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
The lunar nodal tide and the distance to tne Moon during
the Precambrian era p 305 N86-26856
LUNAR LOGISTICS
Comparative effect of lunar fines and terrestrtdal ash
on the growth of a blue-green alga and germinating radish
seeds p 30 N86-14097
LUNAR SOIL
Interaction between Escherichia coli and lunar fines
p 30 N86-14088
Effects of lunar soil, Zagami meteorite, and ocean ddge
basalt on the excretion of itoic acid, a siderophore, and
coproporphydn by Bacillus subtilis p 412 N86-31421
LUNAR SURFACE
Radiation transport of cosmic ray nuclei in lunar material
and radiation doses p 191 A86-30168
LUNAR TIDES
The lunar nodal tide and the distance to tne Moon dudng
the Preeambdan era p 305 N86-26886
LUNG MORPHOLOGY
Characteristics of external respiration in inhabitants of
the northeastam USSR p 9 A86-10698
A fundamental problem in determining functional
residual capacity or residual volume -- of lungs
p 281 A86-39099
Lung volumes and dynamic compliance during
immersion and oxygen breathing p 122 N86-19860
LUNGS
Protein concentration elevations in lungs of mice
following sudden, transient cephalad (+Gz) acceleration
p199 A86-30437
Transient dehydration of lungs in tail-susponded rats
p 200 A86-30438
Bioassay of military relevant compounds for
carcinogenic activity by the strain A mouse lung tumor
biosssay
[AD-A156772] p 93 N86-17981
A model of inhaled gas and vapor transport in the human
lung
[AD-A160829] p 117 N86-18976
Lung rupture as a complication in free escape --- from
submarines p 122 N86-19862
Forced expiration parameters in healthy man submitted
to simulated weightlessness p 173 N86-21121
Remote sensing of body signs and signatures
[AD-A162106] p 224 N86-24199
Concerning berotrauma of the lungs.transiafien
[AD-A165006] p 289 N86-27914
LYMPH
The effect of hypoxia on the dynamics of the peripheral
lymph flow p 393 A86-45323
LYMPHOCYTES
Cytochemical studies of blood lymphocytes in the
diagnosis and forecasting of changes in the functional
status of athletes p 89 A86-22540
Study of hypokinesia and acceleration effects on human
chromosomes p 12 N86-10740
Variation in baseline sister chromatid exchange
frequencies in humans
[DE85-016084] p 64 N86-14883
Cionai analysis of HLA-DR and -dQ associated
determinants: Their contribution to dw specificities
lAD-A160059] p 84 N86-17977
Molecular approaches to selective immunization
lAD-A160141] p 107 N86-18954
Lymphocyte activation - regulatory substances
[AD-A162683] p 160 N86-22087
Experimental evaluation of pathogenicity of different
variants of in,sea virus p 211 N86-23254
Magnetic separation device
[AD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
Macrophage structure and function
[AD-A163314] p 276 N86-26793
T and B components of immunity in the presence of
acute mountain sickness p 286 N86-27892
LYSOZYME
Protein crystal growth results from shuttle flight 51-F
[NASA-DR-178540] p 82 N86-16875
Elevations of plasma endotoxin levels and lysosomai
enzyme activities in divers during a simulated chamber
dive to 300 maw p 123 N86-19866
M
MACROPHAGES
Enhancing effects of gamma interferon on phagocytic
cell association with and killing of Trypanosoma cruzi
p 371 A86-40666
Macrophage structure and function
[AD-A163314] p 276 N86-26793
MAGNESIUM ISOTOPES
Changes in physicochemicai properties of contractile
and regulatory proteins indifferent typos of muscles during
and after exposure to accelerations p 61 N86-14860
MAGNETIC EFFECTS
The effect of a weak vadable ultraiow-frequancy
magnetic field on the development of hypercoagulation
syndrome in rats caused by restricted mobility
p 79 A86-19300
The dependence of thrombeelastographic indices in
healthy subjects on geomagnetic-field conditions
p 90 A86-22545
The effect of external factors on the reactions modeling
biological processes (Piccardi test) ---
cosmohelingecphysicai effects p 247 A86-36498
MAGNETIC FIELDS
Monitoring of circadian waveforms in rodents exposed
to high-intensity static magnetic fields
[DE85-015225] p28 N66-12952
Biological effects of electric fields
[PB85-243467] p 93 N86-16895
SUBJECT INDEX
Mognatic-field hazards bibliography, 2nd edition
[AD-A160154] p 107 N86-18955
Rat brain impedance in stationary magnetic field
p 174 N86-21128
Physical endurance of rats during intensive and repeated
exposure to stationary magnetic field
p 279 N86-27894
Physical interaction of humans and animals with
power-frequency electric and magnetic fields
[DE86-007734] p 402 N86-31215
Growth and development of rhesus monkeys exposed
to ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) electric and magnetic
fields during the first 54 months of life
[AD-A168733] p 417 N86-32953
MAGNETIC FLUX
The effect of a weak variable ultralow-frequency
magnetic field on the development of hypercoagulation
syndrome in rats caused by restricted mobility
p 79 A86-19300
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Inverse Faraday effect in hemoglobin detected by
Raman spectroscopy: An example of magnetic resonance
Raman activity
[AD-A159806] p 84 N86-17975
MAGNETIC STORMS
Effect of cosmoheliogeophysicai factors on bacterial
agglutionation in vitro p 155 A86-27473
MAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHY
A bidomain model for the extrecailuler potential and
magnetic field of cardiac tissue p 206 A86-31224
MAGNETS
Magnets and surgical procedures p 119 N66-19841
MAINTENANCE
Research on the specification and acquisition of
maintenance training simulators in the U.S. Air Force
p 268 A86-33823
Principles of instruction for successful assembly and
repair
[AD-A161280] p 180 N86-21142
Human factors activities in teleoperator development at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
[DE86-005160] p 408 N86-30340
MALES
Helicopter-referenced single control, center-positldn
force exertion capabilities of males and females
[AD-A161234] p 154 N86-19946
Comparison of male and female maximum lifting
capacity
lAD-A160687] p 171 N86-21111
Distinctions in reactions to active orthostatic and
water-loeding tests of subjects diffedng in tolerance to
positive Gz accelerations p 173 N86-21118
Cerebral circulation and oxygenation in healthy man
during graded exercise in antiorthostatic position
p 173 N86-21120
Effect of restricted motor activity on aianine level in
human plasma p 173 N86-21122
Evaluation of condition of human skin in a closed
environment by means of chromatography
p 174 N66-21130
Electrocardiogram in NEHB type leads of Macsca
mulatta monkeys p 175 N86-21137
The effects of ketamine on Rhesus monkey skeletal
dynamics
[AD-A162848] p 213 N86-24189
Effect of heat and chemical protective clothing on
cognitive performance
[AD-A162001] p 242 N86-24216
Effectiveness of an air-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
[AD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
Perceptual and physiological responses during exercise
in cool and cold water
lAD-A165491 ] p 253 N86-26800
Metabolic changes following eccentric exercise in
trained and untrained men
[AD-A166621] p 402 N86-31211
MALFUNCTIONS
Flow cytometry analysis of hormone receptors on human
peripheral blood mononuciser cells to identity
stress-induced neuroendccrine effects
p 403 N86-31428
MAMMALS
Eady mammalian development under conditions of
reorientation relative to the gravity vector
p 194 A86-30399
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergravity in vivo and in vitro
p194 A86-30400
Early postnatal development of rats gestated during flight
of Cosmos 1514 p 195 A86-30402
A marsupial model for the investigation of gravitational
effects on early development p 195 A86-30404
A benzodiazepine used in the treatment of insomnia
phase-shifts - The mammalian circadian clock
p 372 A86-40875
A-66
SUBJECT INDEX
USSR report: 13re sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-009] p 376 N86-28610
MAMMAR_ Q_LAHDS
Evaluation of radiation exposure trom diagnostic
radiology examinal_ons: Technique/exposore guides for
the craniecaudel projection in rnammography
[PB86-126075] p 222 N86-23274
MAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS
The environment and the heart -- Russian book
p 25 A86-13460
The influence of the initle] value of a parameter on its
change under the action of external factors -- individual
physiological responses of organization to external
factors p 157 A86-29275
Environmental considerations and waste planning on the
lunar surface p 239 A86-30149
Complex approach to the study of adaptive systemic
reactions and funotionai states in man. I - The time factor
inthe formation of subcomplexes of systemic physiological
indexes of functional state dynamics, and the
instrumentation used in the study p 216 A86-30893
The theoretiual principles ot adaptation --- physiological
responses to environment p 208 A86-33072
The effect of external factors on the reactions modeling
biological processes (Piccardi test) --
cosmoheliogeophysical effects p 247 A86-36498
The dynamics of systemic functional orgenizat_n during
adaptation to work in extreme environments
p 254 A86-36530
Substantiation of physiological criteria for assessing the
functional status of the human body in high-tsmperatura
environments p 255 A86-36532
Adaptation oi man to extreme conditions of Antarctioa
p 13 N86-10751
Individual typological self-regulation of cardio-vascular
system p 13 N86-10752
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Aspects of operator interface design for an automatic
tracking antenna controller p 43 A86-13223
Normalized predictive deconvolution - A time sedes
algorithm for modeling human operator dynamics
p 44 A86-14238
Ensuring Space Station human productivity
[IAF PAPER 85-500] p 45 A86-15944
The effects of type of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p 74 A86-17771
A rule-baaed model of human problem-solving behavior
in dynamic environments p 70 A86-17772
PLANT - An experimental task for the study of human
problem soMng in process control -- Production Levels
and Network Troubleshooting p 70 A86-17774
PiLots of the future - Human or computer?
p 74 A86-18541
Systems of efficient man-computer interaction ---
Russian book p 74 A86-18730
Muade v_rstione end men-machine system dlmamios
-- Russien book p 74 A86-18731
Molecular sieve oxygen systems and aircraft role
p 96 A86-19315
Human error in life support operations
p 96 A86-19330
Duty-cycle analysis of a human.controlled manipulator
p 137 A86-23424
The roles ot astronauts and machines for tuture space
operations
[SAE PAPER 851332] p 137 A86-23521
Human Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 28th, San
Antonio, TX, October 22-26, 1984, Proceedings. Vo|umes
1 & 2 p 141 A86-23701
The effect of asymmetric transfer on dual-task
assessment of vOiCe technology p 141 A86-23702
A technology forecasting and assessment method for
evaluating system utility and operator workload
p 142 A86-23704
A computer-based system for workstation design and
analysis --- for flight crews p 142 A86-23707
Eye-controlled switching for crew station design
p 142 A86-2371t
The effects of redundancy, target density and practice
on a complex visual search task p 142 A86-23712
Messoge-pased screen interfaces - The effects of
presentation rates and task complexity on operator
performance p143 A86-23734
Research issues in tale,operator systems
p 143 A86-23735
Human operator control of a bilateral teleoperator in
part-simulation of zero gravity p 143 A86-23736
Concept flying - A method for deriving unique system
requirements p 143 A86-23738
Some problems in flight mechanics with respect to flight
safety p 131 A86-23772
On the pilot's behavior of detecting a system parameter
change p 145 A86-25229
Aerospace Behavioral Engineering Technology
Contarenoe, 3rd, Long Beech, CA, October 15-18, 1984,
Pronee_nge
[SAE P-151] p 145 A86-26001
Flight deck automation decisions
[SAE PAPER 841471] p 145 A86-26002
Flight deck design methodology using computerized
anthropometric models
[SAE PAPER 841472] p 146 A86-26003
AI applications to military pilot decision aiding - A
perspective on transition
[SAE PAPER 841533] p 146 A86.26004
Automation in the cockpit - Who's in charge?
[SAE PAPER 841534] p 146 A86-26005
Modeling of perception and deciaion-making
processes p 183 A86-27094
A methodology for addressing system operability issues
-- of military systems p 184 A86-28437
Target designation by speech, joystick, and touch control
- Format design implications p 184 A86-28439
Auditory signals in military aircraft - Ergonomic pdnciplas
versus practice p 185 A86-28442
Dynamic retraining approaches for an airborne speech
recognition system p 185 A86-28444
Speech compression as a potential aid to automated
voice warnings in the cockpit p 185 A86-28445
Selecting cockpit functions for speech I/O technology
p 185 A86-28446
The dissociation between subjective and
performanoe-beesd measures of operator workload
p 178 A86-28450
Wiokens' resource allocation model - Implications for
the design of human-machine systems
p 185 A86-28453
Evaluation of 16 measures of mental workload using a
simulated flight task emphasizing mediational activity
p 179 A86-28864
Review and evaluation of empirical research in
troubleshooting
[AD-A168660] p 186 A86-28865
Symposium on Aviation Psychology, 3rd, Columbus, OH,
April 22-25, 1985, Proceedings p 226 A86-29851
Vision in spatial disorientation (SDO) and Joss of
situational awareness p 226 A86-29853
Cockpit information requirements analysis - A mission
orientation p 236 A86-29856
Cockpit design and evaluation data bases
p 236 A86-29857
Speech variability effects on recognition accuracy
associated with concurrent task performance by pilots
p 237 A86-29860
Potential controller error modes in Automated En Route
ATC (AERA) p 238 A86-29871
Coping with automation - An aJdine view
p 238 A86-29873
Causes of dissociation between subjective workload
measures and performance - Caveats for the use of
subjective assessments p 238 A86-29875
Predicted vemua expeeenced workload and
performance on a supervisory control task
p 227 A86-29879
The role of fundamental expression in instrument flight
pedormenoa p 229 A86-29896
Tactuai cuing can produce better performance than
visual cuing p 239 A86-29920
Fitness-for-duty, a pilot's viewpoint
p 232 A86-29925
Progress in human performance accident investigation
p 233 A86-29932
The rastered eye - Vision in television
p 240 A86-32317
Robots as men-extension systems in space
p 240 A86-33183
Interaction between controlling, planning, and fault
managing in complex man-machine systems
p 240 A86-33184
Mulfi-component chardctsrcation of the human
operator's control output p 241 A86-33186
A unifying approach to human pilot modelling
p 241 A86-33187
Expert computer aided decision in supervisory control
p 241 A86-33188
Information diaptay complexes ---Russian book
p 241 A86-33324
Human Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 29th,
Baltimore, MD, September 29-October 3, 1985,
Proceedings. Volumes 1 & 2 p 259 A86-33776
The use of signal detection theory in research on
human-computer interaction p 266 A86-33779
An experimental approach to validating a theory of
human error in complex systems p 260 A86-33792
Pro-SWAT applied to advanced helicopter crew station
concepts p 267 A86-33795
Timebassd analysis of significant coordinated
operations (TASCO) - A cockpit workload analysis
technique p 268 A86-33810
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Teleoperation of legged vehicles - Unique problems
associated with walking and foot placement
p 268 A86-33811
A hierarchicstmod_ of p_ot's proceduralbehevkx for
cockpit workload analysis p 263 A86-33983
Helicopter flight control with one hand
p 269 A86-34923
Recent advancements in telepresence technology
development --- in space p 269 A86-34959
Evolutionary paths for artificial intelligence technologies
in operator interactions with space station robots
p 269 A86-34971
Aerospace Behavioral Engineering Technology
Conference, 4th, Long Beach, CA, October 14-17, 1985,
Proceedings
[SAE P-168] p 269 A86-35426
Interactive computer-baaed flight training
[SAE PAPER 851991] p263 A86-35430
Cockpit automation - Design and implementation
issues
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Automation and pilot interactions in night or all-weather
tactical operations p 293 N86-26319
MIST
Controlled environment life support system: Growth
studies with potatoes
[NASA-CR-177400] p 434 N86-3210t
MITOCHONDRIA
Phylogenetic origins of the plant mitochonddon based
on a comparative analysis of 5S ribosomal RNA
sequences p 2 A86-12002
Molecular archaeology of the mitochondrial ganome
p 104 A86-23996
Mitochendriai manifestations of stress and response to
hormonal stimulation and hydroaeroions
p 84 N86-16885
MITOSIS
Microtubuio configurations during fertilization, mitosis.
and early development in the mouse and the requirement
for egg microtubule-rnediated motility during mammalian
fertitiza_on p 371 A86-40674
MIXING
How well mixed is inert gas in tissues?
p 391 A86-44197
SUBJECT INDEX
MOBILITY
Mechanical accessories for mobile teleoperators
[DE85-014310] p 23 N86-11855
Power and signal transmission for mobile teleoperatod
systems
[DE85-013994] p45 N86-12975
Future directions in mobile teleoperation
[DE85-014308] p 46 N86-12976
On interacting populations that disperse to avoid
crowding: The effect of a sedentary colony
[REPT-4] p 181 N86-21145
Mobile remote manipulator vehicle system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13393-1] p 187 N86-21147
MODELS
TEMPUS: Simulating personnel and tasks in a 3-D
environment
[NASA-CR-171901] p22 N86-10785
Environmental impact research program. Status and
source of habitat models and literature reviews, December
1984
[AD-A156899] p 28 N86-12950
Hypothesizing and refining causal models
[AD-A158165] p 43 N86-13893
Particulate models of photosynthesis
[DE86-001625] p 160 N86-22090
Biotechnica '85 International Congress for
Biotechnology
[AD-A165415] p 276 N86-26794
Mental models and problem solving with a
knowiedge-besed expert system
[AD-A165398] p 295 N86-26843
MODERATORS
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive work
capacity and fatigue onset under sustained combat-like
operations
[AD-A160417] p 134 N86-18982
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
Lung volumes and dynamic compliance during
immersion and oxygen breathing p 122 N86-19860
MOISTURE CONTENT
On the effects of X irradiation on the Bacillus subtilis
spores in a day and wet system
[DFVLR-FB-85-44] p 56 N86-15864
Effect of dry immersion model on parameters of
fluid-elsotrolyte metabolism, blood plasma eldosterone
and cortisol levels in individuals diffedng in body fluid
content p 65 N86-15875
Effects of dry and humidified breathing gas (air) at 37
C on pulmonary function in hyperbaric conditions
p 122 N86-19861
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies. Experimental dosimetry at radiofrequencies
[AD-A163156] p 249 N86-25976
MOLECULAR ABSORPTION
A small oxygen concentrator
[AD-A163145] p 273 N86-25993
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
New perspectives on bacterial ferrodoxin evolution
p 2 A86-12001
Molecular mechanisms of cell death induced by radiation
--- Russian book p 27 A86-15474
Spin-dependent electron scattering from optically active
molecules p 76 A86-16425
Molecular theory of evolution: Outline of a
physico-chemical theory of the origin of life -- Book
p 76 A86-17623
Molecular archaeology of the mitochondrial genome
p 104 A86-23996
Signs of life -- in molecules of Universe
p 154 A86-25774
Limits on asymmetric orthopusitronium formation in high
Z optically active molecules p 189 A86-28724
Catmodulin, a second messenger - History of
investigation and physiological importance
p 157 A86-29256
Investigation on the chirelity of electrons from Sr-90-Y-90
beta-decay and their asymmetrical interactions with D- and
L-aianines p 243 A86-33390
Chirelly selective, intramolecuier interaction observed in
an aminoacyl adenylate anhydride p 372 A86-41046
Conservation of the secondary structure of protein during
evolution and the role of the genetic code
p 372 A86-41047
The photobiological aspects of radiation damage incells
-- Russian book p 392 A86-44295
Structural correlates of aging in Drosophila - Relevance
to the cell differentiation, rate-of-living and free radical
theories of aging p 415 A86-49999
LSRO/ONR ad hoc review process
[AD-A156590] p 4 N86-10735
Information from specific-locus mutants on the nature
of induced and spontaneous mutations in the mouse
[DE85-014313] p 7 N86-11836
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-025] p 83 N86-16881
Protein mapping and the problem of complexity in
molecular biology
[DE85-018349] p 85 N86-17979
DNA and protein studies of HLA class 2 molecules: Their
relationship to T cell recognition
[AD-A160704] p 116 N86-18968
The 10th Meeting of the International Society for
Neurochemistry held at Riva del Garda, Italy on 19-24
May 1985
[AD-A160668] p 171 N86-21110
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and bohevioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-002] p 209 N86-23222
Artificial vaccines and stimulation of immunity
p 219 N86-23238
A comparative study of prebiotic and present day
translational models p 303 N86-26877
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-009] p 376 N86-28610
Search for chirel molecules and optical activity in
extraterrestrial systems. The Cassini mission opportunity
p 387 N86-28871
The prediction of biological activity using molecular
connectivity indices
[AD-A166986] p 394 N86-31208
MOLECULAR CLOUDS
Signs of life -- in molecules of Universe
p 154 A86-25774
Prebicfic matter in interstellar molecules
p 296 A86-38138
Recent observations of organic molecules in nearby
cold, dark interstellar clouds p 296 A86-38139
Boundary conditions for the peleoenvironment:
Chemical and Physical Processes in dense interstellar
clouds p 297 N86-26847
Interstellar isomers p 298 N86-26848
MOLECULAR EXCITATION
Advances in nerve call research p 91 N86-16882
MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
Molecular microenvironments: Solvent interactions with
nucleic acid bases and ions p 302 N86-26872
Intremoleculer interactions in aminoacyl nucleotides:
Implications regarding the origin of genetic coding and
protein synthesis p 302 N86-26873
Stersoselective aminoacylation of RNA
p 302 N86-26875
Protobiological informatcin, bidirectional recognition and
reverse translation p 303 N86-26878
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
Conservation of the secondary structure of protein during
evolution and the role of the genetic code
p 372 A86-41047
Advances in nerve cell research p 91 N86-16882
Fluorescent-polarization properties of chromophores of
water-soluble proteins of normal and cataractai human
lens p 118 N86-19832
Experimental, structural and theoretical models of
bacteriochicrophylls a, d and g
[DE86-001727] p 158 N86-21101
Artificial antigens, vaccines reviewed
p 219 N86-23239
Base paidng and base mis-pairing in nucleic acids
p 304 N86-26881
Higher-order structure of rRNA p 305 N86-26888
The rRNA evolution and procaryotic phylogeny
p 305 N86-26889
The prediction of biological activity using molecular
connectivity indices
[AD-A166986] p 394 N86-31208
MOLECULAR WEIGHT
Review of modified hemoglobin solutions for use as
temporary blood substitutes
[AD-A164210] p 256 N86-25114
MOLECULES
Small X-rey diffraction of immunogicbulin-membrane
complexes
[AD-A158252] p 29 N86-13882
Bimane derivatives as fluorescent probes for biological
macromolecules
lAD-A162725] p 160 N86-22088
Cooperation of catalysts and templates
p 301 N86-26871
Molecular microenvironments: Solvent interactions with
nucleic acid bases and ions p 302 N86-26872
Molecuier replication p 302 N86-26874
MOLTEN SALTS
Topical effects of molten salt on rat integument - A
histological and photometric assessment
p 245 A86-33761
MONITORS
TV monitoring control system in electrophysiological
studies p 14 N86-10765
Alerted monitors: Human operators aided by automated
detectors
[PB85-222750] p 47 N86-13906
MORTALITY
Transport of artedal blood gates through human skin
p 91 N86-16887
Division of attention as a function of the number of steps,
visual shifts, and memory load
[NASA-TM-88775] p 404 N86-30828
MONKEYS
Necrophysiological bases of event.relatod potentials
[AD-A158997] p 71 N86-14890
Electrocardiogram in NEHB type leads of Macaca
mulatta monkeys p 175 N86-21187
The effects of ketamine on Rhesus monkey skeletal
dynamics
[AD-A162848] p 213 N86-24189
Commentary on results of biological satellite program
p 278 N86-27871
Information processing in mammalian visual cortex
[AD-A165832] p 376 N86-28609
Monkeys as a source of viral diseases in man
[NASA-TM-78017] p 386 N86-28625
Evaluation of the need for a large pdmate research
facility in space
[NASA-CR-179661 ] p 444 N86-3211t
Growth and development of rhesus monkeys exposed
to ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) electric and magnetic
fields during the first 54 months of life
[AD-A168733] p 417 N86-32953
MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION
Effect of Iow.pewer millimeter-range monochromatic
electromagnetic radiation on biological processes
p 155 A86-27475
MONOCULAR VISION
Mild hypuxia and visual performance with night vision
goggles p 249 A86-33755
The importance of stereoscopic imagery in flight
simulation p 383 A86-40483
MONOMERS
Further work on sodium montmodllonite as catelyst for
the polymerization of activated amine acids
p 301 N86-26868
MONOPROPELLANTS
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
Phase 4. Subchronic inhalation of hydroxylammonium
nitrate, January 1985
[AD-A157623] p 17 N86-11844
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
Phase 5: Comparative inhalation toxicities of LGP 1776,
LGP t 845, and HAN (hydroxylammonium nitrate)
[AD-A159090] p4O N86-13891
MONOSACCHARIDES
Study of cell-wail antigen determinants in ribosomal
preparations of group a streptococcus
p 220 N86-23243
MONTE CARLO METHOD
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-176986] p 408 N86-31218
MONTMORILLONITE
Further work on sodium montmoriilonite as catalyst for
the pelymedzstion of activated amino acids
p 301 N86-26868
MORALE
The influence of quality circles on attitudinal outcomes
among civil engineering personnel
[AD-A161152] p 136 N86-19905
MORPHINE
Mesolimbic and nigrostriatal dopaminergic systems:
Behavioral neuropharmecoiegy
[AD.A160821] p 136 N86-19900
MORPHOLOGY
Morphological evidence of mechenorecaptive gravity
perception in a water flea - Daphnia magna
p 199 A86-30435
A study of human lymphocyte morphology from the
peripheral circulation after hyperbaric exposure -- divers
p 121 N86-19857
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 6, November - December 1985
[JPRS-USB-86-O01] p 172 N86-21114
Condition of thyroid gland and C cells during long-term
rotation (morphological and biochemical investigation)
p 174 N86-21126
Macrophage structure and function
[AD-A163314} p 276 N86-26793
Morphological and biochemical investigation of rat
adrenocortical function during long-term hypokinesia
p 279 N86-27889
Skeletal response to short-term weightlessness
[NASA-TM-88778] p 379 N86-29496
MORTALITY
Correlation between plasma fibronectin level and
experimental rat heat stress mortality
[AD-A160943] p 1 A86-10101
Studies of participants in nuclear tests
p 38 N86-12964
Environmental factors and infant mortality
p 168 N86-21041
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MOTION SUBJECT INDEX
Analysis of health effects resulting from population
exposures to ambient particulate matter. Health and
environmental effects document, 1985
[DE86-002161] p225 N86-24208
EFFECTS: Documentation and verification for a BEIR
3 cancer risk model based on age, sex and poputatlen
dynamics for BIOTRAN
[DE86-003285] p 226 N86-24210
MOTION
Development of intuitive theories of motion - Curvilinesr
motion in the absence of external forces
p 426 A86-49521
Weather and migraine p 166 N86-21027
MOTION AFTEREFFECTS
Invariant tuning of motion aftereffect
p 94 A86-20899
A purely central movement aftereffect induced by
binocular viewing of dynamic visual noise
p 133 A86-26297
Suppression of visible persistence in apparent motion
p133 A86-26298
MOTION PERCEPTION
The perception of motion during colinear eye
movements p 41 A66-14143
Judgments of natural and anomalous tra_ctories in the
presence and absence of motion p 69 A86-16922
The influence of preview period and global optical flow
rate on sensitivity to loss in speed of self motion
p 230 A86-2990t
Increasing sensitivity to optical information specifying
loss in altitude p 230 A86-29904
An investigation regarding the use of a dynamic seat-pan
display for training and as a device for communicating
roll-axis motion information p 239 A86-29918
Window of visibility - A psychophysical theory of fidelity
in time-sampled visual motion displays
p 240 A86-32451
Mecheniems ol human motion percept_n revealed by
a new cyclopean illusion p 235 A86-33103
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
Enhancing visual sensitivity
[AD-A158799] p 68 N86-15906
Contributions to workload of rotational optical
transformations
[NASA-CR-176542] p 171 N86-21106
Sensitivity to visual motion in statistically defined
displays
[AD-A167291] p 405 N86-31217
MOTION SICKNESS
Behavioral Airsickness Management program for
student pilots
[AD-A161266_ p 18 A86-10258
Serum levels of eleverl steroid hormones following
motion sickness p 8 A86-10259
Airsickness among Indian Airlines passengers
p 12 A86.12435
The use of reflex therapy in the prophylaxis and
treatment of motion sickness p 31 A86.13300
Effects of head and body restraint on experimental
motion-induced sickness in squirrel monkeys
p 26 A86-14314
Tachygastria and motion sickness p 32 A86-14315
Space motion sickness preflight adaptation training
Preliminary studies with prototype trainers
[IAF PAPER 85-311] p 35 A86-15822
Spacelab expedments on space motion sickness
[IAF PAPER 85-312] p 35 A86-15823
The desensitisation of chronically motion sick aircrew
in the Royal Air Force p 59 A86-18832
Self-control of psychophysiologic response to motion
stress Using biofeedback to treat sickness
[AD-A163428] p 70 A86-18833
Simulator sickness - Incidence of simulator aftereffects
in Navy flight trainers p 85 A86.19346
The electrokinetic properties of cell nuclei inthe human
buccal epithelium in conditions of motion sickness and
hypoxia p 90 A86-22549
Canadian medical experiments on Shuttle Flight 41-G
p 110 A86-22996
Some psychological aspects of air sickness
p 131 A86-24508
Visual distorfJon - The correlation model
[SAE PAPER 8415951 p 114 A86-26026
Is space sickness a form of motion sickness?
p 214 A86-30382
Animal models of motion sickness - Are nonemetic
species an appropriate choice? p 193 A86-30393
The role of hormonal changes in the development of
motion sickness in man p 216 A86-30896
Sudden emesis following parabolic flight maneuvers
Implications for space motion sickness
p 250 A86-33759
Head movements in non-terrestrial force environments
elicit motion sickness - Implications for the etiology of
space motion sickness p 253 A86-36315
What is the parameters for the prediction of seasickness
susceptibility? - On the point of view for
visual-vestibular .sematosansury interaction
p 377 A86--41645
Circulation and oxygen tension in the brain of wakeful
rabbits in conditions tea(ling to motion sickness
p 373 A86-43422
Dynamics of changes of statistical indicators of heart
rhythm 04 persor_ with different degree ot motion
sickness p 12 N86-10743
Statistical research on problems of biodynamics
[AD-A157993_ p 67 N86-15899
The beginnings of airborne weightlessness research
[AD-A160575] p 115 N86-18966
Ganerai automatic componenLs of motion s;tckness
[NASA-CR-176516] p 126 N86-19886
Stimulus specificity and individual stereotypy of
autonomic responses to motion streesors
[NASA-CR-176543] p 171 N86-21107
Exploratory studies of physiological components of
motion sickness: C,_rdiopulmonary differermes between
high and low susceptibies
[NASA-CR-176541 ] p 171 N86-21108
Shuttle flight experiment 30-day summa_ report
[NASA-CR-176539] p 171 N86-21109
Vection-induced gastric dysrhythmias and motion
sickness
[NASA-CR-176620] p 176 N86-22095
Electrodermai changes corresponding to the degree of
discomfort induced by motion sickness
[NAL-TR-880] p 176 N86-22096
Normal and abnormal human vestibular ocular
function
]NASA-CR-176820] p 257 N86-25978
An analysis of potential predictive parameters of motion
sickness using a computedzed biophysical data acquisition
system
[AD-A164099] p 257 N86-25981
Long-term adaptation of the otolith organs
p 389 N86-29526
Analysis of nystagmus response to e pseudorandem
velocity input p 402 N86-31426
MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS
Endocrine correlates of susceptibility to motion
sickness p 59 A86-18834
Calcium antagonists in the prevention of motion
sickness p 87 A86-20405
Arousal and stability - The effecLs of five now
sympathomimetic drugs suggest a new principle for the
prevention of space motion sickness
p 113 A66-25656
Transdermai scopolamine - Human performance and
side effects p 163 A86-29094
The effect of antimotion sickness drugs on habituation
to motion p 377 A86-41780
Naloxone enhances motion sickness - Endorphins
implicated p 395 A86-44088
MOTION SIMULATION
The effects of psychophysical matching on the transfer
of training between alternative motion simulators
p 232 A86-29919
MOTION SIMULATORS
The effects of psychophysical matching on the transfer
of training hetween alternative motion simulators
p 232 A86-29919
MOTION STABILITY
Interaction between the otolithic organ and the
semicircular canals of the vestibular apparatus in the
system of spatial angular stabilization in humans
p 161 A86-27474
MOTIVATION
Flying and danger, joy and fear -- pilot motivation and
fear of flying
[AD-A166555] p 131 A86-25655
Formula for a better understanding of pilot
performance p 230 A86-29900
Adaptive motivation theory
[AD-A157440] p 21 N86-11851
Man-machine systems of the 1990 decade: Cognitive
factors and human interface issues
[AD-A163865] p 273 N86-25123
The healthy motivation to fly: No psychiatric diagnosis
[AD-A164944] p 291 N86-26832
MOUNTAINS
Condition of cardiovascular system in presence of acute
mountain sickness p 174 N86-21127
MOUTH
The electrokinetic properties of cell nuclei in the human
buccal epithelium in conditions of motion sickness and
hypoxie p gO A86-22549
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
Enhancing esnsitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
lAD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
Device for combined study of visual tracking and verbal
activity p 175 N86-21133
MULTIPROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Development of a hierarchical muitiprocessor control for
e potyarticutatod mecbanical stn.mture used to study human
operators subjected to vibrations --- French thesis
p 433 A86..48553
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A multivariate study of the relationship between the
genetic code and the physical-chemical properties of
amino acids p 104 A86-23997
Performance measurement guidelines for research
[AD-A159055] p 71 N86*14891
Antiemetic drugs and pilot performance
lAD-A162109] p 224 N86-24200
MURCHISON METEORITE
Amino acids of the Murchison meteorite. II - Five carbon
scyc_ primary bets-, gamma-, and deita-ar_eo alkanbic
acids p 77 A86-19126
MUSCLES
Changes in skeletal muscle properties following hindlimb
suspension p 198 A86-30428
Control of arachidonic acid release in chick muscle
cultures p 198 A86-30429
Cage-size and gender affects on fatigue in rats
p 198 A86-30430
Morphological and biochemical changes in soleus and
extensor digitorum fungus muscles of rats orbited in
Spacelab 3 p 203 A86-30464
Strength modeling report
[NASA-CR-171896} p 15 N86-10770
Muscle fatigue: Physiological and biochemical studies
p 120 N86-19851
Weightlessness simulation: Physiological changes in fast
and slow muscle
[NASA-CR-176945] p 380 N86-29498
A possible role for endogenous glucocorticoids in
orchiactomy-inducod atrophy of the rat levator ani muscle:
Studies with RU38486, a potent and selective
antiglucocorticoid
[NASA-CR-177029] p 411 N86-30343
Intrinsic alteration of the reactive properties of arteries
during hypothermia
[AD-A166523} p 402 N86-31213
The startle reflex as a learning task: Apparatus and test
parameters
lAD-A1679581 p 428 N86-32970
Operator alertness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoeiactric signals
lAD-A168567] p 428 N86-32973
Operator aierfness/workioad assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoeiectric signals
[AD-A168568] p 429 N86-32974
MUSCULAR FATIGUE
Responses of skeletal muscle to unloading - A review
p192 A86-30379
Cage°size and gender effects on fatigue in rats
p198 A86-30430
Pulmonary adaptation to high altitude
lAD-A167694] p 62 N86-_,4873
Muscle fatigue: Physiological and biochemical studies
p 120 N86-19851
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgrip exercise at high altitude
lAD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
MUSCULAR FUNCTION
Exercise hyperthermia as a factor limiting physical
performance - Temperature effect on muscle
metabolism p 1 A86-10104
Recovery in skeletal muscle contractile function after
prolonged hindlimb immobilization p 1 A86-10109
Biochemical response to chronic shortening in unloaded
soleus muscles p 3 A86-12380
Changes in the vascular functions of skeletal muscles
due to acute hypothermia p 3 A86-12522
Effects of suspension hypokinesia/hypodynamia on rat
skeletal muscle p 26 A86-14313
Muscle metabolism during exercise in the heat in
unacoiimatized and acciimatizod humans
p 36 A86-16051
Some results of a study of the bioenergetics of rat muscle
in weightlessness p 49 A86-16754
Muscle vibrations and man-machine system dynamics
--- Russian book p 74 A86-18731
Effects o1 breathing pattern on inspiratory muscle
endurance in humans p 86 A86-20003
Resistance, exchange and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in the presence of acute hypoxic
hypoxia p 81 A86-22593
Changes in the function of skeletal muscle vessels due
to the cardk)genic depressor reflex p 81 A86-22594
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tnterectk_ of the thermorsceptor and vestibgler signals
inthe rngulatlen of the ectwlty of flexor arid extanaor motor
nuclei during cold tremore p 103 A86-23493
How does skeletal muscle effectively function both in
the cram of poeture maintenance and twitch
movements? p 105 A86-24308
Skeletal muecle lactate release and glycolylic
intermediates during hypercepnia p 155 A86-28124
Mechanisms of calcium permeability changes in the
sercolemma of vascular smooth-muscle cells during
hypoxia p157 A86-29257
Effects of gravitational end muscular loading on bone
formation in growing rats p 194 A86-30396
Are there conditions in which adrenalectomy impedes
the atrophying effects of donarvafion?
p194 A86-30397
Changes in muscle protein composition induced by
disuse atrophy - Analysis by two-dimensional
electrophoresis p 200 A86-30440
Responses of amino acids in hindlimb muscles to
recovery from hypogravity end unloading by tail-cast
suspension p 202 A86-30456
Muscle protein and glycogen responses to recovery from
hypogravity end unlnading by tail-cast susge_ion
p 202 A86-30457
Effect of seven days of spaceflight on hindlimb muscle
protein, RNA end DNA in adult rats p 204 A86-30471
The regulatory mechanisms of blood supply in skeletal
muscles -- Russ_n book p 207 A86-32524
Soma aspects of yogic exercises during space flight
p 263 A86-35289
Time course of muscular blood metabolites during
forearm _ythrnic ex_cise th hypox_a
p 252 A86-36222
Effects of exercise in normaxia and acute hypoxia on
respiratory muscle matsbolites p 246 A86-36223
The mechanisms of muscle activity regulation in humans
depending on biorhythm type p 254 A86-36528
Muscle atrophy during space flight - Research needs
end Opportunities p 255 A86-37077
Epinephrine-induced changes in muscle carbohydrate
metabolism during exercise in mete subjects
p 280 A86-39092
Forearm skin and muscle vesoconet_-_ion dunng
body negative pressure p 280 A86-39093
Phases of muscular therrnogenasisunder experimental
hyperthyrosis p 373 A86-43425
Metabolism of amino acids by the atrophied soleus of
tail-casted, suspended rats p 374 A86-43442
Inhibitory effects of combined agonist and antagonist
muscle vibration on H-reflex in man p 395 A86-44090
Models of disuse - A comparison of hindlimb suspension
and immobilization p 391 A86-44196
Changes in pericsrdiei microcimulation in dogs during
adaptation to static muscle 4oeds p 392 A86--45321
Effect of inactivity and passive stretch on protein
turnover in phasic and posturei rat muscles
p413 A86-47871
On marching to two different drummers - Perceptual
aspects of the diff'multies p 426 A86-49870
Effects of hypodynamia and neurcomationel stress on
the performance of circulatory and respiratory systems
during muscular work p 422 A86-49919
Biochemical responses of Xenopus Laevis muscles to
changes in environment. I. - Comparison to Rana
C.atesbokzna and exposure to grevic ezw_ronment
p 415 A86-50288
Biochemical responses of Xenopos lesvia muscles to
changes in environment, II - Responses to gravity and
pressure p 415 A86-50289
Assessment of state of chronotropic and inotropic heart
function at different degrees of physical fitness
p 12 N86-10746
Heat transfer mechanism in human extremities
p 14 N86-10759
Strength modeling report
[NASA-CR-171896] p 15 N86-10770
Effect of 7-day immersion hypokinas_a on characteristics
of precision movements p 65 N86-15874
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgdp exercise at high altitude
[AD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
Resistance, exchange, and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vees_s in acute hypoxic hypoxia
p 379 N86-28611
lnvestiga_on oi limb,-sides_-k dynamic interaction with
roll contrdi p 438 N86-32991
MUSCULAR STRENGTH
Testosterone and muscle hypertrophy in female rats
p 2 A86-12026
Hand grip strength decrease related to hand skin
temperature drop during six-hour ice cold water
immersion p 86 A86-19348
Your space suit and you - Significance of menleading
in pressure suit design
[SAE PAPER 851334] p 137 A86-23523
Helicopter-conVol-refem_ strength cappbiUtleeof
small _ p 213 A86-29855
Responses of skeletal muscle to unloading - A review
p 192 A86-30379
Efficiency of muscular work in white rats during
adaptation to cold p 5 N86-10763
Strength modeling report
[NASA-CR-171896] p 15 N86-10770
Changes in physlcochemicel properties of contractile
and regulatory proteins in different types of muscles during
end after exposure to scceiare'dons p 61 N86-14860
Application of the system identification technique to
goal-directed esccades
[AD-A159102] p 69 N86-15909
A comparison of the effects of circuit weight training
on rn_n and women
[AD-A159419] p 69 N86-15910
Comparison of male and female maximum lifting
capacity
lAD-A160687] p 171 N86-21111
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgrip exercise at high attitude
[AD-At62003] p 223 N86-24198
Changes in fitness and shipboard task performance
following circuit weight training programs featuring
continuous or interval running
[AD-A163110] p 225 N86-24206
Fitness and activity assessments among US Army
populations: Implica_ons for NCHS general population
surveys
lAD-A164060] p 257 N86-25980
MUSCULAR TONUS
Effects of muscle atrophy on motor control
[NASA-CR-177201] p288 N86-27913
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
The skeleton in space p 10 A86-11833
Fibre-type specificity end effect of thyroid hormone on
glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity in normal and
denarvelod skeletal muscles of the rat
p 49 A86-16901
Responses of skeletal muscle to unloading - A review
p 192 A86-30379
Skeletal mass change as a tunction of gravitational
loading p 192 A86-30380
A marsupial model for the investigation of gravitational
effects on early development p 195 A86-30404
Localization of calcium stimulated adeno_ne
triphosphatese activity in blood vessels of the skeleton
p 197 A86-30424
Changes in skeletal muscle properties following hindlimb
suspension p 198 A86-30428
The regulatory mechanisms of blood supply in skeletal
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[AD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Calculation method for determining energy expenditures
for operators p 90 A86-22567
Nonlinear mechanisms in physiology and
pathophysiology Toward a dynamical theory of health and
disease p 422 A86-49636
NUTRITION
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol on amino acid
metabolism of hypokinetic rats p 55 N86-14869
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
A matamei defect is responsible for growth failure in
vitamin D-deficient rat pups p 52 A86-18398
Vitamin D-deficiant rats produce reduced quantities of
a nutritionally adequate milk p 52 A86-18399
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 normalizes maternal food
consumption and pup growth in rats p 52 A86-18400
Regulation of hematopoiesis in rats exposed to
antiorthostatic hypokinetic/hypodynemia. II - Mechanisms
of the 'anemia' p 80 A86-20404
Potential for utilization of algal biomass for components
of the diet in CELSS
[SAE PAPER 851388] p 140 A86-23567
Are there conditions in which adrenalectomy impedes
the atrophying effects of denervation?
p 194 A86-30397
The effect of high temperature on the heat exchange
and the nutritional status of pilots p 397 A86-45325
Hygenic aspects of regular diet of flight personnel
p 60 N86-14849
Effects of consuming various foods and nutrients on
objective and subjective aspects of human performance
and behavior
[NASA-CR-177003] p 385 N86-29509
NYSTAGMUS
Nystagmus as related to utricular function
p 61 N86-14862
An analysis of potential predictive parameters of motion
sickness using a computerized biophysical data acquisition
system
[AD-A164099] p 257 N86-25981
O
OBSERVATION
An investigation into peer and supervisor differences
in the observation of performance-related behaviors
lAD-A160819] p 135 N86-19898
OCCURRENCES
Investigations of the possible influence of air electrical
phenomena on dulling and ghost aching in amputated
patients p 167 N86-21033
OCEAN CURRENTS
Micropiankton species assemblages at the Scripps Pier
from March to November 1983 during the 1982-1984 El
Nine event p 207 A86-31833
OCEAN SURFACE
The role of the oceans in the atmospheric cycle of
carbonyl sulfide p 277 N86-26796
OCEAN TEMPERATURE
Are interpretations of ancient marine temperatures
constrained by the presence of ancient marine
organisms? p 276 A86-39470
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OCEANS
The role of the oceans in the atmospheric cycle of
carbonyl sulfide p 277 N86-26796
Energy yields in the prehiotic synthesis of hydrogen
cyanide and formaldehyde p 300 N86-26863
OCULOMETERS
Analytical techniques of pilot scanning behavior and their
application
[NASA-TP-2525] p 292 N86-27920
OCULOMOTOR NERVES
Neck and oculomotor reflexes induced by electrical
stimulation of the semicircular canal ampullae in the
pigeon p 26 A86-14595
The effects of real and simulated micregrevity on
vestibulo-oculomotor interaction p 193 A86-30390
Computer analysis of visual and vestibular oculomotor
function in the medical selection of fighter eircrew
members p 400 N86-30319
ODORS
Functional state of the olfactow analyzer in a pressurized
environment p66 N86-15890
OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
Studies on accurate measurements and analyses of
human olfactory evoked potentials
[EL-863] p 288 N86-27907
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING
Force and timing components of the motor program
lAD-A157584] p 17 N86-11843
ONTOGENY
Early postnatal development of rats gestated during flight
of Cosmos 1514 p 195 A86-30402
Ontogeny of homeothermy in the immature rat -
Metabolic and thermal responses p 246 A86-36221
Some remarks on gravitational biology
p 387 N86-29517
OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
Future directions in mobile teleoperation
[DE85-014308] p 46 N86-12976
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Space Station human productivity study
p 269 A86-34980
Space Station crow workload - Station operations and
customer accommodations
[SAE PAPER 851803] p 270 A86-35435
Operations research techniques for human factors
engineers
[AD-A159384] p 99 N86-16904
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
The effects of type of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p 74 A86-17771
PLANT - An experimental task for the study of human
problem solving in process control --- Production Levels
and Network Troubleshooting p70 A86-17774
'Actions not as planned' in military air-traffic control
p 70 A86-18546
Systems of efficient man-computer interaction ---
Russian book p 74 A86-18730
Muscle vibrations and man-machine system dynamics
-- Russian book p 74 A86-18731
The diaphoretic reflex in a complex of methods for
estimating operator efficiency p 88 A86-21453
Individual and typological functional properties of the
sympethoadrenel system as a prognostic index of the
functional state of an organism in complex environmental
conditions p 88 A86-22532
The risk of arterial hypertension and the features of
functional brain asymmetry in workers employed in
regularly repeated expedition-type work
p 88 A86-22534
Calculation method for determining energy expenditures
for operators p 90 A86-22567
Hematological criteria of the heat adaptation of
seamen p 90 A86-22569
Methods of regulating the adaptation and resistance
processes in navy personnel p 110 A86-23495
A technology forecasting and assessment method for
evaluating system utility and operator workload
p 142 A86-23704
Use of a signal detection paradigm to assess subjective
intersection points in a target location task
p 129 A86-23720
Message-based screen interfaces - The effects of
presentation rates and task complexity on operator
performance p 143 A86-23734
Human operator control of a bilateral teieoperetor in
part-simulation of zero gravity p 143 A86-23736
A digital image processing facility for human factors
research p 143 A86-23737
Operator loading effects in a simulated tactical
decision-making problem p 130 A86-23739
The dissociation between subjective and
performance-based measures of operator workload
p178 A86-28450
Trensdarmei scopolamine - Human performance and
side effects p 163 A86-29094
SUBJECT INDEX
Performance overnight in shiftworkers operating a
day-night schedule p 179 A86-29095
Potential controller error modes in Automated En Route
ATC (AERA) p 238 A86-29871
Predicted versus experienced workload and
performance on a superviso_j control task
p 227 A86-29879
The methodology and techniques used in analyses of
operator activity --- Russian book p 234 A86-32523
A workload analysis for strategic conventional standoff
capability missions p 268 A86-33803
The psychophysics of workload - A second look at the
relationship between subjective measures and
performance p 260 A86-33804
Applicability of using the CAR-II model in design and
evaluation of multioperator workstations with shared
controls p 268 A86-33805
A comparison of operator performance in manual and
automated versions of a dynamic decision-making task
p 262 A86-33825
Voice and manual control in dual task situations
p 262 A86-33826
Eye and head response to an attention cue in a dual
task paradigm p 262 A86-33827
Characterization of good teleoperetors -What aptitudes,
interests, and experience correlate with measures of
teieoperetor performance p 268 A86-33828
Workload assessment - Progress during the last
decade
[SAE PAPER 851877] p 270 A86-35440
Control errors: Psychological causes - An automated
method of analysis --- Russian book
p 270 A86-35460
Heart and respiration rates during a mental task
performed with varying degrees of success
p 254 A86-36526
An informational assessment of changes in the
physiological characteristics of an operator under different
work regimens p 271 A86-36527
The mechanisms of muscle activity regulation in humans
depending on biorhythm type p 254 A86-36528
Evaluating the functional status of operators using
indices of mental work capacity p 254 A86-36531
Dynamics of the ulfraslow bioelectric brain activity during
the performance of certain parts of operational activity
p 255 A86-36534
Method for the quantitative determination of the
parasympathetic regulation of cardiac activity in operators
working in sealed chambers p 271 A86-36536
Detection of system failure by human operator. I - The
case of monitor p 403 A86-43535
Review on secondary task technique for workload
assessment Some consideration of secondary task
paradigms and an assessment model
p 403 A86-43539
Experimental estimate of the parameters of a stochastic
model of a human operator sensor system
p 4O7 A86-45117
The use of cardiac-rhythm statistical characteristics in
evaluating mental work capacity p 420 A86-49265
A quick method for evaluating operators' work
capacity p 420 A86-49268
EEG correlates in the process of forming driving skills
p 421 A86-49273
The effect of centedrin on the work capacity of
operators p 426 A86-49371
Aiding the operator during novel fault diagnosis
p 426 A86-49633
Effect of various doses of some vitamins on non-specific
mechanisms of adaptation of man p 13 N86-10750
influence of complexity of control task on level of
activation of operators physiological functions when
working with waiting p 221 N86-23260
Foveal flashes and human performance
p 284 N86-26822
Driving performance the day after use of Ioprazolam,
fluniVazepem and placebo
[VK-83-04] p 290 N86-26826
The effects of the antidepressants oxaprotiline,
mianserin, amitryptiline and doxepin upon actual driving
performance
[VK-83-05] p 290 N86-26827
Flurazepam HCL's residual (hangover) effects upon
actual driving performance
[VK-83-02] p 291 N86-26834
Sweating reflex in complex of methods for evaluating
operator efficiency p 285 N86-27872
Effect of intensive operator work on lipid peroxidation
processes in men p 286 N86-27882
Control loops with human operators in space operations.
Part 3: Rendezvous and docking operations and model
analysis of performance with human-in-the-loop
[NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-3] p 435 N86-32108
Operator eiertness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myeelectric signals
[AD-A168567] p 428 N86-32973
SUBJECT INDEX
Operator alortneas/workload assessment using
stochastic model-besed analysis of mycetsc_c signals
[AD-A168568] p 429 N86-32974
Levels of infonnaUon Processing in a Fdts taw task
(UPFitts) p 436 N86-32980
Memory and subject_e workload assessment
p 437 N86-32983
Investigation of crew pedormarce in a mul_-vehicte
supe_lsery control task p 440 N86-33001
Force/torque display for space tetaoperation control
experiments and evaluation p 440 N86-33002
Model anstysis of remotely controlled rendezvous and
docking with display predicl_n p 441 N86-33003
Some computational techniques for estimating human
operator describing functions p 441 N86-33007
Compam_on of the STI NIPIP tracking dynamics
identifmation with the on-line Fourier analyzer DFA results
including a time yawing case p 442 N86-33010
Control loops with human operators inapace operations.
Part 2: Robotics operatk_ and manual control
expedmant
[NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-2] p 444 N86-33024
OPERATORS (MATHEMATICS)
Mu_-componant characterization of the human
operator's control output p 241 A86-33186
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
Incorporating human operator considerations into
existing weapon system anatysis and quantification
capebilittas p 184 A86-28438
A discrete control model of operator function - A
methodology for information display des_n
p 384 A86-41381
Operator environment in the nineties
[FOA-A-50002-H2] p 99 N86-16905
Evaluation of materials for thermal protection
[AD-P004901] p 187 N86-20638
The effect of acceleration stress on human workload
[AD-A156770] p 180 N86-21140
Stochastic models of man-machine system
effectiveness p 242 N86-24216
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Wearing contact lenses in Space Shuttle operations
p 60 A86-18845
Ophthalmological problems linked to helicopter flight
p 112 A86-24504
A new test of the color vision of professionals
p 112 A86-24505
Characterization of YAG lasers for ophthalmologic
applications
[SNIAS-852-430-107] p 93 N86-16894
Night vision manual for the flight surgeon
[AD-A159720] p 114 N86-18961
Particular problems of airworthiness from an
ophthalmological view p 283 N86-26812
Sensitivity to color contrasts and the selection of
navigator personnel p 400 N86-30318
OPTICAL ACTIVITY
Spin-dependent electron scattering from optically active
molecules p 76 A86-16425
Limits onlisymrnetric orthopositronium formation in high
Z optically active molecules p 189 A86-28724
Investigation on the chirality of electrons from Sr-90-Y-90
beta-decay and their asymmetrical interactions with D- and
L-atanines p 243 A86-33390
Search for chiral molecules and optical activity in
extraterrestrial systems. The Csssini mission opportunity
p 387 N86-28871
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Vanabie contrast direct read-out vision tester
[AD.0012273] p 423 N86-32955
OPTICAL FILTERS
The effect of apectrsily selective filters on visual search
performance
[AD-A165835] p 404 N86-30329
OPTICAL ILLUSION
Mechanisms of human motion perception revealed by
a new cyclopean illusion p235 A86-33103
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
Infrared optical measurement of blood gas
concentrations and fiber optic catheter
[AD-D011836] p 37 N86-12955
OPTICAL POLARIZATION
Fluorsscent-polarization properties of chromophores of
water-soluble proteins of normal and cataractal human
lens p 118 N86-19832
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
serf-motion perception
[AD-A161836] p 223 N86-24194
OPTICAL TRACKING
Adapted head- and eye-movement responses to
added-head inertia p 250 A86-33758
Visual-search efficiency -- Russian book
p 271 A86-36695
Displacement thresholds in central and peripheral vision
during tracking p 378 A86-41782
Investigating the ocular fixation of targets as an
anthropotechnical research method in man-machine
systems p 433 A86-47772
The effect of centedrin on the work capacity of
operators p 426 A86-49371
OPTIMAL CONTROL
Control theore_c analysis of human operator mediated
rendezvous and docking
[NLR-MP-85020-U] p 435 N86-32106
Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays p 441 N86-33006
OFrlMIZATION
Evaluation of man-machine systems - Introduction and
overview p 432 A86-47767
OPTOMETRY
Visual-contrast measurement - Measurement of the
spatial transfer functions of the visual system -- Russian
book p 27 A86-15467
Criteria for a state-of-the-art vision test system
[AO-A157099] p 45 N86-12973
ORAL HYGIENE
Hygienic aspects of water supply for chamber sanitary
facilities, changes of divers' bacterial mouth flora and
effectiveness ot ear prophytsx-isin saturation dives
p 124 N86-19874
ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
The system integration and verification testing of an
orbital maneuvering vehicle for an airbeating floor
[NASA-CR-178350] p 242 N86-24217
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
RobolJcs and the apace station p 98 A86-20507
Tsieroboticsfcrthe Space Station
p182 A86-26493
Design techniques for robots - Space applications
p183 A86-28074
Control loops with human operators in space operations.
Part 2: Robotics ogaral_ona and manual control
experiment
[ NLR-TR-84116-L.PT-2] p444 N86-33024
ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLES
Mobile remote manipulator vehicle system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13393.1] p 187 N86-21147
ORBITAL RENOEZVOUS
Control loops with human operators in apace operations.
Part 3: Rendezvous and docking operations and model
analysis of performance with human-in-the-loop
[NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-3] p 435 N86-32108
ORBITAL SERVICING
Robotics and the space station p 98 A86-20507
Advanced EVA operation on-orbit tasks and services
[AIAA PAPER 86-1175] p 384 A86-40585
Advanced space suit development for future on-orbit
operations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2310] p 407 A86-46941
Mobile remote manipulator vehicle system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13393-1] p 187 N86-21147
ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
Ensudng Space Station human productivity
[IAF PAPER 85-500] p 45 A86-15944
Human roles in future space systems
[AAS PAPER 84.117] p 73 A86-17320
Membrane-based water- and energy-rocovew systems
for the manned space ststion
[SAE PAPER 851345] p 139 A86-23531
Evolutionary paths for artiflcisi intelligence technologies
in operator interactions with space station robots
p 269 A86-34971
Advanced EVA operation on-orbit tasks and services
[AIAA PAPER 86-1175] p 384 A86-40585
Zero-G simulation verifies EVA servicing of space station
modules
[AIAA PAPER 86-2312] p 407 A86-46942
Behavioral considerations for apace station design
[AD-A163478] p 265 N86-25118
Exobiology experiment concepts for space station
p 310 N86-27152
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Recent observations ol organic molecules in nearby
cold, dark intarstsilar clouds p 296 A86-38139
The organic aerosols of Titan p 298 N86-26852
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Dicyciohexylcarbodiimide-sensitive ATPase in
Halobacterium sacoharovomm p 49 A86-16902
The calcium dependence of auxin action in roots
p 197 A86-30421
Infrared spectral identification of complex organic
molecules in intemteiiar grains p 296 A86-38140
Universal protein ancestors from hydrogen cyanide and
water -- extraterrestrial o_gine p 296 A86-38141
Protein-protein interacticns in systems with synthetic
polyelectrolytes p 210 N86-23225
Fiberoptics immunofluorescence spectroscopy for
chamicaJ and biological monitodng
[DE86-002239] p 225 N86-24209
Toxicologioei study of NTO
[DE86-003296] p 258 N86-25986
ORTHOSTATICTOLERANCE
ORGANIC MATERIALS
Design and production of demaga-rasiatant tray deck
containers
[AD-A164595] p 294 N86-26837
Isotopic charactartaation of prebiotic synthesis of organic
material p 300 N86-26865
Origin of life and iron-rich clays p 300 N86-26866
ORGANIC PEROXIDES
Effect of intensive visible light on activity of glutathione
peroxidsse in pigmented epithelium of eye
p 2t0 N86-23226
ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
Theoretical prerequisites for the possible use of bacteria
which spilt organopheaphates in order to increase the yield
of nutrient yeast and its nitrogen and phosphorous
content
[AD-A161811] p 159 N86-22083
Phoapherobactenn and its effectiveness
[AD-A164508] p 248 N86-25973
Acute toxicity studies on 2 Air Force hydraulic fluids
(MLO 82-233 and MLO 82-585)
[AD-A163174] p 258 N86-25g84
ORGANIC SILICON COMPOUNDS
Antistrsss effect of l-chiormethyisilitrane
p105 A86-24309
ORGANIC SOLIDS
Development status of regenerable solid amine CO2
control systems
[SAE PAPER 851340] p 138 A86-23527
ORGANISMS
Prospects for using millimeter-band electromagnetic
radiation as an efficient way of obtaining information on
specific processes in living Organisms
p 246 A86-35088
Comparative effect of lunar fines and terTeetrtrtal ash
on the growth of a blue-green alga and germinating radish
seeds p 30 N86-14097
ORGANIZATIONS
A methodology for the analysis and design of human
information processing organizations
[AD-A162083] p 235 N86-24214
Human Factors Review Plan
[DE86-010561 ] p 444 N86-33023
ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
Biocidal synthetic coatings based on high-molecular
mataloorganic compounds p 55 N86-14870
ORGANS
Diseases in CEMA countries p 211 N86-23252
ORTHOPEDICS
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
Labrador helicopter
[AD-A164011] p 256 N86-25113
ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
Cardiovascutar deconditioning dudng space flight and
the use of saline as a countermeasure to orthostatic
intolerance p 8 A86-10257
Blood pressure and plasma renin activity as predictors
of orthostatic intolerance p 32 A86-14312
Blood circula_on changes in the carotid arteries pool
caused by antiorthostasis and antiorthestatic
hypokinesia p 27 A86-15513
Typok::_ical anaJysis of central and peripheral
hemodynemics during orthostasis in normal subjects and
in patients with arledal hypartonia p33 A86-15515
Spacelab life sciences flight experiments - An integrated
approach to the study of cardiovascular deco_
and orthostatic hypotension
[IAF PAPER 85-316] p 36 A86-15826
Plasma norepinephdne, blood pressure and heart rate
response to graded change in body positk_n
p 59 A86-18835
Hemodynamic responses to upright tilt at sea level and
high altitude
lAD-A163555] p 59 A86-18836
Regulation of hamatopoiesis in rats exposed to
antiorthostatic hypokinetic/hypodynamia. II - Mechanisms
of the 'anemia' p 80 A86-20404
Orthostatic tolerance of normal indians and those with
suspected abnormal cardiovascular reflex status
p 114 A86-25661
Circadian variation of volume and concentration of
orthostatically shirred huid p 215 A86-30445
Systolic time intervals in pilots and non-pilots during 70
deg heed-up tilt p 250 A86-33757
Hemodynamic response to LBNP following 2 houm HDT
(-6 deg) -- lower body negative pressure with head-down
tilt p 252 A86-36309
Cardiovascular dynamics associated wh'h tolerance to
lower body negative pressure p 253 A86-36310
Effect of hydration on plasma vasopressin, renin, and
aldostarone responses to head-up tilt
p 253 A86-36311
Effect of hydration on some orthostatic and
haematologicei responses to heed-up tilt
p 419 A86-49225
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OSCILLATIONS
Fluid and protein shifts after pastural changes in
humans p 421 A86-49523
Study of hypokinesia and accsieratJon effects on human
chromosomes p 12 N86-t0740
Vestibular resistance and blood circulation changes in
orthostatic position dunng hyperthermia
p 14 N86-10758
Investigation of some aspects of human amine acid
metabolism dudng 120-day arliJorthostatic hypokinesia
p 65 N86-15873
Distinctions in reactions to active orthostatic and
watar-ioading testa of subjects differing in tolerance to
positive Gz accelerations p 173 N86-21118
Some human reactions during 7-day antiorthostatic
hypokines=a p 286 N86-27885
OSClLUkTIONS
Predictors of periodic breathing at altitude
[AD-A167947] p 424 N86-32957
OSMOSIS
Application of photosynthetic N2-fixing cyanobacteria to
the CELSS program p 151 N86-19929
Evolutionary significance of osmorogulatory
mechanisms in cyanobacteda p 307 N86-26898
Investigations of Paramecium cells analyzed under
microgravity conditions p 387 N86-29518
O_rlEOPOROSIS
Correlated light and elec_on microscopy of the
vascuiature of cortical bone in rat femora and tibiae
p 193 A86-30395
Ostaocalcin as an indicator of bone metabolism dunng
spaceflight p 205 A86-30474
Role of carbonic anhydrese in bone - Partial inhibition
of disuse atrophy of bone by parentaral scetazoiamide
p 374 A86-43448
Role of carbonic anhydrsse in bone - Plasma
aeatazoiamide concentrations associatedwith inhibition
of bone loss p 375 A86-43454
Effect of diphosphonates on bones of hypokinat_ rata
p 279 N86-27890
OTOUTH ORGANS
Interaction between the otolithic organ and the
semicircular canals of the vestibular apparatus in the
system of spatial angular stabilization in humans
p 161 A86-27474
Morphogenesis and calcification of the statoconia inthe
chick (Gallus domesticus) embryo - Implications for future
studies p 195 A86-30405
Otoconial morphology in space-flown rats
p 204 A86-30470
Development of otoconia inthe embryonic chick (Gallus
domesticus) p 414 A86-49871
Long-term adaptation of the otolith organs
p 389 N86-29526
Morphology and development of the inner ear of
Anurens p 389 N86-29529
OTOLOGY
Recurrent serious otitis in a reconnaissance pilot - The
consequences for his career p112 A86-24506
OXALIC ACID
Origin of life and iron-rich clays p 300 N86-26866
OXIDATION
Wet oxidation of a spacecraft model waste
[SAE PAPER 851372] p 140 A86-23555
Wet-oxidation waste management system for CELSS
[SAE PAPER 851398] p 141 A86-23575
Postradiatlon disorders of peripheral-nerve regeneration
and the role of free-radicsi oxidation products in the
appearance of these disorders p 105 A86-24422
Implementing supercdtical water oxidation technology
in a lunar base environmental contToI/life support
system p 240 A86-30167
Effect of elevated FFA on carbohydrate and lipid
oxidation dudng prolonged exercise in humans
p 215 A86-30679
Kinetics of biological ferrous iron oxidation
[DE85-014616] p 4 N86.10736
Intensity of lipid peroxidation in hypokinetic rat tissues
p 56 N86-15876
Supercdtical waste oxidation of aqueous wastes
p 150 N86-19922
Evolution of thiol protective systems in prokaryotes
p 307 N86-26896
Effect of intensive operator work on lipid peroxidation
processes inman p 286 N86-27882
OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTIONS
Dynamics of peroxide oxidation of lipids during stress
p 83 N86-16883
Proceedings: Protons and Membrane Reactions held
at Santa Barbara, California on 28 January - 1 February
1985
lAD-A161331] p 159 N86-22082
Paieosols and the chemical evolution of the
atmosphere p 301 N86-26870
Thioredoxins in evolutionadly primitive organisms
p 306 N86-26893
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OXIDES
Comperative biochemistry and metabolism. Part 2:
Naphthalene lung toxicity
lAD-A163144] p 257 N86-25983
OXIDIZERS
Mesophilic manganese-oxidizlog bacteria from
hydrothermel discharge areas at 21 dog North on the East
Pacific Rise p 51 A86-18032
Autotrophic and mixotrophic growth and metabolism of
some moderately thermoaddophilic iron-oxidizing
bacteda p 51 A86-18033
OXYGEN
Estimating the small akways resistance from
measurements of the upstream resistance of several gas
mixtures p 162 A86-28448
Mild hypoxia and visual performance with night vision
goggles
lAD-A156969] p 23 N86-10787
Structure and function of isozymes: Evolutionary
aspects and role of oxygen in eucaryotic organisms
[NASA-CR-176286] p6 N86-11831
Mass loss of shuttle space suit orthofabric under
simulated ionospheric atomic oxygen bombardment
[NASA-TM-87149] p46 N86-13899
Transport of ertenai blood gates through human skin
p 91 N86-16887
Oxygen and the evolution of metabolic pathways
p 307 N86-26895
Intensity of photosynthesis in clostedopsis aciculer vat.
africans Hind as a function of oxygen concentration in
the atmosphere p 280 N86-27903
An environmentally-controlled extended-use small
animal hypobaric chamber
[AD-A166729] p 398 N86-30307
OXYGEN BREATHING
Investigation of the functional condition of pilots in the
case of oxygen preathing under excess pressure
p 88 A86-22525
Lung volumes and dynamic compliance during
immersion and oxygen breathing p 122 N86-19860
High pressure oxygen (OHP) induced increase of serum
protactlo is not due to a dopamine (DA)-receptor
blockade p 123 N86-19867
Effects of intermittent exposure to hyperoxia in
operational diving p 123 N86-19868
Hyberbaric oxygen in the treatment of Bell's palsy
p 124 N86-19870
Alternatives to standard air tables -- diver
decompression p 125 N86-19880
Oxygen-libereting mixtures for breathing apparatus
p 241 N86-23264
Evaluation of the use of hydrogen-oxygen as a breathing
gas in deep-sea diving
[AD-A165797] p 380 N86-29499
The effect of breathing eiovated CO2 gas mixtures on
tracking performance, blood pressure, and subjective
tolerance at 1Gz
[AD-A165974] p 401 N86-31210
Gas exchange characteristics of leaves as indicators
of the basic limitations to the rate of photosynthesis
[DE86-009632] p 416 N86-32085
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
Effects of hemodilution on 02 transport in high-altitude
polycythemia p 37 A86-16053
Analyses of maximum cardiopulmonary performance
dunng exposure to acute hypoxia at simulated altitude -
Sea level to 5000 meters (760-404 mm Hg)
p 60 A86-18839
Effect of fasting on hypoxia tolerance of mice in relation
to oxygen consumption and heart rate
p 52 A86-18840
Bedreat-induced peak VO2 reduction associated with
age, gender, and aerobic capacity p 87 A86-20402
Mechanical resistance of erythrocytes and oxygen mass
transport in hypoxic states due to different conditions
p 88 A86-21452
The distinctive features of the energetic metabolism,
glycolysis, and tissue respiration of the myocardium in rats
having high and low resistance to hypoxia
p 80 A86-21455
The effect of prolonged physical work at the levels of
submaximal and extreme intensity upon the mass transfer
and utilization of oxygen p 89 A86-22536
Resistance, exchange and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in the presence of acute hypoxic
hypoxia p 81 A86-22593
Effect of hyperoxic gas mixtures on oxygen mass transfer
through the hematoparenchymatous barrier
p 103 A86-23492
Modification of the resting oxygen consumption level
of biological body end its tissues, during prolonged
hypodynamics exposure p 194 A86-30398
Oxygen consumption dudng cold exposure at 2.1 G in
rata adapted to hypergrevic fields p 199 A86-30432
Plasma lactate and ventilation thresholds in trained and
untrained cyclists p 215 A86-30678
SUBJECT INDEX
Blood transport of oxygen (The role of erythrocytea)
p 208 A86-33073
Effect of simulated weightiesenese on exercise-induced
anaerobic threshold p 250 A86-33756
Influence of inspired oxygen concentration on
acceleration atelectasis
[AD-A168540] p 253 A86-36313
Seasonal dynamics of circadian rhythms of oxygen
consumption and heat production in youths in Siberian
conditions p 254 A86-36529
An anaerobic shift in energy metabolism in the mouse
brain dudng recovery from acute radiation sickness
p 276 A86-39720
Reaction of rabbit respiration system to hypoxic stimulus
in nitrogen-oxygen medium at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10760
individual differences in maximum oxygen uptake
regulation and level p 62 N86-14863
Oxygenation and regional circulation in gingivai mucosel
tissues under effect of head-to-pelvis (+Gz)
accelerations p 65 N86-15872
Resting metabolic rate in men following prolonged
treadmill exercise p 121 N86-19853
Heat acclimatization developed dudng summer running
in northeastern United States
[AD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
Aerobic capacity and coronary dsk factors in a
middle-aged army population AD-A163998 HC A02/MF
A0t
[AD-A163998] p 257 N86-25979
Perceptual and physiological responses during exercise
in cool and cold water
[AD-A165491 ] p 283 N86-26800
Influence of erythrocythemia on blood volume and
thermoregulafion during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A165014] p 289 N86-27916
Resistance, exchange, and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in acute hypoxio hypoxia
p 379 N86-28611
OXYGEN MASKS
Evaluation of a passenger mask modified with a
redreather bag for protection from smoke and fumes
[AD-A162473] p 188 N86-22116
Oxygen-liberating mixtures for breathing apparatus
p 241 N86-23264
Effect of oxygen flow on passenger face mask
performance
[AD-A168832] p 443 N86-33021
OXYGEN METABOLISM
Non-invasive physiologic brain monltonng in USAF
operational environments p 85 A86-19332
Modification of the resting oxygen consumption level
of biological body and its tissues, during prolonged
hypodynamicsexposure p 194 A86-30398
The effect of noredrenaline on oxidation metabolism in
cold-adapted golden hamsters p 413 A86-49155
indices of blood oxygen transporting properties and
erythropoiesis in rata after prolonged stay in
nitrogen-oxygen mixture at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10761
Resting metabolic rate in men following prolonged
treadmill exercise p 121 N86-19853
OXYGEN PRODUCTION
Static feed water electrolysis system for Space Station
02 and H2 generation
[SAE PAPER 851339] p 138 A86-23526
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
technology options for Space Station application
[SAE PAPER 851376] p 140 A86-23559
Oxygen-liberating mixtures for breathing apparatus
p 24t N86-23264
OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Molecular sieve oxygen systems and aircraft role
p 96 A86-19315
Initial development and performance evaluation of a
process for formation of dense carbon by pyrolysis of
methane
[SAE PAPER 851342] p 138 A86-23529
Molecular sieve oxygen generation system (MSOGS)
onboard the B-1B bomber p 430 A86-47737
New developmenta in on board oxygen generators
p 430 A86-47740
Development of a portable oxygen system analyzer
p 430 A86-47742
Test and evaluation of the B-1B molecular sieve oxygen
generating system p 431 A86-47751
A small oxygen concentrator
[AD-A163145] p 273 N86-25993
Effect of oxygen flow on passenger face mask
performance
[AD-A168832] p 443 N86-33021
OXYGEN TENSION
Circulation and oxygen tension in the brain of wakeful
rabbits in conditions leading to motion sickness
p 373 A86-43422
SUBJECT INDEX
OXYHEMOGLOBIN
Role of hemoglobin P,50 in 02 transport during normoxic
and hypoxic exercise in the dog p 1 A86-10103
Review of modified hemoglobin solutions for use as
temporary blood substitutes
[AD-A164210] p 256 N86-25114
Factors influendng ¢erboxyhemoglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
OZONE
Ambient ozone and human health: An epiderniological
analysis, volume I
[PB85-245181] p 93 N86-16896
Assessment of individual human exposures to ozone
in a health study
[PB85-245975] p 94 N86.17984
Executive summaw: Ambient ozone and human health:
An abidem_ogP._ ana_=s
[PB86-114089] p 226 N86-24212
Ambient ozone and human health: An epidemologicei
analysis, volume 3
[PB86-114105] p 226 N86-24213
Isotopic study of the inhalation toxicology of oxJciants
[PB86-109485] p 256 N86-25116
Health effects of ambient ozone exposure in v_orousiy
exercising adults
[PB86-156940] p 258 N86-25989
P
PACIFIC OCEAN
The microbial community at Laguna Figueroa, Baja
California Mexico - From miles to microns
p 26 A86-14124
Micropiankton species assemblages at the Scdppa Pier
from March to November 1983 dudng the 1982-1984 El
Nino event p 207 A86-31833
PACKAGING
Design and production of damage-resistent trey pack
containers
[AD-A164595] p 294 N86-26837
PAIN
Human body impedance and threshold currents for
perception and pain for contact hazard analysis in the
VLF-MF band p 281 A86-39598
Low back pain in pilots p 395 A86-44092
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
Laixade¢ helicopter
[AD-A164011] p256 N86-25113
PALEOBIOLOGY
Boundary structures ere formed by organic components
of the Murchison carbonaceous chooddte
p 76 A86-16417
Isoleucine stereolsomars on the earth
p 154 A86-26198
Some implications of mass extinction for the evolution
of complex life p 275 A86-38147
Are interpretations of ancient marine temperatures
constrained by the presence of ancient marine
organisms? p 276 A86-39470
Boundary condifions for the peieoenvironment:
Chemical and Physical Processes in dense interstellar
clouds p 297 N86-26847
Isotopic, petrologic and biogeochemical invesl_gations
of banded iron-formations p 305 N86-26885
Recent progress in Procambrlan paleobiology
p 305 N86-26887
PALEONTOLOGY
Use of laboratory simulated pyrolysis in tracing the
history of sedimentary organic matter
p 304 N86-26884
The lunar nodal tide and the distance to the Moon during
the Precambrian era p 305 N86-26886
The fossil record of evolution: Analysis of extinction
p 308 N86-26901
PANCREAS
The effect of kailikrein on the development of a general
adaptation syndrome p 49 A86-16751
Functional state of the pancreas under conditions of
prolonged bed rest p 421 A86-49271
Protein-protein interactions in systems with synthetic
polyeioctrolytas p 210 N86-23225
PANELS
Variable contrast direct read-out vision tester
[AD.D012273] p 423 N86-32955
PANSPERMIA
Penspermia - A modem astrophysical and biological
approach p 296 A56-38142
PARABOLIC FLIGHT
Sudden emesis following parabolic flight maneuvers
Implications for space motion sickness
p 250 A86-33759
PARAFFINS
Romanian plant produces protein concentrate from
paraffin-nourished yeasts p 4 N86-10741
PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Binocular image flows: Steps toward stereo - motion
fusion
[AD-A158089] p 67 N86-15901
PARALYSIS
HybeYoar¢ oxygen in the treatment of Bell's palsy
p 124 N86-19870
PARAMAGNETISM
The rhythms of paramagnetic-center conoentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical model of synchronized
autooeciliations p 247 A86-36497
PARAMECIA
Investigationa of the effects of gravity on Paramecium
caudatum structme and behavior
[DFVLR-FB-85-40] p 56 N86-15863
Investigations of Paramedum cells analyzed under
_ condltJorm p387 N86-29518
Influence of gravity on structure and behavior of
Paramecium caudatum
[ESA-TT.963] p 416 N86-32087
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Human pilot parameter identification for a simulated
air-to-ground target ecquisition task p 18 A86-10157
Experimental estimate of the parameters of a stochastic
model of a human operator sensor system
p407 A86-45117
Weather as • physical process and parmtorization
of the effects as a metsorological contribution for
investigating the correlation between weather and man
p 166 N86-21026
Maximum normalized acceleration as a flying qualities
parameter p 442 N86-33012
PARAMETERIZATION
The role of impulse parameters in force variability
p 439 N86-32997
PARASITES
Farm animals as source of yersiniosis
p 217 N86-23230
PARASITIC DISEASES
Anti-tr_0anosomal activity of platinum coordination
compounds
[AD-D011860] p 67 N86-15897
Farm animals as source of yersiniosis
p 217 N86-23230
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Stochastic differential equations for neuronal behavior
lAD-A159099] p 69 N86-15908
PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
Cytogenetic changes in cells of lettuce seedlings with
exposure to accelerated carbon ion beam
p 84 N86-16886
PARTICLE MOTION
Transient proton inflows during illumination of anaerobic
Heiobacterium heiobium cells p 374 A86-43436
Proton transfer in bectsdorhodopsin -- Russian book
p 413 A86-49345
PARTICULATES
Particulate models of photosynthesis
[DE86-001625] p 160 N86-22090
Analysis of health effects resulting from population
exposures to ambient particulate matter. Health and
environmental effects document, 1985
[DE86-002161 ] p 225 N86-24208
PASSENGERS
Airsickness among Indian Aidinas passengers
p 12 A86-12435
Evaluation of a passenger mask modified with a
rebreather bag for protection from smoke and fumes
[AD-A162473] p 188 N86-22116
Effect of OXygen flow on passenger face mask
performance
[AD_At68832] p 443 N86-33021
PATENT APPLICATIONS
Suture needle holder
[AD-D011764] p 37 N86-12958
PATENTS
Forward field autotrensfusion device
lAD-D011763] p 37 N86.12957
PATHOGENESIS
Cerebral thrombosis at altitude - Its pathogenesis and
the problems of prevention and treatment
p 87 A86-20410
Possible effect of hyperiipamia on the development and
course of atheroselerosis in fUght personnel
p 90 A86-22568
Experimental evaluation of pathogenicity of different
vadants of iassa virus p 211 N86-23254
Standardization of conditions for measuring intensity of
specific fluorescence in continuous cell cultures infected
with vanants of Japanese encephalitis virus
p 211 N86-23255
Reproductive capacity of microflora on polymers used
in sealed environments p 280 N86-27897
PATHOGENS
Cloning and expression of leptospira pomona hemolysin
gene in escherichia coil p 211 N86-23249
PEPTIDES
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
USAF toxicology research on petroleum and
shaia-derivnd avia_on gas turbine fuels
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-34] p 80 A86-22023
GlucocottJcold antagonism by efldotoxin: Biological
effects during stress and basis for inhibition of
phoaphoenolpyruvate carboxykinese
[AD-At60740] p 116 N86-t8969
Effects of carbon monoxide on personnel
[AD-P004882] p 163 N86-20628
Objective investigations and subjective observations of
to weather p 165 N86-21023
Questions on the evolution of the developmental
program of the vertebrate inner ear under long term zero
g conditions p 389 N86-29530
PATHOLOGY
Nonlinear mechanisms in physiology and
pathophysiology Toward a dynamical theory of health and
disease p 422 A86-49636
The experimental determination of safe atmospheric
exposure concentrations of JP-10 jet fuel
[AD-A163179] p 258 N86-25985
PATIENTS
The clinical prediction of dangerousness
[AD-A160820] p 135 N86-19899
Advanced clinical research in shock and trauma
[AD-A162730] p 177 N86-22103
PATROLS
Body weight changes before and after submarine
patrols
[AD-A161144] p 127 N86-19893
PATTERN RECOGNITION
The detection and identification of pictorial changes
between succesmve presentations p 129 A86-23721
Sensitivity to phase distortions in central and peripheral
vision p133 A86-26294
Modeling of perception and decision-making
processes p183 A86-27094
Diagnosing cognitive errors: Statistical pattern
classification end recognition approach
[AD-At58t08] p 42 N86-12972
Generating and generalizing models of visual objects
[AD-A158197] p 43 N86-13894
Eye movements and spatial pattern vision
[AD-At60408] p 115 N86-18963
Examination of retinal pattern threshold iavels and their
possible effect on computer access control mechanisms
lAD-A161213] p 128 N86-19895
New roles for computation in the life sciences
[DE85-017542] p 158 N86-21100
Method of changes in reversible pattern mesldng as
factor in visual perception p 221 N86-23263
Overview of the NASA SETI Program
p 309 N86-26909
Goldstone field test activities: Target search
p 309 N86-26911
Inforo_tion processing in mammalian visual cortex
lAD-A165832] p 376 N86-28609
Human problem solving in fault diagnosis tasks
[AD-A167397] p 434 N86-32104
Progression-regression effects in tracking repeated
patterns p 439 N86-32996
PATTERN REGISTRATION
Stimulus structures and mental representations in expert
comprehension of computer programs
[AD-A157520] p 42 N86-12969
Perspective projection inverients
lAD-At67783] p 428 N86-32968
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION PLAN
First German Spacolab missions, no. 6
[PR-6] p 118 N86-18979
PELVIS
Shoulder and hip joints for hard space suits and the
like
[NASA-CASE-ARC-It 534-1 ] p 385 N86-29507
PENETRATION
Suit penetration study: Preliminary analysis of flow about
a circular cylinder
[DE86-005760] p 385 N86-28623
PENINSULAS
The microbial community at Laguna Figueroa, Baja
California Mexico - From miles to microns
p 26 A86-14124
PENTOSE
Metabolic distinctions of human red blood during
long-term spaceffights p 60 N86-14850
PEPTIDES
Opposing hemodynamic effects of substance P on
pulmonary vesculature in rabbits p 3 A86-12378
The effect of auricular eiectdc stimulation on
myelopaptide production and early reactions of blood
systems cell populations in the presence of immobilization
stress p 49 A86-16752
Hypnogenic activity of a cyclic structural analog of
delta-sleep-inducing paptlde p 105 A86-24368
A-81
PERCEPTION SUBJECT INDEX
Homocamoaln in rat brein during adaptation to
p 5 N86-10762
Peptidea and memory p 95 N86-18884
Potential for cress-reactive protection using paptides
and adjuvants or carrier molecules
[AD-A160360] p 108 N86-19826
Bioeansore from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymedzed lipid bilayere
[AD-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
Cooperation of catalysts and templates
p 301 N86-26871
A comparative study of prebiotlc and present day
translational models p 303 N86-26877
Pmtobiological informatoln, bidirectional recognition and
reverse translation p 303 N86-26878
PERCEP rION
Modeling of percep0on and decision-making
processes p 183 A86-27094
Experimental estimate of the parameters of a stochastic
model of a human operator sensor system
p 407 A86-45117
Information requirements determination: An empirical
investigation of obstacles within an individual
lAD-A158025] p 46 N86-13901
A study of patient's self-image during orthodontic
treatment
[AD-A160751] p 126 N86-19888
Interactive actNation mod_s of perception and
comprehenalo_
lAD-A161362] p 181 N86-21143
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
serf-motion perception
[AD-A161836] p 223 N86.24194
Activities report inperception research
[IPO-19-1984] p 405 N86-30335
PERCEPTUAL ERRORS
Spatial location and hyperacuity - The centre/sun'ound
localization contribution funo1_n has two substrates
p 19 A86-12061
The dynamics of the human estimation of image size
and its neurophysiological correlates p 89 A86-22539
The influence ol preview period and global optical flow
rate on sensitivity to loss in speed of serf motion
p 230 A86-29901
PERFORMANCE PREOICTION
Human performance simulation. Combining the data
p 381 A86-40480
Detection of system failure by human operator. I - The
case of monitor p 403 A86-43535
Visual information transfer. Part 1: Assessment of
specific information needs. Part 2: Parameters of
appropriate instrument scanning behavior
[NASA-CR-176277] p21 N86-11850
Application of screw calculus to the evaluation of
manmpulator workspace
[AD-P004947] p 75 N86-14946
Rapid measurement of individual stress reaction level:
Development of the Emotional Reaction Quastionneira
(ESRQ)
[FOA-C-50034-H3] p 383 N86-29506
Model analysis of remotely controlled rendezvous and
docking with display prediction p 441 N86.33003
PERFORMANCE TESTS
Thermal stress imposed on pilots by NBC protective
clothing --- Nuclear-Biologicei-Chemical
p44 A86-13571
Utility of an emulation and simulation computer model
for air revitalization system hardware design, development,
and test
[SAE PAPER 851377] p 140 A86-23560
Evaluation ol helmet d_spiay formats
p 184 A86-28440
Zero-G simulation verifies EVA servicing of space station
modules
[AIAA PAPER 86-2312] p 407 A86-46942
Development of a portable oxygen system analyzer
p 430 A86-47742
Test and evaluation of the B-1B molecular sieve oxygen
generatingsystem p 431 A86-47751
Syllogistic reasoning tasks, s methodologioal review
[AD-A158190] p 71 N86-14892
Instructions for flight crew members and flight crew
training and examination guidelines of the West German
Federal Board of Transport
[REPT-1] p 95 N86-17985
Performance comparison of thirty, two-stage demand
regulators -- underwater breathing apparatus
[ARE(M6)-TM-83818] p 99 N86-17987
Goidstone field test activities: Target search
p 309 N86-26911
PERIODIC VARIATIONS
Changes in immunoreactivity during adaptation to
intervals of hypoxic hypoxia p 80 A86-21451
The fossil record of evolution: Data on diversification
and extinction p 308 N86-26902
PERIPHERAL ClRCUI.ATION
Typological analysis of central and peripheral
hemodynamics during orthostasis in normal sul:_ects and
in patients with arterial hypertonia p 33 A86-15515
The effect of hypoxia on the dynamics of the peripheral
lymph flow p 393 A86-45323
The frequency of sister chromatid exchanges in blood
coils under prolonged hypokinoala p 421 A86-49272
A study of human lymphocyte morphology from the
peripheral circulation after hyperbaric exposure -- divers
p 121 N86-19857
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Mechanism of noradrenaline effect on the skin
tbermoreceptors p 103 A86-23491
Pestradiation disorders of peripheral-nerve regeneration
and the role of free-radical oxidation products in the
appearance of these disorders p 105 A86-24422
Peripheral nerve injury in developing rats reorganizes
motor cortex
lAD-A168019] p417 N86-32952
PERIPHERAL VISION
Sensitivity to phase distortions in central and peripheral
vision p133 A86-26294
Displacement thresholds in central and peripheral vision
during tracking p 378 A86-41782
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
An automated system for comprehensive assessment
of visual field sensit_ity
lAD-A162755] p 178 N86-22104
Effects of wearing NBC (Nuclear, Biological and
Chemical) protective clothing in the heat on detection of
visual s_gnals
[AD-A162321] p224 N86-24202
PERMEABILITY
Solute conductance of biood-ges barrier in hamsters
exposed to hyperoxia p 391 A86-44195
A lightweight impermeable suit for chemical protection
in warm conditions: A preliminary look at the concept
[AD-A164687] p 295 N86-26839
PEROXIDES
The mechanism of the adaptogenio effect of tocopherol
in prolongod cold exposure p 414 A86-49367
intensity of lipid peroxidation in hypokinetic rat tissues
p 56 N86-15876
Dynamics of peroxide oxidationof lipids dudng stress
p 83 N86-16883
PERSONALITY
The relation between the Type A behavior pattern,
pacing, and subjective workload under single- and
dual-task conditions p 234 A86-31822
The personality and physique of undergraduate aviation
majors p 382 A86-40571
An investigation into effects of environmental changes
on locus of control
]AD-A160861] p 135 N86-18987
The healthy motivation to fly: No psychiatric diagnosis
[AD-A164944] p 291 N86-26832
PERSONALITY TESTS
Personality differences as a moderator of mental
workload behavior - Mental workload performance and
strain reactions as a function of cognitive complexity
p 130 A86-23732
Personality type analysis of Air Force Institute of
Technology School of Systems and Logistics graduate
degree 85S class using Myers-Briggs Type-indicator
[AD-A161053] p 181 N86-22107
PERSONNEL
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers, revision
A
[AD-A160181] p 147 N86-18989
The influence of queiity circles on attitudinal outcomes
among civil engineering personnel
[AD-A161152] p 136 N86-19905
Effects of cadoon monoxide on personnel
[AD-P004882] p 163 N86-20628
Health and performance of antarctic winter-over
personnel: A follow-up study
[AD-A161773] p 182 N86-22109
Status of calcium metabolism in coal miners with
vibration sickness p 220 N86-23251
Estimate of emotional stress during working activity
based on systems analysis of skin-galvanic reaction
p 220 N86-23259
Changes in fitness and shipboard task performance
following circuit weight training programs featuring
continuous or interval running
lAD-A163110] p225 N86-24206
Development of a computer-managed readiness
assessment system
[AD-A16293t] p 236 N86-24215
Effect of heat and chemical protective clothing on
cognitive performance
[AD-A162001] p242 N86-24218
Effectiveness of an eir-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
lAD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
The effect of cold training and the wearing of gloves
on manual performance in the cold: A comparison of pure
ability and operational tasks
[AD-A163893] p 273 N86-25124
A lightweight impermeable suit for chemical protection
in warm conditions: A preliminary look at the concept
[AD-A164687] p 295 N86-26839
Soldier-computer interface
[AD-A165326] p 295 N86-26841
Factors influencing cerbox_moglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
Process of task analysis
]DE86-0081833 p 409 N86-31225
Human factors management
[DE86-008184] p 408 N86-31226
A collation of United States Air Force anthmpometty
[AD-A168485] p 443 N86-33019
Human Factors Review Plan
[DE86-010561] p 444 N86-33023
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
Professional flightcrew human resource development
Developing a Needs Assessment Programme
p 232 A86-29915
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Psychological Sciences Division 1984 programs
lAD-A156631] p 20 N86-10779
Evaluation of a multi-method group treatment approach
for the management of stress
lAD-A160813] p 135 N86-19897
Human factors management
[DE86-008184] p 409 N86-31226
PERSONNEL SELECTION
Opening up the astronaut selection process
p 18 A86-10493
A study of functional esymmetry of paired organs in
aircraft pacsonnel p 10 A86-10750
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Physiological stress
testing p 11 A86-12427
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Assessment o1
vesflbuler system p 11 A86-12429
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Psychological
testing p 19 A86-12431
Dental evaluation of cosmonauts p 11 A86-12432
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Biochemical
investigations p 11 A86-12433
Use of a linguistic test in the course of lerge-suale
physiological selection of men for work in an adverse
environment p 35 A86-15523
System developed for psychological selection of AT
controllers p 69 A86-17062
Research on the specification and acquisition of
maintenance training simulators in the U.S. Air Force
p 268 A86-33823
Characterization of good telooparators - What aptitudes,
interests, and experience correlate with measures o1
teleoperator performance p 268 A86-33828
Standardization of tasks: Approach planning --- human
performance assessment
[IZF-1984-19] p 20 N86-10782
Experience and performance in video games and its
influence on aptitude tests in aviation psychology
[DFVLR-FB-85-43] p 73 N86-15915
Psychological selection of personnel for employment in
the Antsrtic
[DRIC-T-7449] p 235 N86-23278
Characteristics of medically disqualified airman
applicants in calendar years 1982 and 1983
lAD-A162209] p 224 N86-24201
Theory-based cognitive assessment
[AD-A164083] p 266 N86-25991
Canadian terces approach to alrcrow medical
selection p 399 N86-30311
Cardiovascular standards for selection and retention of
high performance pilots in the USAF: Perspectives for the
next decade p 399 N86-30313
Entry visual standards and ocular examination
techniques for future fighter eircrew p 400 N86-30317
Sensitivity to color contrasts and the selection of
navigator personnel p 400 N86-30318
Computer analysis of visual and vestibular oculornotor
function in the medical selection of fighter eircraw
members p 400 N86-30319
Human Factors Review Plan
]DE86-010561] p 444 N86-33023
PERSPIRATION
Circulatory and thermoregulatory actions of hydration
dudng exercise-heat stress
[AD-A158440] p 63 N86-14875
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
[AD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
Environmental stress after atropine treatment
[AD-A161923] p 223 N86-24197
A-82
SUBJECTINDEX
Effectiveness of an air-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
[AD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
PESTICIOES
Characteristics of effects of microbiological means of
plant protection on organism p 108 N86-19829
Using Ashford's general model to aid in the
understanding of a pesticide's negrotoxic effect through
pesticide-drug mixture experiments
[PB86-130028] p 226 N86-24211
PETRI NETS
Modal.based approaches for partitioning subjective
workload assessments
[NASA-CR-177030] p 382 N86-29504
Modified Patti net model sensitivity to workload
manipulations p 436 N86-32979
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
USAF toxicology research on pevoleum and
shale-derived aviation gas turbine fuels
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-34] p 80 A86-22023
PETROLOGY
Isotopic, petrologic and biogeochemical investigations
of bar, led iron-formations p 305 N86-26885
PH
lotreceilular pH shift leads to microtubule assembly and
microtubule-mediated motility dudng sea urchin fertilization
- Correlations between elevated intracellular pH and
microtubute activity and depressed intracallular pH and
microtubule disassembly p 82 A86-22709
Effect of hypocapnia on ventral medullary blood flow
and pH dunng hypoxia in oats p 413 A86-47869
Electrochemical control of pH in a hydroponic nutrient
solution p 150 N86-19918
PHARMACOLOGY
Calcium antagonists in the prevention of motion
sickness p 67 A86-20405
Changes in the hemostatis system of the animal
organism due to granulocytopoiesis inhibition under
reduced barometric pressure p 80 A86-21454
Methods of regulating the adaptation and resistance
processes in navy personnel p !10 A86-23495
Physiological insights gained through zero-G medical
research p 144 A86-24121
Antistress effect of 1-chlormethylsilitrane
p 105 A86-24309
Studies of radioprotective properties of edeturon and
polyanion, applied separately and in combination
p 208 A86-32699
Comparative study of acotazolamide and spironoiactone
on regional blood distribution on exposure to acute
hypobaric hypoxia p 246 A86-35863
Antioxidants as antiarrhythmic remedies
p 246 A86-35938
Changes in the contractile and elecfricai activities of
the rat myooardium under the effect of varapamil under
inseffiokant oxygenetidn p 246 A86-35939
Effect of spironolantone on acute mountain sickness
p 377 A66-41781
Mechanism of adaptogenic action of prickly
eleutarococcus on man dunng heat stress
p 14 N86-10757
Drugs and surfactants used to prevent caisson disease
in rats p 54 N86-14668
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-026] p 83 N86-16881
Development of an ultrafast.curing wound dressing
[AD-A162471] p 177 N86-22099
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-002] p 209 N66-23222
Using Ashford's general model to aid in the
understanding of a pesticide's neurotoxic effect through
pesticide-drug mixture experiments
[PB86-130028] p 226 N86-24211
The prediction of bioiogicei activity using molecular
connectivity indices
lAD-A166986] p 394 N86-31206
PHASE CONTRAST
Sensitivity to phase distortions in central and peripheral
vision p 133 A86-26294
PHASE DEVIATION
Sensitivity to phase distortions in central and pedphoral
vision p133 A86-26294
PHASE SHIFT
Sensitivity to phase distortions in central and peripheral
vi._ p 133 A86-26294
Phase shifting two coupled circadian pacemakers -
Implications for jet lag p 377 A86-40684
Determination of symmetry and phase in human visual
response functions: Theory and expedments
p 15 N86-10769
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
Phase change water processing for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851346] p 139 A66-23532
PHENOLIC RESINS
Standardization 04 carbon-phenolic composite test
methodology p 243 N86-24527
PHENOLOGY
Seasonal and circadian rhythms in androgen excretion
in the extremely continental climate of Trans-Balkal and
the BAM region among groups of local nonnative
population p 420 A86-49269
PHONEMES
Attention within auditory word perception
[AD-A162550] p 162 N86-22111
Speech analysis based on a model of the auditory
system
lAD-A167426] p 427 N86-32098
PHOSPHORUS METABOUSM
Regulation of bone mineral loss dudng lactation
p 82 A66-22713
PHOSPHORUS 32
Role of Ca(2+)/calmodulin in phosphorylation of
proteins in plants
[DE86-001804] p 158 N86-2t099
PHOSPHORYLATION
Some results of a study of the bioenargetics of rat muscle
in weightk_sness p 49 A86-16754
Ecto-protain kinase activity on the external surface of
neural cells p 207 A86-31650
Role of Ca(2+)/calmodulin in phosphorylation of
proteins in plants
[DE86..001804] p 158 N86-21099
PHOTICS
Effect of rhythmic photic interference on working
electroencephalogram and efficiency of human
movements p 292 N86-27883
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
Photochemical reactions in interstellar grains photolysis
of CO, NH3, and H20 p 189 A86-26721
Photochemistry of methane and the formation of
hydrocyanic acid (HCN) in the earth's early atmosphere
p 243 A86-30697
Photoconvarsion from the light-adapted to the
dark-adaptnd state of bacteriorhodopsin
p 374 A86-43434
The retinal cycle in bactedorhodopsin --- Russian book
p 414 A86-49346
Physiology/biochemistry of photoactivation of 02
evolution: Probes for the S-state protein
[DE85-016834] p 53 N86-14843
Photoenergy transduction in hsiohecterium halobium
[NASA-CR-176673] p 248 N86-25970
The D to H ratio on Titan and the planets: Implications
for odgin and evolution of planetary atmospheres
p 296 N86-26853
A gas chromatograph experiment for a Titan entry
probe p 299 N86-26856
Photochemical reactions of vark_us mode_ protocell
systems p 303 N86-26879
Functional and evolutionary relationships between
bacteriorhodopsin and haicrhodopsin in the
archaebactsdum, halobactedum halobium
p 306 N86-26892
PHOTODISSOClATION
Laser kinetic spectroscopy of unimolecular and
bimolscular processes in the gas phase
lAD-A166998] p 394 N86-31209
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
MTF's and Wk_er spectra of rsdk_raphic screen-titre
systems. Volume 2: (Including speeds of screens, films
and screen-film systems)
[PB86-184934] p 380 N86-29501
PHOTOGRAPHS
Photosimulation of target acquisition in the presence
of smoke: A pilot study
[IZF-1984-36] p 95 N86-17966
PHOTOLYSIS
Photolysis products of CO. NH3 aND H20 and their
significance to reactions on interstellar grains
p 298 N66-26849
PHOTOMETRY
Topical effects of molten salt on rat integument - A
histological and photometnc assessment
p 245 A66-33761
PNOTOOXIDATION
Biosynthetic porphyrins and the ongin of
photosynthesis p 306 N86-26894
PHOTORECEPTORS
Effect of intensive visible light on actMty of glutathione
poroxidase in pigmented epithelium of eye
p 210 N86-23226
PHOTOSENSITIVITY
Transient proton inflows dunng illumination of anaerobic
Halobactedum halobium cells p 374 A86-43436
Proton transfer in bactedorhodopsin --- Russian book
p 413 A86-49345
Photoactive pigments in halobacteria from the Gevish
Sabkha p 415 A86-49998
PHYSICALEXERCISE
Light induced damage to arythrocyte membrane
sensitized by tetrasutfophenyt porphin
p 109 N86-19838
Foveel flashes and human performance
p 284 N66-26822
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Habitability of the eady earth - Clues from the physiology
of nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis
p 25 A86-14117
Photoective pigments in haiobscteda from the Garish
Sabkha p 415 A86-49998
Controlled environment life support system:
Calcium-related leaf injuries on plants
[ NASA-CR-176288] p6 N66-11828
Structure and function of isozymes: Evolutionary
aspects and role of oxygen in eucaryotic organisms
[NASA-CR-t 76286] p6 N86-11831
Application of electron-transfer theory to several
systems of biological interest
[DE85-015835] p 55 N86-15860
Method for improving product yields in an anionic
metalloporphynn-based artificial photosynthesis system
[DE65-017723] p 85 N86-17976
CELSS science needs p 151 N86-19926
Ap_tion of photosynthetic N2-tixing cyancbsctaria to
the CELSS program p 151 N86-19929
Optimization of controlled environments for hydroponic
production of leaf lettuce for human life support in
CELSS p 152 N86-19936
Greenhouses with curvilinear planting surface
p 158 N86-21132
Particulate models of photosynthesis
[DE86-001625] p 160 N86-22090
Annual report and summaries of F'Y 1985 activities
supported by the Division of Biological Energy Research
[DE85-008132] p 209 N86-23220
Photochemical reactions of various model protocell
systems p 303 N86-26879
The principle of cooperation and life's origin and
evolution p 303 N86-26860
Thioredoxins in evolutionadly primitive organisms
p 306 N86-26893
Biosynthetic porphyrins and the origin of
photosynthesis p 306 N86-26894
Evc4ution_'f significance of eemoregutato_
mechanisms in cyanobacteria p 307 N86-26898
Intensity of photosynthesis in clostedopsis ecicular var.
afficana Hind as a function of oxygen concentration in
the atmosphere p 280 N86-27903
Gas exchange characteristics of leaves as indicators
of the basic limitations to the rate of photosynthesis
[DE56-006632] p 416 N86_32085
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION
An engineering analysis oi a closed cycle ptsnt growth
module p 150 N86-19919
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Changes in physicochemioal properties of contractile
and regulatory proteins indifferent types of muscles dudng
and after exposure to accelerations p 61 N86-14860
Individual differences in maximum oxygen uptake
regulation and level p 62 N86-14863
Physico-chemical studies of radiation effects in cells
[DE65-014681] p 83 N86-16875
The prediction of biological activity using molecular
connectMty indices
lAD-A166986] p 394 N86-31208
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
Canadian forces approach to alrcrew medical
selection p 399 N86-30311
Medical selection and physiological training of fighter
pilots: A 1985 perspective and overview
p 399 N86-30312
Cardiovascular standards for selection and retention of
high performance pilots in the USAF: Perspectives for the
next decade p 399 N86-30313
Selection and medical testing of Mirage 2000 pilots:
Report of echooardiography p 399 N86-30314
Systematic radiographic examination of the spine for
selection of F-16 pilots: A preliminary report
p 401 N86-30323
Treadmill spireergometry in the selection and screening
of high-performance combat aircraft pilots in the Beiigan
Air Force p 401 N86-30325
Effect of dexamethesone on symptoms of acute
mountain sickness at Pikes Peak, Colorado (4300m)
[AD-A168662] p 425 N86-32963
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Plasma hormonal responses at graded hypohydretion
levels dudng exerciso-heet stress
[AD-A164941] p 86 A86-20004
Heat adaptation dudng training by graded
hyperthermia p 89 A86-22538
Cytochemical studies of blood lymphocytes in the
diagnosis and forecasting of changes in the functional
status of athletes p 89 A86-22540
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PHYSICALFACTORS SUBJECT INDEX
The effects of circuit weight training and G experience
on +Gz tolerance p 161 A86-28098
Effect of simulated weightlessness on exerciss-induced
anaerobic threshold p 250 A86-33756
Some aspects of yogic exercises during space flight
p 263 A86-35289
Evaluation of precordial mapping before and after
aubmaximai exercise amongst normal and asymptomabc
subjects with non specific ST-T abnormalities
p 251 A86-35290
Time course of muscular blood metabolites during
forearm rhythmic exercise in hypoxia
p 252 A86-36222
Physical training and +Gz tolerance reevaluated
p 396 A86-44096
Effect of physical training in humans on the response
of isolated fat ceils to epinephrine p 418 A86-47868
Changes in immunity under stress
p 420 A86-49267
Assessment of state of chronotropic and inotropic heart
function at different degrees of physical fitness
p 12 N86-10746
Classification of changes in electrocardiogram during
muscular exertion of healthy individuals
p 14 N86-10755
Circulatory and thermoregulatory actions of hydration
dudng exercise-heat stress
[AD-A158440] p 63 N86-14875
Resting metabolic rate in men following prolonged
treadmill exercise p 121 N86-19853
Mechanisms of bioenergetic homeostasis during
exercise: A general model
[AD-A161678] p 176 N86-22098
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
lAD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgrip exercise at high altitude
[ADoA162003] p 223 N86-24198
An evaluation of tests of anaerobic power
[AD-A162826] p 224 N86-24203
Physical, anthropomatdcal, and body composition
characteristics of workers at Kennedy Space Center
[NASA-TM-83102] p 272 N86-25122
Health effects of ambient ozone exposure in vigorously
exercising adults
[PB86-156940] p 258 N86-25989
Perceptual and physiological responses during exercise
in cool and cold water
lAD-A165491 ] p 283 N86-26800
Distinctions in humoral control of metabolism with
simulation of spaceflight factors p 286 N86-27884
Metabolic changes following eccentric exercise in
trained and untrained men
lAD*A166521] p 402 N86-31211
Altitude acclimatization attentuatas plasma ammonia
during submaximai exercise
[AD.At68630] p 425 N86-32962
PHYSICAL FACTORS
Individual parameters in thermoregulatory control; a
review --- plasma diagnostics
[IZF-1985°26] p 283 N86-26801
Effects of cold exposure on thermal status of men and
women p 285 N86-27874
PHYSICAL FITNESS
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Physiological stress
testing p 11 A86°12427
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - Cardiovascular
assessment p 11 A86-12428
Cardiorespiratory fitness and cognitive performance
before and after confinement in a nuclear submarine
p 32 A86-14317
Fitness-for-duty, a pilot's viewpoint
p 232 A86-29925
The personality and physique of undergraduate aviation
majors p 382 A86-40571
Physiological effects of training
[AD-A157417] p 16 N86-11841
Factors which alter human physiological responses
during exercise-hsst acclimation
[AD-A160580] p 115 N86-18967
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive work
capacity and fatigue onset under sustained combat-like
operations
[AD-A160417] p 134 N86-18982
Helicopter-referenced single control, center-position
force exertion capabilities of males and femaias
lAD-A161234] p 154 N86-19946
Mechanisms of bioenergetic homeostasis during
exercise: A general model
[AD-A161678] p 176 N86-22098
An evaluation of tests of anaerobic power
[AD-A162826] p 224 N86-24203
Changes in fitness and shipboard task performance
following circuit weight training programs featuring
continuous or interval running
lAD-A163110] p 225 N86-24206
Physical, anthropometrical, and body composition
characteristics of workers at Kennedy Space Center
[NASA-TM-83102] p 272 N86-25122
Aerobic capacity and coronary dsk factors in a
middle-aged army population AD-A163998 HC A02/MF
A01
[AD-A163998] p 257 N86-25979
Fitness and activity assessments among US Army
populations: implications for NCHS general population
surveys
lAD-A164060] p 257 N86-25980
Fluid-Electrolyte-Mineral interrelations as affecting work
performance
[AD-A165325] p 282 N86-26799
Physical endurance of rats dudng intensive and repeated
exposure to stationary magnetic field
p 279 N86-27894
Medical Selection and Physiological Training of Future
Fighter Aircrew
[AGARD-CP-396] p 398 N86-30309
Physical training of Mirage 2000 pilots
p 401 N86-30324
Relationship of cardiopulmonary fitness to flight
performance in tactical aviation p 401 N86-30326
Metabolic changes following eccentric exercise in
trained and untrained men
[AD-A166521] p 402 N86-31211
Induced erythrocythemia and maximal aerobic power:
An examination of modifying factors
[AD-A166522] p 402 N86-31212
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
A multivariate study of the relationship between the
genetic code and the physical-chemical properties of
amino acids p 104 A86-23997
PHYSICAL WORK
Comparative analysis of corticosteroid and
catecholamine levels excreted in urine of persons with
different occupations p34 A86-15520
Prediction of human physical work capacity in
high-temperature environments p 34 A86-15522
The effect of prolonged physical work at the levels of
submaximai and extreme intensity upon the mass transfer
and utilization of oxygen p 89 A86-22536
The effect of different regimens of running training on
the physical work capacity and blood plasma lipide and
lipoproteins in untrained male and female students
p 89 A86-22537
The dynamics of systemic functional organization dudng
adaptation to work in extreme environments
p 254 A86-36530
Effects of hypodynamia and neuroemotionai stress on
the performance of circulatory and respiratory systems
during muscular work p422 A86-49919
Efficiency of muscular work in white rats during
adaptation to cold p 5 N86-10763
The impact of physical and mental tasks on pilot mental
workoed p 437 N86-32982
PHYSlOCHEMISTRY
Neurochemical basis of chemical thermoregulation and
artificial hypobiosis p 27 A86-15521
Neurnchemicai mechanisms of artificial hypobiosis and
chemical thermoregulation p 27 A86-15525
Some results of a study of the bioenergetics of rat muscle
in weightlessness p 49 A86-16754
Caimodulin, a second messenger - History of
investigation and physiological importance
p 157 A86-29256
Somatostatin inhibits the ventilatory response to hypoxia
in humans p 216 A86-30681
Hypobiosis and functional resistance to cold
p 206 A86-30897
Role of dopaminergic systems of neostriatum during the
activity of the central nervous system in man and
animals p 208 A86-33070
Gamma-aminobutyric acid and bulbar mechanisms of
hemodynamic regulation p 246 A86-35941
Impaired pulmonary conversion of angiotensin I to
angiotensin il in rats exposed to chronic hypoxia
p 246 A86-36218
Effects of exercise in normoxia and acute hypoxia on
respiratory muscle metabolites p 246 A86-36223
Changes in the carbohydrate energy metabolism in the
rat brain under laser radiation p 276 A86-39719
An anaerobic shift in energy metabolism in the mouse
brain dudng recovery from acute radiation sickness
p 276 A86-39720
The effect of radiation on the concentration and
metabolism of dopamine in the rat brain
p 276 A86-39722
Nuclear lamins and peripheral nuclear antigens dudng
fertilization and ambryngenesis in mica and sea urchins
p 371 A86-40675
Naloxone enhances motion sickness - Endorphins
implicated p 395 A86-44088
The contractile function and the energy metabolism of
the myocardium under emotional stress and during
adaptation of animals to short stress effects
p 392 A86-45322
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
Increased gluconeogenasis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 52 A86-18397
The effects of -FGz on the coronary circulation - A
review p 86 A86-20401
Comparative analysis of hypo - and hyper-grevity effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A86-30377
Chronic acceleration and egg production in domestic
fowl p 193 A86-30392
Oxygen consumption dudng cold exposure at 2.1 G in
rats adapted to hypergravic fields p 199 A86-30432
The effect of a hyperdynamic environment on the
development of the rat retina p 203 A86-30463
Comparison of human impact response in restraint
systems with and without a negative G strap
p 249 A86-33754
Influence of inspired oxygen concentration on
acceleration ataiectasis
[AD-A168540] p 253 A86-36313
Single sinusoids compared with a multiple-sinusoids
technique for evaluating horizontal semicircular canal
function p 395 A86-44089
Effects of -Gz centrifugal acceleration upon cardiac
output of hamster p 415 A86-50290
Hemodynamic parameters as related to different
tolerance to head-pelvis accelerations
p 61 N86-14859
Changes in physicochemicai properties of contractile
and regulatory proteins in different types of muscles dudng
and after exposure to accelerations p 61 N86-14860
Cumulative effect of coriolis accelerations on coronary
hemodynamics p 61 N86-14861
Ultrasonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergrevity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSES
Defense strategies against hypoxia and hypothermia
p 81 A86-22258
Effect of nonionizing microwave radiation on the
autoimmune reactions and antigenic structure of serum
proteins p 106 A86-24425
Investigation of mechanisms of the radioprotective effect
of egonists of catecholamine receptors - Involvement of
both subtypes of alpha-adrenoreceptors in the
radioprotective effect p 208 A86-32698
Partial recovery of neutrophil functions during prolonged
hypothermia in pigs p 246 A86-36220
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Performance and physiological effects of
acceleretion-induced (+Gz) loss of consciousness
p 8 A86-10253
Effects of 100 percent oxygen on the cardiovascular
responses to vasoactive compounds in the dog
p 2 A86-10255
The effects of mild hypoxia on a logical reasoning
task p 18 A86-10261
Charactedstics of external respiration in inhabitants of
the northeastern USSR p 9 A86-10698
The effect of 24-hr sleep deprivation on the metabolism
of biogenic amines p 9 A86-10700
A differential evaluation of the mechanism of the effect
of noise on the ear in relation to noise frequency
characteristics (Clinical and experimental study)
p 10 A86-11750
Opposing hemodynamic effects of substance P on
pulmonary vasculature in rabbits p 3 A86-12378
Hemodynemic effects of anti-G suit inflation in a 1-G
environment p 22 A86-12379
Medical evaluation of cosmonauts - 'Acceleration'
p 11 A86-12430
Effects of head and body restraint on experimental
motion-induced sickness in squirrel monkeys
p 26 A86-14314
Effect of exposure to heat, hypoxia, cold, acceleration,
and vibration stress on the total blood sulfhydryl groups
in human subjects p 33 A86-14319
Leukecytic reactions caused by emotional stress
p 34 A86-15519
Development of countermeasures for use in space
missions --- to adaptive response to space flight
[IAF PAPER 85-3271 p 36 A86-15832
Effects of hemodilution on 02 transport in high-altitude
polycythemia p 37 A86-16053
Changes in the morphofunctionai and cytochemical
indices of blood leukocytes after exposure to iow-intansity
microwave radiation p 52 A86-18150
An overview of space physioiegy and related
experiments on Specaieb 1 p 87 A86-21097
A-84
SUBJECT INDEX
Effect of immobilization stress on body weight in rata
p 81 A86-22324
Changes in the heart rate and in the cerebral vascular
tonue affected by alternating physical and mental toads
p 89 A86-22538
The effect of prolonged physical work at the levels of
submaximai and extreme intensity upon the mass transfer
arKI utilization of oxygen p 89 AS&22536
The effect of different regimens of running training on
the physical work capacity end blood plasma lipids and
lipoprotains in untrained male end female students
p 89 A86-22537
Possible effect of hyperlipemia on the development end
course of etherosolerosis in flight personnel
p 90 A86-22568
The effect of shod term hypoxia on body temperature
and lactic acid in blood p 81 A86-22595
Mechanism of noredrenaiine effect on the skin
thermoreceptors p 103 A86-23491
Effect of hyperoxic gas mixtures on oxygen mass transfer
through the hemetoparenchymatous barrier
p 103 A86-23492
Hypnogenic activity of a cyclic structural analog of
delta-sleep-inducing peptide p 105 A86-24368
Mechanical solid vibrations p 113 A86-24512
Arousal and stability - The effects of five new
sympethomimetic drugs suggest a new principle for the
prevention of space motion sickness
p 113 A86-25656
Effect of rotoposJtioning on the growth and maturation
of mandibular bone in immobilized Rhesus monkeys
p106 A86-25659
Thymic involution in the suspended rat - Adrenal
hypertrophy and glucocodiooid receptor content
p106 A86-25660
Tranedermai scopolamine - Human performance and
side effects p 163 A86-29094
Stimulation of brain mussarinic acotylcholine receptors
acutely reverses radiogenic hypodtpsia
lAD-A167057] p 156 A86-29096
Effect Of waight_ on the development of
neurosecretory structures of the
hypothaiamo-hypophyseai system of the rat brain
(Electron-microscope study) p 157 A86-29174
The influence of the initial value of a parameter on its
change under the action of external factors -- individual
physiological responses of organization to external
factors p157 A86-29275
Companson of the effects of atropine sulfate and ethanol
on performance p 232 A86-29923
Comparative analysis of hypo - and hyper-gravlty effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A86-30377
Cdtical impact and acceleration loading to the head
p 214 A86-30381
The effects of real and simulated microgravity on
vesfibulo-oculomotor interaction p 193 A86-30390
Chronic acceleration and egg production in domestic
fowl p 193 A86-30392
The effect of a hyperdynamic environment on the
development of the rat retina p 203 A86-30463
Effect of flight in mission SL-3 on interferon-gamma
production by rats p 204 A86-30467
Biochemical end morphological evaluation of the effects
of space flight on rat salivary glands
p 204 A86-30468
Effect of seven days of spaceflight on hindlimb muscle
protein, RNA and DNA in adult rats p 204 A86-30471
The use of suspension models and comparison with
tree weightlessness --- Animal Model Workshop on
Gravitational Physiology p 205 A86-30480
The alleviatingeffect of arbRrary movemonta on the
veatibuiomotor p 216 A86-30898
Activation of cholesterogenesis under the effect of
k)nizing re_:lk_,tionon a livingbody p 207 A86-32697
Topical effects of molten salt on rat integument - A
histological and photometric assessment
p 245 A86-33761
Nonionizing radiation damage in the eye
p 281 A86-33838
Medical problems of space flights p 251 A86-35285
Effects of pressure on uptake and release of calcium
by brain synaptosomos p 247 A86-36225
A study of the effect of ultrasound on the antigenic
activity of human erythrocytes p 254 A86-36495
The effect of external factors on the reactions modeling
biological processes (Piccardi test) --
cosmoheliogeophysicai effects p 247 A86-36498
Head and respiration rates during a mental task
performed with varying degrees of success
p 254 A86-36526
Cyclic adenosine-3',5'-monophosphate and cyclic
guanosine-3',5'-monophosphate in the blood plasma of
mice injected with chemicals of different radioprotective
efficiency p 276 A86-39718
Cringes in the carbohydrate energy motabo_ism in the
rat brain under laser radiation p 276 A86-39719
The mechanisms of the effect of nonionizing radiation
on an organism's sensonj systems p 276 A86-39721
The effect of radiation on the concentration and
metabolism of dopamine in the rat brain
p 276 A86-39722
Physiological problems Of ascent to altitude
p 376 A86-40566
The effect of antimotion sickness drugs on habituation
to motion p 377 A8641780
Effect of spironeiaofone on acute mountain sickness
p 377 A86--41781
Postrediation regional cerebral blood flow in primates
p 373 A86.-41786
Inhibitory effects of combined agonist end antagonist
muscle vibration on H-reflex in man p 395 A86-44090
Functional state of the pancreas under conditions of
prolonged bed rest p 421 A86-49271
Effect of emotiorml stress on hemostasis system of
healthy persons p 19 N86-10745
Shod term heat effect on edmno- and choline-sensitivity
of rat's small intestine p 4 N86-10754
Indices of blood oxygen transporting properties and
arythmboiasis in rats after prolonged stay in
nitrogen-oxygen mixture at elevated pressure
p 8 N86-10761
Homocamosin in rat brain during adaptation to cold
p 5 N86-10762
The effects of age, sleep deprivation, and altitude on
complex performance
lAD-At56987] p 15 N86-10771
Report on the research activities on whole-body
vibrations. Human strain due to mechanical vibrations
[ISBN-3-88383.107-7] p 15 N86-10773
Physiological effects of training
[AD-A157417] p 16 N86-11fl41
The effect of spironolactone on the cardiocircutatory
responses to upright tilt at sea level end at simulated high
altitude
lAD-A157734] p 39 N86-13887
Neutron effects in humans: Protection considerations
[DE85-015047] p 64 N86-14882
Alcohol effects on brain p 64 N86-14887
Basic results of experiments with long-term rotation of
rats as applied to the problem of artificial gravity
p 56 N86-15878
One aspect of crew training p 72 N86-15885
Assessment of individual human exposures to ozone
in a health study
[PB85-245978] p 94 N86-17984
The Eleventh Annual Meeting ofthe European Undersea
Biomedical Society (EUBS) on Diving and Hyperbaric
Medicine
[FOA-C-50021-H1] p 121 N86-19854
The effects of the insulation propedies of different dry
suit systems on the diver's heat bsianceend comfort during
diving to 50 m p 121 N86-19856
A study of human lymphocyte morphology from the
peripheral circulation alter hyperbaric exposure --- divers
p 121 N86-19857
Some dominant frequencies of postural tremor are lower
at 31 bar p 122 N86-19859
A survey of aseptic bone negrosis in Turkish sponge
divers, interim report p 124 N86-19871
An appraisal of dive profiles in shellfish divers with
reference to the risk of decompression sickness
p 125 N86-19879
Less bubble formation in women divers
p 126 N86-19883
Neurophysiolngioai activity and psychophysical
effectiveness of environmental factors
p 164 N86-21013
The influence of heliomsteorologic factors on circulation
and some vegetative functions p 165 N86-21021
Spatial distribution of heat and cold stress in the Federal
Republic of Germany p 170 N86-21065
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 6, November - December 1985
[JPRS-USB-86-001] p 172 N86-21114
Characteristics of accelerations in aerobatic flight as a
sport p 172 N86-21117
Effect of immersion hypokinesia on characteristics of
programmed voluntary movements p 173 N86-21119
Assessment ot selected physioiogioal indicators in
antenna operators at shod-wave transmitting and receiving
centers p 220 N86-23250
Status of calcium metabolism in coal miners with
vibration sickness p 220 N86-23251
The energy cost of combat engineer tasks
[AD-A161861] p 223 N86-24195
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgrip exercise at high altitude
[AD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Using Ashford's general model to aid in the
understanding of a pesticide's neurotoxic effect through
pesticide-drug mixture experiments
[PB86-130028] p 226 H86-24211
Change of RNA and protein level in neurons-gila system
under effects of hypedhermie and hypoxia
p 278 N86-27877
Modification of cytogenetic and physiological effects of
space flight factors by biologically active compounds
[NASA-TM-87987] p 386 N86-28624
Waiphtiasseess simoiation: Physiological changes infast
and slow muscle
[NASA-CR-176945] p 380 N86-29498
Effects of consuming various foods and nutrients on
objective and su_ective aspects of human ped_manco
and behavior
[NASA-CR-177003] p 385 N86-29509
The temporal response of bone to _ioading
[NASA-TM-89228] p 397 N86-30303
Aircrew aspects of United Stated future fighter aircraft
p 398 N86-30310
A possible role for endogenous glucocorticoids in
orchiectomy-induced atrophy of the rat levator ani muscle:
Studies with RU38486, a potent and selective
antiglucocorticoid
[NASA-CR-177029] p 411 N86-30343
Analysis of nystagmus response to a pseudorandom
velocity input p 402 N86-31426
EvaluatiOn of the need for a large pdmate research
facility in space
[NASA-CR-179661] p 444 N86-32111
A simulation study of the effects of sleep depletion,
time of watch and length of time on watch on wetchstanding
effectiveness
[A_-A167729] p 424 N86-32956
Effects Of high altitude on neurological and pulmonary
function: The effect of high altitude on visual evoked
potentials in humans on Mr. Everest
lAD-A168335] p 424 N86-3298g
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Human error in life support operations
p 96 A86-19330
CliniCal and psychological surveillance of student pilots
at the beginning of training p 111 A86-24501
The beginnings of airborne weightlessness research
[AD-A160575] p 115 N86-18966
Evolutionary significance of osmoregulatory
mechanisms in cyanebacteria p 307 N86-26898
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Enhanced metabolic response to caffeine in
exercise-trained human subjects p 7 A86-10106
Comparative biodynamic response of two primate
species to the same vibrational environment
[AD-A160679] p 1 A86-10252
Biological parameters in Japanese quail genetically
selected for resistance or sensitivity to an acute hypoxic
survival p 2 A86-10256
Thermovisuat indicators Of brain reactions to visual
stimuli p 9 A86-10695
Adaptation of the human organism to the repeated
short-term exposures to a hot environment
p 10 A86-10701
Biochemical response to chronic shortening in unloaded
soleus muscles p 3 A86-12380
Responses of bulbospinai and laryngeal respiratory
neurons to hypercapnla and hypoxie p 3 A86-12381
Changes in antidromio latencias of medullary respiratory
neurons in hypercapnia and hypoxia p 3 A86-12382
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Independent study of automation and robotics for the
National Space Program by the Automation and Robotics
Panel
[NASA-CR-178523] p 148 N86.18990
Space teleoperation research. American Nuclear
Society Executive conference: Remote operations and
robotics in the nuclear industry; remote maintenance in
other hostile environments
[NASA-TM-89234] p 386 N86-29513
Control of a free-flyiog robot me_puietor system
[NASA-CR-179717] p 443 N86-33016
ROCKET LAUNCHERS
Human factors engineering design cdtar_ for future
systems. Report number 3: Design cnteda evolving from
the Multiple Multiple Rocket System (MLRS) operational
test 3
lAD-A158316] p 76 N86-15916
RODENt'S
Monitoring of circadian waveforms in rodents exposed
to high-intensity static magnetic fields
[DE85-015225] p 28 N86-12952
A chinchilla rse_aint system
[AD-A167408] p 416 N86-32084
RODS
A system of rat resb'aint using a cone-shaped, piex_gtses
and stainless steel red cage
[AD-At58428] p 83 N86-16876
ROLL
An investigation regaKliog the use of a dynamic seat-pan
display for training and as a device for communicating
rell-axis motion information p 239 A86-29918
The influence of tectual Seat.motion cues on training
and performance in a roll-axis compensatory tracking task
Setting p 22 N86-10784
Investigation of limb-sk_estick dynamic interaction with
roll control p 438 N86-32991
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Laboratory and flight testing of ballistic protective
headgear for rotary wing aircrew p 97 A86-19344
An examination of ability requirements for various rotary
wing missions p 128 A86-23716
ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
Effects of clincstat rotation on Aurelia statolith
synthesis p199 A86-30436
Basic results of experiments with long-term rota0on of
rats as applied to the problem of artificial gravity
p 56 N86-15878
Exploratory studies of physiclogicaicomponents 01
motion sickness: Cardiopulmonary differences between
high and low susoaptibles
[NASA-CR-176541] p 171 N86-21108
Shuttle flight experiment 30-day summary report
[NASA-CR-176539] p 171 N86-21109
Vection-induced gastric dysrhythmias and motion
sickness
[NASA-CR-176620] p 176 N86-22og5
ROTATION
Contributions to workload of rotational optical
transformations
[NASA-CR-176542] p 171 N86-21106
Condition of thyroid gland and C cells dunng long-term
rotation (morphological and biochemical investigation)
p 174 N86-21126
RULES
A ruts-based model of human problem-soWing behavior
in dynamic environments p 70 A86-17772
Rule-based analysis of pilot decisions
p 261 A86-33816
RUNNING
The effect of different regimens of running tr_liog on
the physical work capacity and blood plasma lipids and
lipoprcteins in untrained rnaleand female students
p 89 A86-22537
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
lAD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
Changes in fitness and shipboard task performance
following circuit weight training programs featuring
continuous or interval running
[AD-A163110] p 225 N86-24206
RURAL LAND USE
LOC_ climatic particularities and their importance for
recreation area (example, Saarland-iower Bliastal)
p 170 N86-21064
S
SABATIER REACTION
Comparison of CO2 reduction process - Bosch and
Sabatier
[SAE PAPER 851343] p 139 A86-23530
SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
Adapted heed- and eye-movement responses to
added-head inertia p 250 A86-33758
The saccadic eye movement control system
p 267 A86-33797
Eye-movement activity as index of functional state of
brain p 14 N86-10756
Appiiuation of the system identification technique to
goal-directed saccadas
[AD-At59102] p 69 N86-15909
SAFETY
Space Station crew safety - Human factors model
p 143 A86-23742
SCANNING
An examination of injury cnterie for potential application
to explosive safety studies
lAD-P004883] p 163 N86-20629
Evaluation of materials for thermal protection
lAD-P004901] p 187 N86-20638
Cheractedstioa of accelerations in aerohetio flight as a
sport p 172 N86-21117
Biomedical and environmental sciences at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
[DE86-00163g] p 161 N86-22091
Impact of tim human on system safety analysis
[DE86-006182] p 409 N86-31224
SAFETY DEVICES
Comparison of human impact response in restraint
systems with and without a negative G strap
p 249 A86-33754
The tachnology impact of the Advanced Technology
Crow Protection (ATCP) system on high performance
airoreft p 406 A86.-4477g
Psychological problems associated with the wearing of
respiratory protective devices: A review
[FOA-C-40216-C2] p 101 N86-17995
Compendium of protective eyswear
[PB86-135779] p 273 N86-2512B
SAFETY FACTORS
Excursion limits in shallow water heliox saturation
diving p 125 N86-19877
Zopiclone's residual effect t_on actual driving
performance versus those of nitrazepam and
flunitrazapam
[VK-84.10] p 423 N86-32954
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Hygienic assessment of the electromagnetic radiation
levels generated by radar installations
p 271 A86-36499
Quantification of pilot fatigue - A new approach to a
crucial problem p 376 A86-40231
Radiofrequencias and microwaves - Radiation safety of
the operator p 397 A86-46270
Proceedings of a workshop on Radiofreduency
Radiation bioeffects held at Wechtberg.Werthhoven, West
Germany on 11-13 September 1984
[AD-A157090] p 38 N86-12959
SALICYLATE$
Interaction between Escherichia coti and lunar fines
p 30 N86-14088
SALINITY
Carbon isotope discrepancy between Pracambrtan
strometolitas and their modern analogs. Inferences hem
hypersaline microbial mats of the Sinai Coast
p 25 A86-14119
Organic $13C values vary slightly with salinity in
microbial mats at Guerrero Negro, Baja California Sur,
Mexico: Implications for stromatolite $13C values
p 308 N86-26900
SALIVA
Dynamics of the salivary electrolyte compoaiUon and
renal excretory function during human adaptation to an
altered gaseous environment p 216 A86-30899
SALIVARY GLANDS
Biochemical and morphological evaluation of the effects
of apace flight on rat salivary glands
p 2O4 A86-30468
SALMONELLA
immucomodutation by proteins of bocdetelts pertusais
lAD-A160078] p 107 N86-18g53
Search forDNA host specificity systems in salmonella
typhi p 210 N86-23247
SALYUT SPACE STATION
Preliminary medical results of the 5-month flight onboard
Salyut-7-Soyuz-T
[IAF PAPER 84-184] p 10 A86-12362
Determination of increment of Bacillus subtilis biomese
in weightlessness p 57 N86-15881
Vaccine Proteins R and D on Salyut-7
p 220 N86-23256
SAMPLING
Factors influencing carboxyhemoglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
SANITATION
Report of the symposium on biologicet monitoring of
exposure to metals and other inorganic compounds
[MBL-1885.6] p 85 N86-17980
SATELLITE POWER TRANSMISSION (3"0 EARTH)
The effect of a microwave radiation (2.45 GHz CW) on
the molt of house finches (Carpodacus Mexicanus)
p 52 A86-18513
SCALING LAWS
Absolute judgment versus absolute magnitude
estimation to convey inlormstion through symbol
magnitude changes in CRT displays
[AD-A167059] p 434 N86.32103
SCANNING
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[SAE PAPER 841489] p 132 A86-26019
Visual scanning behavior p 178 A86-28452
A-101
SCENEDESMUS
Eye-scan behavior ina flight simulation task as a function
of level of training p 260 A86-33794
Visual information transfer. Part 1: Assessment of
specific information needs. Part 2: Parameters of
appropriate instrument scanning behavior
[NASA-CR-176277] p 21 N86-11850
Effects of digital altimetw on pilot workload
[NASA-TM-86424] p 42 N86-13892
SCENEDESMUS
Potential for utilization of algal biomase for components
of the diet in CELSS
[SAE PAPER 851388] p 140 A86-23567
SCIENTISTS
Moment by moment variation in the cognitive activity
of experts
[AD-A159466] p 71 N86-14893
SCORING
Application of component scoring to a complicated
cognitive domain
[AD-A157897] p 95 N86-16898
A combanson of dichotic listening task scoring
methods
[AD.A159920] p 133 N86-18980
SCREENS
Team performance with large and small screen
displays
[AD-A158761] p 75 N86-14899
SCRUBBERS
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers, revision
A
[AD-A160181] p 147 N86-18989
Elementary design guidelines for CO2 scrubbing with
LiOH, technical manual
lAD-A168850] p 444 N86-33022
SEA LEVEL
Hemodynamic responses to upright tilt at sea level and
high altitude
[AD-A163555] p 59 A86-18836
Pulmonary gas exchange in humans during exercise at
sea level p 281 A86-39095
Pulmonary gas exchange in humans exercising at sea
level and simulated altitude p 419 A86-47874
Mild hypoxie and visual performance with night vision
goggles
[AD-A156969] p 23 N86-10787
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handghp exercise at high altitude
[AD-A162003] p 223 N86-24198
SEA URCHINS
Intracellular pH shift leads to microtubule assembly and
microtubuie-mediated motility during sea urchin fertilization
- Correlations between elevated intracellular pH and
microtubule activity and depressed intrecelluler pH and
microtubuie disassembly p 82 A86-22709
SEA WATER
Hydrogen production from salt water by Marine blue
green algae and solar radiation p 245 A86-34985
SEAMOUNTS
Effects of lunar soil, Zagami meteorite, and ocean ridge
basalt on the excretion of itoio acid, a sidarophore, and
coproporphyrin by Bacillus subtilis p 412 N86-31421
SEARCHING
Visual-search efficiency --- Russian book
p 271 A86-36695
SEAT BELTS
Validation of SOM.LA occupant response ---
Seat/Occupant Model - Light Aircraft
[SAE PAPER 850850] p 293 A86-38510
SEATS
Effect of seat cushions of human respone to +Gz
impact p 145 A86-25652
An investigation regarding the use of a dynamic seat-pan
display for training and as a device for communicating
roll-axis motion information p 239 A86-29918
Tactual cuing can produce better performance than
visual cuing p 239 A86-29920
Simulation of aircraft seat response to a crash
environment p 272 A86-36879
Validation of SOM-LA occupant response ---
Seat/Occupant Model - Light Aircraft
[SAE PAPER 850850] p 293 A86-38510
The influence of tactusi seat-motion cues on training
and performance in a roll-axis compensatory tracking task
satting p 22 N86-10784
A graphic anthropometric aid for seating and workplace
design
[AD-A156988] p 23 N86-10788
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CH113
Labrador helicopter
[AD-A164011] p 256 N86-25113
The choice of seat back angle to improve acceleration
tolerance
[CEV-70-209] p 386 N86-29512
SEBACEOUS GLANDS
Gas chromatographic analysis of free fatty acids of skin
surface lipids p 67 N86-15891
SECRETIONS
Review of duodenal and gastric ulcer
[AD-A160919] p 117 N86-18977
SEDATIVES
Benzodiazepioe activity: Daytime effects and the sleep
EEG
[AD-A158702] p 63 N86-14879
An experimental trial to test the efficacy of temazapam
to induce sleep and improve subsequent performance
during partial sleep deprivation and circadian rhythm
desynchronosis
lAD-A160795] p 116 N86-18972
Driving performance the day after usa of Ioprazolam,
flunitrazapem and placebo
[VK-83-04] p 290 N86-26826
Flurazopam HCL's residual (hangover) effects upon
actual driving performance
[VK-83-02] p 291 N86-26834
Zopiolone's residual effect upon actual driving
performance versus those of nitrazapam and
flunitrazepam
[VK-84-10] p 423 N86-32954
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
Stromatoiites from the 3,300-3,500-Myr Swaziland
Supergroup, Barberton Mountain Land, South Africa
p155 A86-26490
Iron-silica crystallite nucleation by bacteria in a
geothermal sediment p 247 A86-36368
SEDIMENTS
Recovew of viable thermoactinomyces vulgaris and
other aerobic heterotropio thermophiles from averved
sequence of ancient lake sediment p 51 A86-18030
Archeebacteriai lipids in hot-spring microbial mats
p 80 A86-21587
Earth's early atmosphere as seen from carbon and
nitrogen isotopic analysis of Archsan sediments
p 304 N86-26883
isotopic, petrologic and b_ogeochemical investigations
of banded iron-formations p 305 N86-26885
Recent progress in Procambdan paieobiolegy
p 305 N86-26887
SEEDS
Cytogenetic changes in cells of lettuce seedlings with
exposure to accelerated carbon ion beam
p 84 N86-16886
Modification of cytogenetic and physiological effects of
space flight factors by biologically active compounds
[NASA-TM-87987] p 386 N86-28624
SELENIUM
Experimental arrhythmia and its prevention
p 174 N86-21129
SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
Neurophysiological research supporting the
investigation of adaptive network architectures
lAD-A166074] p 405 N86-31216
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
Neck and oculomotor reflexes induced by electrical
stimulation of the semicircular canal ampullae in the
pigeon p 26 A86-14595
Interaction between the otolithic organ and the
semicircular canals of the vestibular apparatus in the
system of spatial angular stabilization in humans
p 161 A86-27474
Single sinusoids compared with a multipia-sinusoids
technique for evaluating horizontal semicircular canal
function p 395 A86-44089
Dynamics of the cupula in the semicircular canal of the
vestibular analyzer --- Russian book p 421 A86-49339
SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS)
Instrument lighting levels and AN/AVS-6 usage
[AD-A161538] p 187 N86-21148
SENSE ORGANS
Functional development of gravity receptors in insects
and amphibians p 389 N86-29527
SENSITIVITY
Hypoxic and hypercapnic sensitivity as a reflection of
individual human reactivity p 58 A86-16753
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
Enhancing visual sensitivity
[AD-A158799] p 68 N86-15906
Weather and migraine p 166 N86-21027
Human reactions to transient electric currents
]PB86-117280] p 222 N86-23277
Computer visual simulation of contrast sensitivity deficits
induced by laser and chemical antidote exposure
p 294 N86-26813
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
A study of functional asymmetry of paired organs in
aircraft personnel p 10 A86-10750
Responses of cat red-nucleus neurons to auditory
signals p 52 A86-18181
SUBJECTINDEX
The dsk of artedal hypertension and the features of
functional brain asymmetry in workers employed in
regularly repeated expedition-type work
p 88 A86-22534
Acquisition of peroeptuai-motor skill - Adaptive and
part-whole training p 129 A86-23727
Perceptual-motor coordination and adaptation dudng
locomotion - Determinants of prism adaptation in hall
exposure p 131 A86-24324
Some psychological aspects of air sickness
p 131 A86-24508
Head-up/head-down transition - Measurement of
transition times p 186 A86-29092
The effects of real and simulated microgravity on
vestibuio-oculomotor interaction p 193 A86-30390
Role of dobaminargic systems of neestriatum during the
activity of the central nervous system in man and
animals p 208 A86-33070
An automated methodology for conducting human
factors evaluations of protective garments
p 268 A86-33817
Automated Portable Test System (APTS) - A
performance envelope essasernent tool
[SAE PAPER 851775] p 263 A86-35427
The mechanisms of muscle activity reguietion in humans
depending on biorhythm type p 254 A86-36528
Visuai-seerch efficiency --- Russian book
p 271 A86-36695
inhibitory effects of combined egonist and antagonist
muscle vibration on H-reflex in man p 395 A86-44090
Spatial organization of components of the visual evoked
potantials and the sensorimotor reaction efficiency
p 419 A86-49264
EEG correlates in the process of forming driving skills
p 421 A86-49273
The effect of centedrin on the work capacity of
operators p 426 A86-49371
On marching to two different drummers - Perceptual
aspects of the difficulties p 426 A86-49870
Normal and abnormal human vestibular ocular
function
[NASA-CR-176820] p 257 N86-25978
Multitask performance: Predicting success in Naval
Aviation primary flight training
[AD-A168246] p 428 N86-32972
The role of impulse parameters in force variabiiify
p 439 N86-32997
SENSORS
Direct model reference adaptive control of a flexible
robotic manipulator
[NASA-CR-176659] p 188 N86-22113
SENSORY DEPRIVATION
Fibre-type specificity and effect of thyroid hormone on
glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenaso activity in normal and
decervated skeletal muscles of the rat
p 49 A86-16901
SENSORY FEEDBACK
Perceptual 'traps' of the visual system
p 233 A86-30360
SENSORY PERCEPTION
Canadian medical experiments on Shuttle Flight 41-G
p 110 A86-22996
Early postnatal development of rats gestated during flight
of Cosmos 1514 p 195 A86-30402
The structure and development of the starch sheath in
pea epicotyls p 196 A86-30414
Anticipatory adjustments during a warning interval .
Cortical negativity and perceptual sensitivity
p 261 A86-33818
What is the parameters for the prediction of seasickness
susceptibility? On the point of view for
visual-vestibular-somatosensory interaction
p 377 A86-41645
On marching to two different drummers - Perceptual
aspects of the difficulties p 426 A86-49870
Investigations of the possible influence of air electrical
phenomena on dulling and ghost aching in amputated
patients p 167 N86-21033
Perceptual and physiological responses during exercise
in cool and cold water
lAD-A165491] p 283 N86-26800
Somatosensory and auditory perception according to
study using focused ultrasound p 285 N86-27876
SENSORY STIMULATION
Simple and choice reaction time in a secondary task
under varied stimulus modality probabilities
[AD-A159698] p 135 N86-19896
Application of portable microprocessor-based system for
electrophysiological field testing of neurotoxicity
[PB86-145471] p 379 N86-28615
The effects of stimulus modality and task integraiity:
Predicting dual.task performance and workload from
single-task levels p 436 N86-32981
Hitts Law? A test of the relationship between information
load and movement precision p 440 N86-32998
A-102
SUBJECT INDEX
SEPARATORS
Magnetic separation device
[AD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
SEQUENCING
Sequence polymorphiem of HLA-DR beta 1 alleles
relating to T ceif-recognizod determinants
[AO-A160237] p 107 N86-18956
Now roles for computation in the life sciences
[DE85-017542] p 158 N86-21100
Acquiring procedural skills from lesson sequences
[AD-A164580] p 291 N86-26829
SEROTONIN
Effect of cold on brain serotonin system and plasma
corticosteroid level in different strains of mice
p 5 N86-10766
Functional activity of human serotoninergic and
hiataminergic systems during long-term anfiodhostatic
hypokinesia p60 N86-14852
Effects of 24 h sleep deprivation on biogeoic amine
metabolism p 120 N86-19846
SERUMS
Serum levels of eleven steroid hormones following
motion sickness p 8 A86-10259
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis B p 218 N86-23232
HBeAg and its antibodies incarders of HSsAg in various
regions of USSR p 218 N86-23233
Effect of plasmids on virulence of pseudomonas
aeruginosa strains in mouse experiments
p 210 N86-23237
Vaccine Proteins R and D on Satyut-7
p 220 N86-23256
Blood serum enzymes during 7-day water immersion
p 287 N86-27902
SERVICE MODULES
Zero-G simulation verifies EVA servicing of space station
modules
[AtAA PAPER 86-2312] p 407 A86-46942
SERVOCONTROL
Duty-cycle analysis of a human-controlled manipulator
p 137 A86-23424
SERVOMECHANISMS
Mechanical accessories for mobile teleoperators
[DE85-014310] p 23 Nfl6-11855
Advanced servomanipuietor development
[DE85-017720] p 100 N86-17989
Servo operated anti-G suit pressurization system
[AD-D011932] p 147 N86-18988
SETTLING
Evaluation of radiation-induced damage in the
erythrocy_e membranes of rats and dogs according to
changes in the erythrocyte sedimentation behavior
p106 A86-24424
SEX
EFFECTS: Documentation and verification for a BEIR
3 cancer dsk model based on age, sex and population
dynamics for BiOTRAN
[DE86-003285] p 226 N86-24219
SEX FACTOR
Age-reieted augmentation of plasma catecholamines
during dynamic exercise in healthy males
p 10 A86-12378
Bedrest-induced peak VO2 reduction associated with
age, gender, and aerobic capacity p 87 A86-20402
Comparative cold responses of men and women to
external and internal cold stimuli p 87 A86-20403
The social-psychological aspects of pilot-error - Male
va female p 228 A86-29885
Epinephrine-induced changes in muscle carbohydrate
metabolism during exerdss in mate subjects
p 280 A86-39092
Cardiovascular responses of women to lower body
negative pressure p 377 A86-41779
Less bubble formation in women divers
p 126 N86-19883
Objective investigations and subjective observations of
sensitivity to weather p 165 N86-21023
SHALE OIL
USAF toxicology research on petroleum and
shale-derived aviation gas turbine fuels
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-34] p 80 A86-22023
DNA analysis of epithelial cell suspensions
[DE86-002403] p 249 N86-25977
SHALLOW WATER
Excursion limits in shallow water heliox saturation
diving p 125 N86-19877
SHAPES
Vision test chert and method using Gaussians
[AD-D011758] p 20 N86-10778
Generating and generalizing models of visual objects
lAD.A158197] p 43 N86-13894
Novel architectures for image processing based on
computer simulation and psychophysicel studies of human
visual cortex
[AD-A166222] p 404 N88-30333
SHEEP
Ultrasonic detection of circulating bubbles in ewes
exposed to simulated dwes deeper than 800 mew under
isobaric conditions and with unchanged gas mixtures
p 125 N86-19882
SHIPS
A comparison of the effects of circuit weight training
on men and women
[AD-A159419] p 69 N86-15910
Electric sleep method of preventing fatigue build-up in
sailors on extended cruises p 235 N86-23248
influence of shipboard envkonmental factors on
conditioned reflex activity of experimental animals during
a long voyage p 278 N86-27873
SHIVERING
Interaction of the thermorecaptor and vestibular signals
inthe regulation of the activity of flexorend extensor motor
nuclei during cold tremors p 103 A86-23493
Analysis of the functional structure of thermogenesis
on the basis of pharmacological tests
p 208 A86-33074
SHOCK (PHYSIOLOGY)
Microcirculatory changes in rats with burn shock
following adaptation to high-sifitude hypox'm
p 81 A86-22547
The role of endorphins in the pathophysiology of
hemorrhagic and endotoxic shock in the subhuman
primate
[AD-A162483] p 177 N86-22100
Advanced clinical research in shock and trauma
lAD-At62730] p 177 N86-22103
SHOCK TESTS
Potency of photoflash-produced retrograde amnesia in
rats
[AD.A159149] p 55 N86-15859
SHOCK WAVES
Characterization of YAG lasers for ophthatmologic
applications
[SNIAS-852-430-107] p 93 N86.16894
SHOULDERS
Shoulder and hip joint for hard space suits
[NASA.CASE-ARC-11543-1] p384 N86-28620
Shoulder and hip joints for hard space suits and the
like
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11534-1] p 385 N86-29507
SIEVES
Molecular sieve oxygen systems and aircraft role
p 96 A86-19315
Molecular sieve oxygen generation system (MSOGS)
onboerd the B-1B bomber p 430 A86-47737
Test end evaluation of the B-IB molecular sieve oxygen
generating system p 431 A86o4775t
A small oxygen concentrator
[A_.A163145] p 273 N86-25993
SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Electroencephalograms and the read-out of information
in the viscal cortex during image recognition
p33 A86-15512
Biophysical basis of the two-component analysis of
biceignals of the pulsed filling of the blood vessels
p 34 A88-15517
Evaluation of procordial mapping before and after
submaximal exercise amongst normal and esymptometic
subjects with non specific ST-T abnormalities
p 251 A86-35290
An informational assessment of changes in the
physiological characteristics of an operator under different
work regimens p 271 A86-36527
An automated system for ST segment and arrhythmie
analysis in exemiss radionuctide ventricuiography
p 377 A86-41400
The inverse problem in electrocardiography - A model
study of the effects of geometry and conductivity
parameters on the reconstruction of epicardial potentials
p 394 A86-43750
Spectral-correlation characteristics ofEEG in the course
of short-term memory tests. I - A study of
spectral-cerroietion parameters of the potentials in the
human neocortex during correct short-term memorizing
p 419 A86-49263
On the interrelationship between different ranges of
bioelectric activity of the human brain
p 422 A86-49975
SIGNAL DETECTION
Spafial.fraquency model for hyperscuity
p 19 A86-11147
Use of a signal detection paradigm to assess subjective
intersection points in a target location task
p 129 A86-23720
Effect of wearing chemical protective clothing inthe heat
on signal detection over the visual field
[AD-A164945] p 145 A86-25657
Minimum colour differences required to recognise small
objects on a colour CRT p 240 A86-32316
Information processing in vigilance performance -
Complexity revisited p 259 A86-33778
SIMULATION
The use of signal detection theory in research on
human-computer interaction p 266 A86-33779
Anticipatory adjustments during a warning interval -
Cortical negativity and perceptual sensitivity
p 261 A86-33818
Goldstone field test sctiv_es: Sky survey
p 310 N86-26912
JPL's role in the SETI program p 310 N86-26913
SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
Automated anthropometric data measurement system
[AD-D012299] p 443 N86-33017
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Luminance and chromaticity signal processing in the
human visual system p 121 N86-19852
Simple and choice reaction time in a secondary task
under varied stimulus modality probabilities
[AD-A159698] p 135 N86-19896
Interactive activation models of perception and
comprehension
lAD-A161362] p 181 N86-21143
Stanford Hardware Development Program
p 309 N86-26910
Goidstone field test activities; Target search
p 309 N86-26911
Studies on information processing mechanisms in the
central viaual system of the cat
[EL.861 ] p 277 N86-27865
Studies on visual information processing in retinal
neurons
[EL-859] p 288 N86-27906
Speech analysis based on a model of the auditory
system
lAD-A167426] p 427 N86-32098
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
A new application of adaptive noise cancellation --- in
acoustic barriers p 99 A86-22626
Variability analysis of visually induced responses in the
midst of noise
[B8564052] p 16 N86-10774
Fiber optic pressure sensors in akin-friction
measurements
[NASA-CR-176294] p 16 N88-11838
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
Power and signal transmission for mobile teleoperated
systems
[DE85-013994] p 45 N86-12975
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
Tachygestria and motion sickness p 32 A86-14315
Clinical problems encountered by a squadron flight
surgeon p 112 A86-24502
tschemic cardiopathology in pilots - The risk, the
methods of detection and prevention
p 113 A86-24511
Is space sickness a form of motion sickness?
p 214 A86-30382
Low acute hypoxia ventilatory response and hypoxic
depression in acute altitude sickness
p 252 A86-36224
Effects of pressure on uptake and release of calcium
by brain synaptosomes p 247 A86-36225
Clinico-epidemiological characteristics of Q fever in
Carpathian foothills p 118 N86-19834
Evaluation of a multi-method group treatment approach
for the management of stress
lAD-A160813] p 135 N86-19897
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
Labrador helicopter
[AD-A164011] p 256 N86-25113
Acute oral toxicity (LD50) of guanidine hydrochlodde in
rats
[AD-A165747] p 376 N86-28608
Effect of dezamethasene on symptoms of acute
mountain sickness at Pikes Peak, Colorado (4300m)
[AD-A168662] p 425 N86-32963
SILICATES
US Department of Agriculture/Corps of Engineers
cooperative aquatic plant control research. Annual report
for FY 1983; chemical control technology
lAD-A161867] p 212 N86-24184
SILICON DIOXIDE
Iron-silica crystallite nucleation by bacteria in a
geothermal sediment p 247 A86-36368
SIMULATION
Training aircraft accident investigators using
simuiefions p 233 A86-29928
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foveal lesions p 284 N86-26823
Soft contact lens wear during +G(Z) acceleration
[AD-A165013] p 289 N86-27915
Entry visual standards and ocular examination
techniques for future fighter alrcrew p 400 N86-30317
The effect of spectrally selective fitters on visual search
performance
[AD-A165835] p 404 N86-30329
VISUAL AIDS
Operational experiences with night vision goggles in
helicopter lew-level flight at n._ht p 293 N86-26805
Entry visual standards and ocular examination
techniques for future fighter aircrew p 400 N86-303t7
VISUAL CONTROL
Vestibular and visual control on posture and locomotor
equilibrium -- Book p 183 A86-2767t
Tactuel cuing can produce better performance than
visual cuing p 239 A86-29920
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Visual-contrast measurement - Measurement of the
spatial transfer functions of the visual system -- Russian
book p 27 A86-15467
Electroencephalograms snd the read-out of infownation
in the visual cortex during image recognition
p 33 A86-15512
The effect of high spatial frequencies on visual
recognition processes p 41 A86-15524
The dynamics of the human estimation ol image size
and its neurophysiologicai correlates p 89 A86-2253g
Improvement in directiOn discrimination - No role for eye
movements p 234 A86-32073
Minimum colour differences required to recognise small
ot_ on a colour CRT p 240 A86-32316
The rastared eye - Vision in television
p 240 A86-32317
Window of visibility - A psychophysical theory of fidelity
in time-sempled visual motion displays
p 240 A86-32451
Preferred declination of the line of sight
p 406 A86.45014
Enhanced detection in the aperture of focal attention
during simple discrimination tasks p 403 A86-45g55
Speed of work and error rate: Analyses of individual
differences in a choice reaction series with a cognitive
component
[DFVLR-FB-85-21] p20 N86-10781
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual se_
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-1388g
Assessment ot visuospatial abilities using complex
cognitive tasks
[AD-A15891g] p 70 N86-14889
Enhancing visual sensitivity
[AD-A15879g] p 68 N86-15906
Visual sensitivities and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
[AD-At58962] p 69 N86-15907
Luminance and chromaticity signal processing in the
human visual system p 121 N86-19852
Device for combined study of visual tracking and verbal
activity p 175 N86-21133
The BAe D target acquis_on model ORACLE: An
ovewlew, tg84
[BAE-JS-100og] p 221 N86-23268
An evaluation of color sets for CRT displays
[AD-A163894] p 273 N86-25125
Entry visual standards and ocular examination
techniques for future fighter aircrow p 400 N86-30317
Speed of work and ewor rate: Analyses of individual
differences in a choice reaction series with a cognitive
component
[ESA-3-I'.944] p 427 N86-32099
VISUAL FIELDS
Encoding of spatial location by posterior parietal
neurons p 27 A86-14714
Precision and accuracy of oculccentric direction for
targets of different luminances p 58 A86-t7351
Dual hemispheric processing in a letter matching task
p 131 A86-24325
Effect of wearing chemical protective clothing in the heat
on signal detection over the visual field
[AD-A164945] p 145 A86-25657
The metric of visual space p 234 A86-32072
Enhanced detection in the aperture of focal attention
during simple discrimination tasks p 403 A86-45955
A model of the human's use of visual field cues in
nap-of-the-earth flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2252] p 426 A86-47498
An automated system for comprehensive assessment
of visual field sensitivity
[AD-A162755] p 178 N86-22104
VISUAL FLIGHT
Bigness is inthe eye of the beholder °-- size and distance
perception of pilots in flight p 233 A86-31820
Visual sensitivities and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
[AD-A158962] p 69 N86-15907
VISUAL OBSERVATION
Visual-search eff¢lency -- Russian book
p 271 A86-36695
VISUAL PERCEPTION
Neuronal reactions and evoked potentials in the
subcortical brain structures in the process ol visual
recognition. I - Formulation of the problem and basic
methods tor its solution p g A86-t 0696
Prestimulus EEG and evoked potentials in man during
the recognition of a meaningful light stimulus
p 9 A86-10697
Intermediate collimation: Description - Goals - First
results p 44 A86-13570
The visual stress model. A psycho-physiological method
for the evaluation of operational reliability of pilots and
cosmenauts
[IAF PAPER 85-326] p 41 A86-15831
Precision and accuracy of oculocontric direction for
targets of different luminances p 58 A86-17351
Neural dynamics of perceptual grouping - Textures,
boundaries, and emergent segmentations
[AD*A165648] p 70 A86-17352
Visual perception and memoqy: Information processes
and neuron mechanisms --- Russian book
p 52 A86-18744
Valccify coding - Evidence from perceived velocity
shifts p 94 A86-20900
A-119
VISUAL PIGMENTS SUBJECT INDEX
The detection and identification of pictorial changes
between successive presentsiions p 129 A86-23721
Does location cueing increase the efficiency of the early
stages of perceptual procassing? p 129 A86-23722
Acquisition of perceptual-motor skill - Adaptive and
pert-whole training p 129 A86-23727
The effects of aerial perspective on altitude estimation
p 130 A86-23730
Perceptual-motor coordinsiion and adaptation during
locomotion - Determinants of prism adaptation in hell
exposure p 131 A86-24324
Dual hemispheric proces_ng in a letter matching task
p 131 A86-24325
Effect of vibration on the readability of color CRT
displays
[SAE PAPER 841466] p 146 A86-26009
Visual distortion - The correlation model
[SAE PAPER 841595] p 114 A86-26026
The effects of the contrast, spatial frequency, and
temporal frequency of a surrounding field upon the
detection thresholds of gratings p 132 A86-26293
Suprathreshold contrast perception as a function of
spatial frequency p 133 A86-26295
Overall similarity and the identification of
separable-dimansion stimuli - A choice model analysis
p133 A86-26296
Suppression of visible persistence in apparent motion
p 133 A86-26298
Vision in spatial disorientation (SDO) and loss of
situational awareness p 226 A86-29853
Sources of optical information and their metrics for
detecting loss in altitude p 230 A86-29903
Increasing sensitivity to optical information specifying
loss in altitude p 230 A86-29904
Perception of altitude in the low and medium altitude
ranges p 231 A86-29907
Perceptual 'traps' of the visual system
p 233 A86-30360
Neuronal responses and the evoked potentials in
subcortical structures of the human brain during visual
recognition. II - The effect of stimuli relevance on the
evoked neuronal responses p 216 A86-30894
Bigness is in the eye of thebeholder -- size and distance
perception of pilots in flight p 233 A86-31820
Effects of adaptation and display luminance on CRT
symbol recognition time p 240 A86-32315
Shadow mask display visibilit'/ - Human thresholds for
perception of misconvergence effects
p 268 A86-33798
Resolution and scene detail perfcrmance of the visual
system in flight simulation p 381 A86-40482
The human dual visual systems - Their importance in
simulation p 381 A86-40485
What is the parameters for the prediction of seasickness
susceptibility? On the point of view for
visual-vestibular-somatosensory interaction
p 377 A86-41645
The detection of various color combinations under
different chromatic ambient illuminations
p 378 A86-41783
Visibility threshold range observations of LED
emergency egress lighting stnps and signs through dense
smoke and turbid water p 417 A86-47729
Spatial organization of components of the visual evoked
potentials and the sensorimotor reaction efficiency
p 419 A86-49264
Determination of symmetry and phase in human visual
response functions: Theory and experiments
p 15 N86-10769
The synthesis and analysis of color images
[NASA-TM-86844] p 20 N86-10777
Mild hypoxia and visual performance with night vision
goggles
[AD-A156969] p 23 N86-10787
Criteda for a state-of-the-art vision test system
[AD-A157099] p 45 N86-12973
Enhancing sen_ to visual motion and enhancing
visual sansit_
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
Piiot-edented performance measurement
[AD-A158849] p 40 N86-13890
A psychophysiological mapping of cognitive processes
lAD-A158732] p 43 N86-13895
The spatial and temporal parameters of velocity
discrimination
[AD-A158735] p 43 N86-13896
Assessment of visuospatial abilities using complex
cognitive tasks
[AD-A158919] p 70 N86-14889
Investigation of factors determining pilot's geocentric
orientation p 72 N86-15868
Computational models of human vision with
applications
[NASA-CR-176413] p 67 N86-15898
Binocular image flows: Steps toward stereo - motion
fusion
[AD-A158089] p 67 N86-15901
Enhancing visual sen_
[AD-A158799] p 68 N86-15906
Visual sen_ and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
[AD-A158962] p 69 N86-15907
Neuronal response and evoked potentials in subcortJcal
formations in visual perception. Part 1: Problem
formulation and principles of solution
p 119 N86-19844
Visual form perception from halftone images
p 120 N86-19847
Local and global factors in learning
[AD-A161128] p 136 N86-19904
Contributions to workload of rotational optical
transformations
[NASA-CR-176542] p 171 N86-21106
Spatial illusions of vestibular genesis during flights in
aircraft p 172 N86-21115
Device for combined study of visual tracking and verbal
activity p 175 N86-21133
An automated system for comprehensive assessment
of visual field sensit_
[AD-A162755] p 178 N86-22104
Visual perception in correlated noise
p 181 N86-22106
Method of changes in reversible pettam masking as
factor in visual perception p 221 N86-23263
Visual hemispheric specialization: A computational
theory
lAD-A161296] p 235 N86-23279
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
seif-mofien perception
[AD-A161836] p 223 N86-24194
Emergent techniques for assessment of visual
performance
[PB86-144755] p 258 N86-25988
Visual Protection and Enhancement
[AGARD-CP-379] p 283 N86-26802
Particular problems of airworthiness from an
ophthalmological view p 283 N86-26812
Computer visual simulation of contrast sen_ deficits
induced by laser and chemical antidote exposure
p 294 N86-26813
Eye protection against intense light sources
p 284 N86-26818
Studies on information processing mechanisms in the
central visual system of the cat
[EL-861] p 277 N86-27865
Medical Selection and Physiological Training of Future
Fighter Airorew
[AGARD-CP-396] p 398 N86-30309
Computer analysis of visual and vestibular oculomotor
function in the medical selection of fighter alrorew
members p 400 N86-30319
Visual capabilities related to fighter alrcrew performance
in the F-14 and adversary aircraft p 400 N86-30320
Vision test battery threshold and response time as
predictors of air-to-air visual target acquisition in F-14 and
adversary aircraft p 400 N86-30321
The effect of spectrally selective filters on visual search
performance
[AD-A165835] p 404 N86-30329
The importance of specialized cognitive function in the
selection of military pilots
lAD-A165889] p 404 N86-30330
Novel architectures for image processing based on
computer simulation and psychophysical studies of human
visual cortex
[AD-A166222] p 404 N86-30333
Variable contrast direct read-out vision tester
[AD-D012273] p 423 N86-32955
Implementation of models for the transient division
system of spabo-temporal visual perception
[ETN-86-97533] p 425 N86-32965
A model of the transient part of the spabo-temporal
perception, containing a two-dimensional long fiber
[ETN-86-97540] p 426 N86-32966
Descriptive Linear modeling of steady-state visual
evoked response p 436 N86-32977
Analytical comparison of transient and steady state
visual evoked cortical potentials p 436 N86-32978
Force/torque display for space teleoperation control
experiments and evaluation p 440 N86-33002
A model for the human's use of visual field cues in
nap-of-the-Earth flight p 441 N86-33004
Virtual space and 2-dimensional effects in perspective
diepleys p 441 N86-33005
The development and evaluation of color systems for
airborne applications: Fundamental visual, perceptual and
display systems considerations
[AD-A168563] p 443 N86-33020
VISUAL PIGMENTS
Photoconversion from the light-adapted to the
dark-adapted state of bectedorhodopsin
p 374 A86-43434
Proton transfer in becteriorhodopsin -- Russian book
p 413 A86-49345
Proton ejection from bacteriorhodopsin --- Russian
book p 413 A86-49346
Proton injection into bacteriorhodopsin -- Russmn
book p 414 A86-49347
The retinal cycle in bacteriorhodopsin --- Russian book
p 414 A86-49348
The rhodopsin-like pigments of halobacteria .
Light-energy and signal transducers in an
erchaebecterium p 415 A86-50271
Effect of intensive visible light on activity of glutathione
peroxidase in pigmented epithelium of eye
p 210 N86-23226
VISUAL SIGNALS
Effect of wearing chemical protective clothing in the heat
on signal detection over the visual field
[AD-A164945] p 145 A86-25657
A purely central movement aftereffect induced by
binocular viewing of dynamic visual noise
p 133 A86-26297
Visual cue dominance hiorerchios - implications for
simulator design
[SAE PAPER 851946] p 265 A86-36947
An automated system for comprehensive assessment
of visual field sensitivity
[AD-A162755] p 178 N86-22104
VISUAL STIMULI
Thermovisual indicators of brain reactions to visual
stimuli p 9 A86-10695
Prastimulus EEG and evoked potentials in man dudng
the recognition of a meaningful light stimulus
p 9 A86-10697
Spatial location and hyperacuity - The centre/surround
localization contribution function has two substrates
p 19 A86-12061
The effect of high spatial frequencies on visual
recognition processes p 41 A86-15524
Invariant tuning of motion aftereffect
p 94 A86-20899
Does location cueing increase the efficiency of the early
stages of perceptual processing? p 129 A86-23722
A digital image processing facility for human factors
research p 143 A86-23737
Dual hemispheric processing in a letter matching task
p 131 A86-24325
Sensitivity to phase distortions in central and peripheral
vision p 133 A86-26294
Suprathreshold contrast perception as a function of
spatial frequency p 133 A86-26295
Overall similarity and the identification of
separable-dimension stimuli - A choice model analysis
p 133 A86-26296
A purely central movement aftereffect induced by
binocular viewing of dynamic visual noise
p 133 A86-26297
Suppression of visible persistence in apparent motion
p 133 A86-26298
Comparison of transient and steady state cortical evoked
potentials p 183 A86-28431
A linear, dynamic model for the visual-cortioal evoked
response system p 183 A86-28432
Feature positive coding effects on object localization
p 267 A86-33789
Event-related brain potantials and intermedal divided
attention p 262 A86-33821
Variability analysis of visually induced responses in the
midst of noise
[B8564052] p 16 N86-10774
Thermovisual indicators of brain response to visual
stimuli p 119 N86-19843
Studies on information processing mechanisms in the
central visual system of the cat
[EL-861 ] p 277 N86-27865
Studios on visual information processing in retinal
neurons
[EL-859] p 288 N86-27906
Division of attention as a function of the number of steps,
visual shifts, and memory load
[NASA-TM-88775] p 404 N86-30328
Auditory versus visual seiective-attenfien tasks
[IZF-1985-19] p 427 N86-32100
VISUAL TASKS
Human pilot parameter identification for a simulated
air-to-ground target acquisition task p 18 A86-10157
The effects of simulator and aircraft motion on eye scan
behavior p 128 A86-23709
The effects of redundancy, target density and practice
on a complex visual search task p 142 A86-23712
Event-related potential indices of workload in a single
task paradigm p 130 A86-23733
Visual scanning behavior p 178 A86-28452
A-120
SUBJECT INDEX
The effect of using speech generation and recognition
systems on the performance of discrete tasks
p 227 A86-29863
Pitch change thresholds as influenced by angular rate
and duration of the apparent horizon's displacement
p 227 A86-29867
Visual lobe area for single targets on a competing
homogeneous I_ckgrour¢l p 234 A86-31821
The interfering effects of processing code on visual
memory p 259 A86-33782
TO speak or not to speak - A muifiple resource
perspective p 259 A86-33784
V_ml-seerch efficiency _ Russian book
p 271 A86-36695
Visual display requirements for boom operator training
in aerial refueling p 383 A86-40486
Preferred decfinetion of the line of sight
p 406 A86-45014
Enhanced detection in the aperture of focal attention
dudng simple discrimination tasks p 403 A86-45955
Investigating the oouier fixation of targets as an
anthropotechnical research method in man-machine
systems p 433 A86-47772
Visual infocmetton transfer. Part 1: Assessment of
specific information needs. Part 2: Parameters of
appropriate instrument scanning behavior
[NASA-CR-176277] p 21 N86-11850
An analysis of visual tasks in helicopter sh_d
landing
[AD-A161101] p 136 N86-19903
Entry visual standards and ocular examination
techniques for future fighter alrcrew p 400 N86-30317
Division of attention as a tunct_ of the number of stops,
visual shifts, and memory load
[NASA-TM-88775] p 404 N86-30328
Auditory versus visual selective-attention tasks
[IZF-1985-19] p 427 N86-32100
A design guide for visuet displays and manuel tasks in
vibration environments, Part 1: Visual dismays
[ISVR-TR-133-PT-f] p 442 N86-33014
VITAMINS
Effect of various doses of some vitamins on non-specific
mechanisms of adaptation of men p 13 N86-10750
Effect of different doses of ultraviolet radiation on vitamin
levels in man p 287 N86-27893
VOICE COMMUNICATION
The effect of esymmetdc transfer on duel-task
assessment of voice technology p 141 A86-23702
U.S. Army helicopter voice technology sp_
[SAE PAPER 841609] p 147 A86-26028
Comparison of voice types for helicopter voice warning
systems
[SAE PAPER 841611] p 147 A86-26030
Advanced technology - New fixes or new problems?
-- for helicopter voice warning systems
p 147 A86-26031
Improving intelligibility in audio distribution systems
p 186 A86-28513
A compadecn of voice and keyboard data entry for a
hetk;opter _avigation system p 237 A86-29859
Development of a comprehensive voice message
vocabulary for tactical aircraft p 237 A86-29861
Voice analyzer for evaluating pilot's condition
p 64 N86-14886
VOICE CONTROL
Selecting cockpit functions for speech IIO technology
p 185 A86-28446
Voice and manual control in dual task situations
p 262 A86-33826
Voice analyzer for evaluating pilot's condition
p 64 N86-14886
The effects of voice and manual control mode on duel
task pedormance p 438 N86-32987
VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Selecting cockpit tur_,-'tions for speech tiC tochnoiogy
p 185 A86.28446
Effects of speech rate and pitch contour on the
perception of synthetic speech p 234 A86-31824
VOLCANOLOGY
Stromatotites from the 3,300-3,500-Myr Swazitand
Supergroup, Barbarfon Mountain Land, South Africa
p155 A86-26490
Effects of lunar soil, Zagemi meteorite, and ocean ridge
basalt on the excretion of itoic acid, a sidarophore, and
coproporph_'_, by Btcillus subtilis p 412 N86-31421
VOMITING
Animal models of motion sickness - Are nonemetic
species an appropriate choice? p 193 A86-30393
Sudden emesis following parabolic flight maneuvers
Implicstions for space motion sv:knese
p 250 A86-33759
W
WAKEFULNESS
Electrical activity of cerebellum inthe wakefulneas-sieap
cycle p 157 A86-29255
Intradiumial organization of wakefulness-sleep
sequence and energy metabolism in rats exposed to low
ambient temperature p 5 N86-10764
C_ew factors in flight operations. Part 4: Sleep and
wakefulness in intemetioeal alrCrews
[NASA-TM-88231 ] p 379 N86-28613
WALKING
Drop foot corrective device
[HASA-CASE-LAR-12259-2] p 188 N86-22112
Influence of erythrocythemia on blood volume and
thermoregulation dudng exercise-heat stress
[AD-A1tiS014] p 289 N86-27916
WALKING MACHINES
Teioope_tion of legged vehicles - Unique problems
associated with walking and foot placement
p 268 A86-33811
WARFARE
Use of artificial intelligence and psychology in the
analysis of commend and control -- military
commanders
[STC-TM-74g] p 427 N86-32095
The psychology of decision making --- military
commanders p 427 N86-32096
Artificial intelligence and the Rule Oriented System
Simulation (ROSS) language -- military commanders
p 427 N86-32097
WARNING
Anticipatory adiustments dudng a waming interval -
Cortical negativity and perceptual sensitivity
p 261 A86-33818
WARNING SYSTEMS
Comparison of voice types for hel¢optar voice warning
systems
[SAE PAPER 841611] p 147 A86-26030
Advanced technology - New fixes or new problems?
-- for helicopter voice warning systems
p 147 A86-26031
Speech compression as a potential aid to automated
voice warnings in the coctq_lt p 185 A86-28445
Devolopment of a comprehensive voice message
vocabulary for t_Jcal aircraft p 237 A86-29861
WASHING
A study to define a set of requirements for cleansing
agents for use in the Space Station whole body shower
[NASA-CR-171910] p 99 N86-16903
WASTE
Wet o_ddation of a spacecraft model waste
[SAE PAPER 851372] p 140 A86-23555
SupercritJcal waste o_detion of aqueous wastes
p 150 N86-19922
Observations on gas exchange and element recycle
within a gas-oleaed algal-mouse system
p 150 N86-19924
WASTE TREATMENT
Wet-o_dalion waste manegarse_ system for CELSS
[SAE PAPER 851398] p 141 A86-23575
Solid waste treatment processes f_ space station
p 47 N86-14091
Plan for CELSS test bed project p 149 N86-19915
Carbon dioxide evolution rate as a method to monitor
and control an aerobic biological waste treatment
system p 151 N86-19930
WASTE UTIUZATION
Sodium and potassium recycle in closed
ecosystem-space agdculture p 144 A86-25199
Environmental considerations and waste planning on the
lunar surface p 239 A86-30149
BLSS, a European approach to CELSS
p 148 N86-19908
Utilization of membranes for H20 recycle system
p 148 N86-19910
WASTE WATER
Membrane-hesed water- and energy.recovery systems
for the manned space station
[SAE PAPER 851345] p 139 A86-23531
Phase change water processing for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851346] p 139 A86-23532
Water quality monitor for recovered spacocrett water
[SAE PAPER 851347] p 139 A86-23533
Utilization of membranes for H20 recycle system
[SAE PAPER 851394] p 141 A86-23571
Sopar_l waste oxidation of aqueous wastes
p 150 N86-19922
WATER
Static feed water electrolysis system for Space Station
02 and H2 generation
[SAE PAPER 851339] p 138 A86-23526
Photochemical resctions in interstaliar grainsphotolysis
of CO, NH3, and H20 p 189 A86-28721
WATER IMMERSION
Implementing superontical water oxidation technology
in a lunar base environmental control/life support
system p 240 A86-30167
Physiology/biochemistry of photoactivation of 02
evolution: Probes for the S-state protein
[DE85-0t6834] p 53 N86-14843
Tntium ingestion in rats p 58 N86-15895
Utilization of membranes for H20 recycle system
p 148 N86-199t0
Gas and water recycling system for [OC vivsdum
experiments p 150 N86-19920
Water recycling system using thermopervaporatlon
method p 150 N86-19921
Photolysis products of CO, NH3 aND H20 and their
significance to reactions on interstellar grains
p 298 N86-26849
Development of U.S. Army reverse osmosis water
purification equipment
lAD-A165667] p 385 N86-28621
WATER BALANCE
Cardiovascular deconddioning during space flight and
the use of saline as a countermeasure to orthostatic
intolerance p 8 A86-10257
Water excretion and netriure_c function in the kidneys
of rats adapted to cold p 3 A86-12520
Changes in the blood etsct'_c cor_luctivity caused by
body immersion p 90 A86-22543
Mechanism for negative water balance during
weightlessness An hypothesis p 91 A86-22664
Cardiovascular receptors and fluid volume control (1985
Armstrong Lecture) p 157 A86-29099
Effects of gravity on the fluid balance and distribution
in man p 214 A86-30383
Volume regulating hormones p 214 A86-30384
Fluid and electrolyte control in simulated and actual
spaceflight p 214 A86-30385
Mechanisms for negative water balance during
weightlessness Immers_n or bed rest?
p 214 A86-30386
Effects of mechanical stresses, abscisic acid, end
outdoor exposure on growth and water relations of
eggplant p 196 A86-30416
Transient dehydration of lungs in tall-suspended rats
p 200 A86-30438
Effect of hydration on plasma vasupressin, renin, and
aldosterone responses to head-up tilt
p253 A86-36311
WATER CONSUMPTION
Stimulation of brain musoarinic acetylcholine receptors
acutely reverses radiogenic hypodipsia
lAD-A167057] p 156 A86-29096
WATER HEATING
Development of thermoelectric water heating-cooling
devices
lAD-A166949] p 409 N86-31221
WATER IMMERSION
Cold water immersion test of prototype anti-exposure
suits tcr akcrews p 44 A86-13942
Immersion cooling - Effect of clothing and sidnfoM
thickness
[AD-A163427] p 59 A86-18837
How much inherent buoyancy is acceptable in a
helicopter passenger immersion suit p 96 A86-19310
The effect of water ingress on buoyancy and thermal
quality of survival suits p 97 A86-19333
Hand grip strength decrease related to hand skin
temperature drop dunng six-hour ice cold water
immersion p 86 A86-19348
Effects of raised body temperature on reasoning,
memory, and mood p 86 A86-20002
Comparative COld responses of men and women to
external and internal cord stimuli p 87 A86-20403
Cardiorenel-endocrine responses to head-out immersion
at night p 91 A86-22666
Effects of body mass and morphology on thermal
responses in water p 162 A86-28123
Ship/rig personnel abandonment and helicopter
crew/passenger immersion suits - The requirements in the
North Atlantic p 187 A86-29100
Mechanisms for negative water balance during
weighttessness immersion or bed res_
p 214 A86-30386
Human thermoregulatory responses to cold air are
altered by repealed cold water immersion
p 281 A86-39094
Effect of head-out water immersion on response to
exercise training p 396 A86-44194
The changing fece of constant wear anti-exposure
protection --- of Naval airorewmen against immersion
hypothermia p 431 A86-47749
A companson of the protection against immersion
hypothermia provided by Coast Guard anti-exposure
clothing in calm versus rough seas
[AD-A158413] p 75 N86-14898
Effect of 7-day immersion hypokinosis on characteristics
of precision movements p 65 N86-15874
A-121
WATER LANDING SUBJECTINDEX
Human thermoregulatory responses to cold sir ere
altered by repeated coil water immersion
[AD-A158871] p 68 N86-15904
Blood serum enzymes during 7-day water immersion
p 287 N86-27902
WATER LANDING
One aspect of crew training p 72 N86-15885
WATER POLLUTION
DNA analysis of epithelial call suspensions
[DE86-(X)2403] p 249 N86-25977
WATER QUALITY
Water quality monitor for recovered spacecraft water
[SAE PAPER 851347] p 139 A86-23533
Hygienic aspects of water supply for chamber sanitary
facilities, changes of divers' bacterial mouth flora and
effectiveness of ear prophylaxis in saturation dives
p 124 N86-19874
WATER RECLAMATION
Phase change water pr0cassmg for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851346] p 139 A86-23532
Water quality monitor for recovered spacecraft water
[SAE PAPER 851347] p 139 A86-23533
Thermoelectric integration membrane evaporation
subsystem water recovery. Technology update
[SAE PAPER 851348] p 139 A86-23534
Description of concept and first feasibility test results
of a life support subsystem of the Botany Facility based
on water reclamation
[SAE PAPER 851397] p 104 A86-23574
The retrieval, storage, and recycling of water for a
manned base on Mars
[AAS 84-180] p 186 A86-28806
Water supply for a manned Mars base
[AAS 84-181] p 186 A86-28807
Catalytic distillation water recovery subsystem
[NASA-CR-177382] p 99 N86-16902
WATER RESOURCES
Development of U.S, Army reverse osmosis water
purification equipment
[AD-A165667] p 385 N86-28621
WATER TREATMENT
Membrane-based water- and energy-rocovew systems
for the manned space station
[SAE PAPER 851345] p 139 A86-23531
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
technology options for Space Station application
[SAE PAPER 851376] p 140 A86-23559
Utilization of membranes for H20 recycle system
[SAE PAPER 851394] p 141 A86-23571
Utilization of membranes for H20 recycle system
p 148 N86-19910
Description of concept and first feasibility test results
of a life support subsystem of the Botany Facility based
on water reclamation p 149 N86-19912
Water recycling system using thermopervaporation
method p 150 N86-19921
Supercritical waste oxidation of aqueous wastes
p 150 N86-19922
Reverse osmosis water purification system
p 384 N86-28291
Development of U.S. Army reverse osmosis water
purification equipment
[AD-A165667] p 385 N86-28621
Evaluation of water sterilizing tablets
[AD-A165806] p 385 N86-28622
Defining reclaimed water potability requirements
p 410 N86-31422
WAVE DIFFRACTION
The application of diffraction optics techniques to laser
eye protection p 284 N86-26821
WAVEFORMS
Monitoring of circadian waveforms in rodents exposed
to high-intensity static magnetic fields
[DE85-015225] p 28 N86-12952
Modeling electrocardiograms using interacting Markov
chains
[AD-A162758] p 178 N86-22105
Studies on accurate measurements and analyses of
human olfactory evoked potentials
[EL-863] p 288 N86-27907
WEAK INTERACTIONS (FIELD THEORY)
Investigation on the chirsiify of electrons from Sr-90-Y-90
beta-decay and their asymmetrical interactions with D- end
L-aianines p 243 A86-33390
WEAPON SYSTEMS
Cockpit automation technology p142 A86-23724
incorporating human operator considerations into
existing weapon system analysis end quantification
capabilities p 184 A86-28438
A workload analysis for strategic conventional standoff
capability missions p 268 A86-33803
Research on the specification end acquisition of
maintenance training simulators in the U.S. Air Force
p 268 A86-33823
Effects of carbon monoxide on personnel
[AD-P004882] p 163 N86-20628
Factors influencing cerboxyhemoglobin stability
[AD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
WEAPONS DEMVERY
Operator loading effects in a simulated tactical
decieion-making problem p 130 A86-23739
WEAR
Improvement in wear performance of surgical Ti-6AI-4V
alloy by ion implantation of nitrogen or carbon
[DE85-013986] p 18 N86-11849
The effects of hypoxie induced by low atmospheric
pressure on soft contact lens wear
[AD-A158556] p 38 N86-12963
WEATHER
Objective investigations and subjective observations of
sensitivity to weather p 165 N86-21023
Colloidal and meteorological in vitro reactions
p 165 N86-21024
Weather and migraine p 166 N86-21027
Weather and asthma symptoms p 166 N86-21029
Immission and weather effects on children's airway
illnesses in Bedin (1979-1982): Methodology and result
summary p 168 N86-21040
What in human biometeorology can contribute to
assessment of the effects of hazardous substances on
health? p 168 N86-21043
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 211 N86-23257
WEATHER FORECASTING
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 158 N86-20890
Study of a meteorological prediction of acute myocardial
infarction incidence p 166 N86-21030
The Austrian biomateorologioal service
p 167 N86-21034
WEIGHT (MASS)
Energy expenditure and activity patterns of cadets at
the United States Military Academy, West Point, New
York
lAD-A157857] p 38 N86-12960
A comparison of the effects of circuit weight training
on men and women
lAD-A159419] p 69 N86-15910
Effectiveness of an air-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
[AD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
A lightweight impormeabie suit for chemical protection
in warm conditions: A preliminary look at the concept
[AD-A164687] p 295 N86-26839
WEIGHTLESSNESS
The human cardiovascular system in the absence of
gravity
[IAF PAPER 85-315] p 35 A86-15825
Quantitative evaluation of human arterial beroreceptor
reflexes
[IAF PAPER 85-317] p 36 A86-15827
Red blood cell decreases of microgravity
[IAF PAPER 85-324] p36 A86-15829
Understanding metabolic alterations in space flight using
qoantitative models - Fluid and energy balance
[IAF PAPER 85.325] p 36 A86-15830
Some results of a study of the bioenergetics of rat muscle
in weightlessness p 49 A86-16754
Mechanism for negative water balance during
weightlessness An hypothesis p 91 A86-22664
Human physiological adaptation to extended Space
Flight end its implications for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851311] p 110 A86-23502
Anabolic steroids as a countermeasure against bone
demineralization during space flight p 114 A86-25662
Countermeasures for the effects of prolonged
weightlessness
[AAS 84-187] p 162 A86-28813
Effect of weightlessness on the development of
neurosecratory structures of the
hypothalamo-hypophyseal system of the rat brain
(Electron-mioroscope study] p 157 A86-29174
Concerns ere being raised about living in the space
environment p 163 A86-29499
Aerosol deposition along the respiratory tract at zero
gravity - A theoretical study p 213 A86-30169
Comparative analysis of hypo - and hyper-gravity effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A86-30377
Effects of gravity on the fluid balance and distribution
in man p 214 A86-30383
investigations of higher plants under weightlessness
p 192 A86-30388
Con'elated light and electron microscopy of the
vasculature of cortioai bone in rat femora and tibiae
p 193 A86-30395
Fertilization, development and spicule formation in sea
urchins under conditions of constant reorientation relative
to the gravitation axis p 195 A86-30406
Possible mechanism for changes in glycogen
metabolism in unloaded soleus muscle
p 198 A86-30427
Changes in functional metabolism in the rat central
nervous system following spaceflight
p 199 A86-30433
Microvasculer flow adjustments with posturai changes
in humans p 215 A86-30448
Responses of amino acids in hindlimb muscles to
recovery from hypogrevity and unloading by tail-cast
suspension p 202 A86-30456
Muscle protein end glycogen responses to recovery from
hypogravity end unloading by tail-cast suspensior,
p 202 A86-30457
Effects of weightlessness on neurotransmitter receptors
in selected brain areas p 203 A86-30462
Morphological end biochemical changes in solsus and
extensor digitorum Iongus muscles of rats orbited in
Spacaiab 3 p 203 A86-30464
Otoconiai morphology in spaca-flown rats
p 204 A86-30470
Morphologic end histeohamicai studies of bone cells
from SL-3 rats p 205 A86-30473
Atriopetin (AP-3) in atria end plesma of rats orbited
aboard NASA Speoalab (SL3) for seven days
p 205 A86-30477
Catching Tr_S in zero-G p 217 A86-31150
Comparison of human impact response in restraint
systems with and without a negative G sfrap
p 249 A86-33754
Planeha regeneration in zero gravity
p 245 A86-34984
The role of gravity in producing digestive system
changes p 391 A86-43677
Development and testing of a meuse simulated space
flight model
[NASA-CR-176359] p 29 N86-13878
Energy exchange of plants under weightlessness
conditions p 30 N86-14162
Metabolic distinctions Of human red blood during
long-term spacaflights p 60 N86-14850
Human body biomechanics and movements after
120-day antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 60 N86-14851
Functional activity of human serotoninergic and
histaminergic systems during long-term antiorthostatic
hypokinesie p 60 N86-14852
Body position during hypokinesia, and fluid-electrolyta
metabolism p 60 N85-14853
Miorocirculation and oalluier hamostasis in men with
borderline arterial hypertension submitted to
neutral-temperature dry immersion in water
p 61 N86-14854
Effect of positive pressure breathing on hemodynamics
in patients with borderline hypertension submitted to water
immersion p 61 N86-14855
Changes in physical condition, vestibular function and
bone system of rats submitted to long-term rotation
p 54 N86-14857
Contractile properties of rat muscle fibers during
long-term exposure to +2 Gx accelerations
p 54 N86-14858
Hemodynamic parameters as related to different
tolerance to head-pelvis accelerations
p 61 N86-14859
Effect of dry immersion model on perameters of
fluil-electrolyte metabolism, blood plasma aidostarone
and cortisol levels in individuals differing in body fluid
content p 65 N86-15875
Determination of increment of Bacillus subtiiis biomess
in weightlessness p 57 N86-15881
Investigation of possibility of using two-fraquency
impedometry for estimation of proportion of total end
extranelluier body fluids p 66 N86-15888
Summaries of 1984-85 NASA space-gravitationsi
biology accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88379] p 107 N86-18950
The beginnings of airborne waightleseness research
[AD-A160575] p 115 N86-18966
Skeletal response to short.term weightlessness
[NASA-TM-88778] p 379 N86-29496
Weightlessness simulation: Physiological changes infast
and slew muscle
[NASA-CR-176945] p 380 N86-29498
Proceedings and program draft in Gravita_onai Biology
in the Federal Republic of Germany
[DFVLR-MI'I-r-85-16] p 387 N86-29514
The role of the DFVLR project management life sciences
in the space program of the Federal Republic of
Germany p 387 N86-29515
A theoretical concept for state changes and shape
changes in weightlessness p 387 N86-29516
Some remarks on gravitational biology
p 387 N86-29517
investigations of Paramecium cells analyzed under
microgravity conditions p 387 N86-29518
The origin of the spicule skeleton of fresh water sponges
(Speegillides) p 388 N86-29519
A-122
SUBJECT INDEX
Umb regeneration in amphibians, a suitable model for
investigations of the effects of weightlessness as regards
evotution and modifications p 388 N86-29520
Investigations of the reproductive physiology of the
rainbow trout (Selmo geirdned Richardson)
p 388 N86-29521
Changes in the morphological and molecular biological
processes during early embryo development in amphibians
under micro g conditions p 388 N86-29522
X_S: A system to recognize radiat_indl_..ad
mutations and to study the effects of zero-gravity
environment on emt_jo development
p 388 N86-29523
Hypox'¢ hypoxie as a stimulus of Erythropoiesis in vivo
and in vitro p 388 N86-29524
A learning model as a basis for inveatigations of the
effects of gravity on the learning processes and memory
formulation p 389 N86-29525
Long-farm adaptation of the otoltth organs
p 389 N86-29526
Functionel development of gravity receptors in insects
and amphibians p 389 N86-29527
Fonction-d_t IdastioitY in the t_wous system
p 389 N86-29528
Questions on the evolution of the developmental
program of the vertebrate inner ear under long term zero
g conditions p 389 N86-29530
Long duration confinement of aquatic organisms in
welghtieasr_-=s (aquaspace) p 399 N86-29531
Program draft for a special field: Gravitational biology
p 390 N86-29532
The temporal response of bone to unloading
[NASA-TM-89228] p 397 N86-30303
Selection of an appropriate animal model for study of
bone loss in weightlessness p 412 N86-31436
Special features of surgical intervention under conditions
of weightlessness
[AD-A167916] p 423 N86-32092
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
Effect of rotopositioning on the growth and maturation
of mandibular bona in immobilized Rhesus monkeys
p106 A86-25659
Cardiovascular receptors and fluid volume control (1985
Armstrong Lecture) p 157 A86-29099
Volume regulating hormones p 214 A86-30384
Fluid and electrolyte control in simulated and actual
spaceflight p 214 A86-30385
Mechanisms for negative water balance dudng
weightlessness Immersion or bed rest?
p 214 A86-30386
Cardiorespiratory responses to lower body negative
pressure and tilt testa after exposure to simulated
weightlessness p 215 A86-30387
The effects of real and simulated microgravity on
vestibulo-oculomotor interaction p 193 A86-30390
Simulated hypogravity and synaptogenesis in culture
p 194 A86-30401
Bone loss during simulated weightlessness - Is it
glucocorticoid mediated? p 197 A86-30423
Effect of simulated weightlessness and chronic
1,25-dihydroxyvltamin D administration on bone
metabolism p 198 A86-30425
Altered carbohydrate metabolism in the whole body
suspended rat p 199 A86-30431
Transient dehydration of lungs in tail-suspended rata
p 2OO A86-30438
The use of suspension models and compadson with
true weightlessness -- Animal Model Workshop on
Gravitational Physiology p 205 A86-30480
Effect of simulated weightlessness on exeroise-induced
anaerobic threshold p 250 A86-33756
Hemodyr_mic response to LBNP follov_ng 2 hours HDT
(-6 deg) -- lower body negative pressure with head-down
p 252 A86-36309
Plasma viscosity elevations with simulated
weightlessness p 253 A86-36312
Zero-G simulation verifies EVA servicing of space station
moduios
[AIAA PAPER 86-2312] p 407 A86-46942
Biechemicel responses of Xenopus Leavis muscles to
changes in environment_ I. - Comparison to Rana
Catasbelena end exposure to gravic environment
p 415 A86-50288
Endocrine and fluid metabolism in males and females
of different ages after bedrast, acceleration and lower body
negative pressure
[NASA-TM.68270] p 39 N86-13886"
investigations of the effects ol gravity on Paramedum
caudatum structure and behavior
[DFVLR-FB-65-40] p 56 N86-15863
Effect of 7-day immersion hypokinesia on characteristics
of precision movements p 65 N86-15874
Summaries of 1984-85 NASA space-gravitational
biology accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88379] p 107 N86-18950
First German Speceieb missions, no. 6
[PR-6] p 118 N86-18979
VesUbuiar function in older individuals submitted to
antiorthostatic hypokinesia for 30 days
p 172 N86-21116
Effect of immersk_ hypokinesia on characteristics of
programmed voluntary movements p 173 N86-21119
Cerebral circulation and oxygenation in healthy man
dudng graded exercise in antiodhostatic position
p 173 N86-21120
Forced expiration parametms in healthy man submitted
to simulated weightlessness p 173 N86-21121
Comparison of bone reactions of rats submitted to
ciinostatic and antiorthostatic hypokinesia
p 174 N86-21125
Condition of thyroid gland end C ceils dudng long-term
rotation (morphological and biochemical investigation)
p 174 N86-21126
Effect of active antiorthostatic conditioning on tolerance
to cranial redistribution of blood p 175 N86-21135
Effects of simulated weightlessness on regional blood
flow specifically during cardiovascular stress
[NASA-CA-177117] p 379 N86-29495
Morphology and development of the inner ear of
Anurans p 389 N86-29529
Influence of gravity on structure and behavior of
Paramecium ceudatum
[ESA-TT-963] p 416 N86-32087
WEST GERMANY
Instructions for flight crew members arid flight crew
training and examination guidelines of the West German
Federal Board of Transgert
[REPT-I] p 95 N86-17985
Spatiel distribution of heat and cold stress in the Federal
Republic of Germany p 170 N86-21065
AppLied bk_ Snd biotechnoiogy, the program of the
Federal government, 1985-1988
[ETN-86-96939] p 386 N86-2f1626
The role of the DFVLR project management life sciences
in the space program of the Federal Republic o1
Germany p 387 N86-29515
WHEAT
Wheat farming in a lunar base p 191 A86-30165
Wheat response to CO2 er_chment: CO2 exchanges
transpiration and mineral uptakes p 152 N86-19932
Effects of NO3(-) and NH4(+) and urea on each other's
uptake and inoorporation p 152 N86-19933
Studies on maximum yiald of wheat for the controlled
environments of space p 152 N86-19934
WILDLIFE
Environmental impact research program. Status and
source of habitat models and literature reviews, December
1984
[AD-A156899] p 28 N86-12950
WIND SHEAR
Theoretical and experimental analysis of pilot failure
detection behavior during various automatic approach
conditions
[NLR-MP-83025-U] p 72 N86-14895
WIND VELOCITY
Weather and subjective health complications in cardiac
patients p 167 N86-21032
WINTER
Thermoreguiatory reactions to chilling in ice-cold water
in fans of winter swimming p 90 A86-22544
Health and performance of antarctic winter-over
personnel: A follow-up study
[AD-A161773] p 182 N86-22109
WORDS (LANGUAGE)
Development of a comprehensive voice message
vocabulan/for tactical aircraft p 237 A86-29861
Attention within auditory word perception
lAD-A162550] p 182 N86-22111
Components of verbal intelligence
[AD-A163359] p 290 N86-26828
WORK
Adaptive motivationtheory
[AD-A157440] p 21 N86-11851
Fluid-Eiectrob/te-Minerai interrelations as affecting work
p6rformance
lAD-A165325] p 282 N86-26799
WORK CAPACITY
Exercise hyperthermia as a factor limiting physical
performance - Temperature effect on muscle
metatxdiem p 1 A86-10104
Types of work capacity and the frequency of the
deve_t of ischereic heart disease and hypertortic
disease p 34 A86-15516
Pr_ of human physicel work cepacity in
high-temperature environments p 34 A86-15522
The diaphoreEc reflex in a complex of methods for
estimating operator efficiency p 88 A86-21453
The risk of artensi hypertension and the features of
functional brain asymmetry in workers employed in
regularly repeated expedition.type work
p 88 A86-22534
WORKLOADS (PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY)
The effect of different regimens of running training on
the physical work capacity end blood plasma lipide and
lipoprotelns in untrained halle and female students
p 89 A86-22537
Heat adaptation dudng training by graded
hyperthermie p 89 A86-22538
Calculation method for determining armrgy expenditures
for operatom p 90 A86-22567
Responses of skeletal muscle to unloading - A review
p 192 A86-30379
Human productivity of Space Station
p 268 A86-33813
Controlling of pilot work capacity by psychosomatic
self-regulation techniques p 265 A86-36500
The mechanisms of muscle activity regulation in humans
depending on biorhythm type p 254 A86-36528
The dynamics of systemic functional organization during
adaptation to work in extreme environments
p 254 A86-36530
Evaluating the functional status of operators using
indices of mental work capacity p 254 A86-36531
Changes in pericen:liel microcirculation in dogs during
adaptation to static muscle loads p 392 A86-45321
The effect of high temperature on the heat exchange
and the nutritional status of pilots p 397 A86-45325
The use of cardiac-rhythm statistical characteristics in
evaluating mental work capacity p 420 A86-49265
A quick method for evaiuatir_ operators' work
capacity p 420 A86-49268
The effect of centaddn on the work c_ty of
operators p 426 A86-49371
Adaptation of man to extreme conditions of Antaretics
p 13 N86-10751
Stimulus structures and mental representations in expert
comprehension of computer programs
lAD-A157520] p 42 N86-12969
Some aspects of determining human physical work
capacity under hyperhefic conditions p 76 N86-15867
Effect of level of physical activity on lipid metabolism
of flight personnel p 65 N86-15871
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive work
capacity and fatigue onset under sustained comhet-like
operations
[AD-A160417] p 134 N86-18982
Comparison of male and female maximum lifting
capacity
[AD-A160687] p 171 N86-21111
Sweating reflex in complex of methods for evaluating
operator efficiency p 285 N86-27872
Physical endurance of rats during intensive and repeated
axposura to stationary magnetic field
p 279 N86-27894
Effect of time span and task load on pilot mental
workload
[NASA-CA-177099] p 382 N86-29502
WORK FUNCTIONS
A methodology for the analysis and design of human
information processing organizations
[AD-A162083] p 235 N86-24214
WORK-REST CYCLE
Performance overnight in shiftworkers operating a
dey-night schedule p 179 A86-29095
Electrical activity of cerebellum in the wakefulness-sisep
cycle p157 A86-29255
Variations in state of vigilance during continuous
operations at a command post
[DRIC-T-7503] p 95 N86-16900
WORKLOADS (PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY)
Physiological reflections of mental workload
p 41 A86-14321
'Actions not as planned' in military air-traff'¢ control
p 70 A86-18546
Calculation method for determining energy expenditures
for operators p 90 A86-22567
Art empirical demonstration of multiple resources
p 141 A86-23703
A technology toracesting and assessment method for
evaluating system utility and operator workload
p 142 A86-23704
Effect of workload on the auditory evoked bminstem
response p129 A86-23705
Why do performance and subjective workload measures
dissociate? p 129 A86-23726
Personality differences as a moderator of mental
workloed behavier - Mental workfusd performanco and
strain reactions as a function of cognitive complexity
p 130 A86-23732
Event-related potential indices of workload in a single
task paradigm p 130 A66-23733
Inflight evaluation of four measures of pilot workload
p 130 A86-23745
The effect of intervening task performance on subjective
workload ratklgs p 144 A86-23746
The use of reflective SWAT fcr workload assessment
--- Subjective Workload Assessment Technique
p 144 A86-23747
A-123
WORKSTATIONS
AerospaceBehavioralEngiceedngTechnologyConference,3rd,LongBeech,CA,October15-18,984,
Proceedings
[SAE P-151] p 146 A86-26001
AI applications to military pilot decision aiding - A
perspective on transition
[SAE PAPER 841533] p 146 A86-26004
Subjective workload and individual differences in
information processing abilities
[SAE PAPER 841491] p 132 A86-26011
A review of pilot workload measurement techniques used
on the A-10 single seat night attack test program
[SAE PAPER 841492] p 146 A86-26016
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[SAE PAPER 841489] p 132 A86-26019
U.S. Army helicopter voice technology applications
[SAE PAPER 841609] p 147 A86-26028
Changes in catechoiamine excretion during physical and
mental workload p 161 A86-28099
A linear, dynamic model for the visual-cortical evoked
response system p 183 A86-28432
A workload index for iterative crewstatien evaluation
p 184 A86-28433
Workload assessment techniques in system redesign
p 184 A86-28434
Axiomatic and numeric conjoint measurement - A
comparison of three methods for obtaining subjective
workload (SWAT) rankings p 178 A86-28435
The dissociation between subjective and
performance-based measures of operator workload
p 178 A86-28450
Effects of task difficulty and learning strategies in
multiple-task training p 178 A86-28451
Evaluation of 16 measures of mental workload using a
simulated flight task emphasizing mediational activity
p 179 A86-28864
Can pilots time-share better than non-pilots?
p 238 A86-29874
Causes of dissociation between subjective workload
measures and performance. Caveats for the use of
subjective assessments p 238 A86-29875
Relative contributions of SWAT dimensions to overall
subjective workload ratings --- Subjective Workload
Assessment Technique p 238 A86-29876
Techniques of subjective workload assessment . A
compadson of two methodologies p 238 A86-29877
Subjective assessment of pilot workload in the advanced
fighter cockpit p 238 A86-29878
Predicted versus experienced workload and
performance on e supervisory control task
p 227 A86-29879
Meesudng pilot workload in a motion base trainer - A
comparison of four techniques p 239 A86-29880
The Steinberg memory search task as an index of pilot
workload p 227 A86-29883
Simulator instructor task loading - The tide is turning
p 233 A86-30362
The relation between the Type A behavior pattern,
pacing, and subjective workload under single- and
dual-task conditions p 234 A86-31822
Assessing subjective workload assessment - A
comparison of SWAT and the NASA-bipolar methods ---
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique
p 259 A86-33783
Assessment of SWAT accuracy --- Subjective Workload
Assessment Technique p 266 A86-33785
Workload measurement in system design and
evaluation p 267 A86-33787
Pro-SWAT applied to advanced helicopter crew station
concepts p 267 A86-33795
A workload analysis for strategic conventional standoff
capability missions p 268 A86-33803
The psychophysics of worktoad. A second look at the
relationship between subjective measures and
performance p 260 A86-33804
An investigation of the 'von Restorff' phenomenon in
pest-test workload ratings p 261 A86-33807
The effect of varying task difficulty on subjective
workload p 261 A86-33808
Training characteristics of the Criterion Task Set
workload assessment battery p 261 A86-33809
Timebased analysis of significant coordinated
operations (TASCO) - A cockpit workload analysis
technique p 268 A86-33810
Event-mieted brain potentials and resource allocation
- From duel-task decrements to dual-task integrality
p 261 A86-33820
Event-related brain potentials and intermodal divided
attention p 262 A86-33821
Processing inferences derived from event-related
potential measures in a monitoring task
p 262 A86-33822
A hierarchical model of pilot's procedural behavior for
cockpit workload analysis p 263 A86-33983
A-124
Space Station crew workload - Station operations and
customer accommodations
[SAE PAPER 851803] p 270 A86-35435
Workload assessment - Progress during the last
decade
[SAE PAPER 851877] p 270 A86-35440
Heart and respiration rates dudng a mental task
performed with varying degrees of success
p 254 A86-36526
An informational assessment of changes in the
physiological characteristics of an operator under different
work regimens p 271 A86-36527
The dynamics of systemic functional organization dunng
adaptation to work in extreme environments
p 254 A86-36530
Evaluating the functional status of operators using
indices of mental work capacity p 254 A86-36531
Review on secondary task technique for workload
assessment Some consideration of secondary task
paradigms and an assessment model
p 403 A86-43539
Determination of the load and stress on a cockpit crew
during flight using tasking networks and the SAINT
simuietion language p 432 A86-47770
Techniques of asking questions in the evaluation of
man-machine systems p 433 A86-47774
Correlational rhythmography applied to persons of
different age under functional loads p 422 A86-49920
Capacity for work and hemodynamics in males residing
at middle and high latitudes p 13 N86-10747
Effect of inclusion of supplementary ascorbic acid in
daily diet on degree of vitamin saturation of body and
therrnoresistance of arythrocytes while working in arid
zone p 13 N86-10749
Effect of vadous doses of some vitamins on non-specific
mechanisms of adaptation of man p 13 N86-10750
The effects of age, sleep deprivation, and altitude on
complex performance
lAD-A156987] p 15 N86-10771
Report on the research activities on whole-body
vibrations. Human strain due to mechanical vibrations
[ISBN-3-88383-107-7] p 15 N86-10773
Pilot-ohented performance measurement
[AD-A158849] p 40 N86-13890
Effects of digital altimetry on pilot workload
[NASA-TM-86424] p 42 N86-13892
Biocybemetic analysis of a hybnd workload model
[AD-A159033] p 63 N86.f4880
Problems of studying flight work in Soviet aviation
medicine of the 1920's - 1930's p 65 N86-15866
Some aspects of determining human physical work
capacity under hyperbaric conditions p 76 N86-15867
Effect of threat stress on psychomotor stability of pilots
diffedng in anxiety level p 72 N86.15869
Use of flight simulators for demonstration of functional
capacities of flight personnel p 72 N86-15870
Effect of level of physical activity on lipid metabolism
of flight personnel p 65 N86-15871
Variations in state of vigilance during continuous
operations at a command post
[DRIC-T-7503] p 95 N86-16900
Effect of time span and task load on pilot mental
workload
]NASA-CR-177388] p 99 N86-16901
The dissociation of subjective measures of mental
workload and performance
[NASA-CR-176609] p 180 N86-21139
The effect of acceleration stress on human workload
[AD-A156770] p 180 N86-21140
Influence of complexity of control task on level of
activation of operators physiological functions when
working with waiting p 221 N86-23260
A methodology for the analysis and design of human
information processing organizations
lAD-A162083] p 235 N86-24214
Automation and pilot interactions in night or all-weather
tactical operations p 293 N86-26319
Psychoemotional pilot stress prior to ejection and its
role in appropriate performance p 292 N86-27881
Effect of intensive operator work on lipid peroxidation
processes in man p 286 N86-27882
Analytical techniques of pilot scanning behavior and their
application
[NASA-TP-2525] p 292 N86-27920
Effect of time span and task load on pilot mental
workload
[NASA-CR-177099] p 382 N86-29502
Model-based approaches for partitioning subjective
workload assessments
[NASA-CR-177030] p 382 N86-29504
An investigation of the use of steady-stata evoked
potentials for human performance and workload
assessment and control
[AD-A166205] p 404 N86-30332
Basic human factors considerations
[DE66-008161] p 409 N86.31223
SUBJECT INDEX
A simulation study of the effects of sleep deprivation,
time of watch and length of time on watch on wetchstanding
effectiveness
[AD-A167729] p 424 N86-32956
Twenty-First Annual Conference on Manual Control
[NASA-CP-2428] p 436 N86-32976
Modified Petri net model sensitivity to workload
manipulations p 436 N86-32979
Levels of Information Processing in a Fiffs law task
(LIPFitts) p 436 N86-32980
The effects of stimulus modality and task intngrality:
Predicting dual-task performance and workload from
single-task levels p 436 N86-32981
The impact of physical and mental tasks on pilot mental
workoad p 437 N86-32982
Memory and subjective workload assessment
p 437 N86-32983
The effects of acceleration stress on human workload
and manual control p 437 N86-32984
Knowiedge-bassd load leveling and task allocation in
human-machine systems p 437 N86-32985
Evaluation of 2 cognitive abilities tests in a dual-task
environment p 438 N86-32988
Hilts Law? A test of the relationship between information
load and movement precision p 440 N86-32998
WORKSTATIONS
The Scientific Workstation Evaluation Project:
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[AD-A161234] p 154 N86-19946
Aeromedical lessons iearoad with night vision devices
p 283 N86-26810
Army Belvokr Remmrgh and Devek)pment Center, Fort
Belvolr, Vc.
Development of U.S. Army reverse osmosis water
pudfieation equipment
lAD-A165667] p 385 N86-28621
Army ConstnJctlon Englneedng Research Lab.,
Champaign, IlL
The role of vibration and rattle in human response to
helicopter noise
[AD-A162486] p 182 N66-22110
Army Engineer Wetarwsys Experlrnant Station,
Vicksburg, Miss.
Environmental impact research program. Status and
source of habitat models and literature reviews, December
1984
[AD-A156899] p 28 N86-12950
US Department of Agrioulture/Corps of Engineers
cooperative aquatic plant control research. Annual report
for FY 1983; chemical control technology
lAD-A161867] p 212 N86-24184
Army Environmental Hygiene Agency, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md.
Health hazard evaluation of liquid menopropellants.
Phase 4. Subchronic inhalation of hydroxylammonium
nitrate, January 1985
lAD-A157623] p 17 N86-11844
Health hazard evaluation of liquid monopropellants.
Phase 5: Comparative inhalation toxicities of LGP 1776,
LGP 1845, and HAN (hydroxylammonium nitrate)
[AD-A159090] p 40 N86-13891
Topical hazard evaluation program of Candidate Insect
repellent AI3-35770 Hexahydro-l-((2-Methylcyclohaxyl)
Carbonyl)- 1-H-Azepine
[AD-A158366] p 68 N86-15903
Magnetic-field hazards bibliography, 2nd edition
lAD-A160154] p 107 N86-18955
Army Materiel Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.
An examination of injury criteria for potential application
to explosive sefety studies
[AD-P004883] p 163 N86-20629
Army Medical Research Inst. of Infectious Diseases,
Fort Detdck, Md.
Metabolism of T-2 mycotoxin by cultured ceils
[AD-A159678_ p 107 N86-18951
Cloning and analysis of genes for anthrax toxin
components
[AD-A161901] p 212 N86-24186
Identification of vaccine resistant isolates of bacillus
anthrecis
[AD-A162002] p 212 N86-24187
Army Mlmdle Command, Rndelone Arsenal, Ale.
Effects of carbon monoxide on personnel
[AD-P004882] p 163 N86-20628
Army Research Inst. for the Behavioral end Social
Sciences, Alexandria, VL
An investigation of judgments of category frequenoy
[AD-A159555] p 72 N86-14894
Human factors engineering design criteria for future
systems. Design criteria evolving from the Fire Support
Team Vehicle (FIST-V) operational test 2
lAD-A158312] p 74 N86-14897
Human factors engineering design criteria for future
systems. Report number 3: Design criteria evolving from
the Multiple Multiple Rocket System (MLRS) operational
test 3
lAD-A158316] p 76 N86-15916
Physical fitness ss a moderator of cognitive work
capacity and fatigue onset under sustained combat-like
operations
[AD-A160417] p 134 N86-18982
Army Reeasrch Inst. of Environmental Medicine,
Natick, Mass.
An atropinized heat-stressed rat model: Anticholinergic
and anticholinesterase drug potency
[AD-A157620] p6 N86-11832
Physiological effects of training
lAD-A157417] p 16 N86-11841
The effect of spironolactone on the cardiocirculatory
responses to upright tilt at sea level and at simulated high
altitude
[AD-A157734] p 39 N86-13887
Circulatory and thermorogulatory actions of hydration
during exercise-heat stress
[AD-A158440] p 63 N86-14875
C-2
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Human thermorogulatory responses to cold sir are
altered by repeated cold water immersion
[AD-A158871] p 68 N86-15904
A system of rat restraint using a cone-shaped, plexigless
and stainless steel rod cage
[AD-A158428] p 83 N86-16876
Simultaneous determination of fluid shifts during thermal
stress in a small animal model
[AD-A159363] p 83 N86-16877
Prediction modeling of physiological responses and
human performance in the heat
[AD-A160513] p 115 N86-18965
Factors which alter human physiological responses
during exercise-heat acclimation
[AD-A160580] p 115 N86-18967
Platalat-endothelial function in relation to environmental
tempafature
lAD-A160744] p 116 N86-18970
Comparison of male and female maximum lifting
capadty
lAD-A160687] p 171 N86-21111
Heat acclimatization developed during summer running
in northeastern United States
[AD-A162728] p 177 N86-22102
An automated system for comprehensive assessment
of visual field sensit_
[AD-A162755] p 178 N86-22104
Environmental stress after atropine treatment
[AD-A161923] p 223 N86-24197
Respiratory response and muscle function during
isometric handgrip exercise at high altitude
[AD-A162003] p 223 N66-24196
Effects of wearing NBC (Nuclear, Biological and
Chemical) protective clothing in the heat on detection of
visual signals
[AD-A162321] p 224 N86-24202
An evaluation of tests of anaerobic power
[AD-A162826] p 224 N86-24203
Effect of heat and chemical protective clothing on
cognitive performance
[AD-A162001] p 242 N86-24218
Effectiveness of an air-cooled vest using selected air
temperature and humidity combinations
[AD-A162026] p 242 N86-24219
Research animal stanchion and transporter
[AD-A163907] p 248 N86-25110
Aerobic capacity and coronary risk factors in a
middle-aged army population AD-A163998 HC A02/MF
A01
lAD-A163998] p 257 N86-25979
Fitness and activity assessments among US Army
populations: Implications for NCHS general population
surveys
lAD-A164060] p 257 N86-25980
Pemeptual and physiological responses during exercise
in cool and cold water
[AD-A16549t ] p 283 N86-26800
Influence ol erythrocythemia on blood volume and
thermorogulation during exercise-heat stress
[AD-At65014] p 289 N86-27916
Urinary and hematological indices of hypohydration
[AD-A165015] p 289 N86-27917
Thermoregulation after atropine and pralidoxime
administrslton
[AD-A165868] p 397 N66-30304
Human vascular fluid responses to cold stress are not
altered by cold acclimation
[AD-A165869] p 398 N86-30305
An environmentally-controlled extended-use small
animal hypobaric chamber
[AD-A166729] p 398 N86-30307
Metabolic changes following eccentric exercise in
trained and untrained men
[AD-A166521] p 402 N86-31211
Induced arythrocythemia and maximal aerobic power:
An examination of modifying factors
[AD-A166522] p 402 N86-31212
Intrinsic alteration of the reactive properties of arteries
during hypothermia
[AD-A166523] p 402 N86-31213
Altitude acclimatization (ventila6on and
chemoresponsiveness) during waketulnesa and sleep
lAD-A167738] p 423 N86-32091
Predictors of periodic breathing at altitude
[AD-A167947] p 424 N86-32957
Altitude acclimatization attentuates plasma ammonia
during submaximal exercise
[AD-A168630] p 425 N86-32962
Effect of dexamethasone on symptoms of acute
mountain sickness at Pikes Peak, Colorado (4300m)
[AD-A168662] p 425 N86-32963
Army Test end Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md.
Soldier-computer interface
[AD-A165326] p 295 N86-26841
CORPORA TE SOURCE
AiMiocletlon of American UIUma Thule, taS_ltmh, Wash.
Effects of high altitude on neuroto_l and pulmonary
function: The effect of high altitude on visual evoked
potent_ls in humans on Mt. Everest
lAD-A168335] p 424 N86-32959
Astro Rarlourcee International Corp_ League City, Tax.
Water quality monitor for recovered spacecraft water
[SAE PAPER 851347] p 139 A86-23533
Austrian Automobile Touring Club, Vkmna.
Human bioolimatic classification methods illustrated with
examples of selected countries p 169 N86-21058
B
Batteffe Cotumbtm Labe., Ohio.
An engineering analysis of a closed cycle plant growth
module p 150 N86-19919
Battelle Northwest Labs., Rk:htand, Wish.
Design, construction and testing of a dc bioeffects
enclosure for small animals
[DE05.016798] p 29 N86-'t3883
Baylor CoIL of Medicine, Houston, Tex.
Morphogenasis and calcification of the statoconia in the
chick (Gallus domesticus) embryo - Implications for future
studies p195 A86-30405
In vivo nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
[NASA-CR-171928] p 170 N86-21105
Health effects of ambient ozone exposure in vigorously
exercising adults
[PS86-156940] p 258 N86-25989
Baylor Univ. HOuston, Tax.
Regulation of hematopolesis in rats exposed to
antiorthostatic hypokinetic/hypodynamia. II - Mechanisms
of the 'anemia' p 80 A86-20404
Development of otoconia inthe embryonic chick (Gailus
dornesOcus) p 414 A86-49871
Bayto¢ Unts. WBCO, Tax.
Cytochemical localization of calcium in cap cells of
primary roots of Zea rnays L p 197 A86-30418
Behavioral Research Associates, West Lafayette, lnd_
Biocybernetlc analysis of • hybrid workload model
lAD-A159033] p 63 N86-t4880
Belgtan Air Force, Bruemd=.
Treadmill spiroergome_y in the selectk)n and screening
of high.performance combat aircraft pilots in the Betigan
Air Force p 401 N86-30325
Bergen Univ. (Norway).
A study of human lymphocyte mo_ogy from the
peripheral circulation after hyperbaric exposure
p 121 N86-19857
Increased inctropi of the heart in normoxic hyperbaric
atmosphere p 123 N86-19869
Psychological and physiological stress reactions among
sports diver-students p 124 N86-19875
Bletafeld Univ. (West Germany).
Questions on the evolution of the developmental
program of the vertebrate inner ear under long term zero
g conditions p 389 N86-29530
Blonetles Corp., Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Effect of simulated weightlessness on exercise-ieducad
anaerobic threshold p 250 A86-33756
Cardiovascular dynamics associated with tolerance to
lower body negative pressure p 253 A86-36310
Cardiovascular responses of women to lower body
negative pressure p 377 A86-41779
BITS, Inc., West Lay/syette, Ind.
Measuring pilot workload in a motion base trainer - A
comparison of four techniques p 239 A86-29880
Boeing Aerospace Co., Huntsville, Ate.
Advanced operator/system interface concepts for the
Space Ststion
[AIAA PAPER 86-2317] p 407 A86-46945
Boeing Aermk_¢e Co., Seattle, Wash.
Development status of regenerable solid amine CO2
control systems
[SAE PAPER 851340] p 138 A86-23527
Space Station crow interface specificabons and
standards
[SAE PAPER 851801] p 270 A86-35433
Soft, Barenek, and N...---man, the., Combrklge, Ik.m.
Recent advancements in telepresence technology
development p 269 A86-34959
Descriptive Linear modeling of steady-state visual
evoked response p 436 N86-32977
Some computational techr_eas for estirmztieg homsn
operator describing functions p 441 N86-33007
Bonn Univ. (West Germany).
The origin of the spicule skeleton of fresh water sponges
(Spongillides) p 388 N86-29519
Morphology and development of the inner ear of
Anurans p 389 N86-29529
Borrleton Research Lal_, Inc. Temple Hills, Md.
Development of vaccines to the mycotoxin T-2
[AD-A158544] p 63 N86-14877
Boston Univ., Mires.
The microbial community at Lagune Figuerce, Baja
California Mexico - From miles to microns
p 26 A86-14124
Microbial mats end modem stromatofitea in Shark Bsy,
Western Australia p 51 A86-18027
Fluid-Electrolyte-Minsrai interrs_tions as affecting work
performance
[AD-A165325] p 282 N86-26799
Microbial contribul_ons to the Precarnbdan Earth
p 307 N86-26899
Using the IRAS data to search in the asteroid belt for
any poten_al evidence of galac'_c colonization
p 3O9 N86-26908
Brandeis Univ, Waltham, Mass.
The effective intensity of Coriolis, cross-coupling
stimulation is grevitoinertial force dependent - Irn_ications
for space motion sickness p 163 A86-29093
Sudden emesis following parabolic flight maneuvers
Implications for space moron sickness
p 250 A86-33759
Head movements in non-terrestrial force environments
elicit motion sickness - Implications for the etiology of
space motion sickness p 253 A86-36315
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Brletof (England).
The BAe D target acquisition model ORACLE: An
overview, 1984
[BAE-JS-10009] p 221 N86-23268
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Lancashire
(England).
Human factors: The Cinderella discipline in cockpit
interface design p 294 N86-26825
Brookhaven National lab., Upton, N. Y.
Thyroid absorbed dose far people at Rongelep, Utink
and Sifo on March 1, 1954
[DE85-014695] p 17 N86-11846
Application of electron-transfer theory to several
systems of biological interest
[0E85-015835] p 55 N86-15860
Determination of the lumped constant and the kinetic
constants far deoxyglucose and fluorodeoxyglucose in
man
[DE86-000317] p 118 N86-18978
Experimental, structural and theoretical models of
bactedochkxophyfls a, d and g
[DE86-001727] p 158 N86-21101
Late biological effects from internal and external
exposure
[ DE86-001181 ] p 278 N86-27868
Proposal for s new tomogrsphic device providing
information on the chemical properties of a body section
[DE86-010547] p 425 N86-32964
Brown Univ., Provtdence, R. I.
Cortical plasticity: Theoretical analysis, experimental
results
[AD-A157965] p 38 N86-t2961
Local and global factors in learning
lAD-A161128] p 136 N86-19904
Pedpheral nerve injury in dsvsloping rats reorganizes
motor cortex
[AD-A168019_ p 417 N86-32952
Brunel Unts., Uxbddge (England).
Study of binsampis preservation, handling, and
observation facilities
[ESA-CR(P)-2126] p 213 N86-24191
Bundesanstait fuer FlugMcherung, Frankfurt am Main
(West Germany).
Instructions for flight crew members and flight crew
training and examinabon guid_ktes of the West German
Federal Board of Transport
[REPT-1] p 95 N86-17985
Bund*sm_taterlum fuer For_hung und Tachlmiogta,
Bonn (West Germany).
Applied biology and biotechnokxJy, the program of the
Federal government, 1986-1988
[ETN-86-96938] p 386 N86-28626
C
CAE Electronk_ Ltd., St. Laurast (Quebec).
Flight test of a displscement sidearm controller
p 439 N86-32992
Calabria Univ., Cosenza (Italy).
Operating radiation protection: Physical aspects
p 288 N86-27911
California Inst. of Tech, Pasadena.
Application of electron-transfer theory to several
systems of biological interest
[DE85-015835] p 55 N86-15860
Information processing in mammalian visual cortex
[AD-A165832] p 376 N86-28609
Califomle State Coil., Bakersfield.
General automatic components of motion sickness
[NASA-CR-176516] p 126 N86-19886
California Univ., Irvlne.
Cailfom_ State Univ., I-_lrd.
On marching to two different drummers - Perceptual
aspects of the difficulflea p 426 A86-49870
Hesita_ons in continuous tracking induced by a
cono_rrent discrete task
[NASA-CR-17701g] p 382 N86-29503
Hesitation in ",tacking induced by a concurrent manual
task p 439 N86-32995
Clllfornle State Uofv. Nodhrklge.
Human operator contro_ of a bilateral teleoperetor in
part-simulation of ZerO gravity p 143 A86-23736
Celfforn_ Univ., Berkeley.
A change in the genetic code in Mycoplesma
capricolum p 105 A86-24000
Skeletal mass change as a function of gravitadonal
p192 A86-30380
Amphibian feCdlixabon and development in
microgrevity p 195 A86-30408
Effects of norflurazon on the levels of abscisic acid and
xanttmxin in caps of gravistimuiated roots of maize
p 197 A86-30420
Adapted head- and eye-movement responses to
added-head inertia p 250 A86-33758
Molecular and biological properties of an
immunopofentiating complex polysaccharide adjuvant
produced by a gliding bacterium
lAD*A162664} p 160 N86-22066
Human head/neck/upper.torso model response to
dynamic loading p 221 N86-23266
Observational exobiology p 298 N86-26850
Investigations with methancbaoteda and with evolution
of the genetic code p 306 N86-26890
Thioredo)dns in evolutionerily primitive organisms
p 306 N86-26893
The Berkeley Sereedip Project p 309 N86-26906
An infrared search for extraterrestrial laser signals
p 309 N86-26907
Goldstone field test activities: Target search
p 309 N86-26911
Caiffomle Univ, Berkeley. Lain Berkeley Lab.
Monitoring of circadian waveforms in rodents exposed
to high-intenalty static magnetic fields
[DE85-015225] p 28 N86-12952
Application of photosynthetic N2-fixieg cyanobecteda to
the CELSS grogram p 151 N86-19929
Bictogic_ effects and physical safety aspects of NMR
imaging and in vivo spectroscopy
[DE86-002966] p 213 N86-24190
Geochemical anomalies, bolide impacts and bictogioai
exlinc_ons on the Earth p 308 N86-26903
California Univ, Davis.
Psychological and interpersonal adaptation to Mars
missions
[AAS 84-186] p 179 A86-28812
Chronic acceleration and egg production in domestic
fowl pt93 A86-30392
Oxygen consumption during cold expnsura at 2.1 G in
ratsadapted to hypergrevic fieide p 199 A86-30432
Changes in functional metabolism in the rat central
nervous system following spaceflight
p199 A86-30433
Influence of exposure to a prolonged hyperdynamic field
on body temperature in the squirrel monkey
p 200 A86-30439
Life science research on the Space Station
p 201 A86-30451
Homeostasis and biological rhythms in the rat during
spaceflight p 202 A86-30460
Early adaptation to altered gravitational environments
in the squirrel monkey p 203 A86-30461
Effects of weightlessness on neurotranamitter receptors
in selected brain areas p 203 A86-30462
The effect of a hyperdynamio environment on the
development of the rat retina p 203 A86-30463
Osteocalcin as an indicator of bone metabolism during
_fligbt p 205 A86-30474
Effects of NO3(-) and NH4(+) and urea on each otheds
uptake and incorporation p 152 N86-19933
Experimental, structural end theoretioal models of
bacteriochlorophylls a, d and g
[DE86-00t727] p 158 N86-21101
Design guidelines for the use of audio cues in computer
interfaces
[OE86-015176] p 241 N86-23281
Implicabons of privacy needs and interpersonal
distancing mechanisms for space station design
[NASA-CR-176938] p 408 N86-30338
A model for the human's use of visual field cues in
nap-of-the-Earth flight p 441 N86-33004
Cailfornts Univ., Irvlne.
Multidisciplinary studies on excitatory amino acids as
transmitters in the brain
[AD-A164258] p 256 N86-25115
Comparative biochemistry and metabolism. Part 2:
Naphthalene lung toxicity
[AD-A163144] p 257 N86-25983
C-3
California Univ., Irvine, Dayton, Ohio.
Functional and evolutionary relationships between
bacteriorhodopsin and haiorhodopain in the
archeebactarium, balobactsrium haiobium
p 306 N86-26892
California Univ., Irvlne, Dayton, Ohio.
Toxic hazards research unit annual technical report:
1985
[AD-A161558] p 176 N86-22097
Acute toxiody studies on 2 Air Force hydrauiic fluids
(MLO 62-233 and MLO 62.585)
[AD-A163174] p 258 N86-25984
The experimental deterrninetion of safe atmospheric
exposure concentrations of JP-1O jet fuel
[AD-A163179] p 258 N86-25985
California Univ., La Jolia.
Arousal and stability . The effects of five new
sympathomimetic d_ugs suggest a new principle for the
prevention of space motion sickness
p 113 A86-25656
Nonlinear mechanisms in physiology and
pathophysiology Toward a dynamical theory of health and
disease p 422 A86-49636
California Univ., Los Angeles.
Laser ablation of human atharosclerotic plaque without
adjacent tissue injury p 91 A86-22711
Use of laboratory simulated pyrolysis in tracing the
history of sedimentary organic matter
p 304 N86-26884
Recent progress in Precambrien psioobiology
p 305 N86-26887
Model-based approaches for partitioning subjective
workload assessments
[NASA-CR-177030] p382 N86-29504
Neurophysiologicel mssarch supporting the
investigation of adaptive network architectures
[AD-A166074] p 405 N86-31216
Modified Petri net model sensitivity to workload
manipulations p 436 N86-32979
Knowledge-based load leveling and task allocation in
human-machine systems p 437 N86-32985
The effects of stress on attentionsi resources
p 437 N86-32986
California Univ., San Diego.
Transient dehydration of lungs in tail-suspended rats
p 200 A86-30438
Independent study of automation and robotics for the
National Space Program by the Automation and Robotics
Panel
[NASA-CR-176523] p 148 N86-18990
interactive activation models of perception and
comprehension
[AD-A161362] p 181 N86-21143
Cardiac reserve during weightlessness simulation and
shuffle flight
[NASA-CR-177085] p 380 N86-29497
California Univ., San Diego, La Jolia.
Human cognition and performance
[AD-A157665] p 42 N86-12970
Advanced clinical research in shock and trauma
lAD-A162730] p 177 N86-22103
Energy yields in the prebiotic synthesis of hydrogen
cyanide and formaldehyde p 300 N66-26863
Evolution of thiol protective systems in prokaryotes
p 307 N86-26896
California Univ., San Frenci_o.
Effect of simulated weightlessness and chronic
1.25-dihydroxyvitamin D administration on bone
metabolism p 198 A86.30425
Ostoocaicin as an indicator of bone metabolism dunng
spaceflight p 205 A86-30474
Coupling between the bsctsnorhodopsin photocycle and
the protonmotive force in Haiobacterium halobium cell
envelope vesicles. III . Time-resolved increase in the
transmembrene electric potential and modeling of the
associated ion fluxes p 373 A86-43433
Photoconversion from the light-adapted to the
dark-adapted state of bacteriorhodopsin
p 374 A86-43434
Transient proton inflows during illumination of anaerobic
Haiobacterium haiobium cells p 374 A86.-43436
The rhodopsin-like pigments of haiobacteria -
Light-energy and signal transducem in an
arcbaebacterium p 415 A86-50271
General automatic components of motion sickness
[NASA-CR-t76516] p 126 N66-19886
Exploratory studies of physiological components of
motion sickness: Cardiopulmonary differences between
high end low susceptibles
[NASA-CR-176541] p 171 N86-21108
Shuttle flight experiment 30-day summary report
[NASA-CR-176539] p 171 N86-21109
Phetoenergy transduction in helobecterium haiobium
[NASA-CR-176673] p 248 N86-25970
C-4
California Univ., Santa Berbera.
Are interpretations of ancient marine temperatures
constrained by the presence of ancient madne
organisms? p 276 A86-39470
Components of spatial ability
[AD-A165694] p 382 N86-28616
Cern_ion Univ., Pittaburgh, Pa.
Skill acquisition: Compilation of woak-mothod problem
solutions
[AD-A158725] p 70 N86-14888
Beyond associations: Strategic components in memory
retrieval
lAD-A160783] p 134 N86-18985
The role of elaborations in instructional texts: Learning
to use the appropriate procedure at the appropriate time
lAD-A165211 ] p 291 N86-26833
Initial skill learning: An analysis of how elaborations
facilitate the three components
[AD-A165137] p 292 N86-27922
Case Western Reserve Univ., Ciovebmd, Ohio.
Electron roactions in model and biological systems
[DE85-016062] p 55 N86-15861
Coll., Wyo.
Automated Portable Test System (APTS) - A
performance envelope assessment tool
[SAE PAPER 8517751 p 263 A86-35427
CRAM, Mont-de-Maraan (France).
Physical training of Mirage 2000 pilots
p 401 N86-30324
Center for Mathematics and Computer Science,
Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Quantitative models describing the kinetics of tumor cell
proliferation: A comparison to experimental data
[CWI-AM-R8418] p 53 N66-14844
Development, growth and time
[CtNI.CS-R8516] p 277 N86-26795
Central Electdolty Generating Board, London
(England).
The effect of equally effective neutron and X-ray
radiation doses on the epithelial cells of the hair bulb
[BLL-CE-TRANS-8221o(9022.09] p 170 N86-21104
Radiowotection update
[BLL-CE-TRANS-8223-(9022-09] p 187 N66-21146
Central Meteorological Service, Peking (China).
Study of a meteorological prediction of acute myocardial
infarction incidence p 166 N86-21030
Cent3'e d'Emls en Vol, Brstlgny-sur-Orge (France).
The use of ECG changes caused by acceleration as
tolerance predicition factors p 399 N86-30316
Centre d'Emmia en Vol, litres (France).
The choice of seat back angle to improve acceleration
tolerance
[CEV-70-209] p 386 N86-29512
Centre d'Etudes at de Recherches de Medecioa
Aerospatiale, Pads (France).
Sensitivity to color contrasts and the selection of
navigator personnel p 400 N86-30318
Centre National de hl RqK:herehe Sciontiflque, Orleans
(France).
Search for chiral molecules and optical activity in
extraterrestrial systems. The Cassini mission opportunity
p 387 N86-28871
Centre Principal d'Expertisea Mndloales du Personnel
Nevlgant de I'Aerooautique, Pads (France).
Selection and medical testing of Mirage 2000 pilots:
Report of echocardiography p 399 N86-30314
Chalmera Univ. of Technology, Gnoteborg (Sweden).
The effects of the insulation properties of different dry
suit systems on the diver's heat balance and comfort during
diving to 50 m p 121 N86-19856
Lung volumes and dynamic compliance during
immersion and oxygen breathing p 122 N86-19860
An attempt to counteract nitrogen narcosis by neloxone
administration p 123 N86-19865
Oral changes in divers working with electrical equipment
under water p 124 N86-19873
Chades F. Ketterlng Research Lab., Yellow Springs,
Ohio.
Particulate models of photosynthesis
[DE86-001625] p 160 N86-22090
Chioago Univ., III.
Biological extinction in earth history
p 207 A86-32057
Some implications of mass extinction for the evolution
of complex life p 275 A86-38147
Stimulus structures and mental representations in expert
comprehension of computer programs
[AD-A157520] p 42 N86-12969
A model of the conjunction fallacy
[AD-A160876] p 136 N86-19901
The foasil record of evolution: Analysis of extinction
p 308 N86-26901
The fossil record of evolution: Data on diversification
and extinction p 308 N86-26902
CORPORA TE SOURCE
MTF's end Wiener spectra of radiographic ssrsen-film
systems. Volume 2: (Including speeds of screens, films
and screen-film systems)
[PB86-184934] p 380 N86-29501
Clarke Ambrmle, Inc., Knox_tlio, Tenn.
Human-machine interface in mobiio teleoperators
[DE85-013639] p 75 N86-14900
Human-machine interfaces for teleoperators: An
overview of research and development at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Consolidated Fuel Raprocesaing
Program
[DE85-017713] p 100 N86-17990
Human factors activities in teleoperator development st
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
[DE86-005160] p 406 N86-30340
Coast Guard, washington, D.C.
A comparison of the protection against immersion
hypothermia provided by Coast Guard anti-exposure
clothing in calm versus rough seas
[AD-A158413] p 75 N86-14898
Cologne Univ. (West Germany).
limb rogenerabon in amphibians, a suitable model for
inves_gations of the effects of weightlessness as regards
evolution and modifications p 388 N86-29520
Colin'ado Univ. Boulder.
Moment by moment variation in the cognitive activity
of experts
[AD-A159466] p 71 N86-14893
Principles of instruction for successful assembly end
repair
[AD-A161280] p 180 N66-21142
Generalizing over conditions by combining the multitrait
multimethod matrix and the representative design of
experiments
[AD-A163685] p 265 N86-25119
Predictors of periodic breathing at altitude
[AD.A167947] p 424 N66-32957
Columbia Univ., New York.
Early mammalian development under conditions of
reorientation relative to the gravity vector
p 194 A86-30399
Localization of calcium stimulated adenosine
triphosphatase activity in blood vessels of the skeleton
p 197 A86-30424
Morphoiogic and histochemical studies of bone cells
from SL-3 rats p 205 A86-30473
Effects of simulated weightlessness on meiosis.
Fertilization, and eady development in mice
[NASA-CR.177106] p 410 N86-30342
Commlmmriat a I'Energia Atomlque, Cadarache
(France).
The C23A system, an exmaple of quenUtative control
of plant growth associated with a data base
p 148 N86-19911
Can plants grow in quasi-vacuum?
p 152 N86-19931
Wheat response to CO2 enrichment: CO2 exchanges
transpiration and mineral uptakes p 152 N86-19932
Committee on Energy end Commerce (U. S. House).
Biotechnology regulation
[GPO-43-778] p 3 N86-10733
Compegnia Maritime d'Expertises, Marastlia (France).
The influence of individual factors in man on bubble
formation in air diving decompression
p 125 N86-19881
Connecticut Univ., Storra.
An experimental paradigm for team decision
processes p 440 N66-33000
Copenhagen Univ. (Denmark).
Excur"_on limits in shallow water heliox saturation
diving p 125 N86-19877
Comeil Univ., Ithaca, N.Y.
Phyiogenetic origins of the plant mitochondrion based
on a comparative analysis of 5S ribosomal RNA
sequences p 2 A86-12002
Gravistimulation-induced changes in current patterns
arouod root caps p 196 A86-30411
Carbon dioxide evolution rate as a method to monitor
and control an aerobic biological waste treatment
system p 151 N86-19930
The organic aerosols of Tdan p 298 N86-26852
Stereoselective aminoacylation of RNA
p 302 N86-26875
Comell Univ., New York, N.Y.
Coupling between the bactariorhodopsin photocycio and
the protonmotive force in Helobacterium haiobium cell
envelope vesicles. III - Time-resolved increase in the
transmembrane electric potential and modeling of the
associated ion fluxes p 373 A86-43433
Cummings Solar Corp., Wilmington, Mass.
Design end production of damage-resistant tray pack
containers
[AD-A164595] p 294 N86-26837
CORPORA TE SOURCE
D
I_11_ Univ. Nallfu (Nova _tle).
Visual sen_ and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
[AD-A158962] p 89 N86-15907
David Sarnoff nelNNlrCh Center, Prlnoaton, N.J.
Portable diagnostic radiometer
[AD-A157685] p 62 N86-14872
Defence and CMI InoL of Envlronmentsl Mndlckle,
Downavtaw (Ontario).
Investigation of the method to determine
carboxyhesmoglobio in blood
[AD-A161061] p 127 N86-19892
The energy cost of combat engineer tasks
[AD-A161861] p 223 N86-24195
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CH1 _3
labrador helicopter
(AD-A164011] p256 N86-25113
Canadian fomes approach to sircrew medical
selection p 399 N86-30311
Defence Research Establishment, Ottawa. (Ontario).
Effect of increased body clothing insolation on hand
temperature in a cold environment
[AD-A156597] p 22 N86-10786
Defence Research Information Centre, Orplngton
(England).
Variations in state of vigilance during continuous
operations at a command post
[DRIC-T-7503] p 95 N86-16g00
Demonstration and role of chernorecoption in the marine
zooplankton
[DRIC-T-7456] p 209 N86-23217
Psychological selection of personnel for employment in
the Antartio
[DRIC-T-7449] p 235 N86-23278
External respiration, gas exchange, and blood oxygen
parameters in acute methemoglobinemia
(DRIC-T-7663] p 415 N86-32082
Department of Energy, Washington, D. C.
Improved monoclonel antibodies to halodeoxyuridine
[DE85-017764] p 92 N86-16891
Health and Environmental Effects of Complex Chemical
Mixtures
[DE85-016336] p 92 N86-16892
Method for improving product yields in an anionic
metalloporphyrin-based artificial photosynthesis system
[DE85-017723] p 85 N86-17978
Annual report and summadas of FY 1985 activities
supported by the Division of Biological Energy Research
[DE85-009132] p 209 N86-23220
Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.
Vision test chart and method using Gaussians
[AD-D011756] p 20 N86-10778
In vivo dermal absorption method and system for
laboratory animals
[AD-D012325] p 417 N86-32951
Vadable contrast direct read-out vision tester
lAD-D012273] p 423 N86-32955
Night vision compatible illumination for vehicle
crewmemper workspaca
[AD-D012339] p 443 N86-33018
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.
Forward field autotransfusion device
[AD-D011763] p 37 N86-12957
Suture needle holder
[AD-D011764] p 37 N86-12958
Dermal substance collection device
lAD-D011848] p 38 N86-12962
Anti-trypanosomal activity of platinum coordination
compounds
lAD-DOll860] p 67 N86-15897
Department of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
Infrared optical measurement of blood gas
concentrations and fiber optic catheter
[AD-D011836] p 37 N86-t2955
Low temperature inflator apparatus
lAD-D011810] p 45 N86-12974
Servo operated anti-G suit pressurization system
[AD-D011932] p 147 N86-18988
Biosensors from membrane proteins reconstituted in
polymedzed lipid bilayers
[AD-D012160] p 248 N86-25974
Magnetic separation device
lAD-D012163] p 249 N86-25975
Automated anthropomatdc data measurement system
lAD-D012299] p 443 N86-33017
Desmatloa, inc., State College, Pa.
A nonlinear regression procedure for evoked potential
data analysis
[AD-A157680] p 53 N86-14839
Statistical research on problems of biodynamics
lAD-A157993] p 67 N86-15899
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
Deutsche Forschunge- und Vereeshsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumtshrt, Brunswick (West Germany).
Investigation of pilot behavior within the scope of a
training program for handling qualities rating in a ground
simulator
[ DFVLR-MITr.86-01] p429 N86-32975
For_ und Versuehesnstalt fuer Luft-
und RImmtshrt, Cologne (West Germany).
Investigations of the effects of gravity on Paramecium
caudatum structure and behavior
[DFVLR-FB-85-40] p 56 N86-15863
On the effects of X irradiation on the Bacillus subtilis
spores in a day and wet system
[DFVLR-FB-85-44] p 56 N86-15864
First German Spacelab missions, no. 6
[PR-6] p 118 N86-18979
High pressure oxygen (OHP) induced increase of serum
prolactin is not due to a dopamine (DA)-receptor
blockade p 123 N86-19867
Hygienic aspects of water supply for chamber sanitary
facilities, changes of divers' bacterial mouth flora and
effectiveness of ear prophylaxis in saturation dives
p 124 N86-19874
Exobiological aspects in view of Titan
p 387 N86-28868
Proceedings and program draft in Gravitational Biology
in the Federal Republic of Germany
[DFVLR-MITT-85-16] p 387 N86-29514
The role of the DF-VLR project management life sciences
in the space program of the Federal Republic of
Germany p 387 N86-29515
Some remarks on gravitational biology
p 387 N86-29517
Deutsche Forechungs- und Versuchesnstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumtshrt, Hamburg (Wast Germany).
Extended analysis of the structure of error scores in
psychological aptitude tests
[DFVLR-FB-85.20] p 20 N86-10780
Speed of work and error rate: Analyses of individual
differences in a choice reaction series with a cognitive
component
[DFVLR.FB-85-21] p 20 N86-10781
Expadence and performance in video games and its
influence on aptitude tests in aviation psychology
[DFVLR-FB-85-43] p 73 N86-15915
Deutacher Wettsrdlenst, Frelburg (Went Germany).
Weather as a physical process and parametedzation
of the effects as a meteorological contribution for
investigating the correlation between weather and man
p 166 N86-21026
The biological efficiency of dust emmission:
Determination based on the withenng degree of exposed
lichens p 169 N86-21047
Spatial distnbution of heat and cold stress in the Federal
Republic of Germany p 170 N86-21065
Deutecher Wetterdlenst, Offenbach am Main (west
Germany).
Investigations of the possible influence of air electrical
phenomena on dulling and ghost aching in amputated
patients p 167 N86-21033
Problems of cify planning p169 N86-21049
Local climatic particuladties and their importance for
recreation area (example, Saadand-lower Bllestal)
p 170 N86-21064
Direction des Constructions et Armes Navales, Toulon
(France).
Ultrasonic detection of circulating bubbles in ewes
exposed to simulated dives deeper than 800 msw under
isobadc conditions and with unchanged gas mixtures
p 125 N86-19882
Less bubble formation in women divers
p 126 N86-19883
Dornler-Werke G.m.b.H., Frledrichshafen (welt
Germany).
BLSS, a European approach to CELSS
p 148 N86-19908
Study of biosemple preservation, handling, and
observation facilities
[ESA-CR(P)-2126] p 213 N86-24191
Dortmund Univ. (West Germany).
Neurophysiological activity and psychophysical
effectiveness of environmental factors
p 164 N86-21013
Man's thermal budget under vanous climates
p 164 N86-21016
Duesseldorf Univ. (West Germany).
Wet chamber dives to test algodthms for electronic
decompressiometers p 125 N86-19878
Effects of air pollution on man p 167 N86-21038
Long-term adaptation of the otolith organs
p 389 N86-29526
Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.
System development and evaluation technology: State
of the art of manned system measurement
[AD-A160418] p 134 N86-18983
E
East Caroline Univ., Greenville, N.C.
Effects of weightlessness on neurotransmittar receptors
in selected brain areas p 203 A86-30462
Effects of lunar soil, Zagami meteorite, and ocean ridge
basalt on the excretion of itoic acid, a siderophore, and
coproporphyrin by Bacillus subtilis p 412 N86-31421
Eutam Virginia Medical School, Norfolk.
Effects of clinostat rotation on Aurelia statolith
synthesis p199 A86-30436
Economics Lab., inc., St. Paul, Minn.
A study to define a set of requirements for cleansing
agents for use in the Space Station whole body shower
[NASA-CR-171910] p 99 N86-16903
Edgerton, Germeshauesn and Grier, Inc., Idaho Falls,
Idaho.
Kinetics of biological ferrous iron oxidation
[DE85-014616] p 4 N86-10736
Human engineodng guidelines for the evaluation and
assessment of video display units
(TI85-016435] p 187 N86-21149
Basic human factors considerations
[DE86-O08181] p 409 N86-31223
Impact of the human on system safety analysis
[DE86-008182] p 409 N86-31224
Process of task analysis
[DE86-008183] p 409 N86-31225
Human factors management
[DE86-008184] p 409 N86-31226
Electxotaoflnical Lab., Iberakl (Japan).
Studies on information processing mechanisms in the
central visual system of the cat
[EL-861] p 277 N86-27865
Studies on visual information processing in retinal
neurons
[EL-859] p 288 N86-27906
Studies on accurate measurements and analyses of
human olfactory evoked potentials
[EL-863] p 288 N86-27907
Engineering Research Associates, Inc., Vienna, Va.
Schema-based theory of information presentation for
distributed decision making
[AD-A163150] p 266 N86-25992
Emn Univ. (West Germany).
Changes in the morphological and molecular biological
processes during eady embryo development in amphibians
under micro g conditions p 388 N86-29522
Essex Corp., Alexandria, Va.
Human Factors Review Plan
[DE86-010561] p 444 N86-33023
Essex Corp., Huntsville, Ala.
The system integration and vedflcation testing of an
orbital maneuvering vehicle for an air bearing floor
[NASA-CR-178350] p 242 N86-24217
The desagn, fabrication and delivery of a manipulator
foot restraint mockup for space telescope development
testing
[NASA-CR-178837] p 272 N86-25121
Essex Corp., Orlando, Fla.
Automated Portable Test System (APTS) - A
performance envelope assessment tool
[SAE PAPER 851775] p 263 A86-35427
An analysis of visual tasks in helicopter shipboard
landing
[AD-A161101] p 136 N86-19903
Essex Corp., Westtake Village, Calif.
Person computer dialogue: A human engineering data
base supplement
[AD-A163074] p 243 N86-24223
European Nuclear Energy Agency, Fraecnti (Italy).
Operating radiation protection: Medical aspects
p 288 N86-27912
European Space Agency, Paris (France).
influence of gravity on structure and behavior of
Paramecium caudatum
[ESA-TT-963] p 416 N86-32087
Speed of work and error rate: Analyses of individual
differences in a choice reaction senes with a cognitive
component
[ESA.'I-r-944] p 427 N86-32099
F
Fayettsvllle State Univ., N.C.
The scanning electron microscope as a tool in space
biology p 30 N86-14080
Federal Avletlon Adrnlntstratlon, Washington, D.C.
The effects of age, sleep deprivation, and altitude on
complex performance
[AD-A156987] p 15 N86-10771
Some effects of alcohol and simulated altitude on
complex performance scores and breathanalyzer
readings
[AD-A158925] p 68 N86-15905
C-5
Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D. C.
A comparison of postmortem corone_/atherosclerosis
findings in general aviation pilot fatalities
[AD-A159811] p 93 N86-17982
Passing scores for the FAA ATCS color vision test
[AD-A160889] p 127 N86-19890
Evaluation of a passenger mask modified with a
rebroather bag for protection from smoke and fumes
[AD-A162473] p 188 N86-22116
Drugs of abuse in aviation fatalities. 1: Marijuana
[AD-A161911] p 223 N86-24196
Characteristics of medically disqualified airman
applicants in calendar years 1982 and 1983
[AD-A162209] p 224 N86-24201
Inhalation toxicology. 5: Evaluation of relative toxicity
to rats of thermal decomposition products from two aircraft
seat fire-blocking materials
[AD-A165034] p 277 N86-27866
Inhalation toxicology. Part 6: Evaluation of the relative
toxicity of thermal decomposition products from 9 aircraft
panel materials
[AD-A168250] p 424 N86-32958
Complex monitoring performance and the
coronary.prone type A behavior pattern
[AD-A168240] p 428 N86-32971
Federal Communications Commleslon, Washington, D.
C.
Evaluating compliance with FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) specified guidelines for
human exposure to radiofrsquency radiation
[PB86-127081| p 256 N86-25117
Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology, Bethesda, Md.
LSRO/ONR ad hoc review process
lAD-A156590] p 4 N86-10735
Research opportunities on immunocompetence in
space
[NASA-CR-176482] p 180 N86-21138
Ferrsntl Defence Systems Ltd., Edinburgh (Scotland).
Automation and pilot interactions in night or all-weather
tactical oporations p293 N86-26319
Five-College Astronomy Dept., Amherst, Mass.
Recent observations of organic molecules in nearby
cold, dark interstellar clouds p 296 A86-38139
Florida State Univ., Taliahassee.
Intracellular pH shift leads to microtubule assembly and
microtubule.mediated motility during sea urchin fertilization
- Correlations between elevated intracellular pH and
microtubule activity and depressed intracellular pH and
microtubule disassembly p 82 A86-22709
Fertilization, development and spicule formation in sea
urchins under conditions of constant reorientation relative
to the gravitation axis p 195 A86-30406
Microtubule configurations during fertilization, mitosis,
and early development in the mouse and the requirement
for egg microtubule-modiated motility during mammalian
fertilization p 371 A86-40674
Nuclear lamins and peripheral nuclear antigens during
fertilization and embryogenesis in mice and sea urchins
p 371 A86-40675
Microfossils in the Antarctic cold desert: Possible
implications for Mars p 307 N86-26897
Guard ceil biochemistry: Response to environmental
stimuli causing changes in gas exchange
[DE86-010287] p 416 N86-32086
Florida Univ., Galnesvllia.
Effect of simulated weightlessness and chronic
1,25-dihydroxyvltamin D administration on bone
metabolism p 198 A86-30425
Experimental, structural and theoretical models of
bacteriochlorophylls a, d and g
[DE86-001727] p 158 N86-21101
Foersvarets Forsklngesnsslt, Stockholm (Sweden).
Assisted positive pressure breathing and modified
anti-acceleration suit filling tested up to 9 G in a human
centrifuge, Karolinska Institute
[FOA-C-50038-H1 ] p 408 N86-30341
Fondazlone Ugo Bordonl, Rome (italy).
Reduction of subjective redundancy in image signals:
Results obtained and research trends
[FUB-24-1984] p 64 N86-14884
Food end Drug Admlniatrstton, Rockvllle, Md.
Measurement techniques for use with
technique/exposure guides
[PB86-123718] p 222 N86-23272
Evaluation of radiation exposure from diagnostic
radiology examinations: General recommendations
[PB86-125903] p 222 N86-23273
Evaluation of radiation exposure from diagnostic
radiology examinations: Technique/exposure guides for
the craniocaudai projection in mammography
[PB86-126075] p 222 N86-23274
Behavioral effects of microwave radiation absorption
[PB86-113735] p 222 N86-23275
Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif.
Inflight evaluation of four measures of pilot workload
p 130 A86-23745
Forschunglnstltut fuer Balneologle, Madanske Lazne
(Czechoslovakia).
Meteorotropic changes of cardiac patients' blood
pressure and pulse frequency during a complex bath
cure p 166 N86-21031
Weather and subjective health complications in cardiac
patients p 167 N66-21032
Frsunhofer-lnst. fuer Bauphyslk, Stuttgart (West
Germany).
Physical causes of air draft phenomena, new facts
p 164 N86-21018
Freia Univ., Berlin (West Germany).
Immission and weather effects on children's airway
illnesses in Berlin (1979-1982): Methodology and result
summary p 168 N86-21040
Immission and weather effects on children's airway
troubles in Berlin (1979-1982). Time series investigations:
Croup syndrome and asthmatic airway troubles
p 168 N86-21044
Emmission and weather effects on children's airway
troubles in Berlin (1979-1982). Comparison of two different
immissions: Loaded residential areas in West Berlin
polluted areas p 168 N86-21045
G
GARD, Inc., Nlles, III.
Catalytic distillation water recovery subsystem
[NASA-CR-177382] p 99 N86-16902
General Accounting Office, Washington, D. C.
Biotechnology: The US Department of Agriculture's
biotechnoiogy research efforts
[GAO/RCED-86-39BR] p 376 N86-29494
General Electric Co., Moffett Field, Calif.
Ames Research Center life sciences payload - Overview
of results of a spaceflight of 24 rats and 2 monkeys
[AIAA PAPER 85-6092] p 50 A86-17607
Ames Research Center Life Sciences Payload -
Overview of results of a spaceflight of 24 rats and 2
monkeys
[AIAA PAPER 86-0583] p 79 A86-19963
George WaMnlngton Univ., Weshlngton, D.C.
Publications of the exobiology program for 1984: A
special bibliography
[NASA-TM-88382] p 189 N86-21150
Microwave effects on CNS: A histopathologic,
ultrastructural and autoradiographic study
[AD-A165040] p 277 N86-27867
Georgia Inst. of Tech., Atlanta.
The effects of type of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p 74 A86-17771
PLANT - An experimental task for the study of human
problem solving in process control p 70 A86-17774
Rule-based analysis of pilot decisions
p 261 A86-33816
Aiding the operator during novel fault diagnosis
p 426 A86-49633
Issues in rule identification and logical induction
p 434 A86-49634
On looking into the black box: Prospects and limits in
the search for mental models
[AD-A159080] p 73 N86-15913
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-177002] p 385 N86-29508
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-176986] p 408 N86-31218
Representation for closed form significance testing in
VL1 p 408 N86-31219
A discrete control model of PLANT
p 408 N86-31220
Human problem solving in fault diagnosis tasks
[AD-A167397] p 434 N86-32104
Georgia Univ., Athens.
Role of Ca(2+)/calmodulin in phosphorylation of
proteins in plants
[DE86-001804] p 158 N86-21099
The prediction of biological activity using molecular
connectivity indices
[AD-A166986] p 394 N86-31208
German Army Aviation School, Bueckeburg (West
Germany).
Operational experiences with night vision goggles in
helicopter low-level flight at night p 293 N86-26805
Geesmthochschule, Kasesl (West Germany).
Airway infections related to city climate and local
immission load p 168 N86-21042
Gleesen Univ. (West Germany).
Group diagnosis as risk assessment in environment
hygiene p 167 N86-21039
C-6
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Xipbophorus: A system to recognize rediation-induced
mutations and to study the effects of zero-gravity
environment on embryo development
p 388 N86-29523
Good Samaritan Hospital and Medlcel Canter,
Portland, Orcg.
Normal and abnormal human vestibular ocular
function
[NASA-CR-176820] p 257 N86-25978
Gordon Research Conferences, Inc., Kingston, R.I.
Proceedings: Protons and Membrane Reactions held
at Santa Barbara, Califomia on 28 January - 1 February
1985
[AD-A161331] p 159 N86-22082
Grcz Univ. (Austria).
Volume and density changes of biological fluids with
temperature p 79 A86-20001
Continuous blood densitometry - Fluid shifts after graded
hemorrhage in animals p 392 A86-45251
Method of high-precision microsampled blood and
plasma mess densitometry p 419 A86-49250
Fluid and protein shifts after postural changes in
humans p 421 A86-49523
Gronlngen RlJksunlversitelt (Netherlands).
Driving performance the day after usa of Ioprazolam,
flunitrazepem and placebo
[VK-83-04] p 290 N86-26826
The effects of the antidepressants oxaprotiline,
miansorin, amitryptiline and doxepin upon actual driving
performance
[VK-83-05] p 290 N86-26827
Flurazepam HCL's residual (hangover) effects upon
actual driving performance
[VK-83-02] p 291 N86.26834
Zopiclone's residual effect upon actual driving
performance versus those of nitrazepam and
flunitrazepam
[VK-84-10] p 423 N86-32954
H
Hamburg Univ. (West Germany).
Particular problems of airworthiness from an
ophthalmological view p 283 N86-26812
New glasses for presbyopic pilots
p 283 N86-26814
Hamilton Research Ltd., Tarrytown, N.Y.
Repetitive decompression tables for no-stop excursions
from saturation p 125 N86-19876
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Utility of an emulation and simulation computer model
for air revitalization system hardware design, development,
and test
[SAE PAPER 851377] p 140 A86-23560
Development of a carbon formation reactor for carbon
dioxide reduction
[NASA-CR-171907] p 46 N86-13898
Hamilton Standard DIv., United Aircraft Corp., Windsor
Locks, Conn.
Development of a zero-prebreathe spacesuif
p 96 A86-19304
Development status of regenerable solid amine CO2
control systems
[SAE PAPER 851340] p 138 A86-23527
Initial development and performance evaluation of a
process for formation of dense carbon by pyrolysis of
methane
[SAE PAPER 851342] p 138 A86-23529
Hampton Inst., Vs.
On the biological hazard of galactic antinuclei
p 378 A86-43437
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mess.
Assessment of individual human exposures to ozone
in a health study
(PB85-245975] p 94 N86-17984
Harvard Univ., Boston, Mass.
Expedient methods of respiratory protection 3:
Submicron particle tests and summary of quality factors
[TI85-018278] p 94 N86-17983
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.
Phase shifting two coupled circadian pacemakers -
implications for jet lag p 377 A86-40684
Luminance and chromaticity signal processing in the
human visual system p 121 N86-19852
Visual hemispheric specialization: A computational
theory
[AD-A161296] p 235 N86-23279
Analysis of health effects resulting from population
exposures to ambient particulate matter. Health and
environmental effects document, 1985
[DE86-002161] p 225 N86-24208
The D to H ratio on Titan and the planets: Implications
for origin and evolution of planetary atmospheres
p 298 N86-26853
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Paieosols and the chemical evolution of the
atmosphere p 301 N86-26870
I.Muptved_nd clef q_mrbliohon
B_ e. V. Bonn (Wset
Otn_ny).
Report on the research activities on wt_e-body
vibratione. Human stra/n due to meobanic_ vil_ations
[ISBN.3-88383-107-7] p 15 N86-10773
Hawall Univ., _.
Photochemical reactions of various model protocall
systems p 303 N86-26879
I'kmlth Eff_cte R@l_wch Lab. R_ Trf_ I_lrk.
N.C.
Biok>gioal effects of ek3emc fletds
[PS85-243467] p 93 N86-16898
System for meesurament of small vibrations at rnWeriai
interfaces induced by eiecfrostdctive forces
[PB86-116530] p222 N86-23276
Using Ashford's general model to aid in the
unde_t_ of a pesticide's neuroto:_¢ effect through
pesticide-drug mixture expedments
[PB86-130028] p226 N86-2421t
Factors influencing carboxyhemoglobin stability
lAD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
Application of portable microproceesor-based system for
eiectrophysiological field testing of neurotoxicity
[PB86-145471] p379 N86-28615
Hebrew Univ. of Jerusetem, Rehovot (tinsel).
The synthesis of primitive 'living' forms - Definitions,
goals, strategies and evolution synthesizers
p 372 A86-41045
Hershey (Mgton S.) Medical Center, Hershey, Pa.
Vection-induced gastric dysrhythmias and motion
sickness
[NASA-CR-176620] p 176 N86-22095
Predictors of periodic breathing at altitude
[AD-A167947] p 424 N86-32957
Data collection via a quasi-experimental simulation
technology Part 1: Multiple measurement of performance
excellence in complex and uncertain managerial tasks
[AD-A167949] p 428 N86-3296g
Hopttal d'lnltrucUon des Armees, Parle (France).
The vertebral column: SeleotJon and aptitude of combat
aircraft pilots of the future p 400 N86-30322
Hopitai d'lnstructlon des Armees, Versailles (France).
Continuous ECG monitoring of Mirage 2000 pilots
(comparison with Mirage 3 and F1 pilots)
p 399 N86-30315
Houston Univ., "rex.
Phylogenetic origins of the plant mitochonddon based
on a comparative analysis of 5S dbosomal RNA
sequences p 2 A86-12002
The principle of cooperation and life's origin and
evolution p 303 N86-26880
The rRNA evolution and procaryotic phylogeny
p 305 N86-26889
Selection of an appropriate animal model for study of
bone loss in weightlessness p 412 N86-31436
Human Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.
Practical application of basic research on impulse noise
hazard
lAD-A160432] p 115 N86-18964
Anthropometric considerations for a 4-axis side-arm
flight controller p 439 N86-32993
Hydrometeorologlcal Inst. of the Socialist Republic of
Croatia, Z_loab (Yugoslavia).
Colloidal and meteorological in vitro reactions
p 165 N86-21024
Temperature wind speed humidity (TWH): A
bk_neteerologioal index testing p 166 N86-21028
IBM Research Leb. San Jose, Calif.
Cognitive network organization and cockpit automation
p 237 A86-29858
Idaho Univ., Moscow.
The effects of acceleration stress on human workload
and manual control p 437 N86-32984
liT Research InsL, Chicago, III.
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) communications
system bio-effects library development
[AD-A162839] p 225 N86-24204
ELF (Extremely Low Frequency] biok:_ical effects
literature data base management system
[AD-A162900] p 225 N86-24205
ILC Dover, Frederkca, DeL
Your space suit and yOU - Significance ot manloeding
in pressure suit design
[SAE PAPER 851334] p 137 A86-23523
ILC tnduatrfse, Inc., Fraderlca, Dol.
Development of a zero-prebreathe specesuit
p 96 A86-19304
Jet Propulsion Lab., California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena.
ILLIANA AVIMIon Sckmces, I.a Cruces, N. Idex.
Bigneea is in the eye O1the bet_der
p 233 A86-31820
IBno_ un,v_ Chmq_n.
POCs and performance decrements - A rpply to
Kantowitz and Weldon p 17g A86-28867
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Photosimulatidn of target acquisition in the presence
of smoke: A pilot study
[IZF-1984-36] p 95 N86-t7986
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role after all
[IZF-1985-g] p 100 N86-17992
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[IZF-1985-10] p 100 N86-17993
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physk3iogieai aspects
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Individual parameters in thermoregulatory control; a
review
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Cognitive aspects of command end control
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experience
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Auditory versus visual selective-attention tasks
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Bacterial inactivation by means of ionizing radiation
[DE86-901038] p412 N86-30348
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The role of endorphins in the pethophysiology of
hemorrhagic and endotoxic shock in the subhuman
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lAD-A162483] p 177 N86-22100
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A survey of aseptic bone negrosis in Turkish sponge
divers, interim report p 124 N86-19871
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Elarnents of Radiation ProtecE,on
[ISS-L-8417] p 288 N86-27908
Biological effects of ionizing radiation
p 288 N86-27909
Effects of radiation health p 288 N86-27910
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Effect of low and high environmental temperatures on
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p 126 N86-19884
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The microbial community at Laguna Figuerca, Baja
California Mexico - From miles to microns
p 26 A86-14124
The role of reabsorption in the spectral distribution of
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Determining a carbohydrate profile for Hansenula
polymorpha p 82 A86-22710
Laser ablation of human atheroscieretic plaque without
adjacent tissue injury p 91 A86-22711
Human operator control of a bilateral teleoperator in
part-simulation of zero gravity p 143 A86-23736
Robots as man-extsnsion systems in space
p 240 A86-33183
Oeoluttering methods for high density
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p 267 A86-33790
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Measurement and prediction of flow through a replica
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man p 374 A86-43440
Fluid dynamic study in a femoral artery branch casting
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Automation and robotics for Space Sta_on in the
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[AIAA PAPER 86-2300] p 434 A86-49552
Design concepts for bioreactors in space
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The development of an unconventienel food
regeneration process: Quantifying the nutdtionai
components of a model methyiotrophic yeast
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Closed culture plant studies: Implications for CELSS
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growth p 153 N86-19940
Direct model reference adaptive control of a flexible
robotic manipulator
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experiments end evaluation p 440 N86-33002
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Macrophage structure and function
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USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
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Hemodynamics during gravitational overloads
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Study of hypokinesie and acceleration effects on human
chromosomes p 12 N86-10740
Romanian plant produces protein concentrate from
paraffin-nourished yeasts p 4 N86-10741
Biotechnology: Science and practice
p 4 N86-10742
Dynamics of changes of statistical indicators of heart
rhythm of persons with different degree of motion
sickness p 12 N86-10743
Effect of single actions of weak electromagnetic fields
of ultralow frequency on indices of endocrine system
p 12 N86-10744
Effect of emotional stress on hemostasis system of
healthy persons p 19 N86-10745
Assessment of state of chronotropic and inotropic heart
function at different degrees of physical fitness
p 12 N86-10746
Capacity for work and hemodynamics in males residing
at middle and high latitudes p 13 N86-10747
Individual typological features of autonomic reactions
during autogenic training in polar expedition members in
period of wintering in Antarctica p 13 N86-10748
Effect of inclusion of supplementary ascorbic acid in
daily diet on degree of vitamin saturation of body and
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zone p 13 N86-10749
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mechanisms of adaptation of man p 13 N86-10750
Adaptation of man to extreme conditions of Antarctica
p 13 N86-10751
Individual typological self-regulation of cardio-vascular
system p 13 N86-10752
Conditioning potentialities of respiratory apparatus
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Short term heat effect on adreno- and cholino-sensitivity
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Classification of changes in electrocardiogram during
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p 14 N86-10755
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Mechanism of adaptogenic action of prickly
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p 14 N86-10757
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p 14 N86-10758
Heat transfer mechanism in human extremities
p 14 N86-10759
Reaction of rabbit respiration system to hypoxic stimulus
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Homocarnosin in rat brain during adaptation to cold
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adaptation to cold p 5 N86-10763
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p 5 N86-10766
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USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
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USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
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Thermovisual indicators of brain response to visual
stimuli p 119 N86-19843
Neerorml response and evoked potentials in subco_cai
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Visual form perception from halftone images
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Characteristics of accolerations in aerobatic flight as a
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Distinctions in reactions to active orthoststic and
water-loading tests of subjects differing in tolerance to
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Effect of immersion hypokinesle on characteristics of
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Cerebral circulation and oxygenation in healthy man
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Forced expiration parameters in healthy man submitted
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Effect of restricted motor activity on elanine level in
human plasma p 173 N86-21122
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mechanical properties of animal bones submitted to
torsion p 173 N86-21123
Role of vitamin D3 active metabofites in rnguletion of
calcium metabolism in hypokinetic rats
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Comparison of bone reactions of rats submitted to
clinostatlc and antiorthostatic hypokinesia
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Condition of thyroid gland and C cells during long-term
rotation (morpholo_l and biechemioei investigation)
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Condition of cardiovascular system in presence of acute
mountain sickness p 174 N86-21127
Rat brain impedance in stationary magnetic field
p 174 N86-21128
Experimental arrhythmie and its prevention
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Evaluation of condition of human skin in a closed
environment by means of chromatography
p 174 N86-21130
Toxicological evaluation of gas emission from
heat-stable tetrafluoroethylene-based polymers when
heated p 175 N86-21131
Greenhouses with curvi_inear planting sudace
p 159 N86-21132
Device for combined study of visual tracking and verbal
activity p 175 N86-21133
Effect of active antiorthostatic conditioning on tolerance
to cranial redistribution of blood p175 N86-21135
Some aspects of human amino acid matebelism at high
altitude p 175 N86-21136
Electrocardiogram in NEHB type leads of Mecacs
mulatta monkeys p 175 N86-21137
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[JPRS-UBB-86-O02] p 209 N86-23222
Biochemical models for study of nerve cell processes
p 209 N86-23223
Interaction of asiaioglycoprotein receptor of bepatocytes
wtth chemica'4y gaiactoaiiated acid alpha-glucosidase
p 210 N86-23224
Protein-protein interactions in systems with synthetic
polyelectrolytes p 210 N86-23225
Effect of intensive visible light on activity of glutathione
peroxidaes in pigmented epithelium of eye
p 210 N86-23226
Discovery regarding electron redistribution amortg cell
membranes p 217 N86-23227
Production of gene bank from cotton plant chloreplast
DNA fol HC/MF p 210 N86-23228
Production of gamma- and alpha.interferon by human
blood leukocytos under successive induction conditions
p 217 N86-23229
Farm animals as source of yersiniesis
p 217 N86-23230
Test of eq/throcyte antigen diagnostic agent for detecting
antibodies to cox_la bumatti p218 N86-23231
Detection of HBsAg in families of children with viral
hepatitis B p 218 N86-23232
HBeAg and its antibodies in carriersof HSsAg in variOUS
regions of USSR p 218 N86-23233
Some characteristics of egizcotie process in
hemerdlagio fever with renal syndrome
p 218 N86-23234
AIDS-free USSR monitodng potential outbreak there
p 218 N86-23235
Antibiotic properties of bifidohectetia
p 219 N86-23236
Effect of plasmids on virulence of pseudomonas
aeruginose strains in mouse exbedments
p 210 N86-23237
Artificial vaccines and stimulation of immunity
p 219 N86-23238
Ad_iciaiantig_s, vaccines reviewed
p 219 N86-23239
Obtaining hybridomas that synthesize monoclonal
antibodies to pofysaccharlde of group s streptococcus
p 219 N86-23240
Feb-fragment of heterologic immunogiobulin for flu
prophylwds and treatment p 219 N86-23241
Desoriptlon of preparation of capsular antigen iscdated
from yersinle pestis strain EV p 219 N86-23242
Study of cell-wail antigen determinants in ribosomal
preparations of group a streptococcus
p 220 N86-23243
Hypoxia prophylaxis against radiation injury
p 220 N86-23244
Many medical uses foreseen for artificial skin
p 220 N86-23245
Search for DNA host specificity systems in salmonella
typbi p 210 N86-23247
Electric sleep method of preventing fatigue build-up in
sailors on extended cruises p 235 N86-23248
Cloning and expression of leptespira pomona hemolysin
gone in sschoriohia coil p 211 N86-23249
Assessment of selected phystologioal indicators in
antenna operators at short-wave transmitting end receiving
centers p 220 N86-23250
Status of calcium metabolism in coal miners with
vibration sickness p 220 N86-23251
Diseases in CEMA countries p 211 N86-23252
Model of experimental pixune virus infection in white
mice p 211 N86-23253
Experimental evaluation of pathogenicity of different
variants of lasse virus p 211 N86-23254
Standardization of conditions for measuring intensity of
spocWic fluorescence in continuous call cultures infected
with variants of Japanese encephalitis virus
p 211 N86-23255
Vaccine Proteins R and D on Salyut-7
p 220 N86-23256
Meteorological adaptation research at biology institute
p 211 N86-23257
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-O04] p 212 N86-23258
Estimate of emotional stress during working activity
based on systems analysis of skin.galvanic reaction
p 220 N86-23259
Influence of complexity of control task on level of
activation of operators physiological functions when
working with waiting p 221 N86-23260
Review of book on principles of aviation psychology
p 235 N86-23261
Method of changes in reversible pattern masking as
factor in visual peroepl_n p 221 N86-23263
Oxygen-liberating mixtures for breathing apparatus
p 241 N86-23264
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-008] p 278 N86-27869
Lactobacterie and prophylaxis in space
p 285 N86-27870
Commentary on results of biological satellite program
p 278 N86-27871
Sweating reflex in complex of methods for evaluating
operator efficiency p 285 N86-27872
Influence of shipboard environmental factors on
conditioned reflex activity of experimental animals during
a long voyage p 278 N86-27873
Effects of cold exposure on thermal status of men and
women p 285 N86-27874
Study of brain biochemistry during hypothermie
p 285 N86-27875
Karolinska Inst., Stockholm (Sweden).
Sometoesnsory and auditory perception according to
study using focused ultrasound r p 285 N86-27876
Change of RNA and protein level in neurons-glia systarn
under effects of hyperthermle and hypoxia
p 278 N86-27877
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
no. 1, January - February 1986
[JPRS-USB-86-003] p 278 N86-27878
Prospects for using ultraviolet radiation in long-term
spacoflights p 285 N86-27879
Experimental and general theoretical research: Nature
of circuletory regulation in pilots p 285 N86-27880
Psychoemofionai pilot stress prior to ejection and its
role in appropriate pedorrnenco p 292 N86-27881
Effect of intensive operator work on lipid peroxk:lation
processes in man p 286 N86-27882
Effect of rhythmic photic interference on working
electroencephalogram and efficiency of human
movements p 292 N86-27883
Distinctions in humoral control of metabolism with
simulation of spaceflight factors p 286 N86-27884
Some human reactions during 7-day antiorthoststic
hypokinesia p 286 N86-27885
Collagen, lipid and glycogen content of rat skeletal
muscles in recovery period after 15- and 30-day
h_)kineaia p 279 N86-27886
Human central hemodynamies during lower limb
decompression p 286 N86-27887
Phasic processes in kinetics of formed blood elements
p 286 N86-27888
Morphological and biochemical investigation of rat
adranoc, of_',ai function during long-term hypokinesia
p 279 N86-27889
Effect of dipbesphonates on bones of hypokinetic rats
p 279 N86-278g0
Experiments with developing plants aboard Salyut-5,
Saiyut-6 and Saiyut-7 onbitai stations
p 279 N86-27891
T and B components of immunity in the presence of
acute mountain sickness p 286 N86-27892
Effect of different doses of ultraviolet radiation on vitamin
levels in man p 287 N86-27893
Physical endurance of r-is during intensive and repeated
exposure to stationary magnetio field
p 279 N86-27894
Radiebiologicai validation of quality factor of protons and
helium ions p 287 N86-27895
Effect of dibasol and some of its imldazo analogues
on animal tolerance to gravitational accelerations and
dynamics of development of postischemic cerabrovaenular
phenomena p 279 N86-27896
Reproductive capad_ of mieroflora on polymers used
in sealed environments p 280 N86-27897
Restraint system for waking Macaca muiatta monkeys
during postural tests p 280 N86-27898
Method of demonstrating calcium in human foot by
neutron activation of (alpha, N)-soorces
p 287 N86-27899
Direct spectrophotomatric method of assaying ammords
concentration in gas environment of seeding chambers
p 280 N86-27900
Amino acid spectrum of human blood in the presence
of emotional stress p 287 N86-27901
Blood serum enzymes dunng 7-day water immersion
p 287 N86-27902
Intensity of photosynthesis in ciostoriopsis aciouler vat.
africans Hind as a function of oxygen concentration in
the atmosphere p 280 N86-27903
Radioprotective and therapeutic efficacy of carrageenan
against proton radiation p 287 N86-27904
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-86-009] p 376 N86-28610
Resistance, exchange, and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels in acute hypoxic hypoxie
p 37g N86-28611
Jugenddorf Chrleto_uts, Berchtesgaden
(wut c_many).
Weather and asthma symptoms p 166 N86-21029
Height-dependent reduction of airborne pollen and
effects on children and teenagers affected by bronchial
asthma p 167 N86-21036
K
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan.
Improved flexibility of an EVA glove
p 433 A86-48713
Stochastic models of man-machine system
effectiveness p 242 N86-24216
Karotineka InsL, Stockholm (Sweden).
Lung volumes end dynamic compliance during
immersion and oxygen breathing p 122 N86-19860
An attempt to counteract nitrogen narcosis by neloxone
administration p 123 N86-t9865
C-9
Kentron International, Inc., Hampton, Va. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Kentron International, Inc., Hampton, Vim.
Environmental Control and Life Support Systems
technology options for Space Station application
[SAE PAPER 851376] p 140 A86-23559
Effects of digital altimet_/on pilot workload
[SAE PAPER 841489] p 132 A86-26019
Kentucky Univ, Lexington.
Physiology/biochemistry of photoactivation of 02
evolution: Probes for the S-state protein
[DE85-016834] p 53 N86-14843
Ultrasonic quantification of blood volume redistribution
under hypergravity
[AD-A164379] p 257 N86-25982
Kenyon Coll., Gambler, Ohio.
Effect of calmodulin and auxin transport inhibitors on
calcium net uptake along apP...alcorn roots
p 196 A86-30412
Klel Univ. (We=t Germany).
Long duration confinement of aquatic organisms in
weightlessness (aquaspace) p 389 N86-29531
Kon=tan= Univ. (We=d Germany).
Investigations of Paramecium cells analyzed under
microgravity conditions p 387 N86-29518
L
Le Jolle InsL, Calif.
Nonlinear mechanisms in physiology and
pathophysiology Toward a dynamical theory of health and
disease p 422 A86-49636
Lembuth Coll., Jecklmn, Tenn.
A preliminary study of flat-panel displays
p 236 N86-24546
Lawrence UNermore NaUonei Lab., Calif.
Somatic cell and molecular genetics approach to DNA
repair and mutagenesis
[DE85-01418t] p 4 N86-10737
Detection of chromosomal abnormalities in human
sperm
[DE85-014178] p 7 N86-11834
Prospects for DNA methods to measure human heritable
mutation rates
[DE85-014555] p 17 N86-11847
Psychological aspects of personnel contamination
[DE85-012955] p 21 N86-11853
Variation in baseline sister chromatJd exchange
frequencies in humans
[DE85-016084] p 64 N86-14883
Design guidelines for the use of audio cues in computer
interfaces
[DE85-015176] p 241 N86-23281
Suit penetration study: Preliminary analysis of flow about
a circular cylinder
[DE86-005760] p 385 N86-28623
Striving for natural usage
[DE86-009402] p 435 N86-32105
Human Factors Review Plan
[DE86-010561] p444 N86-33023
Leiden Univ. (Netherlands).
Photochemical reactions in interstellar grains photolysis
of CO, NH3, and H20 p 189 A86-28721
In,Tared spectral identification of complex organic
molecules in interstellar grsins p 296 A86-38140
On interacting populations that disperse to avoid
crowding: The effect of a sedentary colony
[REPT-4] p 181 N86-21145
Lettennan Army inst. of Research, San Francisco,
Calif.
Effect of hydration on plasma vasepressin, renin, and
aldosterone responses to head-up tilt
p 253 A86-36311
Energy expenditure and activity patterns of cadets at
the United States Military Academy, West Point, New
York
[AD-A157857] p 38 N86-12960
A multi-isotope procedure for simultaneously estimating
the volume of body fluid compartments of swine
[AD-A159631] p 64 N86-14881
Computer visual simulation of contrast sensitivity deficits
induced by laser and chemical antidote exposure
p294 N86-26813
Effects of broad-handed eye protection on dark
adaptation p 284 N86-26817
Foveal flashes and human performance
p 284 N86-26822
Permanent visual change associated with punctate
foveal lesions p 284 N86-26823
Acute oral toxicity (LD50) of guanidine hydroohloride in
rats
[AD-A165747] p 376 N86-28608
Life Sy=tem=, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Phase change water processing for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851346] p 139 A86-23532
Space Station Environmental Control/Life Support
System engineering
[SAE PAPER 851375] p 140 A86-23558
Environmental control/lite support system for Space
Station p 407 A86-45692
Uttte (Arthur O.), Inc., Camb_,
Abrasion-resistant aluminized-coated aramid fabrics for
manufacture of flrefighters' protective clothing
[AD-A157056] p 75 N86-14901
Lockheed Mlealles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, CAIN.
Minimum pressure for a zero-prebreathe pressure suit
[SAE PAPER 851315] p 137 A86-23505
Considerations in the design of life sciences research
facilities for the Space Station p 200 A86-30441
London Hoq:dtal Medical Coll. (England).
The skeleton in space p 10 A86-11833
London univ. (_nd).
Effect of inactivity and passive stretch on protein
turnover in phasic and posturel rat muscles
p 413 A86-47871
Elevations of plasma endotoxin levels and lysosomal
enzyme activities in divers during a simulated chamber
dive to 300 msw p 123 N86-19866
Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant, Texarkana, Tex.
Evaluation of materials for thermal protection
[AD-P004901 ] p 187 N86-20638
Los Alamns National Lab., N. Mex.
Raman activity in synchronously dividing bacteria
[DE85-015672] p 28 N86-12951
New roles for computation in the life sciences
[DE85-017542] p 158 N86-21100
EFFECTS: Documentation and verification for a BEIR
3 cancer risk model based on age, sex and population
dynamics for BIOTRAN
[DE86-003285] p 226 N86-24210
DNA analysis of epithelial call suspensions
[DE86-002403] p 249 N86-25977
Toxicological study of NTO
[DE86-003296] p 258 N86-25986
Louialens State Univ., Shreveport.
The effect of antimcticn sickness drugs on habituation
to motion p 377 A86-41780
Loulevllle Univ., Ky.
Thymic involution in the suspended rat - Adrenal
hypertrophy and glucocorticold receptor content
p 106 A86-25660
Effect of flight in mission SL-3 on interferon-gamma
production by rats p 204 A86-30467
Effect of seven days of spaceflight on hindlimb muscle
protein, RNA and DNA in adult rats p 204 A86-30471
The use of suspension models and comparison with
true weightlessness p 205 A86-30480
Enhancing effects of gamma interferon on phagocytic
cell association with and killing of Trypanosoma crozi
p 371 A86-40666
Development and testing of a mouse simulated space
flight model
[NASA-CR-176359] p 29 N86-13878
Luebeck Univ. (West Germany).
Hypoxic hypoxia as a stimulus of Ewthropoiesis in vivo
and in vitro p 388 N86-29524
M
Management and Technioal Services Co., Hou=ton,
"rex.
Human physiological adaptation to extended Space
Flight and its implications for Space Station
[SAE PAPER 851311] p 110 A86-23502
An analysis of estimation of pulmonary blood flow by
the single-breath method p 413 A86-47872
Management and Technical Services Co., Washington,
D.C.
Understanding metabolic alterations in space flight using
quantitative models - Fluid and energy balance
[IAF PAPER 85-325] p 36 A86-15830
Exobiology experiments for space station
p 243 A86-30453
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, Issue 2
[NASA-CR-3922(02)] p 28 N86-12949
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 3
[NASA-CR-3922(03)] p 106 N86-18949
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 4
[NASA-C:R-3922(04)] p 209 N66-23218
USSR Speco Life Sciences Digest, issue 5
[NASA-CR-3922(05)] p 248 N86-25109
USSR Space Life Sciences Diges: Index to Issues 1-4
[NASA-CR-3922(06)] p 248 N86-25971
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, Issue 6
[NASA-C;R-3922(07)] p 277 N86-27864
USSR Space Life Sciences Digest, issue 7
[NASA-CR-3922(06) ] p 416 N86-32083
Univ. (We=t Germany).
A learning model as a basis for investigations of the
effects of gravity on the learning processes and memory
formulation p 389 N86-29525
Mmqnstte Untv., Milwaukee, WI_
Recovery in skeletal muscle contractiio function after
prolonged hindlimb immobilization p 1 A86-10109
Models of disuse - A comparison of hindlimb suspension
and immobilization p 391 A86-44196
Muscle fatigue: Physiological and biochemical studies
p 120 N86-19851
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colo.
Growth evolution of the Space Station ECLSS
[AIAA PAPER 86-2313] p 407 A86-46943
Teleoperator human factors study
[NASA-CR-176310] p 23 N86-11854
Martin Marietta Corp., Baltimore, lad.
An analysis of the productivity of a CELSS continuous
algal culture system p 151 N86-19927
Martin Marietta Corp. Denver, Colo.
Characterization of good teleoperators - What aptitudes,
interests, and experience correlate with measures of
teieoperator performance p 268 A86-33828
Maryland Univ. Baifimora.
Testosterone and muscle hypertrophy in female rats
p 2 A86-12026
Effects of suspension hypokinesia/hypodynamia on rat
skeletal muscle p 26 A86-14313
Fibre-type specificity and effect of thyroid hormone on
glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenese activity innormal and
danervated skeletal muscles of the rat
p 49 A86-16901
Event-related potential indices of workload in a single
task paradigm p 130 A86-23733
Simulated hypogravity and synaptogeneeis in culture
p 194 A86-30401
Processing inferences derived from event-related
potential measures in a monitoring task
p 262 A86-33822
Acute pulmonary effects of formaldehyde exposure in
humans
[DE85-014728] p 17 N86-11848
A possible role for endogenous glucocorticoids in
orohiectomy-inducad atrophy of the rat ievator ani muscle:
Studies with RU38486, a potent and selective
antiglucocorticold
[NASA-CR-177029] p 411 N86-30343
Maryland Univ., College Park.
Determination of symmetry and phase in human visual
response functions: Theory and experiments
p 15 N86-10769
Binocular image flows: Steps toward stereo, motion
fusion
[AD-A158089] p 67 N86-15901
Synthesis and analysis in studies of chemical
evolution p 300 N86-26864
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
Spaceiab experiments on space motion sickness
[IAF PAPER 65-312] p 35 A66-15823
Potential for utilization of algal biomass for components
of the diet in CELSS
]SAE PAPER 851388] p 140 A86-23567
Utilization of non-conventional systems for conversion
of biomass to food components: Potential for utilization
of algae in engineered foods
[NASA-CR-176257] p6 N86-11830
Hypothesizing and refining causal models
[AD-A158165] p 43 N86-13893
Generating and generalizingmodels of visualobjects
[AD-A158197] p 43 N86-13894
Effect of time span and task load on pilotmental
workload
[NASA-CR-177388] p 99 N86-16901
Use of tyrosine or foods to amplify catechelamine
release
[AD-A160274] p 108 N86-18958
On the analysis and design of human information
processing organizations
[AD-A161015] p 136 N86-19902
Potential for utilization of algal biomass for components
of the diet in CELSS p 148 N86-19g07
A procedure-based approach to human information
processing models
[AD-A162454] p 181 N86-21144
Modeling electrocardiograms using interacting Markov
chains
[AD-A162758] p 178 N86-22105
A methodology for the analysis and design of human
information processing organizations
[AD-A162083] p 235 N86-24214
Origin of life and iron-rich clays p 300 N86-26866
Base pairing and base mis-peiring in nucleic acids
p 304 N86-26881
Effect of time span and task load on pilot mental
workload
[NASA-CR-177099] p 382 N86-29502
C-10
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Effect= of consuming various foods and nutrients on
objective and subjective aspects of human performance
and behavior
[NASA-CR-177003] p 385 N86-29509
PerspecU_ proiec=_ ,wer_nts
[AD-A187783] p 428 N86-32968
The impact of physical and mental tasks on pilot mental
workoad p 437 N86-32982
IdmmachmNH_l Univ, Amherst.
Recent obse_ations of organic molecules in nearby
cold, dark interstellar ckxcle p 296 A86-38139
_l kwestiga'dons of ad_e networks. Neuronal
control of cond_ responding
[AD-A160345] p 126 N86-19887
Boundary conditions for the paieceflvironrnant:
Chemical and Physical Processes in dense interstellar
clouds p 297 N86-26847
Ida_achu_ett= Unlv_ Woccsoter.
Potenthd for cross-ceec'1_e protectk_ using peptides
and adjuvants or carrier molecules
[AD-A160360] p 106 N86-19826
Materla_ Research LAIN., Ascot Vale (Australia).
A lightweight impem_eable suit fo¢ chemical protection
in warm conditions: A preliminary look at the concept
[AD-A164687] p 295 N86-26839
Ikla-PIImck-lmlL fuer Phyelotoglsche und KIInlsche
Forschung, Bad Nauheim (West Germany).
The interface between atmosphere and o_aniem
p 164 N86-21014
Mcom univ., Montreal (Quebec).
Canadian medical experiments on Shuttle Flight 41-G
p 110 A86-22996
Biological Lab. RVO-TNO, The I_iue
(Netherlands).
Report of the symposium on biological monitoring o(
exposure to metals end other inorganic compounds
[MBL-1985-6] p 85 N86-17980
Medical CoIL of Ohio, Toledo.
Bioassey of military relevant compounds for
carcinogenic activity by the strain A mouse lung tumor
bioassay
lAD-A156772] p 93 N86-17981
Medical Coll. of Virginia, Richmond.
Devk_ for rapid quantification of human carotid
beroreceptor-cardiec reflex responses
p 162 A86-28125
MedloM Coll. of Wlscon_n, Milwaukee.
Changes in muscle protein composition induced by
disuse atrophy Analysis by two-dimensional
electrophoresis p 200 A86-30440
Morphological and bioohen_l changes in soieus and
extensor digitorum Iongus muscles of rats orbited in
Spacelab 3 p 203 A86-30464
MeuNm_hmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Bremen
(West Germany)`
Description of concept and first feasibility test results
of a life support subsystem of the Botany Facility based
on water reclamation p 149 N86-19912
Mesoerschmltt-Boelkow-elohm G.m.b.H., Munich (West
Germany).
Cockpit automation requirements derived from mission
functions data p 293 N86-26318
IdoteoroJogJecher Diarist tier DDR, Berlin (East
Germany).
On the importance of cooling in climatic therapy
p 165 N86-21020
Miami Univ., Coral Gabkm, Re.
Protoblologinal informatoln, bidirectional recognition and
reverse translation p 303 N86-26878
Mtsml Unht., Fla.
Cheracteriza_on and optimization of hydrogen
production by a seR water blue.green alga Oscillatorta sp.
Miami BG 7. II - Use of immobilization for enhancement
of hydrogen production p 156 A86-28860
Hydrogert production from salt water by Manna blue
green algae and solar radiation p 245 A86-34985
Cockpit automation - In need of a philosophy
[SAE PAPER 851956] p 270 A86-35454
Miami Unlv_ Oxford, O1_o.
Space motion sickness preflight adapta_on training
Prelimina_J studies wRh prototype trainers
[IAF PAPER 85-311] p 35 A86.15822
Midhael Reees Reseereh Foundation, Chleago, IlL
Morphology of human embryonic kidney ceils in culture
after space flight p 201 A86-30452
Michigan State Unlv_ East Lamdng.
An attempt to localize and kler_tify the gravity sensing
mechanism of plants p 197 A86-30417
Enhancing effects of gamma interferon on phagocytic
cell association with and ki,ing of Trypanosoma cruzi
p 371 A86-40666
Mlohlgen Unht., Ann Arbor.
Judgments of natural and anomalous trajectories in the
presence and absence of motion p 69 A86-16922
Vertebrate gre,_y sensors as dyrmmic systems
p 193 A86-30391
NASA.
Otoconial morphology in space-flown rats
p 204 A86-30470
Photochemist_ of methane and the formation of
hydrocyanic acid (HCN) in the earth's early atmosphere
p 243 A86-30697
Development of intuitive theories of motion - Curvilineer
motion in the absence of external forces
p 426 A86-49521
Circadian vaifation in host defense
[AD-A161702] p 158 N86-2109e
Antiematic dry8 and pilot performance
[AD-A162109] p 224 N86-24200
The lunar nodal tide and the distance to tee Moon dunng
the Precembrien era p 305 N86-26886
Mldweet Resomch lear., Kansas CRy, Me.
Development of thermoelectric water heating-cooling
davies
[AD-A166949] p 409 N86-31221
MilRalr _ Dr. A. Matt_ Utresht
(Nether_m).
SystemalJc rerGngrephic examination of the spine for
selection of F-18 pilots: A preliminary report
p 401 N86-30323
Mglsops COIL, Jackson, MIso.
Morphological evidence of rsschanoreceptive gravity
perception in 8 water flea - Dabhnia magna
p 199 A86-30435
Mlnneeota Unlv_ Duluth.
Suppression of antibody forming cells by muramyl
Dt-popUdes
lAD-A162400] p 159 N86-22084
Studies on the mechanism of suppression of the immune
response by synthetic, non-toxic ad)uvants
[AD-A162444] p 160 N86-22085
Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis.
HLA-D: The T cell perspective
[AD-A160019] p 84 N86-17976
Clonal analysis of HLA-OR and -dQ associated
determinants: Their cootribution to dw specificities
lAD-A160059] p 84 N86-17977
Molecular approaches to selective immunization
[AD-A160141] p 107 N86-18954
Sequence polymorphism of HLA-DR beta 1 alleles
relating to T cell-recognized determinants
(AD-A160237] p 107 N86-18956
DNA and protein studies of HLA class 2 molecules: Their
relatienship to T ce_ recognition
[AD-A160704] p 116 N86-18968
Resting metabolic rate in men following prolonged
treadmill exercise p 121 N86-19853
Proceedings of the Item Response Theo_ and
Computerized Adaptive Testing Conference
[AD-A163040] p 265 N86-25990
I_ State Univ., Mtsslesippt State.
Standardization of carbon-phenolic composite test
methodology p 243 N86-24527
M_rl Univ., Columbts.
Solid waste treatment processes for space station
p 47 N86-14091
MODEC, Cambridge,
Supercr_.ai waste oxidatio_ of aqueous wastes
p 150 N86-19922
Mo41ecubw Research triM., Pale Alto, CaM.
Interstellar isomers p 298 N86-26848
Monsanto RHreh Corp., MklJmtil_Jrg, O11)o.
Light-Weight Radioisotope Heater Unit Safety Analysis
Report (LWRHU-SAR). Volume 1. A. Introduction and
executive summary. S. Reference Design Document
(RDD)
[DE86-001457] p 172 N86-21113
Morgan State Univ., Baltimore, Idd.
Comparative effect of lunar fines and terrestrtrial ash
on the growth of a blue-green alga and germinating radish
seeds p 30 N86-14097
Mueeo Argontlno de Clonolas Natunde_ Buenos Aires.
Micropiankton specks assemblages at the Scripps Pier
from March to November 1983 d_ng the 1982-1984 E[
Nine event p 207 A86-31833
N
National A_y of ,_-'lm - National Research
Emergent techniques for assessment of visual
perfom_nce
[PB86-144755] p 258 N86-25988
Netlomd Acadm_y of _ * Nsftomd Research
Council, Weshlngton, D. C.
Studies of participants in nuclear tests
p 38 N86-12964
Models for biomedical research: A new perspective
(PB85-240067] p 83 N86-16880
Study of biotechnology applied to research and
development
[AD-A161877] p 212 N86-24185
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Natlomd Aeronautics and Space Admlnlstrafton,
Washington, D.C.
The skeleton in space p 10 A86-11833
Development of countermeasures for use in space
missions
[IAF PAPER 86-327] p 36 A86-15832
Exobiology experiments for space station
p 243 A86-30453
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography _ indexes (supplement 275)
[NASA-SP-7011(275)] p 15 N86-10768
Aerospace Medk_ne and Biology Continuing Biblingreph:
A continuing bibliography with indexes
[NASA-SP-7011 (278)] p37 N86-12954
Life sciences accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88177] p 29 N86-13879
Aerospace Medicine end Biology: A continuing
Bibliography with Indexes
(NASA-SP-7011(277)] p 92 N86-16888
Summaries of 1984-85 NASA space-gravitational
biology accomplishments
[NASA-TM-88379] p 107 N86-18950
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (suPplement 279)
[NASA-SP-7011(279)] p 114 N86-18960
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (suPplement 281)
[NASA-SP-7011(281)) p 120 N86-19850
The human factor:. Biomedicine in the manned space
program to 1980
[NASA-SP-4213] p 158 N86-21097
Publications of the exobiology program for 1984: A
special blbliegrephy
[NASA-TM-88382] p 189 N86-21150
Aerospace medicine and biology: A conUnc_g
bibliography with indexes (supplement 282)
[NASA-SP-7011(282)1 p 176 N86-22093
The history of aeronautical medicine in Venezuela
[NASA-TM-77709] p t76 N86-22094
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Cumulative Index
to the 1985 Issues
[NASA-SP-7011(280)] p 221 N86-23265
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography wEh indexes (supplement 283)
[NASA-SP-7011(283)] p223 N86-241g2
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 284)
[NASA-SP-7011(284)] p255 N86-25111
Aerospace Medicine and Siology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes
[NASA-SP-7011(285)] p 282 N86-2_797
Second Symposium on Chemical Evolution and
Origin of Life
[NASA-CP-2425] p 297 N86-26844
A gas chromatograph experiment for a Titan entry
probe p 299 N86-26856
Exobiology experiment concepts for space station
p310 N86-27152
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing
Bibliography with Indexes
(NASA-SP-7011(278)] p 287 N86-27905
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 286)
[NASA-SP-7011(286)] p 379 N86-28612
Modification of cytogenetic and physiological effects of
space flight factors by biologicalhj active compounds
(NASA-TM-87987] p 386 N86-28624
Monkeys as a source of virsi diseases in man
[NASA.TM-78017] p 386 N86-28625
Life Sciences Space Station planning document: A
reference payload for the Life Sciences Research
Facility
[NASA-TM-89188] p 393 N86-30302
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (suPplement 288)
(NASA-SP-7011(288) ] p422 N86-32088
NASA Facts: Space Shuttle food systems
[NF-150/1-86] p434 N66-32102
Netlonal Aeronautics end Space AdmlnlstraUon. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Exercise hyperthermia as a factor limiting physical
performance Temperature effect on muscle
metsbolism p 1 A86-10104
Blood pressure and plasma renin activity as predictors
of on'hostatic intolerance p 32 A86-14312
The evolution of complex life
[IAF PAPER 85-465] p 48 A86-15919
OicycloheWIcad:md(imide- sensitive ATPase in
Halobecterium saccharovomm p 49 A86-16902
Judgments of natural and anomalous trajectories in the
presence and absence of motion p 69 A86-16922
Ames Research Center llfe sciences payload - Overview
Of resuRs Of a spaceflight of 24 rata and 2 monkeys
[AIAA PAPER 85-6092] p 50 A86-17607
C-11
NASA. Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
The effect of high energy (HZE) particle radiation (Ar-40)
on aging parameters of mouse hippocsmpus and retina
p 50 A86-17679
Increased gluconoogenem in rats exposed to hyper-G
stres.s p 52 A86-18397
Pilots of the future - Human or computer?
p 74 A86-1654t
Ames Research Center Life Sciences Payload -
Overview of results of a spaceflight of 24 rats and 2
monkeys
[AIAA PAPER 86-0583] p 79 A86-19963
Volume and density changes of biological fluids with
temperature p 79 A86-20001
Beclrest-induced peak VO2 reduction associated with
age, gender, and aerobic capacity p 87 A86-20402
Mechanism for negate water balance during
weightlessness An hypothesis p 91 A86-22664
Increased giuconeogenssis in rats exposed to hyper-G
stress p 103 A86-23311
Electrochemical CO2 concentration for the Space
Station Program
[SAE PAPER 851341] p 138 A86-23528
Space Station nitrogen supply system based on stored
chemicals
[SAE PAPER 851349] p 139 A86-23535
Space Station life suionces guidelines for nonhuman
experiment accommodation
[SAE PAPER 851370] p 104 A86-23553
Wet oxidation of a spacecraft model waste
[SAE PAPER 851372] p 140 A86-23555
Space Station crew safety - Human factors model
p 143 A86-23742
Inflight evaluation of four measures of pilot workload
p 130 A86-23745
Preparing for the unexpected - A psychologist's case
for improved training p 132 A86-26033
Psychological and interpersonal adaptation to Mars
missions
[AAS 84-186] p 179 A86-28812
Cognitive network organization and cockpit automation
p 237 A86-29858
Pitch change thresholds as influenced by angular rate
and duration of the apparent horizon's displacement
p 227 A86-29867
Can pilots time-share better than non-pilots?
p 238 A86-29874
Causes of dissociation between subjective workload
measures and performance - Caveats for the use of
subjective assessments p 238 A86-29875
Techniques of subjective worklced assessment - A
comparison of two methodologies p 238 A86-29877
Predicted versus experienced workload and
performance on a supervisory control task
p 227 A86-29879
Measuring pilot workload in a motion bees trainer - A
comparison of four techniques p 239 A86-29880
Cockpit resource management - Explonng the
attitude-performance linkage p 229 A86-29899
The evolution of CELSS for lunar bases
p 239 A86-30164
Spaceflight and calcium metabolism
p 192 A86-30378
Mechanisms for negative water balance during
weightlessness Immersion or bed rest?.
p 214 A86-30386
Growth and development of mice and rats conceived
and reared at different G-intensities during chronic
centntugation p195 A86-30403
A marsupial model for the investigation of gravitational
effects on early development p 195 A86-30404
Amphibian fertilization and development in
microgravity p 195 A86-30408
Bone loss during simulated weightlessness - Is it
glucocorticoid mediated? p 197 A86-30423
Effect of simuleted weightlessness and chronic
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D administration on bone
metabolism p 198 A86-30425
Oxygen consumption during cold exposure at 2.1 G in
rats adapted to hypergrevic fields p 199 A86-30432
Transient dehydration of lungs in tail-suspended rats
p 200 A86-30438
Changes in mu'._cle protein composition induced by
disuse atrophy Analysis by two-dimensional
electrophoresis p 200 A86-30440
Space Station life science research facility - The
vivarium/laboratory p 201 A86-30449
Rat maintenance inthe Research Animal Holding Facility
during the flight of Space Lab 3 p 201 A86-30454
Microgrevity associated changes in pituitary growth
hormone (GH) cells prepared from rats flown on Space
Lab 3 p 202 A86-30459
Morphological and biochemical changes in soleus and
extensor digitorum Iongus muscles of rats orbited in
Spacelab 3 p 203 A86-30464
Microgrevlly changes inheart structure and cyclic-AMP
metabolism p 203 A86-30465
C-12
Reduction of the spermatogonial population in rat testes
flown on Space Lab-3 p 203 A86-30466
Effect of flight in mission SL-3 on interferon-gamma
production by rats p 204 A86-30467
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Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.
Ma_mum normalized acceleration as a flying qualities
parm'netar p 442 N86-33012
Northrop Se_ Inc., Houston, Tax.
Regulation of hometopoieais in rats exposed to
antiorthostatic hypokinetic/hypodynamia. II - Mechanisms
of the 'anemia' p 80 A86-20404
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Ill
Enhancing sensitivity to visual motion and enhancing
visual sensitivity
[AD-A158800] p 40 N86-13889
Enhancing visual sensitivity
[AD-A158799] p 68 N86-15906
Head-spine structure modeling: Enhancements to
secondary loading path model and validation of
heed-oawical spine model
[AD-A161425] p 172 N86-21112
Sensitivity to visual motion in statistically defined
displays
[AD-A167291] p 405 N86-31217
Norwegian Defence Microbiological Lab., Oslo.
Enhancement of Pseudomones aeruginosa virulence by
hyperbaric atmosphere conditions p 122 N86-19858
Norwegian Defence Research EstabUshment, KJeiler.
Chemically induced damage to the hippocampal
formation
[NDRE/PUBL-86/1002] p255 N86-25112
Norwegian Underwater Techrmiogy Center Ltd.,
Lakeevseg.
Effects of dry and humidified breathing gas (air) at 37
C on pulmonary function in hyperbaric conditions
p 122 N86-19861
Nova Technical, Inc,, Tamna, Calif.
An investigation of the use of steedy-stata evoked
potentials for human performance and workload
assessment and control
[AD-A166205] p 404 N86-30332
0
Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.
Positive genetic hazard predictions from short-term tests
have proved false for results in mammalian sperrnstogonie
with all environmental chemicals so far tested
[DE85-013640] p 6 N86-11833
Relationship between aikylation sites and induction of
dominant lethais and hodtebie transinnations in mice
[DE85-014309] p 7 N86-11835
Information from spocific-locus mutants on the nature
of induced and spontaneous mutations in the mouse
[DE85-014313] p 7 N86-11836
Improvement in wear performance of surgical Ti-6AI-4V
alloy by ion implantation of nitrogen or carbon
[DE85-013986] p 18 N86-11849
Mechanical accessories for mobile tetsoperators
[DE85-014310] p 23 N86-11855
Biomedical and Environmental Sciences Program
publications 1984
[DE85-015070] p 28 N86-12953
Power and signal transmission for mobile taieoperated
systems
[DE85-013994] p 45 N86-12975
Future directions in mobile teleoperstion
[DE85-014308] p 46 N86-12976
Neutron effects in humans: Protection considaraiions
[DE85-015047] p 64 N86-14882
Freezing of living cells
[DE85-016297] p 55 N86-15862
Advanced servomanipuietor development
[DE85-017720] p 100 N86-17989
C-14
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Human-machine interfaces for teleoperators: An
ove_/law of research and development at the Oak Ridge
National Laporetory. Consolidated Fuel Reprocescing
Program
[DE85-017713] p 100 N86-17990
Chemical cherectedzafien and toxicologic evaluation of
airborne mixtures: Tumorigenicity studies of Diesel Fuel-2,
Red Smoke Dye and Violet Smoke Dyes in the SENCAR
Mouse Skin Tumorigenesis Bioassay System
[AD-A159728] p 114 N86-18962
Biomedical and environmental sciences at Oak Ridge
National Laporetory
[DE86-001639] p 161 N86-22091
Radiation induction ol cancar of the skin
[DE86-002201] p 221 N86-23270
Prod_ and characterization of antibodies to
bonzo(a)pyrace
[DE86-002204] p 222 N86-23271
Fiberoptics immunofluorescence spectroscopy for
chemical and biological monitoring
[DE86-002239] p 225 N86-24209
Human factors activities in teleoperator development at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
[DE86-005160] p 408 N86-30340
Office of Navel Research, Arlington, Vii.
Psychological Sciences Division 1984 programs
lAD-A156631] p 20 N86-10779
Office of Naval Research, London (England).
Biometedals research in West Germany: An
assessment
[AD-A158951] p 53 N86-14840
Biological sciences and bioelentromageetins in Europe
[AD-A15922f] p 53 N86-14841
The 10th Meeting of the International Society for
Neurochemistry held at Rive del Garda, Italy on 19o24
May 1985
[AD-A160668] p 171 N86-21110
Biotochnica '85 Intemationsl Congress for
Biotochnclogy
[AD-A165415] p276 N86-26794
Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
A review of cntical in-flight events research
methodology p 228 A86-29686
The structure and development of the starch sheath in
pea epicotyls p 196 A86-30414
On marching to two different drummers - Perceptual
aspects of the difficulties p 426 A86-49870
The influence of tactuai seet-motidn cues on training
and performance in a roll-axis compensatory tracking task
setting p 22 N86-10784
Development and use of anucieeted bactedai cells to
assay the in vivo activity of pollutants
lAD-A162727] p 160 N86-22089
Optical and event-duration variables affecting
self-motion perception
lAD-A161836] p 223 N86-24194
A decade of SETI observations p 308 N86-26905
The effects of expressivity and flight task on cockpit
communication and resource management
[NASA-CR-177036] p 383 N86-29505
Progression-rograssion effects in tracking repeated
patterns p 439 N86-32996
Investigation of crew performance in a multi-vehicle
supervisory control task p 440 N86-33001
Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, Va.
The effects of simulator and aircraft motion on eye scan
behavior p 128 A86-23709
Eye-scan behavior in a flight simulation task as a function
of level of training p 260 A86-33794
Visual information transfer. Part 1: Assessment of
specific information needs. Part 2: Parameters of
appropnate instrument scannk_ 9 behavior
[NASA-CR-176277] p 21 N86-11850
Assessment of visuospatial abilities using complex
cogn_ive tasks
[AD-A158919] p 70 N86-14889
OPTRA, Inc_ Peabody,
Rapid identification of micro-organisms
[AD-A159945] p 107 N86-18952
Univ., Eugene.
Is the cerebellum involved in motor and perceptual
timing: A case study
[AD-A157452] p 16 N86-11842
Force and timing components of the motor program
lAD-A157584] p 17 N86-11843
Cognitive science program: Dissociation of the central
timekeeper and the pedpherai implementation processes
in repetitive movements
lAD-At57542] p 21 N86-11852
Ottawa Univ. (Ontario).
Nuclear lamins and pedpharai nuclear antigens during
ferfilization end embryogenssis in mice end sea urchins
p 371 A86-40675
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies. Experimental dosimetry at radiofrequencies
[AD-A163156] p 249 N86-25976
P
Peolfl¢ Northweat I.abe., Rlchland, Wlmh.
Approachee to quantitath_e expression of dose
response
[DE85-013498] p 15 N86-10772
Dose distribution and the reia6ve biological effectiveness
of internal alpha emitters
[DE85-013041] p 17 N86-11845
Accidental exposure to americium
]DE85-012794] p 39 N86-12965
Comparative analysis of biomass pyrolysis
condensstas
[DE86-001773] p 159 N86-21102
Biological studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz stocthc
fields. Volume 5: Hematology and serum chemistry
[DE86-005362] p 411 N86-30344
Biological studies of swine exposed to 60-Hz eloctnc
fields. Volume 6: immunology
[DE86-005363] p 411 N86-30345
Physical interaction of humans and animals with
power-frequency eieetnc and magnetic fields
[DE86-007734] p 402 N86-31215
Pan Amorlcen World Servloe_ Inc., Bay SL Loula,
Mtim.
Foliage plants for indoor removal of the p_maw
combustion gases carbon monoxide and nitrogen
dioxide p156 A86-29089
Pattern Amdysla lind R_ COrp., McLmm, Vs.
Human factors in rule-based systems
[AD-A165309] p 295 N86-26840
Mental models and problem solving with e.
knowledge-bassd expert system
[AD-A165398] p 295 N86-26843
Pennsylvania State Univ., Hershey.
Automated Portable Test System (APTS) - A
performance envelope assessment tool
[SAE PAPER 851775] p 263 A86-35427
Pennayivanla State Univ., University park.
Morphology of human embryonic kidney cells in culture
after spece flight p 201 A86-30452
Microgravity associated changes in p'_uitary growth
hormone (GH) cells prepared from rats flown on Space
Lab 3 p 202 A86-30459
Adaptive motivation theory
[AD-A157440] p 21 N86-11851
Incorporation of active elements into the articulated total
body modal
[AD-A162518] p 177 N86-22101
Penneylvanfa Univ., Phliedelphla.
Strength modeling report
[NASA-CR-171896] p 15 N86-10770
TEMPUS: Simulating personnel and tasks in a 3-D
environment
[NASA-CR-17tg01] p 22 N86-10785
Transport of arterial blood gates through human skin
p 91 N86-16887
Determination of the kimped constant and the kinetic
constants for deoxyglucose and fluorodeoxyglucose in
man
[0E86-000317] p 118 N86-18978
People Express Aidthee, Inc., Newsrk, N.J.
Cockpit resource management - Exploring the
attitude-performance linkage p 229 A86-298g9
Perceptroolcs, Inc., Woodland Hills, Calff.
Operator alertness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoeiectdc signals
[AD-A168567] p 428 N86-32973
Operator aiettnees/woddoad assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoeiectric signals
lAD-A168568] p 429 N86-32974
Phytoreeource Research, INC., College Station, "rex.
Tissue culture apparatus for flight experimentation
p 201 A86-30444
Plttld)urgh Univ., Pa.
Enzyme cofactor modified electrodes
lAD-A165604] p 375 N86-28607
The importance of specialized cognitive function in the
selection of military pilots
lAD-A165889] p 404 N86-30330
Polish Academy of Sclancen, Warsaw.
Exercise hyperthermia as a factor limiting physical
performance - Temperature effect on muscle
metabolism p 1 A86-10104
Polytechnic Inet. of New York, Brooklyn.
Further work on sodium montrn0dliooita as catalyst for
the pelymedzation of activated amino acids
p 301 N86-26868
Psycho-Ungulsti¢ Research Aessclates, Menlo Park,
Calif.
Comparison of voice types for helicopter voice warning
systems
[SAE PAPER 841611] p 147 A86-26030
Selecting cockpit functions for speech I/O technology
p 185 A86-28446
Retina Foundation, Boston, Mass.
Speech variability effects on recognition accure, cy
associated with concurrent task performance by pilots
p 237 A86-29860
Purdue Univ., Indlanapolla, ind.
Electron microprobe analyses of Ca, S, Mg end P
distribution in incisors of Spacelab-3 r_0"Jn2_,_vA86-30455
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Ind.
Normalized predictive deconvolution - A time series
algorithm for modeling human operator dynamics
p 44 A86-14238
On scaling performance operating characteristics -
Caveat emptor p 179 A86-28866
Ak_rted monitors: Human operators aided by automated
detectors
[PB85-222750] p 47 N86-13906
Optimizationof controlled environments for hydroponic
production of leaf lettuce for human life support in
CELSS p 152 N86-19936
Optimal cooperative control synthesis of astrve
displays p 441 N86-33006
Modified superpeeition: A simple time series approach
to closed-loop manual controller identification
p 442 N86-33009
Closed-loop, pilot/vehicle analysis of the approach and
landing task p 442 N86-33013
Q
Queens Univ., Belfast (Northern Ire_lnd).
Effect of inactivity and passive stretch on protein
turnover in phasic and posturai rat muscles
p 413 A86-47871
R
Red Cross Heapltai, Barcelona (Spain).
Exp|_ming the unexptained dysbaric sport diving
accidents p 123 N86-19864
Less bubble formation in women divers
p 126 N86-19883
RanmNdaer Polytechnic In=L, Troy, N.Y.
Photochemical reactions in interstellar grains photolysis
of CO, NH3, and H20 p 189 A86-28721
Photolysis products of CO, NH3 aND H20 and their
significance to reactions on interstellar grains
p 298 N86-26849
Research InsL of National Defence, HearsfJaerden
(Sweden).
Lung rupture as a complication in free escape
p 122 N86-19862
Research Inst. of National Defence, Stockholm
(Sweden).
Biological effects of millimeter waves on the mouse
[FOA-C-50023-H1] p 83 N86-16879
Operator environment in the nineties
[FOA-A-50002-H2] p 99 N86-16905
The Eleventh Annual Meeting of the European Undersea
Biomedical Society (EUBS) on Diving and Hyperbaric
Medicine
[FOA-C-50021-H1] p 121 N86-19854
An attempt to counteract nitrogen narcosis by neloxone
administration p 123 N86-19865
Report from a behavioral science study grip to Australia,
23 Aug. - 10 Sap. 1985
[FOA-C-50027-H3] p 235 N86-23280
Rapid measurement of individual stress reaction level:
Development of the Emotional Reaction Questionnaire
(ESRQ)
[FOA-C-50034-H3] p 383 N86-29506
Anthropometry research program
[FOA-C-50032-H2] p386 N86-295_ 1
Research IneL of National Defence, Umea (Sweden).
Psychological problems associated with the weadng of
reepirato_ protective _: A review
[FOA-C-40216--C2] p 101 N86-17995
Method for the determination of respiratory work in
protective masks
[FOA-C-40213-C2] p 380 N86-29500
Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, D. C.
Ambient ozone end human health: An epidemioiogk_l,I
analysis, volume 1
[PB85-245181] p 93 N86-16896
Executive summa_: Ambient ozone and hun_m hee_h:
An epidemiologicai analysis
[PB86-114089] p 226 N86-24212
Ambient ozone and human health: An epidemological
analysis, volume 3
[PB86-114105] p 226 N86-24213
Retlnc Foundation, Boston, Maee.
Eye movements and spatial pattern vision
[AD-A160408] p 115 N86-18963
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Rhelnlsh Westfaellsche Techn. Ueberwachungs-Vereln, Essen, FRG.
Rhelnlach Welffselieche Technleoher Ueberwechungs-
Verein e.V., Eseen (Welt Germany).
The biological efficiency Of dust emmission:
Determination based on the withedng degree of exposed
IP..hens p 169 N86-21047
Rhode island Univ., Kingston.
Fiber optic pressure ssnsors in skin-friction
messurements
[NASA-CR-176294] p 16 N86-11838
Rocheeter Inst. ot Tech., N. Y.
Speech analysis based on a model of the auditory
system
[AD-A167426] p 427 N86-32098
Rochefellar Univ., New York.
Siosynthetio perphyfins and the _ ol
photosynthesis p 306 N86-26894
Rockwell International Corp., Chapel Hill, N.C.
Factors influencing cad0oxyhemogiobin stability
lAD-A165032] p 289 N86-27918
Roswell Park Memorial Inst., Buffalo, N, Y.
A comparative study of prebiotic and present day
translational models p 303 N86-26877
Royal Air Force InsL of Avlstlon Medlalne,
Farnborough (England).
Entw visual standards and ocular examination
techniques for future fighter sircrew p 400 N86-30317
Royal Air Fro'ca Inst. of Pathology and Tropical
Medicine, Aylelbury (England).
A waterproof vent valve for immersion suits
[REPT-Sf5] p 99 N86-17988
Royal Netherlands Aircraft Factories Fokker,
Amsterdam.
Control loops with human operators in space operations.
Part 2: Robotics operations and manual control
experiment
[ NLR.TR.84116-L-PT-2] p444 N86-33024
Royal Netherlands Aircraft Factories Fokker,
SchiphoI-OosL
Study on design techniques for robots (space
applications). Volume 1, part A: Technical results
[FOK-TR-R-84-1f0-VOL-f-PT-A] p 46 N86-13902
Study on design techniques for robots (space
applications). Volume 1, part B: Technical results
[FOK-TR-R-84-110-VOL-t-PT-B] p 47 N86-13903
Study on design techniques for robots (space
applications), Volume 2: Technical appendices
[FOK.TR-R-84-110-VOL-2] p 47 N86-13904
Study on design techniques for robots (space
applioetions). Volume 3: Executive summary
[FOK-TR-R.84-110-VOL-3] p 47 N86-13905
Royal Netherlands Navy, The Hague.
Effects of intermittent exposure to hyperoxia in
operational diving p 123 N86-19868
Royal Norwegian Navy, Haakonsvern.
Alternatives to standard air tables
p 125 N86-19880
Ruhr Univ., Bochum (Wset Germany).
Investigations of the reproductive physiology of the
rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri Richardson)
p 388 N86-29521
Rutgers - The State Univ, New Brunswick, N. J.
Application of screw calculus to the evaluation of
manipulator workspece
lAD-P004947] p 75 N86-14946
S
Saltema Univ., Urawa (Japan).
An appraisal of dive profiles in shellfish divers with
reterarme to the dsk of decompression sickness
p 125 N86-19879
Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, Calif.
Template-directed oligonucleotide ligation on
hydroxylapatite p 393 A86-45960
Molecular replication p 302 N86.26874
Models of glycolysis: Glyceraldehyde as a source of
energy and monomers for prebiotio condensation
reactions p 302 N86-26876
San Franclsco State Unlv., Calif.
Stimulus specificity and individual stereotypy of
autonomic responses to motion stressors
[NASA-CR-176543] p 171 N86-21107
Adsorption and condensation of amino acids and
nocleotides with soluble mineral salts
p 301 N86-26869
San Francisco Univ. Calif.
The effect of high energy (HZE) particle radiation (Ar-40)
on aging parameters of mouse hippeeampus and retina
p 50 A86-17679
Structure and function of isozymes: Evolutionary
aspects and role of oxygen in eucaryotic organisms
[NASA-CR-176286] p 6 N86-11831
San Jose State Univ., Calif.
The effect of high energy (HZE) particle radiation (Ar-40)
on aging parameters of mouse hippocampus and retina
p 50 A86-17679
Inflight evaluation of four measures of pilot workload
p 130 A86-23745
To speak or not to speak . A multiple resource
perspective p 259 A86-33784
Clay energstice in chemical evolution
p 301 N86-26867
Sandla National Labs., Albuquerque, N. Max.
Making the human-mechine interlace responsive to
many classes ot users
[DE86-003453] p 409 N86-31222
Santa Clara Univ., Calif.
Haiohectedum denitrificans sp, nov., an extremely
halophilic denitritying bactedum p 374 A86-43438
Halobacterium denithficans sp. nov. - An extremely
balophilic denitrifying bacterium p 414 A86-49524
Cooperation of catalysts and templates
p 301 N86-2687f
Saskatchewan Univ., Geakatoon.
Planetary ecology; Proceedings of the Sixth International
Symposium on Environmental Biogeochemistry, Santa Fe,
NM, CX:tober 10-14, 1983 p 50 A86-18026
S_hool of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tax.
Minimum pressure for a zero-prebreethe pressure suit
[SAE PAPER 8513_5_ p 137 A86-23505
Evaluation of 9,5 PSIA as a suit pressure for prolonged
extravehicular activity p417 A86-47741
The relationship of intravascular bubbles to bends at
altitude p 418 A86-47765
Proceedings of a wod_shop on Rediofrequency
Radiation bioeffects held at Wachtberg-Werthhoven, West
Germany on 11-13 September 1984
[AD-A157090] p 38 N86-12959
The effects of hypoxia induced by low atmospheric
pressure on soft contact lens wear
[AD-A158556] p 38 N86-12963
Interactive scenario computer model for dose rates to
elrcrews in flight through nuclear debris clouds
[AD-A158741] p40 N86-13888
Foodborne and waterborne disease outbreaks. A
compilation and subjective profile
lAD-A158536] p 63 N86-14876
Syllogistic reasoning tasks, a methodological review
[AD.A159190] p 71 N86-14892
Potency of photoflash-produced retrograde amnesia in
rats
[AD-A159149] p 55 N86-15859
Night vision manual tot the flight surgeon
[AD-A159720] p 114 N86-18961
A small oxygen concentrator
[AD-A163145] p 273 N86-25993
Eye protection against intense light sources
p 284 N86-26818
The healthy motivation to fly: No psychiatric diagnosis
[AD-A164944] p 291 N86-26832
Methodology for integration testing of aircrew clothing
and equipment
lAD-A165328] p 295 N86-26842
Soft contact lens wear during +G(Z) acceleration
[AD-A165013] p 289 N86-27915
US Air Force combat psychiatry
[AD-Af65011] p 292 N86-27921
C_,ardiovascular standards for selection and retention of
high performance pilots in the USAF: Perspectives for the
next decade p 399 N86-30313
Computer analysis of visual end vestibular oculomotor
function in the medical selection of fighter aircrew
members p400 N86-30319
The startle reflex as a learning task: Apparatus and test
parameters
lAD-A167958] p 428 N86-32970
Effect of oxygen flow on passenger face mask
perlormance
[AD-A168832] p 443 N86-33021
Setence Applications International Corp_ La Jells,
Calif,
Japanese Technology Evaluation Program (JTECH):
Biotochnology Panel
[PB86-109386] p 161 N86-22092
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, Calif.
Micropiankton species assemblages at the Scripps Pier
from March to November 1983 during the 1982-1984 El
Nine event p 207 A86-31833
Sea-Space Research Co., Inc., Harvey, La.
Evaluation ot the use of hydrogen-oxygen as a breathing
gas in deep-sea diving ,
[AD-A165797] p 380 N86-29499
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence Inst., Los Altos,
Calif.
Observational exobiology p 298 N86-26850
Goldstone field test activities: Target search
p 309 N86-26911
C-16
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Searcb Technology, Inc., Norcrc_k C_1.
The effects of type of knowledge upon human problem
solving _ • process control task p 74 A86-17771
PLANT - An experimental task for the study of human
problem solving in process control p 70 A86-17774
An experimental approach to validating a theory of
human error in complex systems p 260 A86-33792
Shape Technical Center, The Hague (Netherlands).
Use of arlJficial intelligence and psychology in the
analysis of Command and control
[STC-TM-749] p 427 N86-32095
The psychology of decision making
p 427 N86-32096
Artificial intelligence and the Rule Oriented System
Simulation (ROSS) language p 427 N86-32097
Sloan-Ketlodng Inst. for Cancer Research, New York.
Biomedical research with cyclotron produced
redionuclides
[DE86-000327] p 221 N86-23269
Slotervelrtzlakenhule, Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Early detection and treatment of evascular bone necrosis
in divers p 124 N86-19872
Smith-Kettlewall Inst. of Visual Sciences, San
Francisco, CaM.
The spatial and temporal parameters of velocity
discdminetion
lAD-A158735] p 43 N86-13896
Soclete Nstlonale Industrtelle Aerospetlale, Marlgnane
(France).
Helicopter cockpit organization for night vision
[SNIAS-852-210-103] p 101 N86-17996
Societe Nationala Induetdeila Aerospatlala, Paris
(France).
Characterization of YAG lasers for ophthalmologic
applications
[SNIAS-852-430-107] p 93 N86-16894
South Dakota Univ., Vermillion.
Pilot usage of decoupled flight path and pitch controls
p 236 A86-29854
Southampton Univ. (England).
A design guide for visual displays and manual tasks in
vibration environments. Part 1: Visual displays
[ISVR-TR-133-PT-1] p 442 N86-33014
A design guide for visual displays and manual tasks in
vibration environments. Pert 2: Manual tasks
[ISVR.TR-134] p 443 N86-33015
Southwest Research Inst., San Antonio, "rex.
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-011992] p 30 N86-13885
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE86-002587] p 209 N86-23221
Effec_ of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE86-003748] p 310 N86-27923
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behavior of nonhuman primates
[DE86-005067] p 390 N86-29533
Effects of 60 Hz electhc fie_ on Operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE85-016121] p411 N86-30346
Effects of 60 Hz electric fields on operant and social
stress behaviors of nonhuman primates
[DE86-005807] p 411 N86-30347
SRI International Corp., Menlo Park, Calif.
Neurophysiological bases of event-related potentials
lAD-A158997] p 71 N86-14890
Spatiotemporal characteristics of visual localization
lAD-A166097] p 404 N86-30331
Specifications Physiological Monitoring System
[NASA-CR-171926] p 408 N86-30339
Stanford Univ., Calif.
Small X-ray diffraction of immunoglobulin-membrane
complexes
[AD-At58252] p 29 N86-13882
Computational models of human vision with
applications
[NASA-CR-176413] p 67 N86-15898
Statistical inferences in cross-laggsd panel studies
[AD-A163892] p 265 N86-25120
Stanford Hardware Development Program
p 309 N86-26911}
Effects of simulated weightlessness on regional blood
flow specifically during cardiovascular stress
[NASA-CR-177117] p 379 N86-29495
Control of a free-flying robot manipulator system
[NASA-CR-179717] p 443 N86-33016
State Univ. of New York, Blnghemton.
Evaluation of the need for a large primate research
facility in space
[NASA-CR-179661] p444 N86-32111
State Univ. of New York, BrooMyn.
Immunomndulation by proteins of bordetella pertussls
lAD.A160078] p 107 N86-18953
CORPORA TE SOURCE
State Univ. of New York, Buffalo.
A fundamental problem in determining functional
residual capacity or residual volume p 281 A86-39099
State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook.
Phyk)gane_c origins of the plant mitoohonddon based
on a comp_ative analysis of 5S ribosomes RNA
sequences p 2 A86-12002
Tissue culture apparatus for flight experimentation
p 201 A86-30444
etuttgart Univ. (West Germany).
A theoretical concept for state changes and shape
changes in weightiesanass p 387 N86-29516
Function-dependent plasticity in the nervous system
p 389 N86-29528
Systems and AI_II_I Sciences Corp., Anaheim, Calif.
New physical methods for I_gicel aerosol detec_on
lAD-A158218] p 29 N86-13881
Systems Research Lab¢, ice. l_yton, Ohio.
Criteria for e state-of-the-art vision test system
[AD-A157099] p 45 N86-12973
The effect of breathing elevated CO2 gas mixtures on
tracking performance, blood pressure, and subjective
tolerance at 1Gz
[AD-A165974] p 401 N86-31210
Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.
Assessment of simulation fidelity using measurements
of piloting technique in flight. II p 264 A86-35667
Investigation of limb-sidestick dynamic interaction with
roll control p 438 N86-32991
Manual oontrdi of unstable systems
p 441 N86-33008
Comparison of the STI NIPIP tracking dynamics
identir¢ tion with the onJine Fourier analyzer DFA results
including a time va_png case p 442 N86-33010
Systems Technology, inc., Mountain View, Calif.
Assessment of simulation fidelity using measurements
ot pilotingtechnique in flight. II p 264 A86-35667
T
Tectlcst Air Commend, Langley AFB, Vs.
Medical selection and physiological training of fighter
pilots: A 1985 perspective and overview
p 399 N86-30312
Technlon - Israel InaL of Tech., Halfe.
The psychophysics of workload - A second look at the
relationship between subjective measures and
performance p 260 A86-33804
A 24-hour structure of vigilance under prolonged sleep
depriva0on: RelatiOnship with performance
[AD-A16739g] p 422 N86-32069
Techntsche Hogeechool, Delft (Netherlands).
The biomorphio model of the human pilot
[VTH-LR-310] p 100 N86-17991
Techntache Hogmmhoot, Elndhoven (Nstheflanda).
Implementation of models for the transient division
system of spafio-tamporst visual perception
[ETN-86-97533] p 425 N86-32965
A mode[ of the transient part of the spatic-temporal
perception, containing a two-dimensional long fiber
[ETN-86-97540] p 426 N86-32966
Technleche Univ., Munich (Wast Geffnany).
Application of a nonstationary energy budget model to
determine thermal comfort p 164 N86-21017
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indicators of external respiration in young athletes during
adaptation to high environmental temperature
p 9 A86-10699
The effect of 24-hr sleep deprivation on the metabolism
of biogenic amines p 9 A86-10700
Adaptation of the human organism to the repeated
short-term exposures to a hot environment
p 10 A86-10701
A study of functional asymmetry of paired organs in
aircraft personnel p 10 A86-f0750
A differential evaluation of the mechanism of the effect
of noise on the ear in reia_on to noise frequency
charactedstics (Clinical and experimental study)
p 10 A86-f1750
Preliminary medical results of the 5.month flight onboerd
Sa_ut-7-soyuz-T
[IAF PAPER 84-184] p 10 A86-12362
Periodisation and classification of adaptive reactions of
in prolonged spaoe flights
[IAF PAPER 84-185] p 10 A86-12363
Water excretion and natriurelic function in the kidneys
of rats adapted to cold p 3 A86-12520
Catechelamina content of single brain nuclei in August
rats following immobilizalJon stress p 3 A86-12521
Cbangee in the vascular functions of skeletal muscles
due to acute hypothermta p 3 A86-12522
Prediction of the functional state of the body during
adaptation to high altitudes p31 A86-13298
Determination of vestibular asymmetry with application
tO aviation medicine p 31 A86-13299
The use of reflex therapy in the prophylaxis and
treatment of motion sickness p 31 A86-13300
A handbook of radiation dosimeln/and hygiene
p 25 A86.13457
The environment and the head p 25 A86-13460
Extremely thermophilic beotssa living at temperatures
above 100 C p 25 A86-13648
The oldest traces of life (according to papers presented
at the 271h session of the International Geological
Congress) p 47 A86-13974
Proteins and RNA in the neuron-nauroglla system of
n. raphe dorsaiis neurons of the ground squirrel brain during
hibernation p 26 A86-14593
Heat sensi_ of the med_ precptic region of the
hypothalamus during seasonal adaptation and
acclimatization to high ambient temperature
p 26 A86-14594
Neck and oculomotor reflexes induced by electrical
stimulation of the semicircular canal ampullae in the
pigeon p 26 A86-14595
Unsteady blood flow in humans under artificial
conditions p 33 A86-15443
Rediation-aickness mechanisms p 27 A86.15444
Visual.contrset measurement. Measurement of the
spatial transfer functions of the visual system
p 27 A86-15467
Molecular mechanisms of cell death induced by
radiation p 27 A86-f5474
Electroencephalograms and the read-out of informa_on
in the visual cortex during i_ recognition
p 33 A86-15512
Blood circulation changes in the carotid arteries pool
caused by antiorthostasis and antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 27 A86-15513
Hemodynamics during short-term application of lower
body negative pressure p 33 A86-15514
Typological analysis of central and peripheral
hamodynamics during orthostasis in normal sublects and
in patients with artedal hypertonia p 33 A86-15515
Types of work capacity and the frequency of the
development ot ischemic heart disease and hypertonic
disease p 34 A86-15516
Biophysical basis of the two-component analysis of
biosignals of the pulsed filling of the blood vessels
p 34 A86-15517
Comparison between the antihypoxic effectiveness of
drugs and pressure-chamber training p 34 A86-155f8
Leukecyti¢ reactions caused by emotional stress
p 34 A86-1551g
Comparative analysis of corticosteroid and
catecholamiea levels excreted in urine of persons with
different occubations p 34 ,6,86-15520
Neurcchemicel basis of chemical thermoregulation and
artificial hypobiosis p 27 A86-15521
Prediction of human .physcal work capacity in
high-temperalura environments p 34 A86-f 5522
Use of a linguistic test in the course of large-scale
physiological selection of men for work in an sdverss
environment p35 A86-15523
The effect of high spatial frequencies on visual
recognition processes p 41 A86-15524
Neurcchemical mechanisms of artificial hypobiosis and
chemical thermorogulation p 27 A86-15525
Artificial closed ecosystem 'man-plants' with a full
regeneration of atmosphere, water and ration vegetable
part
[IAF PAPER 85-308] p 45 A86-15820
The effect of kallikrain on the development of a general
adaptation syndrome p 49 A86-16751
The effect of auricular electric stimulation on
myelopeptide production and early react_ns of t_ood
systems cell populations in the presence of immobilization
stress p 49 A86-16752
Hypoxic and hypercapnic sensitivity as a reflection of
individual human reactivity p 58 A86-16753
U.S.S.R.
Some results of a study of the bioenergetics of rat muscle
in waightiasaness p 49 A86-16754
The geroprotective activity of 2,6-dimethyl
3,5-diathoxycadx)nyl 1,4-dihydropyridina
p 49 A86-16783
Modern concepts regarding some nontreditional
neureandocrine mechanisms of alraes
p 49 A86-16800
System devaioped for psychological selection of AT
controifers p 69 A86-17062
Brain asymmetry in animals p 50 A86-17467
Changes in the morphofunctional and cytochamical
indices of bkx_d laukocytas after exposure to iow-intenaity
microwave radiation p 52 A86-18150
Responses of cat red-nucleus neurons to auditory
signals p 52 A86-18181
Systems of efficient man-computer interaction
p 74 A86-18730
Muscle vibrations and man-machine system dynamics
p 74 A86-18731
Visual perception and memory: Information processes
and neuron mechanisms p 52 A86-18744
The effect of a weak variable ultralow-frsquency
magnetic field on the development of hypemoagulation
syndrome in rats caused by restricted mobility
p 79 A86-19300
Changes in immunoreactivity during adaptation to
intervais of hypoxic hypoxia p 80 A86-21451
Mechanical resistance of orythrocytes and oxygen mass
transport in hypoxic states due to different conditions
p 88 A86-21452
The diapheretic reflex in a complex of methods for
estimating operator efficiency p 88 A86-21453
Changes in the hemostatis system of the animal
organism due 10 granutocytopoiesis inhibition under
reduced barometric pressure p 80 A86-21454
The distinctive features of the energetic metabolism,
glycolysia, and tissue respiration of the myeoerdium in rats
having high and low resistance to bypoxla
p 80 A86-21455
Experimental validation of training regime and a
monitoring method connected with accelerated edaptation
to hem p 88 A86-22524
Investigation of the functional condition of pilots in the
case of oxygen breathing under excess pressure
p 88 A86-22525
Individual and typological functional properties of the
sympathoedranal system as a prognostic index of the
functional state of an o_ganism in complex environmental
conditions p 88 A86-22532
Disturbance of the multipedodic synchronization of the
heart.beat and respiratory rhythms after transmeridian
flights through three time zones p 88 A86-22533
The risk of artanal hypertension and the features ol
functional brain asymmetry in workers employed in
regularly repeated expedition-type work
p 88 A86-22534
Changes in the heart rata and in the cerebral vascular
tonus affected by alternatingphysical and mental loads
p 89 A86-22535
The effect of prolonged physical work at the levels of
submaximai and extreme intansity upon the mass tmnstar
and utilization of oxygen p 89 A86-22536
Heat adaptation during training by graded
hyperthermia p 89 A86-22538
The dynamics of the human estimation of image size
and its neurophysiclogical correlates p 89 A86-22539
Cytochemical studies of blood lymphocytas in the
diagnosis and forecasting of changes in the functional
status of athletes p 89 A86-22540
Thermorngulation in man under thermal stress
p 89 A86-22541
Correlation between the arterial _ pressure, the
pulmonary artery pressure, and central venous pressure
p 90 A86-22542
Changes in the blood electric conductivity caused by
body immersion p 90 A86-22543
Thermoregulatory reactions to chilling in ice-cold water
in fans of winter swimming p 90 A86-22544
The dependence of thromboelastographic indices in
healthy subjects on geomagnetic-field conditions
p 90 A86-22545
The effect of enkephaiins on metabolic parameters of
rats in the presence of acute experimental blood loss
p 81 A86-22546
Miorocirculatory changes in rats with burn shock
following adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia
p 81 A86-22547
Increased resistance of the brain to hypoxia due to a
combination of lithium hydroxybutyrate and
indomethacine p 81 A86-22548
The electrokinetic properties of cell nuclei in the human
buccai epithelium in conditions of motion sickness and
hypoxia p 90 A86-22549
Calculation method for determining energy expenditures
for operators p 90 A86-22567
D-5
U.S.S.R.
Possibleeffectof hypedipemia on the development and
course of atherosclerosisinflightpersonnel
p 90 A86-22568
Hematological criteria of the heat adaptation of
seaman p 90 A86-22569
Resistance, exchange and capacitance functions of
skeletal muscle vessels inthe presence of acute hypoxic
hypoxia p 81 A86-22593
Changes in the function of skeletal muscle vessels due
to the cardiogenic depressor reflex p 81 A86-22594
The effect of short term hypoxia on body temperature
and lactic acid in blood p 81 A86-22595
Morphological changes in some internal organs of
guinea pigs due to the effect of a constant electromegnetic
field p 103 A86-23490
Mechanism of noradrenaiine effect on the skin
thermoreceptors p 103 A86-23491
Effect of hyperoxic gas mixtures on oxygen mass transfer
through the hematoparenchymatous barrier
p 103 A86-23492
Interaction of the thermorecsptor and vestibular signals
in the regulation of the activity of flexor and extensor motor
nuclei during cold tremors p 103 A86-23493
Medical control of the aircrew during a retraining
process p 110 A86-23494
Methods of regulating the adaptation and resistance
processos in navy personnsi p110 A86-23495
Mathematical models of the effect of gravitation on lung
functions p 111 A86-24135
Metabolic aspects of the problem of stress in space
flight p 105 A86.24136
Ionizing radiation and blood vessels
p 105 A86-24144
Neurons as detectors of errors in the subcorticai
structures of the human brain p 111 A86-24307
How does skeletal muscle effectively function both in
the case of posture maintenance and twitch
movements? p 105 A86-24308
Antistress effect of 1-chlormathylsilitrane
p 105 A86-24309
The tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetases from eurocaryotes,
procaryotes, and archobactsria have a common antigenic
determinant p 105 A86-24323
Hypnogenic activity of a cyclic structural analog of
delta-sleep-inducing peptide p 105 A86-24368
Postradiation disorders of peripheral-nerve regeneration
and the role of free-radical oxidation products in the
appearance of these disorders p 105 A86.24422
Mechanism of circulatory disorders in animals subjected
to high-dose irradiation p 106 A86-24423
Evaluation of radiation-induced damage in the
erythrocyte membranes of rats and dogs according to
changes in the erythrocyte sedimentation behavior
p 106 A86-24424
Effect of nonionizing microwave radiation on the
autoimmune reactions and antigenic structure of serum
proteins p 106 A86-24425
Modeling of perception and decision-making
processes p 183 A86-27094
Effect of cosmoheliegeophysical factors on bacterial
agglutionetion in vitro p 155 A86-27473
Interaction between the ototithic organ and the
semicircular canals of the vestibular apparatus in the
system of spatial angular stabilization in humans
p 161 A86-27474
Effect of low-power millimater-range monochromatic
electromagnetic radiation on biological processes
p 155 A86-27475
A model for the formation of the structure of the external
electric field of humans p 183 A86-27500
Effect of weightlessness on the development of
neurosecretory structures of the
hypothalamo-hypophysea] system of the rat brain
(Electron-microscope study) p 157 A86-29174
Electrical activity of cerebellum in the wakefulness-sleep
cycle p 157 A86-29255
Caimodulin, a second messenger - History of
investigation and physiological importance
p 157 A86-29256
Mechanisms of calcium permeability changes in the
sarcolemma of vascular smooth-muscle cells during
hypoxia p 157 A86-29257
The influence of the in_al value of a parameter on its
change under the action of external factors
p 157 A86-29275
The state of man's organism under conditions of
elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide
p 163 A86-29306
Comparative analysis of hypo - and hyper-gravity effects
on prenatal development of mammals
p 191 A86-30377
Cardiorespiratory responses to lower body negative
pressure and tilt tests after exposure to simulated
weightlessness p215 A86-30387
The effects of real and simulated microgravity on
vestibulo-oculomotor interaction p 193 A86-30390
D-6
Thermoencephaloscopy p 206 A86-30892
Complex approach to the study of adaptive systemic
reactions and functional states in man. I - The time factor
inthe formation of subcomplexes of systemic physiological
indexes of funcbonai state dynamics, and the
instrumentation used in the study p 216 A86-30893
Neuronal responses and the evoked potentials in
subcortical structures of the human brain during visual
recognition. II - The effect of stimuli relevance on the
evoked neuronal responses p 216 A86-30894
The effect of intense mental work under stress on cardiac
act_, hemodynamics, and brain circulation
p 216 A86-30895
The role of hormonal changes in the development of
motion sickness in men p 216 A86-30896
Hypobiosis and functional resistance to cold
p 206 A86-30897
The alleviating effect of arbitrary movements on the
vestibulomotor p 216 A86-30898
Dynamics of the salivary electrolyte composition and
renal excretory function during human adaptation to an
altered gaseous environment p 216 A86-30899
Problems in medical biorhythmology
p 206 A86-31371
Mechanisms of the radiation protection effect and
indication of the efficiency of radioprotectors
p 207 A86-31375
The methodology and techniques used in analyses of
operator activity p 234 A86-32523
Activation of cholesterogenesis under the effect of
ionizing radiation on a living body p 207 A86-32697
Investigation of mechanisms of the radioprotective effect
of agonists of catecholamine receptors - Involvement of
both subtypes of aipha-adrenoreceptors in the
radioprotective effect p 208 A86-32698
Studies of radioprotective properties of adeturon and
polyanion, applied separately and in combination
p 208 A86-32699
Role of dopaminergic systems of neostriatum during the
activity of the central nervous system in man and
animals p 208 A86-33070
Corticoreticular interactions in the mechanisms of
reflexotherepy p 208 A86.33071
The theoretical principles of adaptation
p 208 A86-33072
Blood transport of oxygen (The role of erythrocytes)
p 208 A86-33073
Analysis of the functional structure of thermogenesis
on the basis of pharmacological tests
p 208 A86-33074
Electronic displays p 241 A86-33322
Information display complexes p 241 A86-33324
A search for interstellar glycine p 274 A86-33668
Simulation of thermal polycondensaticn processes of
amino acids during the migration of their aqueous solutions
in the earth's lithosphere p 274 A86-34489
Synchronization of heart contractions and respiration
during thermoregulatory polypnea in dogs
p 245 A86-34490
Prospects for using millimeter-band electromagnetic
radiation as an efficient way of obtaining information on
specific processes in living organisms
p 246 A86-35088
Antioxidants as antiarrhythmic remedies
p 246 A86-35938
Changes in the contractile and electrical activities of
the rat myocardium under the effect of verapamil under
insufficient oxygenation p 246 A86-35939
Impulse activity of the brain stem neurons related to
the cardiac and respiratory rhythms p 246 A86-35940
Gamma-aminobutyric acid and bulbar mechanisms of
hemodynamic regulation p 246 A86-35941
The effect of electromagnetic radiation in the decimeter
wavelength range on the neuronal calcium current in
mollusks p 247 A86-36494
A study of the effect of ultrasound on the antigenic
activity of human erythrocytes p 254 A86-36495
A model of the system controlling involuntary eye
movements p 247 A86-36496
The rhythms of paramagnetic-center concentration in
mouse liver and a mathematical model of synchronized
autoosciltations p 247 A86-36497
The effect of external factors on the reactions modeling
biological processes (Piccardi test) p 247 A86-36498
Hygienic assessment of the electromagnetic radiation
levels generated by radar installations
p 271 A86-36499
Controlling of pilot work capacity by psychosomatic
self-regulation techniques p 265 A86-36500
Heart and respiration rates during a mental task
performed with varying degrees of success
p 254 A86-36526
An informational assessment of changes in the
physiological characteristics of an operator under different
work regimens p 271 A86-36527
FOREIGN TECHNOLOG Y INDEX
The mechanisms of muscle acthFity regulation in humans
depending on biorhythm type p 254 A86-36528
Seasonal dynamics of circadian rhythms of oxygen
consumption and heat production in youths in Siberian
conditions p 254 A86-36529
The dynamics of systemic functional organization during
adaptation to work in extreme environments
p 254 A86-36530
Evaluating the functional status of operators using
indices of mental work capacity p 254 A86-36531
Substantiation of physiological criteria for assessing the
functional status of the human body in high-temperature
environments p 255 A86-36532
Manganese metabolism in healthy humans during
different times of the year p 255 A86-36533
Dynamics of the ultraslow bioelectdc brain activity during
the performance of certain parts of operational activity
p 255 A86-36534
Human adaptation to antagonistic environmental
factors p 255 A86-36535
Method for the quantitative determination of the
parasympathetic regulation of cardiac activity in operators
working in sealed chambers p 271 A86-36536
Visual-search efficiency p 271 A86-36695
Designing the conditions of life and work of cosmonauts
(2nd revised and enlarged edition) p 290 A86-38984
Cosmonaut training p 293 A86-38988
Cyclic adenosine-3',5'°monophosphate and cyclic
guanosine-3',5'-monophosphata in the blood plasma of
mice injected with chemicals of different radioprotective
efficiency p 276 A86-39718
Changes in the carbohydrate energy metabolism in the
rat brain under laser radiation p 276 A86-39719
An anaerobic shift in energy metabolism in the mouse
brain during recovery from acute radiation sickness
p 276 A86-39720
The mechanisms of the effect of nonionizing radiation
on an organism's sensory systems p 276 A86-39721
The effect of radiation on the concentration and
metabolism of dopamine in the rat brain
p 276 A86-39722
Circulation and oxygen tension in the brain of wakeful
rabbits in conditions leading to motion sickness
p 373 A86-43422
Hemodynamic correlates of immobilization stress in
rats p 373 A86-43423
Development of responses to noradreoalin injection in
control and cold-adapted rata p 373 A86-43424
Phases of muscular thermogenesis under experimental
hyperthyrosis p 373 A86-43425
Digestive system rhythms and the body's biological
clock p 391 A86-43676
The role of gravity in producing digestive system
changes p 391 A86-43677
The photobiological aspects of radiation damage in
cells p 392 A86-44295
Theoretical principles underlying the evaluation, control,
and correction of the impact of emotions on cosmonaut
activity p 403 A86-44601
Experimental estimate of the parameters of a stochastic
model of a human operator sensor system
p 407 A86-45117
The effects of cerebral hypoxia and hyperventilatory
hypocapnia on the epilaptiform activity in the cerebral
cortex of cats p 392 A86-45318
The suppressive effect of carbon dioxide on the
activation of cold receptors in the nasal cavity of cats
p 392 A86-45319
Correlations between the levels of cerebral blood flow
and cerebrovascular reactivity and the functional state of
brain tissue p 392 A86-45320
Changes in pericardiai microcirculation in dogs during
adaptation to static muscle loads p 392 A86-45321
The contractile function and the energy metabolism of
the myocardium under emotional stress and during
adaptation of animals to short stress effects
p 392 A86-45322
The effect of hypoxia on the dynamics of the peripheral
lymph flow p 393 A86-45323
The content of lactic acid in the blood and erythroloctesis
during hypoxia p 393 A86-45324
The effect of high temperature on the heat exchange
and the nutritional status of pilots p 397 A86-45325
Rediofrequencies and microwaves - Radiation safety of
the operator p 397 A86-46270
The effect of noradrenaline on oxidation metabolism in
cold-adapted golden hamsters p 413 A86-49155
Spectral-correlation characteristics of EEG in the course
of short-term memory testa, I - A study of
spectral-correlabon parameters of the potentials in the
human neocortex during correct short-term memorizing
p 419 A86-49263
Spatial organization of components of the visual evoked
potentials and the sensorimotor reaction efficiency
p 419 A86-49264
FOREIGN TECHNOL OG Y INDEX U.S.S.R.
The use of cardiac.rhythm statistical characteristics in
avaiL.rating mental work c_¢ity p 420 A86-49265
Possibility of optimizing respiratory activity by means of
biocontrol p 420 A86-49266
Changes in immunity under stress
p 420 A86..49267
A quick method for evaluating operators' work
capacity p 420 A86-49268
Seasonal and circadian rhythms in androgen excratJon
in the extremely contin(mtal climate of Trans-Balkal and
the BAM region among groups of local nonoative
population p 420 A86..4926O
The use of • conetitutionel approach in the evaluation
of health status p 420 A86.-49270
Functional state of the pancreas under conditions of
prolonged bed rest p 421 A86-49271
The frequency of sister chromatid exohanges in blood
celts under prolonged hypokinesi8 p 421 A86-49272
EEG coweiatse in the process of forming d_ skills
p 421 A86-49273
Dynamics of the cupola in the semicircular canal of the
vestibular analyzer p 421 A86-49339
Proton transfer in bectedorhodopsin
p 413 A86-49345
Proton ejection from becteriorhodopsin
p413 A86-49346
Proton injection into bectsriorhodopsin
p 414 A86-49347
The retinal cycle in baoferion'1odopsin
p 414 A86-49348
The mechanism of the adaptogenic effect of tocopherol
in prolonged cold exposure p 414 A86-49367
Changes in the blood coagulation system of rabbits
under conditions of acute hypoxia end some methods o!
its correction p 414 A86-49368
Ergometric examination of the cardiovascular system
in flight personnel p 421 A86-49370
The effect of cantednn on the work capacity of
operators p 426 A86-49371
Effects of hypodynamia and neuroemotional stress on
the performance of circulatory and respiratory systems
dudng muscular work p422 A86-49919
Corretstional rhythmography applied to persons of
different age under functional loads p 422 A86-49920
The ecti_'ty of cholinesterase and nereplneph_'_e after
laser irradiation of acupuncture points
p 414 A86-49921
On the interrelationship between different ranges of
bioalectric activity of the human brain
p 422 A86-49975
USSR report: Life sciences, Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-023] p 4 N86-I0738
Hemodynamics during gravitational overloads
(mathematical modeling) p 12 N86-10739
Study of hypokinesia and acceleration effects on human
chromosomes p 12 N86-10740
Romanian plant produces protein concentrate from
paraffin-nourished yeasts p 4 N86-10741
B_otechnology: Science and practice
p 4 N86-10742
Dynamics of changes of statistical indicators of heart
rhythm of persons with different degree of rnotion
sickness p 12 N86-10743
Effect of single actions of weak electromagnetic fields
of uitrelow frequency on indices of endocrine system
p 12 N86-10744
Effect of emotional stress on hemostasis system of
healthy persons p 19 N86-10745
Assessment of state of chronotropic and inotropic heart
function at different degrees of physical fitness
p 12 N6O-10746
Capacity for work and bemodynamics in metes residing
at middle and high latitudes p 13 N86-10747
individual typological features of autonomic reactions
during eutogenic training in polar expedition members in
period of wintering in Antarctica p 13 N86-10748
Effect of inclusion of supplementary ascorbic acid in
daily diet on degree of vitamin saturation of body and
thermoresistance of erythrocytes while working in arid
zone p 13 N86-10749
Effect of various doses of some vitamins on non.specific
mechanisms of adaptation of man p 13 N86-10750
Adaptation of man to extreme conditions of AntarctP_
p 13 N86-10751
Individualtypologicalsefi.rogutstionf cardiovascular
system p 13 N86-10752
Conditioning potentialities of respiratory apparatus
p 14 N86-10753
Short term heat effect on edrano- and choilno-sensitivity
of rat's small intestine p 4 N86-10754
Classification of changes in electrocardiogram during
muscular exertion of healthy individuals
p 14 N86-10755
Eye-movement ac_ as index of functional state of
brain p 14 N86-10756
Mechanism of adaptogeni¢ action of prickly
eleuteroooccus on man during heat stress
p 14 N86-10757
Vastil0uler resistance and blood circulation changes in
orthoststic position dudng hyperthermls
p 14 N86-10758
Heat transfer mechanism in human exfremi_es
p 14 N86-10759
Reaction of rabbit respiration system to hypoxio stimulus
in nitrogen-oxygen medium at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10760
Indices of blood oxygen transporting properties and
erythropoiesls in rats after prolonged stay in
nitrogen-oxygen mixture at elevated pressure
p 5 N86-10761
Hornooamo_n in rat brain during adaptation to cotd
p 5 N86-10762
Efficiency of muscular work in white rats during
adaptation to cold p 5 N6O-10763
Intradiumial organization of wakefulness-sleep
sequence and energy metabolisrn in rats exposed to low
ambient temperature p 5 N86-10764
TV monitoring control system in electrophysiologinal
studies p 14 N86-10765
Effect of cold on brain serotonin system and plasma
corticosteroid level in different strains of m[ce
p 5 N6O-10766
Dynamics of general reslstsnce ot rats during
readaptstion period after training in altered gas
environment p 6 N86-10767
Biological life-suppod systems for long-duration space
flights p 47 N86-14160
Architect discusses space habitat designs
p 47 N86-14161
Energy exchange of plants under weightlessness
conditions p 30 N86-14162
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical end behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-85-004] p 54 N6O-14845
Radiosensitivity of animals irradiated in modified gas
medium: Modircation of cerebral syndrome in mice by
hypoxic hypoxia and hyperoxis during irradiation
p 54 N86-14847
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 5, September - October 1985
[JPRS-USB-85-007] p 54 N86-14848
Hygenio aspects of regular diet of flight persOnnel
p 6O N86-14849
Metabolic distinctions of human red blood during
long-term spacofiights p 60 N86-14850
Human body biomechanics and movements after
120-day entiorthootatic hypokinesia p 60 N86-14851
Functional activity of human sarotoninergic and
histaminergic systems during long-term antiod.hostatic
hypokinasia p 60 N86-14852
Body portion during hypokinesia, and fluid-electrolyte
metabolism p 60 N86.14853
Microcirculation and cellular hemostasls in men with
borderline arterial hypertension submitted to
neutral-temperature dry immersion in water
p 81 N86-14854
Effect of positive pressure breathing on hemodynamics
in patients with borderline hypertension submitted to water
immersion p 81 N86-14855
Roentgenological and pathomorphologioal changes in
heart of dogs submitted to hypokinesia for six months
p 54 1'486-14856
Changes in physical condition, vestibular function and
bone system of rats submitted to k_ng-term rotation
p 54 N86-14857
Contractile properties of rat muscle fibers during
long-term exposure to +2 Gx accsterations
p 54 N86-14858
Hemodynamio parameters es related to different
tolerance to heed-pelvis accelerations
p 61 N86-14859
Changes in physicochemlcat properties of contractile
and regulatory proteins in different types of muscles during
and after exposure to accelerations p 61 N86-1486O
Cumulative effect of conolis accelerations on coronary
hemodynamica p 61 N86.14861
Nystagrnus as related to utricular function
p 61 N86-14862
Indiv_duatdifferences in maximum oxygen uptake
rngulalion and level p 62 N86-14863
Significance of vestibuisr recruitment and directional
dominance of nystagmus in diagnostic tests
p 62 N86-14864
Age-related changes in electroencephalograms of
pilots p 62 N86-14867
Drugs and surtsctants used to prevent caisson disease
in rats p 54 N86-14868
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxycholecalciterol on amino acid
metabolism of hypokinetic rats p 55 N86-14869
Biocidal synthetic coatings based on high-molecular
metaloorganic compounds p 55 N86-14870
Combined effects of stressors on the level of spinal
reflex arc structures p 62 N86-14871
USSR report: Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBS-85-024] p 64 N86-14885
Voice analyzer for evaluating pilot's condition
p 64 N86-14886
Alcohol effects on brain p 64 N86-14887
USSR report: Spaco Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 19, no. 4, July - August t985
[JPRS-USB-85-006] p 56 N86-15865
Problems of studying flight work in Soviet aviation
medicine of the 1920's - lg30's p 65 N86-15866
Some aspects of determining human physical work
capacity under hyped_dc conditions p 76 N86-15867
Investigation of factors determining pilot's geocentric
orientation p 72 N86-15868
Effect of threat stress on psychomotor stability of pilots
differing in anxiety level p 72 N86-15869
Use of flight simulators for demonstration of functional
capacities of flight personnel p 72 N86-15870
Effect of level of physical actMty on lipid metabolism
of flight personnel p 65 N86-15871
Oxygenation and regional circulation in gingival mucosal
tissues under effect of head-to-pelvis (+Gz)
accelerations p 65 N86.15872
Investigation of some aspects of human amino acid
metabolism during 120-day antJorthestatlc hypoldnes_
p 65 N86-15873
Effect ol 7-day immersion hypokinesia on characteristics
of precision movements p 65 N86-t5874
Effect of dry immersion model on parameters of
fluid-electrolyte metabolism, blood plasma eldosterone
and cortisol levels in individuals differing in body fluid
content p 65 N88-15875
Intensity of lipid poroxidetion in hypokinetic rat tissues
p 56 N86-15876
Effect of 24,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 on osteogenetic
precursor cells in immobilized rats p 56 N86-15877
Basic results of experiments with long-term rotation of
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LR-7552 ........................................... p 380 N86-29497 * #
MBB-LKE-301/S/PUB/216 .......... p 432 A86-47771 #
MBL-1985-6 .................................... p 85 N86-17980 #
MCR-83_07 .................................... p 23 N86-11854 * #
MLM-3293-VOL-1 ........................... p172 N8_21113 #
MRL-R-972 ...................................... p 295 N86-26839 #
NADC-85016-60 ............................. p 115 N86-18966 #
NADC-85074_0 ............................. p 84 N86-17975 #
NADC_85115-60 ............................. p 404 N86-30329 #
NADC_86011-60 ............................. p443 N66-33020 #
NAL-TR-880 .................................... p 176 N86-22096 #
NAMRL-SR-85_ ............................. p 133 N86-18980 #
NAMRL-1313 .................................. p 135 N86-19896 #
NAMRL-1315 .................................. p424 N86-32960 #
NAMRL-1316 .................................. p 426 N86-32972 #
NAMRL-1316 .................................. p417 N86-32953 #
NAS 1.15:58270 ............................. p 39 N86-13886 * #
NAS 1.15:77709 ............................. p 176 N86-22094 • #
NAS 1.15:78017 ............................. p 386 N86-28625 • #
NAS 1.15:83102 ............................. p 272 N86-25122 • #
NAS 1.15:86424 ............................. p 42 N86-13892 * #
NAS 1.15:86702 ............................. p 46 N86-13900 * #
NAS 1.15:86834 ............................. p 37 N86-12956 * #
NAS 1.15:86836 ............................. p 3 N66-10734 * #
NAS 1.15:66844 ............................. p 20 N86-10777 • #
NAS 1.15:87149 ............................. p 46 N86-13699 • #
NAS 1.15:87987 ............................. p 386 N86-26624 • #
NAS 1.15:88177 ............................. p 29 N86-13679 • #
NAS 1.15:88197 ............................. p 92 N86-16890 • #
NAS 1.15:88212 ............................. p 92 N86-16889 " #
NAS 1.15:88215 ............................. p 148 N86-19906 " #
NAS 1.15:88223 ............................. p 375 N86-26606 • #
NAS 1.15:88231 ............................. p 379 N86-28613 • #
NAS 1.15:88249 ............................. p 417 N8_32950 • #
NAS 1.15:88379 ............................. p 107 N86-18950 " #
NAS 1.15:88382 ............................. p 169 N86-21150 * #
NAS 1.15:88775 ............................. p 404 N86-30326 * #
NAS 1.15:88778 ............................. p 379 N86-29496 * #
NAS 1.15:69188 ............................. p 393 N86-30302 * #
NAS 1.15:89228 ............................. p 397 N8_30303 * #
NAS 1.15:89234 ............................. p 386 N86-29513 * #
NAS 1.20:7011(279) ...................... p 114 N86-16960 • #
NAS 1.21:4213 ............................... p 158 N86-21097 * #
NAS 1.21:70011(260) .................... p 221 N86-23265 • #
NAS 1.21:7011(275) ...................... p 15 N86-10768 • #
NAS 1.21:7011(276) ...................... p 37 N86-12954 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(277) ...................... p 92 N86-16888 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(278) ...................... p 287 N86-27905 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(281) ...................... p 120 N86-19850 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(282) ...................... p 176 N86-22093 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(283) ...................... p 223 N86-2"4192 * #
NAS 1,21:7011(284) ...................... p 255 N86-25111 #
NAS 1.21:7011(285) ...................... p 262 N86-26797 * #
NAS 1.21:7011(286) ...................... p 379 N86-28612 * #
NAS 1,21:7011(288) ...................... p 422 N86-32088 • #
NAS 1.26:171896 ........................... p 15 N86-10770 * #
NAS 1.26:171901 ........................... p 22 N8_10785 * #
NAS 1.26:171907 ........................... p 46 N86-13898 * #
NAS 1,26:171910 ........................... p 99 N8_16903 * #
NAS 1,26:171926 ........................... p 408 N86-30339 * #
NAS 1.26:171928 ........................... p 170 N86-21105 * #
NAS 1.26:176257 ........................... p 6 N86-11830 * #
NAS 1.26:176277 ........................... p 21 N86-11850 • #
NAS 1.26:176286 ........................... p6 N86-11831 *#
NAS 1,26:176288 ........................... p 6 N86-11829 * #
NAS 1.26:176294 ........................... p 16 N86-11838 * #
NAS 1.26:176310 ........................... )23
NAS 1.26:176359 ........................... 29
NAS 1.26:176413 ........................... 67
NAS 1.26:176482 ........................... 180
NAS 1.26:176516 ........................... 126
NAS 1,26:176523 ........................... 146
NAS 1.26:176539 ........................... _ 171
NAS 1.26:176541 ........................... _ 171
NAS 1.26:176542 ............................ 171
NAS 1.26:176543 ............................ 171
NAS 1,26:176609 ............................ 180
NAS 1.26:176620 ........................... p176
NAS 1.26:176659 ........................... _188
NAS 1.26:176673 ........................... _248
NAS 1.26:176820 ........................... _257
NAS 1.26:176938 ........................... p408
NAS 1,26:176945 ........................... _380
NAS 1.26:176986 ........................... p408
NAS 1.26:177002 ........................... _365
NAS 1,26:177003 ........................... _365
NAS 1,26:177019 ........................... _382
NAS 1.26:177029 ........................... ) 411
NAS 1,26:177030 ........................... ) 392
NAS 1.26:177036 ........................... ) 363
NAS 1.26:177085 ........................... ) 380
NAS 1,26:177099 ........................... ) 382
NAS 1.26:177106 ........................... ) 410
NAS 1.26:177117 ........................... ) 379
NAS 1.26:177201 ........................... > 288
NAS 1.26:177382 ........................... ) 99
NAS 1.26:177388 ........................... ) 99
NAS 1.26:177400 ........................... ) 434
NAS 1.26:178350 ........................... ) 242
NAS 1.26:178540 ........................... _ 62
NAS 1.26:178837 ........................... 272
NAS 1.26:179661 ........................... 444
NAS 1.26:179717 ........................... 443
NAS 1.26:3922(02) ........................ 28
NAS 1.26:3922(03) ........................ 106
NAS 1.26:3922(04) ........................ _ 209
NAS 1.26:3922(05) ........................ 248
NAS 1.26:3922(06) ......................... 246
NAS 1.26:3922(07) ......................... 277
NAS 1.26:3922(08) ......................... 416
NAS 1.55:2425 ............................... p297
NAS 1.55:2428 ............................... _436
NAS 1,60:2525 ............................... p292
NAS 1.60:2547 ............................... _294
NAS 1.71:GSC-12944-1 ................ _1126
NAS 1.71:LAR-13393-1 ................. _187
NAS 1.71:MFS-26009-1SB ........... _188
NASA-CASE-ARC-11534-1 ........... p 385
NASA-CASE-ARC- 11543-1 ........... p 384
NASA-CASE-ARC-11610-1 ........... p 384
NASA-CASE-ARC-11616-1 ........... p 384
NASA-CASE-GSC-12944-1 ........... p 126
NASA-CASE-LAR- 12259-2 ........... p 188
NASA-CASE-LAR-13393-1 ........... p 187
NASA_CASE-MF_2600_ 1SB ...... p 188
NASA-CP-2425 ............................... p 297
NASA-CP-2428 ............................... p 436
NASA-CR-171896 .......................... p 15
NASA-CR-171901 .......................... p 22
NASA-CR-171907 .......................... p 46
NASA-CR-171910 .......................... p 99
NASA-CR-171926 .......................... p 406
NASA-CR-171928 .......................... p 170
NASA-CR-176257 .......................... p 6
NASA-CR-176277 .......................... p 21
NASA_R-176286 .......................... p 6
NASA-CR-176288 .......................... p 6
NASA-CR-176294 .......................... p 16
NASA-CR-176310 .......................... p 23
NASA-CR-176359 .......................... p 29
NASA-CR-176413 .......................... p 67
NASA-CR-176462 .......................... p 160
NASAl;R-176516 .......................... p 126
NASA-CR-176523 .......................... p 148
NASA-CR-176539 .......................... p 171
NASA-CR-176541 .......................... p 171
NASA-CR-176542 .......................... p 171
NASA-CR-176543 .......................... p 171
NASA-CR-176609 .......................... p 180
NASA_CR-176620 .......................... p 176
NASA_CR-176659 .......................... p 188
NASA_C;R-176673 .......................... p 248
NASA-CR-176820 .......................... p 257
NASA-CR-176938 .......................... p 408
NASA-CR-176945 .......................... p 980
NASA-CR-176986 .......................... p 408
N88-11854 * #
N86-13878 * #
N86-15898 * #
N8_21138 " #
N86-19886 " #
N86-16990 * #
N86-21109 * #
N86-21108 * #
N86-21106 * #
N86-21107 * #
N86-21139 * #
N8_22095 * #
N86-22113 * #
N88-25970 • #
N86-25978 * #
N86-30338 * #
N86-29498 * #
N86-31218 • #
N86-29508 " #
N8_29509 * #
N86-29503 * #
N86-30343 * #
N86-29504 * #
N66-29505 * #
N86-29497 * #
N86-29502 * #
N86-30342 * #
N86-29495 * #
N86-27913 * #
N86-16902 * #
N86-16901 * #
N86-32101 * #
N86-24217 * #
N86-16875 * #
N86-25121 * #
N86-32111 * #
N86-33016 • #
N86-12949 • #
N86-16949 • #
N86-23218 * #
N86-25109 #
N86-25971 ° #
N86-27864 * #
N86-32083 * #
N86-26844 * #
N86-32976 * #
N86-27920 • #
N86-26836 • #
N86-19885 o #
N86-21147 ° #
N86-22114 * #
N66-29507 * #
N86-28620 * #
N86-26619 * #
N66-28618 * #
N86-19885 * #
N8_22112 * #
N86-21147 * #
N86-22114 * #
N86-26844 * #
N86-32976 * #
N86-10770 • #
N86-10765 * #
N86-13898 * #
N86-16903 * #
N86-30339 * #
N86-21105 * #
N86-11630 * #
N86-11850 * #
N86-11831 • #
N86-11829 • #
N86-11838 • #
N86-11854 * #
N86-13876 * #
N86-15896 * #
N8_21136 * #
N86-19686 • #
N86-18990 • #
N86-21109 • #
N86-21108 • #
N86-21106 * #
N86-21107 * #
N86-21139 * #
N86-22095 * #
N86-22113 * #
N86-25970 * #
N86-25978 • #
N86-30338 o #
N86-29498 * #
N86-31218 * #
NF-150/1-86
NASA_R-177002 .......................... p 385
NASA_C:R-177003 ................... _...... p 385
NASA_R-177019 .......................... p 382
NASA_R-177029 .......................... p 411
NASA-CR-177030 .......................... p 382
NASA-CR-177036 .......................... p 383
NASA-CR-177085 .......................... p 380
NASA-CR-177099 .......................... p 382
NASAl;R-177106 .......................... p 410
NASA_R-177117 .......................... p 379
NASAl;R-177201 .......................... p 288
NASA_R-177382 .......................... p 99
NASA-CR-177388 .......................... p 99
NASA_R-177400 .......................... p 434
NASA_R-178350 .......................... p 242
NASA_CR-176540 .......................... p 82
NASAl;R-178837 .......................... p 272
NASA-CR-179661 .......................... p 444
NASA-CR-179717 .......................... p 443
NASA-CR-3922(02) ........................ p 26
NASA-CR-3922(03) ........................ p 106
NASA_R-3922(04) ........................ p 209
NASA_CR-3922(05) ........................ p 248
NASAl-3922(06) ........................ p 248
NASA_CR-3922(07) ........................ p 277
NASA-CR-3922(08) ........................ p 416
NASA-SP-4213 ............................... p 158
NASA-SP-7011(275) ...................... p 15
NASA-SP-7011 (276) ...................... p 37
NASA-SP-7011(277) ...................... p 92
NASA-SP-7011(278) ...................... p 287
NASA-SP-7011(279) ...................... p 114
NASA-SP-7011(280) ...................... p 221
NASA-SP-7011(281) ...................... p 120
NASA-SP-7011 (262) ...................... p 176
NASA-SP-7011 (283) ...................... p 223
NASA-SP-7011 (264) ...................... p 255
NASA-SP-7011(265) ...................... p 282
NASA.SP-7011(286) ...................... p 379
NASA-SP-7011(268) ...................... p 422
NASA-TM-58270 ............................ p 39
NASA-TM-77709 ............................ p 176
NASA-TM-78017 ............................ p 386
NASA-TM-83102 ............................ p 272
NASA-TM_6424 ............................ p 42
NASA-TM-86702 ............................ p 46
NASA.TM-86834 ............................ p 37
NASA.TM-86836 ............................ p 3
NASA-TM-86844 ............................ p 20
NASA-TM_7149 ............................ p 46
NASA-TM-87987 ............................ p 386
NASA-TM-88177 ............................ p 29
NASA-TM-86197 ............................ p 92
NASA-TM-88212 ............................ p 92
NASA-TM-86215 ............................ p 146
NASA-TM_8223 ............................ p 375
NASA-TM_8231 ............................ p 379
NASA*TM_8249 ............................ p417
NASA-TM_8379 ............................ p 107
NASA-TM-88382 ............................ p 189
NASA-TM-88775 ............................ p 404
NASA-TM-88778 ............................ p 379
NASA-TM_9188 ............................ p 393
NASA-TM_9228 ............................ p 397
NASA-TM-S9234 ............................ p 386
NASAoTP-2525 ............................... p 292
NASA-TP-2547 ............................... p 294
NAT|CK-TR-86/004 ....................... p 295
NATICK-TR-86/008 ....................... p 294
NATICK-TR-66/019 ....................... p 409
NAVHLTHR$CHC-84-33 ............... p 63
NAVHLTHRSCHC-85-13 ............... p 69
NAVHLTHRSCHC-85-18 ............... p 182
NAVHLTHRSCHC-85-19 ............... p 176
NAVHLTHRSCHC-85-24 ............... p 127
NAVHLTHRSCHC-85-33 ............... p 225
NAVHLTHRSCHC-66-42 ............... p 225
NAVHLTHR$CHC-66-9 ................. p 117
NCHSR-65-127 ............................... p 258
NCSC-TECH-MAN-4110-1-83-REV-
A ....................................................... p 147
NCSC-TM-4110-2-65 ..................... p 444
NCTRF-160 ..................................... p 75
NDRE/PUBL-86/1002 ................... p 255
NF-150/1_6 ................................... p 434
N86-29508 * #
N86-29509 * #
N86-29503 * #
N86-30343 * #
N86-29504 * #
N86-29505 * #
N86-29497 * #
N86-29502 * #
N66-30342 * #
N86-29495 * #
N86-27913 " #
N86-16902 * #
N86-16901 • #
N86-32101 " #
N8_24217 o #
N86-16875 * #
N86-25121 * #
N86-32111 * #
N86-33016 * #
N86-12949 • #
N86-18949 • #
N66-23218 " #
N66-25109 #
N86-25971 * #
N86-27864 * #
N86-32083 * #
N86-21097 • #
N86-10768 * #
N86-12954 * #
N86-16888 * #
N86-27905 * #
N86-18960 * #
N86-23265 * #
N86-19650 • #
N86-22093 " #
N8_24192 * #
N8_25111 #
N6¢26797 * #
N66-28612 * #
N8_32088 * #
N86-13886 * #
N86-22094 * #
N86-28625 * #
N86-25122 * #
N86-13892 * #
N86-13900 * #
N8_12956 " #
N86-10734 " #
N86-10777 * #
N66-13899 * #
N66-28624 * #
N86-13879 * #
N86-16890 * #
N86-16889 * #
N66-19906 * #
N8_28606 " #
N86-26613 " #
N86-32950 * #
N86-16950 * #
N86-21150 * #
N86-30326 * #
N86-29496 * #
N86-30302 • #
N86-30303 • #
N86-29513 * #
N86-27920 * #
N86-26836 * #
N86-26838 #
N86-26837 #
N86-31221 #
N8_14879 #
N86-15910 #
N86-22109 #
N86-22098 #
N86-19891 #
N86-24206 #
N86-24207 #
N86-18977 #
N6_25967 #
N86-18989 #
N86-33022 #
N86-14901 #
N86-25112 #
N86-32102 • #
F-5
NLR-MP-83025-U
NLR-MP-83025-U ........................... p 72 N86-14895 #
NLR-MP-85020-U ........................... p 435 N86-32106 #
NLR-TR-84037-U ........................... p 292 N86.-26835 #
NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-1 ................... p435 N86-32107 #
NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-2 ................... p 444 N86-33024 #
NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-3 ................... p435 N86-32108 #
NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-4 ................... p435 N86-32109 #
NLR-TR-84116-L-PT-5 ................... p 435 N86-32110 #
NOSC/TR-1039 .............................. p 212 N86-24188 #
NOSC/TR-1051 .............................. p 282 N86-26798 #
NPL-AC-105 .................................... p 221 N86-23267 #
NPRDC.TR-85-10 ........................... p 42 N86-12971 #
NPRDC-TR-86-8 ............................. p 236 N86-24215 #
NPS74-85-002 ................................ p 273 N86-25123 #
NRC-A-1042 .................................... p 94 N86-17983 #
NRL-MR-5744 ................................. p 393 N86-31207 #
NSF/PRA-85016 ............................ p 161 N86-22092 #
NSMRL-1037 .................................. p 398 N86-30306 #
NSMRL-1056 .................................. p 134 N86-18984 #
NSMRL-1058 .................................. p 134 N86-18981 #
NSMRL-1061 .................................. p 181 N86-22108 #
NSMRL-1062 .................................. p 127 N86-19893 #
NSMRL-1067 .................................. p 273 N86-25124 #
NSMRL-1068 .................................. p 273 N86-25125 #
NSMRL-1069-2 ............................... p 405 N86-30334 #
NUREG/CR-3537 ........................... p 94 N86-17983 #
NUREG/CR-4227 ........................... p 187 N86-21149 #
N14-0001-85C-0001 ...................... p 291 N86-26831 #
OEHL-86-020C0111BRA ............... p402 N86-31214 #
ONRL-C_10-85 ................................ p 171 N8t_21110 #
ONRL-C_13-85 ................................ p 276 N8_26794 #
ONRL-R-3_5 .................................. p 53 N86-14840 #
ONRL-R-4-85 .................................. p 53 N86-14841 #
ORNL_201 ..................................... p 28 N86-12953 #
ORNL/M-88 .................................... p 161 N86-22091 #
ORNL/TM-9752 ............................. p 114 N8_18962 #
OST/BULL-65 ................................. p256 N86-25117 #
PAR-85-108 .................................... p 295 N86-26843 #
PAR-85-109 .................................... p 295 N86-26840 #
PB85-207462 .................................. p 7 N86-11837 #
PB85-222750 .................................. p 47 N86-13906 #
PB85-240067 .................................. p 83 N86-16880 #
PB85-243467 .................................. p 93 N86-16895 #
PB85-245181 .................................. p 93 N86-16896 #
PB85-245975 .................................. p 94 N86-17984 #
PB86-109386 .................................. p 161 N86-22092 #
PB8_109485 .................................. p 256 N86-25116 #
PB86-113735 .................................. p 222 N86-23275 #
PB86-114089 .................................. p226 N86-24212 #
PB86-114105 .................................. p226 N86-24213 #
PB86-116530 .................................. p 222 N86-23276 #
PB86-117280 .................................. p222 N86-23277 #
PB86-123718 .................................. p 222 N86-23272 #
PB86-125903 .................................. p 222 N86-23273 #
PB86-126075 .................................. p 222 N86-23274 #
PB86-127081 .................................. p 256 N86-25117 #
PB86-130028 .................................. p 226 N86-24211 #
PB86-133790 .................................. p 258 N86-25987 #
PB86-135779 .................................. p 273 N86-25126 #
PB86-144755 .................................. p 258 N86-25988 #
PB86-145471 .................................. p 379 N86-28615 #
PB86-156940 .................................. p 258 N86-25989 #
PB86-184934 .................................. p 380 N86-29501 #
PFTR-1126-85-11 ........................... p428 N86-32973 #
PIR-1126*854 ................................ p 429 N86-32974 #
PNL-SA-12638 ................................ p 17 N86-11845 #
PNL-SA-13155 ................................ p 39 N86-12965 #
PNL-SA-13158 ................................ p 159 N86-21102 #
PNL-SA-13193 ................................ p 15 N86-10772 #
PNL-SA-13716 ................................ p 402 N86-31215 #
PPSP/JHU/PPSE-T-34 ................. p 222 N86-23277 #
F-6
PR-6 ................................................. p 118
QTPR-20 ......................................... p 390
R-028-85 ......................................... p 266
R-2 ................................................... p 74
RADC-TR-85-265 ........................... p 427
REPT_)059-85-1 ............................. _ 43
REPT-10 .......................................... _ 258
REPT-1 ............................................ _ 95
REPT-22 .......................................... _ 176
REPT-293_ .................................... 3 134
REPT_I42-t .................................... _ 20
REPT-4 ............................................ _ 181
REPT-515 ........................................ _ 99
REPT_B5-1-ONR ............................. _ 182
REPT-85-1 ....................................... _) 21
REPT-85167 ................................... _ 46
REPT_5406 ................................... _ 37
REPT_5408 ................................... p 3
REPT_5419 ................................... p 20
RR-83-3-ONR ................................. p 73
RR-84-1-ONR ................................. p 134
S-550 ............................................... p 39
SAE P-151 ....................................... p 145
SAE P-168 ....................................... p 269
SAE PAPER 841466 ......................
SAE PAPER 841468 ......................
SAE PAPER 841471 ......................
SAE PAPER 841_72 ......................
SAE PAPER 841489 ......................
SAE PAPER 841491 ......................
SAE PAPER 841492 ......................
SAE PAPER 841533 ......................
SAE PAPER 841534 ......................
SAE PAPER 841595 ......................
SAE PAPER 841609 ......................
SAE PAPER 841611 ......................
SAE PAPER 841613 ......................
SAE PAPER 841633 ......................
SAE PAPER 841634 ......................
SAE PAPER 841638 ......................
SAE PAPER 850850 ......................
SAE PAPER 850852 ......................
SAE PAPER 851311 ......................
SAE PAPER 851312 ......................
SAE PAPER 851313 ......................
SAE PAPER 851315 ......................
SAE PAPER 851332 ......................
SAE PAPER 851333 ......................
SAE PAPER 851334 ......................
SAE PAPER 851335 ......................
SAE PAPER 851337 ......................
SAE PAPER 851339 ......................
SAE PAPER 851340 ......................
SAE PAPER 851341 ......................
SAE PAPER 851342 ......................
SAE PAPER 851343 ......................
SAE PAPER 851345 ......................
SAE PAPER 851346 ......................
SAE PAPER 851347 ......................
SAE PAPER 851348 ......................
SAE PAPER 851349 ......................
SAE PAPER 851370 ......................
SAE PAPER 851372 ......................
SAE PAPER 851374 ......................
SAE PAPER 851375 ......................
SAE PAPER 851376 ......................
SAE PAPER 851377 ......................
SAE PAPER 851388 ......................
SAE PAPER 851390 ......................
SAE PAPER 851391 ......................
SAE PAPER 851393 ......................
SAE PAPER 851394 ......................
SAE PAPER 851395 ......................
SAE PAPER 851397 ......................
SAE PAPER 851398 ......................
SAE PAPER 851775 ......................
SAE PAPER 851776 ......................
SAE PAPER 851778 ......................
SAE PAPER 851779 ......................
SAE PAPER 851801 ......................
SAE PAPER 851802 ......................
SAE PAPER 851803 ......................
SAE PAPER 851877 ......................
SAE PAPER 851900 ......................
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A86-22593 # p81
A86-22594 # p 81
A86-22595 # p 81
A86-22626 # P 99
A86-22650 # P 82
A86-22663 # p 82
A86-22664 * # P 91
A86-22_65 # P 91
A86-22666 # P 91
A86-22709 ° # p 82
A86-22710 * # P 82
A86-22711 *# p 91
A86-22713 ° # p 82
A86-22996 * # P 110
A86-23225 # P 103
A86-23311 "# p103
A86-23424 # P 187
A86-23490 # p 103
A86-23491 # p 103
A86-23492 # p 103
A86-23493 # P 103
A86-23494 # p110
A86-23495 # P 110
A86-23502 * # p 110
A86-23503 # P 110
A86-23504 * # P 111
A85-23505 * # p 137
A86-23521 # p 137
A86-23522 # p 137
A86-23523 "# p 137
A86-23524 # P 139
A86-23525 # p111
A86-23526 # P 138
A86-23527 *# p 138
A86-23528 • # p 138
A86-23529 •# p 138
A86-23530 # P 139
A86-23531 # P 139
A86-23532 *# p 139
A86-23533 * # p 139
A86-23534 # P 139
A86-23535 * # p 139
A86-23553 * # p 104
A86-23555 "# p 140
A86-23557 *# p 140
A86-23558 " # p 140
A86-23559 * # p 140
A86-23560 * # P 140
A86-23567 * # P 140
A86-23568 # p 104
A86-23569 # P 141
A86-23570 # p 141
A86-23571 # p 141
A86-23572 # P 104
A86-23574 # P 104
A86-23575 # p 141
A86-23701 # P 141
G-1
A86-23702
A86-23702 # p 141
A86-23703 # p 141
A86-23704 # p 142
A86-23705 # p 128
A86-23707 # p 142
A86-23709 *# p 128
A86-23711 # p 142
A86-23712 # p 142
A86-23713 # p 142
A86-23715 # p 128
A86-23716 # p 128
A86-23717 # p 128
A86-23718 # p 129
A86-23719 # p 129
A86-23720 # p 129
A86-23721 # p 129
A86-23722 # p 129
A86-23723 # p 142
A86-23724 # p 142
A86-23726 * # p 129
A86-23727 # p 129
A86-23730 # p 130
A86-23731 # p 130
A86-23732 # p 130
A86-23733 *# p 130
A86-23734 # p 143
A86-23735 # p 143
A86-23736 * # p 143
A86-23737 # p 143
A86-23738 # p 143
A86-23739 # p 130
A86-23742 * # p 143
A86-23744 # p 144
A86-23745 * # p 130
A86-23746 # p 144
A86-23747 # p 144
A86-23748 # p 144
A86-23749 # p 131
A86-23772 # p 131
A86-23996 # p 104
A86-23997 # p 104
A86-23998 *# p 104
A86-23999 # p 104
A86-24000 * # p 105
A86-24121 # p 144
A86-24135 # p 111
A86-24136 # p 105
A86-24144 # p 105
A86-24307 # p 111
A86-24308 # p 105
A86-24309 # p 105
A86-24323 # p 105
A86-24324 # p 131
A86-24325 # p 131
A86-24368 # p 105
A86-24422 # p 105
A86-24423 # p 106
A86-24424 # p 106
A86-24425 # p 106
A86-24442 # p111
A86-24501 # p 111
A86-24502 # p 112
A86-24503 # p 112
A86-24504 # p 112
A86-24505 # p 112
A86-24506 # p 112
A86-24507 # p 112
A86-24508 # p 131
A86-24509 # p 113
A86-24510 # p 113
A86-24511 # p 113
A86-24512 # p 113
A86-24610 # p 106
A86-25199 # p 144
A86-25229 # p 145
A86-25651 # p 145
A86-25652 # p 145
A86-25653 # p 113
A86-25654 # p 131
A86-25655 # p 131
A86-25656 * # p 113
A86-25657 # p 145
A86-25658 # p 114
A86-25659 *# p 106
A86-25660 * # p 106
A86-25661 # p 114
A86-25662 # p 114
A86-25774 # p 154
A86-26001 # p 145
A86-26002 # p 145
A86-26003 # p 146
A86-26004 # p 146
A86-26005 # p 146
A86-26009 # p 146
A86-26011 *# p 132
A86-26013 # p 132
G-2
A86-26016 # p 146
A86-26018 # p 146
A86-26019 *# p 132
A86-26022 # p 147
A86-26023 # p 147
A86-26024 # p 132
A86-26026 # p 114
A86-26028 # p 147
A86-26030 * # p 147
A86-26031 # p 147
A86-26033 * # p 132
A86-26180 # p 106
A86-26198 # p 154
A86-26293 # p 132
A86-26294 # p 133
A86-26295 # p 133
A86-26296 # p 133
A86-26297 # p 133
A86-26298 # p 133
A86-26490 # p 155
A86-26493 # p 182
A86-26616 # p 182
A86-26671 # p 188
A86-27051 # p 155
A86-27094 # p 183
A86-27473 # p 155
A86-27474 # p 161
A86-27475 # p 155
A86-27500 # p 183
A86-27671 # p 183
A86-27878 # p 155
A86-28074 # p 183
A86-28098 # p 161
A86-28099 # p 161
A86-281O6 # p 161
A86-28122 # p 162
A86-28123 # p 162
A86-28124 # p 155
A86-28125 * # p 162
A86-28285 # p 183
A86-28431 # p 183
A86-28432 # p 183
A86-28433 # p 184
A86-28434 # p 184
A86-28435 # p 178
A86-28436 # p 184
A86-28437 # p 184
A86-28438 # p 184
A86-28439 # p 184
A86-28440 # p 184
A86-28441 # p 185
A86-28442 # p 185
A86-28444 # p 185
A86-28445 # p 185
A86-28446 * # p 185
A86-28448 # p 162
A86-28449 # p 156
A86-28450 # p 178
A86-28451 # p 178
A86-28452"# p178
A86-28453 # p 185
A86-28513 # p 186
A86-28721 *# p189
A86-28722 # p 189
A86-28723 * # p 189
A86-28724 # p 189
A86-28793 # p 156
A86-28801 # p 186
A86-28806 # p 186
A86-28807 # p 186
A86-28810 # p 186
A86-28812 *# p 179
A86-28813 # p 162
A86-28814 # p 179
A86-28860 * # p 156
A86-28864 *# p179
A86-28865 # p 186
A86-28866 "# p 179
A86-28867 * # p 179
A86-29089 * # p 156
A86-29090 # p 179
A86-29091 *# p162
A86-29092 # p 186
A86-29093 * # p 163
A86-29094 # p 163
A86-29095 # p 179
A86-290O6 # p 156
A86-29097 # p 156
A86-29098 # p 180
A86-29099 # p 157
A86-29100 # p 187
A86-29174 # p 157
A86-29255 # p 157
A86-29256 # p 157
A86-29257 # p 157
A86-29275 # p 157
A86-29306 # p 163
A86-29497 # p 187
A86-29499 # p 163
A86-29851 # p 226
A86-29852 # p 236
A86-29853 # p 226
A86-29854 * # p 236
A86-29855 # p 213
A86-29856 # p 236
A86-29857 # p 236
A86-29858 * # p 237
A86-29859 # p 237
A86-29860 * # p 237
A86-29861 # p 237
A86-29863 # p 227
A86-29865 # p 227
A86-29866 # p 237
A86-29867 * # p 227
A86-29869 # p 237
A86-29871 # p 238
A86-29873 # p 238
A86-29874 * # p 238
A86-29875 * # p 238
A86-29876 # p 238
A86-29877 * # p 238
A86-29878 # p 238
A86-2O679 * # p 227
A86-29880 * # p 239
A86-29881 # p 239
A86-29882 # p 227
A86-29883 # p 227
A86-29884 # p 227
A86-29885 # p 228
A86-29886 * # p 228
A86-29887 # p 228
A86-29888 # p 228
A86-29889 # p 228
A86-29890 # p 228
A86-29891 # p 228
A86-29892 # p 229
A86-29894 # p 229
A86-29895 # p 229
A86-29896 # p 229
A86-29897 # p 229
A86--29898 # p 229
A86-29899 * # p 229
A86-29900 # p 230
A86-29901 # p 230
A86-29902 # p 230
A86-29903 # p 230
A86-29904 # p 230
A86-29905 # p 230
A86-29906 # p 231
A86-29907 # p 231
A86-29908 # p 231
A86-29909 # p 231
A86-29910 # p 231
A86-29911 # p 231
A86-29912 # p 231
A86-29913 # p 232
A86-29914 # p 232
A86-29915 # p 232
A86-29918 # p 239
A86-29919 # p 232
A86-29920 # p 239
A86-29921 # p 232
A86-29923 # p 232
A86-29924 # p 232
A86-29925 # p 232
A86-29926 # p 233
A86-29928 # p 233
A86-29930 # p 233
A86-29931 # p 233
A86-29932 # p 233
A86-30149 # p 239
A86-30164 * # p 239
A86-30165 # p 191
A86-30166 ° # p 191
A86-30167 *# p240
A86-30168 # p 191
A86-30169 # p 213
A86-30360 # p 233
A86-30362 # p 233
A86-30376 # p 191
A86-30377 # p 191
A86-30378 * # p 192
A86-30379 * # p 192
A86-30380 * # p 192
A86-30381 # p 214
A86-30382 # p 214
A86-30383 # p 214
A86-30384 # p 214
A86-30385 * # p 214
A86-30386 * # p 214
A86-30387 # p 215
A86-30388 # p 192
A86-30389 #
A86-30390 #
A86-30391 * #
A86-30392 o #
A86-30393 #
A86-30394 #
A86-30395 #
A86-30396 #
A86-30397 #
A86-30398 #
A86-30399 * #
A86-30400 "#
A86-30401 * #
A86-30402 #
A86-30403 * #
A86-30404 o #
A86-30405 * #
A86-30406 * #
A86-30407 *#
A86-30408 "#
A86-30409 #
A86-30410 #
A86-30411 * #
A86-30412 * #
A86-30413 "#
A86-30414 * #
A86-30415 #
A86-30416 #
A86-30417 * #
A86-30418 * #
A86-30419 ° #
A86-30420 * #
A86-30421 #
A86-30422 #
A86-30423 ° #
A86-30424 * #
A86-30425 * #
A86-30426 * #
A86-30427 ° #
A86-30428 * #
A86-30429 * #
A86-30430 #
A86-30431 #
A86-30432 * #
A86-30433 * #
A86-30435 * #
A86-30436 " #
A86-30437 #
A86-30438 * #
A86-30439 * #
A86-30440 * #
A86-30441 * #
A86-30442 #
A86-30443 #
A86-30444 * #
A86-30445 #
A86-30446 #
A86-30447 #
A86-30448 #
A86-30449 * #
A86-30451 "#
A86-30452 * #
A86-30453 * #
A86-30454 * #
A86-30455 * #
A86-30456 * #
A86-30457 * #
A86-30458 " #
A86-30459 "#
A86-30460 * #
A86-30461 * #
A86-30462 * #
A86-30463 * #
A86-30464 * #
A86-30465 * #
A86-30466 " #
A86-30467 * #
A86-30468 #
A86-30469 #
A86-30470 * #
A86-30471 * #
A86-30472 #
A86-30473 * #
A86-30474 * #
A86-30475 #
A86-30476 #
A86-30477 #
A86-30478 #
A86-30479 #
A86-30480 * #
A86-30678 #
A86-30679 #
A86-30680 #
A86-30681 #
A86-30682 #
A86-30683 #
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p192
) 193
) 193
193
193
193
193
194
194
194
194
194
194
:) 195
:) 195
:) 195
195
195
195
195
p196
=196
_196
=196
)196
1196
196
196
197
197
197
197
197
197
197
197
198
:) 198
:) 198
:) 198
198
p198
_199
p199
199
199
) 199
) 199
)200
1200
1200
)200
)200
2OO
201
215
215
201
215
:)201
:)201
:) 201
243
201
p202
202
202
p202
202
1202
1203
1203
) 2O3
) 203
2O3
2O3
2O4
2O4
204
2O4
,204
,204
205
_205
=205
205
b205
,205
205
205
=215
) 215
)215
) 216
)206
) 2O6
A86-30684 # 1216
A86-30685 # I 206
A86-30697 * # I 243
A86-30892 # ) 206
A86-30893 # 216
A86-30894 # 216
A86-30895 # 216
A86-3O696 # 216
A86-30897 # 206
A86-30898 # 216
A86-30899 # 216
A86-31150 # :)217
A86-31223 # :) 217
A86-31224 # _ 206
A86-31371 # _206
A86-31375 # _207
A86-31650 # _207
A86-31820 *# _233
A86-31821 # ) 234
A86-31822 * # ) 234
A86-31823 # _234
A86-31824 # ) 234
A86-31833 * # ) 207
A86-32057 * # I 207
A86-32072 # ) 234
A86-32073 # ) 234
A86-32237 * # ) 207
A86-32315 # ) 240
A86-32316 # 240
A86-32317 # 24O
A86-32451 ° # 240
A86-32523 # 234
A86-32524 # 207
A86-32697 # 207
A86-32698 # :) 208
A86-32699 # :) 208
A86-32875 # : 217
A86-33070 # ,208
A86-33071 # _208
A86-33072 # _208
A86-33073 # _208
A86-33074 # )208
A86-33103 # _235
A86-33183 * # _240
A86-33184 # ) 240
A86-33186 # I 241
A86-33187 # ) 241
A86-33188 # ) 241
A86-33322 # ) 241
A86-33324 # ) 241
A86-33390 # 243
A86-33459 # 217
A86-33668 # 274
A86-33754 # 249
A86-33755 # 249
A86-33756 * # 250
A86-33757 # 250
A86-33758 * # 250
A86-33759 * # :) 250
A86-33760 # _ 250
A86-33761 # ;) 245
A86-33762 # _)250
A86-33763 # p 251
A86-33776 # p 259
A86-33777 # p 259
A86-33778 # p 259
A86-33779 # p 266
A86-33781 # p 266
A86-33782 # p 259
A86-33783 * # p 259
A86-33784 * # p 259
A86-33785 # p 266
A86-33786 # p 267
A86-33787 # p 267
A86-33788 # p 260
A86-33789 # p 267
A86-33790 * # p 267
A86-33791 # p 267
A86-33792 * # p 260
A86-33794 * # p 260
A86-33795 # p 26;'
A86-33796 # p 260
A86-33797 # p 267
A86-33798 # p 268
A86-338O6 # p 260
A86-33801 # p 251
A86-33803 # p 268
A86-33804 * # p 260
A86-33805 # p 268
A86°33806 # p 260
A86-33807 " # p 261
A86-33808 " # p 261
A86-33809 # p 261
A86-33810 # p 268
A86-33811 # p 268
A86-33813 * # p 268
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A86-33816 * # P 261
A86-33817 # P 268
A86-33818 # P 261
A86-33818 # P 261
A86-33820 # P 261
A86-33821 # P 262
A86-33822 * # p 262
A86-33823 # p 268
A86-33825 * # p 262
A86-33826 # P 262
A86-33827 # p 262
A86-33828 * # p 268
A86-33830 # p262
A86.33638 # P 251
A86-33983 # p 263
A86-34489 # p274
A86-34490 # p 245
A86-34573 # P 245
A88-34923 # p 269
A86-34957 # p 289
A86-34959 * # p 269
A86,-34971 # P 269
A86-34980 # p 269
A86-34984 # P 245
A86-34985 * # p 245
A86-35088 # p 246
A86-35185 # p 269
A86-35285 # p 251
A86-35286 # P 263
A86-35287 # p 251
A86-35288 # p 251
A86-35289 # p 263
A86-35290 # p 251
A86-35291 # p 252
A86-35426 # p 269
A3O-35427 • # p 263
A86-35428 # p263
%86-35429 # P 263
A86-35430 # P 263
A86-35431 # p270
A86-35432 # p 270
A86-35433 * # p 270
A86-35434 * # p 264
A86-35435 * # p 270
A86-35440 # P 270
A86-35441 # p 264
A86-35448 # p 264
A86-35446 " # p 264
A86-35447 # p 264
A86-35454 * # p 270
A86-35480 # P 27O
• # p264
# p 246
A86-35938 # P 246
A86-35939 # p 246
A86-35940 # p 246
A86-35941 # p 246
A86-36172 *# p 271
A86-36175 # p 264
A86-36218 # P 248
A86-36219 # p 252
A86-3622O # p 246
A86-36221 # p 246
A86-36222 # P 252
A86-36223 # p 246
A86-36224 # p 252
A86-36225 # p 247
A86-36309 # p 252
A86-36310 * # p 253
A86-36311 *# p253
A86-36312 * # p 253
A86-36313 # p 253
A86-36314 # p 253
A86-36315 *# p253
A86-36316 # p 271
A86-36317 # P 254
A86-36368 # p 247
A86-36494 # p247
A86-36495 # p 254
A86-36496 # p 247
A86-36497 # p 247
A86-3649_ # p 247
A86-36499 # p 271
A86-36500 # p 265
A86-36526 # p 2S4
A86-36527 # p271
A86-36528 # P 254
A86-36529 # p 254
A86-36530 # p 254
A86-36531 # p 254
A86-36532 # p 255
A86-36533 # p 255
A86-36534 # p 255
A86-36535 # p 255
A86-36536 # p 271
A86-36695 # p 271
A86-36766 # P 274
A86-36852 # p 272
A86-36879 # P 272
A86-36940 # P 272
A86-36947 # p 265
A86-37037 * # p 272
A86-37047 * # p 272
A86-37077 # P 255
A86-37276 # p 290
A86-37855 # P 275
A86-38138 # p 296
A86-38139 * # P 296
A86-38140 *# p296
A86-38141 # P 296
A86-38142 # P 296
A86-38143 # p 296
A86-3814,4 # p 297
A86-38145 # p 297
A86-38146 # p 275
A86-38147 * # p 275
A86-38148 # P 297
A86-38149 # p 275
A86-38150 # p 297
A86-38510 # p 293
A86-38512 # p 293
A86-38624 # p 297
A86-38984 # p 290
A86-38988 # p 293
A86,.39092 # p 280
A86-39093 # p 280
A86-39094 # p 281
A86-39095 # p 281
A86-32O96 # p 275
A86-33O97 # p276
A86-39098 # p 281
Afl6-33O99 * # p 281
A86-39470 * # p 276
A86-39598 # p 281
A86-39718 # p 276
A86-39719 # p 276
A86-39720 # p 276
A86-39721 # p 276
A88-39722 # p 276
A86-39772 # p 281
A86-39773 # p 282
A86-39774 # p 282
A86-39775 # p 282
A86-40231 # P 376
A86-40476 # p381
A86-40479 # P 381
A86-40480 # p 381
A86-40482 # p 381
A86-40483 # p 383
A86-40484 # p381
A86-40485 # P 381
A86-40486 # P 383
A86-40508 # p383
A86.-40519 # p371
A86-40521 # P 383
Afl6-.40522 * # p 383
A86-40566 # p 376
A86-40571 # p382
A86-40585 # P 384
A86-40660 * # p 376
A86.-40666 * # p 371
A86-40669 * # p 371
A86-40674 * # P 371
A86-40678 * # p 371
A86-40684 * # p 377
A86-40875 # p372
A86-40879 # p 372
A86-41043 # p 372
A86-41045 *# p372
A86-41046 * # P 372
A86-41047 # P 372
A86-41381 # P 384
A86-41400 # p 377
A86,-41645 # P 377
A86-41779 *# p377
A86-41780 *# p377
A86,,41781 # p377
A86..41782 * # P 378
A86-41783 # p 378
A86,.41784 # p 372
A86-41785 # p 378
A86-41786 # P 373
A86-41787 # P 373
A86-,,41788 # P 378
A86-41789 # p 378
A86-41790 # p 378
A86-41799 # p 382
A86-43422 # P 373
A86-43423 # p 373
A86-43424 # p 373
A86-43425 # p 373
A86-43433 * # p 373
A86-43434 * # p 374
A86-43436 * # p 374
A86-43437 * # p 378
A86-43438 * # p 374
A86.43440 * # p 374
A86-43442 * # p 374
A86-43444 * # p 374
A86-43448 * # p 374
A86-43449 * # p 375
A86-43450 * # p 375
A86-43453 * # p 375
A86-43454 * # p 375
A86-43535 # p 4O3
A86-43539 # p 403
A86-43540 # p 391
A86-43676 # p 391
A86-43677 # p 391
A86,.43750 # p 394
A86-43927 # p 410
A86-44087 # p 394
A86-44088 # p395
A86-44089 # p 395
A3O-44090 # p395
A86-44091 # p 395
A86-44092 # P 395
A86-44093 # P 395
A86-44094 # p 405
A86.,44095 # P 395
A86-44096 # p 396
A86-44097 # p 396
A86-44194 # p396
A86..44195 # p 391
A86-44196 * # p 391
A86-44197 # p 391
A88-44295 # p 392
A86-44354 * # p 410
A86-44358 # p 410
A86--44532 # p 406
A86-44534 # p 406
A86-44601 # p 403
A86-44778 # p 396
A86-44779 # p 406
A86-44780 # p 396
A86-44814 # p 396
A86-45014 # p 406
A86-45015 # P 406
A86-45073 # p 406
A86.-45117 # p 407
A86-45251 *# p 392
A86-45254 * # p 397
A86-45318 # P 392
A86-45319 # p 392
A86-45320 # p392
A86-45321 # p 392
A86-45322 # p 392
A86-45323 # p393
A88-45324 # p 393
A86-45325 # p 397
A86-45692 * # p 407
A86-45955 # p403
A86-45960 * # p 393
A86-46270 # p 397
A86.-46938 # P 397
A86-46941 # p407
A86-46942 # p 407
A86-46943 * # P 407
A86-46944 # p 407
A86-46945 * # p 407
A86-48960 # p 393
A86-47440 * # P429
A86-47467 # p429
A86-.47498 # P 426
A86-47726 # P 429
A86-.47729 # p 417
A86-47732 # p 430
A86-47734 # p430
A86-47735 # p430
A86-47737 # p 430
A86-47739 # p430
A86-47740 # P430
A86-47741 * # p 417
A86-47742 # p 430
A86-47746 # p431
A86-47747 # P431
A86-47749 # p431
A86-47751 # p431
A88-47752 # p431
A86-47753 # p 418
A86,-47754, # p 418
A86-47761 # p431
A86-47762 # P 432
A86-47764 # P432
A86,-47765 * # p 418
A86-47766 # P 432
A86-.47757 # p 432
A86-47770 # p 432
A86-47771 # p 432
A86-47772 # p433
A86-47773 # p 433
A86-47774 # p 433
A86-47775 # p433
A86-47868 # p 418
A86-47869 # p 413
A88-47870 # p418
A86-47871 *# p413
A86-47872 * # p 413
A86.-47873 # p 418
A88-47874 # p 419
A86-47875 # P 419
A86-483O9 # p 433
A86-48553 # p 433
A86-48713 *# p433
A86-49155 # p 413
A86-49225 *# p419
A86-49250 * # p 419
A86-49263 # p 419
A86-49264 # p 419
A86-49265 # p 42O
A86,-49266 # P 42O
A86-49267 # P 42O
A86-49268 # p 42O
A86-49269 # p 42O
A86-49270 # p 420
A86-49271 # p421
A86-49272 # p 421
A86-49273 # p 421
A8,6-49339 # p 421
A86-49345 # p 413
A86-49346 # p 413
A86-49347 # p 414
A86-49348 # p 414
A86-4oj'367 # p 414
A86-49368 # p 414
A86-49370 # p 421
A86-49371 # p 426
A88-49521 * # p 426
A86-49523 * # p 421
A86-49524 *# p 414
A86-49552 * # p 434
A86-49560 # p 421
A86-49633 * # p 426
A86-49634 * # p 434
A86-,49636 * # p 422
A86-49870 * # p 426
A86-49871 * # p 414
A86-49919 # p 422
A86-49920 # p 422
A86-49921 # p 414
A86-,49975 # p 422
A86-49998 # p 415
A86-49999 * # p 415
A86-50271 * # p 415
A88-50283 * # p 427
A86-50288 # p 415
A86-50289 # p 415
A86-5023O # P 415
N86-10733 # p 3
N86-10734 *# p 3
N86-10735 # P 4
N86-10736 # P 4
N86-10737 # p 4
N86-10738 # p 4
N86-10739 # p 12
N86-10740 # P 12
N86-10741 # P 4
N86-10742 # p 4
N86-10743 # P 12
N86-10744 # p 12
N86-10745 # p 19
N86-10746 # p 12
N86-10747 # p 13
N86-10748 # p 13
N86-10749 # p 13
N86-10750 # p 13
N86-10751 # p 13
N86.-10752 # p 13
N86-10753 # p 14
N86-10754 # p 4
N86-10755 # p 14
N86-10756 # P 14
N86-10757 # p 14
N86-10758 # p 14
N86-10759 # p 14
N86-10760 # p 5
N86-10761 # p 5
N86-10762 # P 5
N86-10783 # p 5
N86-10764 # p 5
N86-10785 # p 14
N86-10766 # p 5
N86-10787 # p 6
N86-13895
NS&10768 * # p 15
N86-10769 # p 15
' N88-10770 ° # p 15
N86-10771 # p 15
N86-10772 # p 15
N86-10773 # p 15
N86-10774 # p 16
N86-10775 # p 19
N86-10776 # p 19
N86-10777 * # p 20
N86-10778 # p 20
N86-10779 # p 20
N86-1073O # p 20
N86-10781 # p 20
N86-10782 # p 20
N86-10783 # p 20
N86-10784 # p 22
N86-10785 * # p 22
N86-10786 # p 22 '
N86-10787 # P 23
N86-10788 # p 23
N86-10789 # p 23
N86-11829 *# p6
N86-11830"# p6
N86-11831 *# p6
N86-11832 # p6
N86-11833 # p6
N86-11834 # p7
N86-11835 # p 7
N86-11836 # p 7
N86-11837 # p7
N86-11838 *# p 16
N86-11839 # p 16
N86-11841 # p 16
N86-11842 # p 16
N86-11843 # P 17
N86-11844 # p 17
N86-11845 # p 17
N86-11846 # p 17
N86-11847 # p 17
N86-11848 # p 17
N86-11849 # P 18
N86,.11850 * # p21
N86-11851 # p 21
N86-11852 # p 21
N86-11853 # p 21
N86-11854 * # p 23
N86-11855 # p 23
N86-12377 # P 37
N86-12458 # P 37
N86-12949 * # p 28
N86-12950 # P 28
N86-12951 # p 28
N86-12952 # p 28
N86-12953 # P 28
N88-12954 * # p 37
N86-12955 # p 37
N86-12956 *# p 37
N86-12957 # P 37
N86-12958 # p 37
N86-12959 # p 38
N86-12960 # P 38
N86-12961 # p 38
N86-12962 # p 38
N86-12963 # p 38
N86-12964 # P 38
N86-12965 # P 39
N86-12966 # p 39
N86-12967 # P 39
N86-12968 # p 42
N86-12969 # P 42
N86-12970 # P 42
N86-12971 # p 42
N86-12972 # P 42
N86.12973 # P 45
N86o12974 # p45
N86-12975 # P 45
N86-12976 # P 46
N86-13878 *# p 29
N86-13879 *# p 29
N86-13880 # p 29
N86-13881 # p 29
N86-13882 # p 29
N86-13883 # P 29
N88-13884 # p 30
N86-13885 # p 30
N86-13886 *# p 39
N86-13887 # p 39
N86-13888 # p 40
N86-13889 # p 40
N86-13890 # p 40
N86-13891 # P 40
N86-13892 * # p 42
N86-13893 # p 43
N86-13894 # p 43
N86-13885 # P 43
G-3
N86-13896
N86-13896 # p 43
N86-13897 # p 43
N86-13898 *# p46
N86-13899 * # p 46
N86-13900 * # p46
N86-13901 # P 46
N86-13902 # P 46
N86-13903 # p 47
N86-13904 # p 47
N86-13905 # p47
N86-13906 # p 47
N86-14080 * # p 30
N86-14088 * # p 30
N86-14091 * # p 47
N86-14097 *# p 30
N86-14160 # p 47
N86-14161 # p 47
N86-14162 # p 30
N86-14839 # p 53
N86-14840 # p 53
N86-14841 # p 53
N86-14842 # p 53
N86-14843 # p 53
N86-14844 # p 53
N86-14845 # p 54
N86-14847 # p 54
N86-14848 # p 54
N86-14849 # p 60
N86-14850 # p 60
N86-14851 # p 60
N86-14852 # p 60
N86-14853 # p 60
N86-14854 # p 61
N86-14855 # p 61
N86-14856 # p 54
N86-14857 # p 54
N86-14858 # p 54
N86-14859 # p 61
N86-14860 # p 61
N86-14861 # p 61
N86-14862 # p 61
N86-14863 # p 62
N86-14864 # p 62
N86-14867 # p 62
N86-14868 # p 54
N86-14869 # p 55
N86-14870 # p 55
H86-14871 # p62
N86-14872 # p 62
N86-14873 # p 62
N86-14874 # p 63
N86-14875 # p 63
N86-14876 # p 63
N86-14877 # p 63
N86-14878 # p 63
N88-14879 # p 63
q86-14880 # p 63
q86-14881 # p 64
_86-14882 # p 64
_486-14883 # p64
N86-14884 # p 64
N86-14885 # p 64
N86-14886 # p 64
N86-14887 # p 64
N86-14888 # p 70
N86-14889 # p 70
N86-14890 # p 71
N86-14891 # p 71
N86-14892 # p 71
N86-14893 # p 71
N86-14894 # p 72
N86-14895 # p 72
N86-14896 # p 74
N86-14897 # p 74
N86-14898 # p 75
N86-14899 # p 75
N86-14900 # p 75
N86-14901 # p 75
N86-14948 # p 75
N86-15444 # p 75
N86-15859 # p 55
N86-15860 # p 55
N86-15861 # p 55
N86-15862 # p 55
N86-15883 # p 56
N86-15864 # p 56
N86-15865 # p56
N86-15866 # p 65
N86-15867 # p 76
N86-15868 # p 72
N86-15869 # p 72
N86-15870 # p 72
N86-15871 # p 65
N86-15872 # p 65
N86-_,5673 # p65
N86-15874 # p 65
G-4
N86-15875 # p65
N86-15876 # p 56
N86-15877 # p 56
N86-15878 # p 56
N86-15879 # p 66
N86-15880 # p 66
N86-15881 # p 57
N86-15882 # p 57
N86-15883 # p 57
N86-15885 # p 72
N86-15888 # p 78
N86-15887 # p 66
N86-15888 # p 66
N86-15889 # p 66
N86-1586O # p 66
N86-15891 # p 67
N86-15892 # p 57
N86-15893 # p 57
N86-15894 # p 57
N86-15895 # p 58
N86-15897 # p 67
N86-15898 *# p67
N86-15899 # p 67
N86-15900 # p67
N86-15901 # p 67
N86-15902 # p 68
N86-15903 # p68
N86-15904 # p 68
N86-15905 # p 68
N86-15906 # p 68
N86-15907 # p 69
N86-15908 # p 69
N86-15909 # p 69
N86-15910 # p 69
N86-15911 # p 72
N86-'_5912 # p73
N86-15913 # p 73
N86-15914 # p79
N86-15915 # p 73
N86-15916 # p 76
N86-15917 # p 76
N86-16641 # p 91
N86-16875 *# p 82
N86-16876 # p 83
N86-16877 # p 83
N86-16878 # p 83
N86-16879 # p 83
N86-16880 # p 83
N86-16881 # p 83
N86-16882 # p 91
N86-16883 # p 83
N86-16884 # p 95
N86-16885 # p 84
N86-16886 # p 84
N86-16887 # p 91
N86-16888 * # p 92
N86-16889 *# p 92
N86-16890 *# p 92
N86-16891 # p 92
N86-16892 # p 92
N86-16893 # p 93
N86-16894 # p 93
N86-16895 # p 93
N86-16896 # p 93
N86-16897 # p 95
N86-16898 # p 95
N86-16899 # p 95
N86-16900 # p 95
N86-16901 *# p99
N86-16902 * # p 99
N86-16903 *# p 99
N86-16904 # p 99
N86-16905 # p 99
N86-17974 # p 84
N86-17975 # p 84
N86-17976 # p 84
N86-17977 # p 84
N86-17978 # p 85
N86-17979 # p 85
N86-17980 # p 85
N86-17981 # p 93
N86-17982 # p 93
N86-17983 # p 94
N86-17984 # p 94
N86-17985 # p 95
N86-17986 # p 95
H86-17987 # p 99
N86-17988 # p 99
N86-17989 # p 100
N86-17990 # p 100
N86-17991 # p 100
N86-17992 # p 100
N86-17993 # p 100
N86-17994 # p 100
N86-17995 # p 101
N86-17996 # p 101
N86-18949 * # p 106
N86-18950 * # p 107
N86-18951 # p 107
N86-18952 # p 107
N86-18953 # p 107
N86-18954 # p 107
N86-18955 # p 107
N86-18956 # p 107
N86-18957 # p 108
N86-18958 # p 108
N86-18959 # p 108
N86-18960 *# p 114
N86-18961 # p 114
N86-18962 # p 114
N86-18963 # p 115
N86-18964 # p 115
N86-18965 # p 115
N86-18966 # p 115
N86-18967 # p 115
N86-18968 # p 116
N86-18969 # p 116
N86-18970 # p 116
N86-18971 # p 118
N86-18972 # p 116
N86..18973 # p 117
N86-18974 # p 117
N86-18975 # p 117
N86-18976 # p 117
N86-18977 # p 117
N86-18978 # p 118
N86-18979 # p 118
N86-18980 # p 133
N86-18981 # p 134
N86-18982 # p 134
N86-18983 # p 134
N86-18984 # p 134
N86-18985 # p 134
N86-18986 # p 134
N86-18987 # p 135
N86-18988 # p 147
N86-18989 # p 147
N6O-18990 *# p 148
N86-19825 # p 108
N88-19826 # p 108
N86-19827 # p 109
N86-19828 # p 109
N86-19829 # p 109
N86-19831 # p 109
N86-19832 # p 118
N86-19833 # p 118
N86-19834 # p 118
N86-19835 # p 118
N86-19837 # p 119
N86-19838 # p 109
N86-19839 # p 109
N86-19840 # p 119
N86-19841 # p 119
N86-19843 # p 119
N86-19844 # p 119
N86-19845 # p 119
N86-19846 # p 120
N86-19847 # p 120
N86-19848 # p 120
N86-19849 # p 120
N86-19850 *# p 120
N86-19851 # p 120
N86-19852 # p 121
N86-19853 # p 121
N86-19854 # p 121
N86-19855 # p 121
N86-19856 # p 121
N86-19857 # p 121
N86-19858 # p 122
N86-19859 # p 122
N86-19890 # p 122
N86-19861 # p 122
N86-19862 # p 122
N86-19863 # p 122
N86-19864 # p 123
N86-19865 # p 123
N86-19866 # p 123
N86-19867 # p 123
N86-19868 # p 123
N86-19869 # p 123
N86-19870 # p 124
N86-19871 # p 124
N86-19872 # p 124
N86-19673 # p 124
N86-19874 # p 124
N86-19875 # p 124
N86-19876 # p 125
N86-19877 # p 125
N86-19878 # p 125
N86-19879 # p 125
N86-19880 # p 125
N86-19881 # p 125
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N86-19882 # p 125
N86-19883 # p 126
N86-19884 # p 126
N86-19885 *# p 126
N86-19886 * # p 126
N86-19887 # p 126
N86-19888 # p 126
N86-19889 # p 127
N86-19890 # p 127
N86-19891 # p 127
N86-19892 # p 127
N86-19893 # p 127
N86-19894 # p 127
N86-19895 # p 128
N86-19890 # p 135
N86-19897 # p 135
N86-19898 # p 135
N86-19899 # p 135
N86-19900 # p 136
N86-19901 # p 136
N86-19902 # p 136
N86-19903 # p 136
N86-19904 # p 136
N86-19905 # p 136
N86-19906 *# p 148
N86-19907 *# p 148
N86-19908"# p148
N86-19909 *# p 148
N86-19910 *# p 148
N86-19911 *# p 148
N86-19912 *# p 149
N86-19914 *# p 149
N86-19915 *# p 149
N86-19916 *# p 149
N86-19917 *# p 149
N86-19918 * # p 150
N86-19919 *# p 150
N86-19920 * # p 150
N86-19921 * # p 150
N86-19922 *# p 150
N86-19923 * # p 150
N86-19924 *# p 150
N86-19925 *# p 151
N86-19926 *# p 151
N86-19927 *# p 151
N86-19928 * # p 151
N86-19929 *# p 151
N86-19930 *# p 151
N86-19931 *# p 152
N86-19932*# p152
N86-19933 *# p 152
N86-19934 * # p 152
N86-19935 * # p 152
N86-19936 * # p 152
N86-19937 * # p 152
N86-19936 * # p 152
N86-19939 *# p 153
N86-19940 *# p 153
N86-19941 *# p 153
N86,-'_9942 * # p 153
N86-19943 *# p 153
N86-19944 # p 153
N86-19945 # p 154
N86-19946 # p 154
N86-20444 # p 157
N86-20445 # p 158
N86-29028 # p 163
N86-20629 # p 163
N86-20638 # p 187
N86-20890 # p 158
N86-21013 # p 164
N86-21014 # p 164
N86-21016 # p 164
N86-21017 # p 164
N86-21018 # p 164
N86-21019 # p 164
N86-21020 # p 165
N86-21021 # p 165
N86-21022 # p 165
N86-21023 # p 165
N86-21024 # p 165
N86-21025 # p 165
N86-21026 # p 166
N86-21027 # p 166
N86-21028 # p 166
N86-21029 # p 166
N86-21030 # p 166
N86-21031 # p 166
N86-21032 # p 167
N86-21033 # p 167
N86-21034 # p 167
N86-21036 # p 167
N86-21038 # p 167
N86-21039 # p 187
N86-21040 # p 168
N86-21041 # p 168
N86-21042 # p 168
N86-21043 # p 168
N86-21044 # p 168
N86-21045 # p 168
N86-21046 # p 169
N86-21047 # p 169
N86-21049 # p 169
N86-21050 # p 169
N86-21058 # p 189
N86-21059 # p 168
N86-21064 # p 170
N86-21065 # p 170
N86-21067 # p 170
N86-21097 *# p 158
N86-21098 # p 158
N86-21099 # p 158
N86-21190 # p 158
N86-21101 # p 158
N86-21102 # p 159
N86-21103 # p 170
N86-21104 # p 170
N86-21105 *# p 170
N86-21106 *# p 171
N86-21107 *# p 171
N86-21108 *# p 171
N86-21109 *# p 171
N86-21110 # p 171
N86-21111 # p 171
N86-21112 # p 172
N86-21113 # p 172
N86-21114 # p 172
N86-21115 # p 172
N86-21116 # p 172
N86-21117 # p 172
N86-21118 # p 173
N86-21119 # p 173
N86-21120 # p 173
N86-21121 # p 173
N86-21122 # p 173
N86-21123 # p 173
1'486-21124 # p 174
N86-21125 # p 174
N86-21126 # p 174
N86-21127 # p 174
N86-21128 # p 174
N86-21129 # p 174
N86-21130 # p 174
N86-21131 # p 175
N86-21132 # p _59
N86-21133 # p 175
N86-21135 # p 175
N86-21136 # p 175
N86-21137 # p 175
N86-21138 *# p 180
N86-21139 *# p 180
N86-21140 # p 180
N86-21141 # p 180
N86-21142 # p 180
N86-21143 # p 181
N86-21144 # p 181
N86-21145 # p 181
N86-21146 # p 187
N86-21147 *# p 187
N86-21148 # p 187
N88-21149 # p 187
N86-21190 *# p 189
N86-22082 # p 159
N86-22083 # p 159
N86-22084 # p 159
N86-22085 # p 160
N86-22086 # p 160
N86-22087 # p 160
N86-22088 # p 160
N86-22089 # p 160
N86-22090 # p 160
N86-22091 # p 161
N86-22092 # p 161
N86-22093 * # p 176
N86-22094 * # p 176
N86-22095 * # p 178
N86-22096 # p 178
N86-22097 # p 176
N86-22098 # p 176
N86-22099 # p 177
N86-22190 # p 177
N86-22101 # p 177
N86-22102 # p 177
N86-22103 # p 177
N86-22104 # p 178
N86-22105 # p 178
N86-22106 # p 181
N86-22107 # p 181
N86-22108 # p 181
N86-22109 # p 182
N86-22110 # p 182
N86-22111 # p 182
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N86-22112 * # p 188
N86-22113 *# p 188
N86-22114 * # p 188
N86-22115 # p 188
N86-22116 # p 188
N86-23217 # p 209
N86-23218 *# p209
N86-23219 # p 209
N86-23220 # p 209
N86-23221 # p 209
N86-23222 # p 209
N86-23223 # p 209
N86-23224 # p 210
N86-23225 # p 210
N86-23226 # p 210
N86-23227 # p 217
N86-23228 # p 210
N86-23229 # p 217
N86-23230 # p 217
N86-23231 # p 218
N86-23232 # p 218
N86-23233 # p 218
N86-23234 # p 218
N86-23235 # p 218
N86-23236 # p 219
N86-23237 # p 210
N86-23238 # p 219
N86-23239 # p 219
N86-23240 # p 219
N86-23241 # p 219
N86-23242 # p 219
N86-23243 # p 220
N86-23244 # p 220
N86-23245 # p 220
N86-23247 # p 210
N86-23248 # p 235
N86-23249 # p 211
N86-23250 # p 220
N86-23251 # p 220
N86-23252 # p 211
N86-23253 # p 211
N86-23254 # p 211
N86-23255 # p 211
N86-23256 # p 220
N86-23257 # p 211
N86-23258 # p 212
N86-23259 # p 220
N86-23260 # p 221
N86-23261 # p 235
N86-23263 # p 221
N86-23264 # p 241
N86-23265 * # p 221
N86-23266 # p 221
N86-23267 # p 221
N86-23268 # p 221
N86-23269 # p 221
N86-23270 # p 221
N86-23271 # p 222
N86-23272 # p 222
N86-23273 # p 222
N86-23274 # p 222
N86-23275 # p 222
N86-23276 # p 222
N86-23277 # p 222
N86-23278 # p 235
N86-23279 # p 235
N86-23280 # p 235
N86-23281 # p 241
N86-24184 # p 212
N86-24185 # p 212
N86-24186 # p 212
N86-24187 # p 212
N86-24188 # p 212
N86-24189 # p 213
N86.24190 # p 213
N86.24191 # p 213
N86-24192 • # p 223
N86-24193 # p 223
N86-24194 # p 223
N86-24195 # p 223
N86-24196 # p 223
N86-24197 # p 223
N86-24198 # p 223
N86-24199 # p 224
N86-24200 # p 224
N86-24201 # p 224
N86-24202 # p 224
N86-24203 # p 224
N86-24204 # p 225
N86-24205 # p 225
N86-24206 # p 225
N86-24207 # p 225
N86-24208 # p 225
N86-2420,9 # p 225
N86-24210 # p 226
N86-24211 # p 226
N86-24212 # p 226
N86-24213 # p 226
N86-24214 # p 235
N86-24215 # p 236
N86-24216 # p242
N86-24217 * # p 242
N86-24218 # p 242
N86-24219 # p 242
N86-24220 # p 242
N86-24221 # p 242
N86-24222 # p 243
N86-24223 # p 243
N86-24527 * # p 243
N86-24546 * # p 236
N86-25109 # p 248
N86-25110 # p 248
N86-25111 # p 255
N86-25112 # p255
N86-25113 # p256
N86-25114 # p 256
N86-25115 # p256
N8&25116 # p 256
N86-25117 # p 256
N86-25118 # p265
N86-25119 # p 265
N86-25120 # p 265
N86-25121 *# p272
N86-25122 * # p 272
N86-25123 # p 273
N86-25124 # p 273
N86-25125 # p 273
N86-25126 # p 273
N86-25970 * # p 248
N86-25971 ° # p 248
N86-25972 # p 248
N86-25973 # p 248
N86-25974 # p 248
N86-25975 # p 249
N86-25976 # p 249
N86-25977 # p 249
N86-25978 "# p 257
N86-25979 # p 257
N86-25980 # p 257
N86-25981 # p 257
N86-25982 # p 257
N86-25983 # p 257
N86-25984 # p 258
N86-25985 # p 258
N86-25986 # p 258
N86-25987 # p 258
N86-25988 # p 258
N86-25989 # p 258
N86-25990 # p 265
N86-25991 # p 266
N86-25992 # p 266
N86-25993 # p 273
N86-26318 # p 293
N86-26319 # p 293
N86-26793 # p 276
N86-26794 # p 276
N86-26795 # p 277
N86-26796 # p 277
N86-26797 * # p 282
N86-26798 # p 282
N86-26799 # p 282
N86-26800 # p 283
N86-26801 # p 283
N86-26802 # p 283
N86-26805 # p 293
N86-26907 # p 294
N86-26810 # p 283
N86-26812 # p 283
N86-26813 # p 294
N86-26814 # p 283
N86-26815 # p 284
N86-26816 # p 294
N86-26817 # p 284
N86-26818 # p 284
N86-26819 # p 284
N86-26821 # p 284
N86-26822 # p 284
N86-26823 # p 284
N86-26825 # p 294
N86-26826 # p 290
N86=26827 # p 290
N86-26828 # p 290
N86-26829 # p 291
N86-26830 # p 291
N86-26831 # p 291
N86-26832 # p 291
N86-26833 # p 291
N86-26834 # p 291
N86-26835 # p 292
N86-26836 * # p 294
N86-26837 # p 294
N86.-26838 # p 295
N86-26839 # p 295
N86-L:_840 # p 295
N86-26841 # p 295
N86-26842 # p 295
N86-26843 # p 295
N86-26844 * # p 297
N86-26846 * # p 297
N86-26847 * # p 297
N86-.26848 * # p298
N86-26849 * # p 298
N86-26850 *# p 298
N86-26852 *# p 298
N86-26853 • # p 298
N86-26856 * # p 299
N86-26857 * # p 299
N86-26858 * # p 299
N86-26859 *# p 299
N86-26860 * # p 299
N86-26861 *# p 300
N86-26863 "# p 300
N86-26864 "# p 300
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